TEN THOUSAND MILES THROUGH
CANADA

PREFACE
P \ T THERE to go and what to see is one of the
* * difficulties that face the visitor on arriving
in Canada. It is the embarrassment of vastness and
superabundance. A glance at the map shows that,
despite the extensive inroads made by the railways,
the Dominion is still a terra incognita and. is likely
to remain so to all except the occasional intrepid
explorer. To use limited time to the best advantage
—so as to get away from the beaten path—is scarcely
possible single-handed.
It would not have been practicable for me, at
least, to have travelled the distance that I did, and
to have compiled the information contained in the
following pages, without the knowledge and experience of others. In many respects such information
was invaluable, and in all cases enhanced by the
kindness which distinguishes Canadians in their
bearings towards visitors, particularly those from
the Mother Country. *J
To the following gentlemen I gratefully acknowledge my sense of obligation : Mr. C. C. James,
Deputy Minister of Agriculture ; Colonel Matthison,
Treasurer; Mr. N. B. Colcock, Agent-General, and Mr.
Arthur C. Pratt, M.P.P. of the Ontario Government.

THROUGH CANADA
The Heads of Government departments kindly
placed at my disposal maps and returns on Mining,
Agriculture and Natural History.
{Mr. H. R. Charlton, Mr. G. T. Bell, Mr. W. T.
Robson, of Montreal; and Mr. R. L. Thompson,
Mr. J. D. Macdonald and Mr. Arthur Hawke, of
Toronto, afforded me specialist information on
rivers and lakes, which, as an angler, I found most
valuable.__
Whilst Canada is unique in the magnificent
photographic subjects it offers, the climate itself
during the bright, hot summer months presents
serious difficulties in the way of obtaining first-class
pictures. One is limited to the early morning or
evening to get good results. There is little twilight,
and with rapid travelling it is not easy personally
to procure sufficient representative views. I am
greatly indebted for a large proportion of the illustrations and the preparation of the sketch-map in
this work, to the kindness and courtesy of Mr. J. M.
Gibbon of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Mr. Fred
C. Salter of the Grand Trunk System, and Mr. W.
Hay don of the Canadian Northern Railway, also to
Mr. Byron Harmon of Banff, B.C. Without such
hearty co-operation it would have been impossible to
have included in the work the variety of illustrations
it contains.
^ T h e natural history of coarse and game fish in
Canada needs revising. I am of opinion that it
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would be possible to reduce the classification of
trout and salmon to far fewer species, but we must
take things as we find them, and in the treatment
of the subject I acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr.
Star Jordan's valuable work on " Food and Game
Fish." Also Mr. E. Thompson Seton's recent work
on "Life Histories of Northern Animals," which I
have compared with Indian information and my own
knowledge of big game. In referring to an older
and not less valuable work, "The Big Game of
North America," published by Messrs. Sampson,
Low, Marston & Co., I have found there is little
change of view on this subject.
I have consulted Francis Parkman's comprehensive work on the Jesuits and North American
Indians, and Sir J. G. Bourinot for Canadian
general history.^
J. A.
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HE great ocean liner slowly steamed down the
Mersey. The bustle and excitement of
embarkation calmed down and gave place to other
emotions. The little knot of boy scouts that surrounded Lieut.-Gen. Sir R. S. S. Baden Powell had
roared themselves hoarse in answer to their comrades'
send-off from shore. They had watched the fluttering hand flags that beat out in signals their
companions' adieu, until distance made them undecipherable. The glamour of the Canadian trip, the
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topic by day, the dream by night, had faded out of
mind for the moment, and a far-away look of yearning
sobered the earnest young faces.
The feeling of detachment became general as
the wharf rapidly receded, and the faces that comprised some heart asset were blurred into unrecognition in the amorphous crowd. Soon a low-lying
smudge on the distant horizon marked all that
was left of fatherland; another hour wiped it out,
and the great circle of desolation was complete.
The list of passengers on board the " Empress of
Ireland/' was a long one. Scarcely a seat was unoccupied at the first dinner in the large saloon. The
evening was fine, and the motion of the ship was
unfelt. In the night a breeze sprang up, and the
morning tables were depleted. The eleven ladies at
my table were reduced to two, one survivor wore the
badge of the Women's Suffrage Order. There were
only two on board, who openly declared themselves
at least, in sympathy with the Suffragist movement.
One of them breakfasted under apparent physical
discomfort and was absent from the next meal. The
Spartan endurance of her companion covered the
entire journey; an endurance by no means given to
all the members of the sex that enjoyed the privileges
for which she was an enthusiastic aspirant.
In the course of the day, the boy scouts played
leap-frog, and practised drill. They were the successful fifteen out of over three thousand who competed

BOY SCOUT PASSENGERS
for the honour of the free Canadian trip. The examination was open to all boy scouts in the British Isles,
and two Irish lads were amongst the winners. Of
the rest, English and Scotch were in about equal
proportion. Their skill in putting together and
taking to pieces a patent trek wagon was admirable.
This ingenious contrivance was a multum m parvoy
designed for sundry uses. In its entirety it comprised a road wagon drawn by ropes ; in pieces it
resolved itself into a sleeping tent, a water tank, two
ladders and a boat. The boys were divided into
companies which vied with each other in smartly
manipulating the patent. Alas! there was an interval
of some days between the first and second practice.
Half the lads were hors de combat; and some of
them had to be carried on deck and stretched on
mattresses to recuperate after the exhausting effects
of mal de mer.
Towards the end of the journey, they took part
in a gymkhana of which the Chief Scout was an
interested spectator.
The Boy Scout movement is designed to develop
manly and humane qualities. During the day each
lad took his turn in keeping guard over real or
imaginary baggage. The duty seemed to carry with
it a general surveillance of the passengers. On one
occasion a youth, essaying to climb the shrouds, fell
heavily on the deck. The guard in a moment left
his post, to apply first aid, a knowledge of which is a
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. recognized part of the scout curriculum. A system
that embodies, as it does, the practice of some daily
act of kindness is not without promise. I have
known it to take the form of carrying a washerwoman's basket of laundry through a public park.
The organization is spreading with phenomenal
rapidity, and already numbers 250,000 members.
That Canadian voyage was but the first of a series.
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand are to be
visited in turn.
Lieut-Gen. Sir R. S. S. Baden Powell, who retired
last May from active military service, is devoting all
his time to the development of the movement. It was
interesting to learn the Chief Scout's views on the
subject. They were in consonance,with the honourable undertaking subscribed by every boy that joins:
(i)to be loyal to God and the King; (2) to help
others at all times; (3) to obey the Scout law.
The General's statement to the Canadian Press
was as follows: " I intend to consecrate myself to
this cause which is getting beyond all bounds in its
importance. One point I wish you to emphasize to
your readers is that the practical side of the movement, allied to the moral, is supreme. Of course I
do not object to our boys entering the Army, but I
wish to teach them, above all things, to use intelligently the faculties which their Creator has given to
them. If I succeed in enthusing Canada somewhat,
my work will not have been done in vain. In

THE BRIDE-ELECT SCOUT
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England it has the approval of King \ and country,
and why not here ?"
The movement has already taken root in Canada,
the Governor-General being the Chief Scout, LieutCol. A. P. Sherward, C.M.G., M.V.O. of Ottawa,
Dominion Commissioner, and Capt. R. T. Birdwhistle, Dominion Secretary.
Amongst the passengers there were fourteen
brides-elect. Most of their fiances had been in
Canada a comparatively short time, but had done
so well that they were in a position to marry. One
of the lady passengers, who was crossing to attend her
sister's wedding, took a special interest in this romantic
section of the community, and espoused as her particular mission the discovery of all the prospective
brides. The amount of sea-sickness amongst them,
and the missioner's sympathy and tact, made the
task comparatively easy. She would proudly march
on deck, a pale-faced girl on one arm, a rug on the
other, and with a look of eloquent significance. We
called her the "bride-elect scout." She was one of
the two Suffragists, and if the gift of the franchise
to women depended on the gentlemen on board the
" Empress of Ireland," the Prime Minister's windows
would be safe in the future.
As the community in general crept back into life
and revived in spirits, a concert was proposed by
some of the obtrusively musical section of the
passengers. The result supplied an admirable
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example of the "Art of how not to do it." The selfconstituted impresario went about soliciting the
assistance of all and sundry in getting up " a little
concert." He forestalled objections by asserting that
he was convinced you could do something, and his
friend by his side would be delighted to take down
your name. " What, can't sing—then you can play :
no ? Well, let it be a recitation ; put down a recitation, Mr. So-and-so." For the greater part of the
day one overheard in various quarters of the ship,
" W e are getting up a little concert . . . you can
do something. What, can't sing! " etc. At length
the suggestion was made that some of the passengers
ought to be left for the purpose of audience, as the
list of performers had assumed prodigious proportions.
The wisdom of this advice in due course bore fruit,
whereupon the impresario took immediate steps t a
rectify the matter. The next day he went about
asking persons who had been pressed into service if
they minded their names being dropped.
"The
programme was too long," etc., etc. Most of the
passengers willingly acquiesced, but one lady
resolutely declined to render any assistance in the
proposed act of self-effacement. " Certainly, I object.
Why should I be dropped out ? You asked me to
sing; I did not offer my services." The force of the
argument was so irresistible that even the impresario
saw it. The item consisted of a ballad of some
twenty-five verses, unaccompanied. It is on record

THE COAST OF LABRADOR
that at verse fifteen one polite gentleman and a
highly delighted boy comprised the house. A more
embellished account explained that they were the
only two passengers who had not been asked to "do
something." This, however, is apocryphal. The
amount of the collection on the behalf of the widows
and orphans of deceased mariners is not chronicled.
A change took place in the temperature as we
approached the coast of Labrador, requisitioning
extra wraps and overcoats. When the sun went
down, a breath of Arctic cold whistled through the
shrouds, which made our teeth chatter. Far off on
the horizon, where an hour before the sun had sunk,
a light still lingered. It was the field ice that for
miles glistened along the coast. This was the
explanation of the sudden change. We were in
the ice region. Then a blinding mist wiped out
all objects half a mile ahead, a common experience
in that region. It is said to be due to the contact of
the Gulf Stream with the sea in that latitude; the
the hot and cold currents coming together cause the
mist. The foghorn rumbled out its melancholy
note at definite intervals. Another steamer answered
in the distance, and our boat immediately stopped.
This is the rule of the road, and an important
provision. Meanwhile, the Marconi had been flashing its current out into the night and made its circle
with our near neighbour, a German passenger boat.
This modern application of telegraphy has been
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instrumental in minimizing collisions at sea to almost
a vanishing quantity. The only danger now comes
from a sailing-ship or the comparatively few steamers
not fitted with the apparatus. The Marconi has also
inaugurated on board ship the daily newspaper
which publishes all the salient doings on land and.
sea. We were in possession of the news that Crippen
had been arrested at Rimouski before it was known
in London ; the state of the markets, and the result
of the principal cricket matches at Lord's and the
Oval.
The fourth day we were in the Straits of Belle
Isle. The island from which it takes its name is
supposed to be one of the two Isles of Demons, the
other being Quirpon, a little further west, off the
northern coast of Newfoundland. It is now as it was
in the sixteenth century, wild and desolate, with
nothing to break the silence but the cry of the seafowl, mingled with the shock of waves that break
against the rugged coast. The well-known fishery
was established at that early date, and French,
English, Spanish, and Portuguese vied with each
other for the treasures of the deep off the Newfoundland banks. The imagination of these early pioneers
of commerce was the mint in which were coined the
remarkable stories which are woven into the history
of Demons' Islands. Old maps depict the occupants
as devils rampant, fully equipped with tails and
horns. The dark forest that stretched along the
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shores was infested, and the clamour of infernal
orgies carried on in the woods could be heard far out
at sea. Fiends shrieked amongst the riggings of the
ship, as if to warn the sailors of the fate that awaited
them should they dare to approach the haunted
islands.
It is difficult to disentangle history from romance
in the story of the damsel Marguerite, who was cast
adrift on one of these islands. She was the niece of
Sieur de Roberval, a noble of Picardy, who fitted
out an expedition to the Far West in 1542. Her
amour with a gentleman on board, who joined the
adventure on her account, so enraged her uncle that
he stopped the ship and dispatched her to the island,
attended by an old Norman nurse. As the ship
set sail, her lover jumped overboard, braved the
dangers of the sea, and reached her. After two
and a half years, a fishing craft, attracted by the
smoke rising from the fateful island, landed and
rescued Marguerite. The story that is said to have
fallen from her own lips is contained in an ancient
manuscript, bearing the date 1586, after which the
islands were known as " Les lies de la Demoiselle."
It is a singular narrative, containing graphic pictures
of the demons raging round the hut and attempting
its destruction. The fiends assumed the forms of
hideous beasts and nameless monsters, a veritable
"brood of Hell," that stretched out their claws to
tear down the frail shelter that stood between them
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and their victims. The saints pitied the exiles and
fought on their side, but from a more terrible fate
there seems to have been no deliverance. Soon
Marguerite's lover succumbed to privation and suffering. The child born to them and the nurse followed,
and Marguerite was left alone. But the nerve of the
woman never failed. She continued to resist the
attacks of the demons, and effectively defended herself against the assaults of bears, shooting three of
them. When discovered by the crew of the fishing
craft, who rescued her, she was clothed in wild
beasts' skins, and on the point of starvation.
Clear of the straits, we entered the mouth of the
St. Lawrence. The river flows north and south
of Anti Costa, mingling its waters with the crosscurrents of mighty seas. The steamer sailed south
of the island, leaving English Bay on its right. From
that point the banks of the great river are clearly
defined, and the ocean passage may be said to be
over. Thick fogs that hang over the river's banks
are, however, not without their attendant dangers.
Tides that wait for no man have to be studied in
connexion with rapids and shallows, which frequently
cause delay and spoil record passages.
Through this great waterway the early pioneers
of the North-West sailed in their diminutive ships,
surviving the perils of ocean to face the still greater
dangers that lay hidden in the pathless forests
that flanked the shore. There are probably no
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records in the annals of restless adventure that
exceed in heroism and self-sacrifice those of
Champlain and Cartier, Brebceuf and Lallemant, types
of the great army of explorers who faced the rapids
of the St. Lawrence* Their names are indelibly
engraved in its geography, their tongue is spoken
in the cities reared on the river's banks, and their
spirit animates their distinguished merchants and
statesmen.
Adventurers and explorers had preceded Champlain, but they left no mark on history. They either
perished in their attempt to penetrate the great
unknown, or retreated in the face of dangers which
only the bravest could dare. The hidden treasures
of a great continent are ever an incentive to adventure
and even suffering, but the objective may entail too
great a sacrifice. It needs men cast in a different
mould, who are not inspired by the wealth of seas, or
bright jewels of the mine, but by far nobler projects,
to put their hand to the plough and not turn back.
Such a soul was Samuel de Champlain. At the
dawn of the seventeenth century he joined an expedition to the Far West. De Monts, a French nobleman, commanded the ship in which the explorer
sailed. It did not augur well for the success of the
enterprise that the company was of the most
heterogeneous nature. Men of gentle birth and
honourable character were herded together with
thieves and vagabonds, the veritable mauvais sujets
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of France. Volunteers and pressmen, Huguenot \
tHvines and Catholic priests gave further mixed ;
colour to the motley group whom Champlain joined I
on that memorable voyage. Uris principle of ]
indiscriminate selection adopted by the first pioneers, '
militated more than anything else against the i
success of early French colonization. La Roche
set forth on one of these expeditions with forty \
convicts whom he landed on Sable Island to starve
and murder each other. Only twelve survived, who
were saved from the inevitable fate of their com*
pan ions by a passing ship. Bad citizens of the Old
World cannot make good colonists of the New.
Thieves, ruffians, and unscrupulous adventurers only
succeeded in laying the foundation of the troubles
which merchants and reformers encountered at a
later date, and which made the early colonization of
Canada both tragic and abortive.
Whilst De Monts vainly attempted to rule this
first mixed colony, and treachery and disease were
rapidly exterminating its settlers, Champlain began
his explorations. He founded Quebec, and had his
first experience of the severity of a Canadian winter.
He saw the St. Lawrence struggling against the
incursions of the Frost King, who had already
exercised undisputed sway along the cliffs, where
ice stalactites hung in innumerable lance points.
The forest flaunted its sable robes, and the earth, held
in an iron grip, drove the grizzly bear into deeper
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hibernation and filled the land with the howling of
hungry wolves. The severity brought with it
suffering and death. Only eight out of the twentyeight men that joined Champlain survived that
winter. Starving Indians attempted to cross from
the opposite side of St. Lawrence to the settlers'
camp. Drifting ice swept down the river, and
jamming their frail canoes, crushed them like shells.
The sure-footed Indians were equal to the occasion,
and leaped from their skiffs to the ice floes. It is
told that even women burdened with children
accomplished that feat. They presented themselves
at the camp, their bodies emaciated from long privation, and devoured the food given to them with the
ferocity of tigers. They seized the carcase of a dead
dog that had been lying in the snow for two months
and used as a bait for foxes, but neither disgust nor
remonstrances prevented them from thawing and
eating the offal.
Through such a winter Champlain lived. Spring
ushered in for him and his survivors, still weak and
ailing, a period of new hope. A general west wind
blew down the river and loosened its ice-bound
banks. The frozen stalactites suspended from the
cliff relaxed their hold and thundered to the ground.
A prevision of open water set the wood duck inland on wing. Champlain looked on a new world
awakened from sleep and arising to put on its
beautiful garments. The early steps of Spring could
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UEBEC, the ancient capital of Canada, stands
conspicuously on the banks of the St.
Lawrence. Its hig. cliffs can be seen far
down the river. The white stone citadel that crowns
its summit commands such a strategic position that
Quebec has been called the Gibraltar of the
American continent. The fort is enclosed by a high
wall, which bristles with menacing artillery of both
ancient and modern design. In front, an armed
guard beats his monotonous round, but with no more
sinister intent than to hand the visitor over to one
of the Canadian regulars stationed in the fort to
act the part of guide.
15
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The altitude commands a magnificent outlook
far as the Laurentian Hills and until the great St
Lawrence River becomes a mere ribbon streak on a
forest plain. Thickly wooded islands, beautiful in
their summer foliage, come into view. Of these,
Orleans is conspicuous, the " Island of Bacchus," as
Cartier named it, owing to the rich bunches of grapes
that he discovered on its clustering vines. Clear
spaces torn from the heart of the forest show their
victories in green pastures and cultivated farms,
still golden with the harvest of the ungathered grain..
Objects, rich in historic association, cluster round
Quebec, which tell of heroism and tragedy, oftrepeated stories which cut deep into the emotions
alike of French and English pride. The Plains of
Abraham, where Wolfe and Montcalm waged the
final battle that secured British rule in Canada, are in
the vicinity. The site of the ancient St. Louis Gate,
through which the French army, discomforted and
broken, retreated, and Cape Diamond, marking the
spot where Montgomery fell, have interesting and
pathetic associations. Below the citadel, in scattered
and irregular formation, extends the Lower Town.
The Church of Notre-Dame des Victoires, erected on
the Place du Marche, goes back to 1688. It is reared
on the spot where Champlain built his fort The
crude pencil of the discoverer has left on record a
sketch of the primitive fortification. It comprised a
wooden structure of three buildings for himself and
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his companions. An outer hoarding, loopholed for
musketry, with a gallery all round, was the chief
defence. Further precautions against surprise were
provided by a moat, and a few small cannon that
commanded the river from a raised platform.
Within the fort was a courtyard and a dovecot,
and in close vicinity a magazine and a garden.
Where the chimes of Notre-Dame now ring their
measured peals, Champlain listened to the details of
the plot against his life from a ship's pilot, who
turned informant. In the harbour, where the waters
lap the cliff lower down, floated the ship where the
traitors were arrested. It was on the highest
pinnacle of that primitive fort, that the head of the
arch-conspirator was spiked as a-lesson and a
warning to all whom it might concern.
The Hdtel Dieu, founded by the Duchesse d'
Aiguillon, a niece of Cardinal Richelieu, dates from
1639 and is the oldest convent and hospital on the
continent. The fine works of art that it contains,
by Leseur, de Zurban, Stella and others, take a
second place in the estimation of students who have
walked the paths of history with Brebceuf and
Lallemant, the high-souled missionaries of the Jposs,
of whom the world was not worthy. In 1626 these
followers of Loyola landed in Quebec. The shelter
of Champlain's fort was denied, and traders refused
9*hem admission to their houses. They wandered
about in sheep-skins and goat-skins, being destitute,
c
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and were on the point of re-embarking in their ship, \
when the Recollets of St. Charles' Convent offered
them sanctuary. By a singular irony of events, thej
skull of Brdbceuf and the bones of Lallemant were
reverently received at a later date by the people who
closed their doors against the martyrs in life. These
relics comprise the priceless treasure of the Hdtel
Dieu.
The Falls of Montmorency are only a few miles
from Quebec, and are seen on the right, as the
steamer passes up the St. Lawrence River. The
cataract is ioo feet higher than Niagara Falls, but
much narrower. From the deck, the Montmorency
River, from which the Fallsflow,cannot be seen, owing
to the great altitude giving the spectacle the appearance of a wide silver belt thrown across the cliff,
which a touch of sunlight burnishes. The Falls are
250 feet above the St. Lawrence. Incidents of the
warcentre round the spot; Beaufort House, the headquarters of Montcalm's army, is near. The Eastern
shore of the river marks the place where Wolfe made
an abortive attack on the French position, and from
which he was compelled to withdraw with heavy loss.
Kent House, once the residence of the Duke of Kent,
father of Queen Victoria, now used for the purposes
of a hotel, is in sight of the Falls.
In visiting the town of Quebec it is important to
call to mind its history. The earliest settlers jj*
Canada were the French, who came principally from
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/Normandy and Brittany. Although there is little of
the Parisian stamp about the inhabitants, they are
French in all essential particulars. Quebec and Gaspe
are to all intents and purposes French towns. The
British have conquered Canada, but their Gallic
cousins have preserved intact the leading characteristics of their nationality. Quebec to-day is French
in all things but government.
Its language is
spoken in its streets, and in its legislative assemblies ;
it is taught in its schools and circulated in its Press.
Their population is increasing, and with it the
process of absorption goes on. Tocqueville well
said, the people of Quebec were more like the French
than Americans were like the English. Even the
staunch Scotchmen have been so merged in this
alien element that their characteristics have been
drowned out. Scottish names are met with everywhere, but their owners only speak French. This is
true of to-day; the soil has been so impregnated,
that it will only grow the fleur de lys.
But there is a per contra account. When Canada
became, in 1763, a British colony, the 60,000 French
colonists also became, for good, British subjects, with
the assurance that their customs should not be
interfered with. The British cherished a strong
conviction, the wish being father to the thought, that
the French natiot% would be ultimately absorbed in
their own. This proved a vain hope. When the
United States attempted to annex the Dominion, the
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French took arms in our interests. From that time
forward, though in an indirect manner, the French by
a tacit consent have had all their demands granted,
and in the fulness of time the granting of legislative I
independence brought about amicable and inalienable
relations between the two nationalities. The early
pioneers who gave their lives in heroic and sacrificial^
service wrought better than they knew. Disappointed,
heart-broken, martyred in their attempts to plant the
"Cross amongst its wild tribes, they unconsciously laid
the foundations of a new France, loyal to the British
flag and the best traditions of its own people.
Many French Canadians migrate westward, especially to Ontario, where they are gradually becoming
anglicized.
Quebec nominates its Upper House, and nearly
all the deputies in the legislative chamber, and a
large majority in the legislative council are French.
The province has the control of its own constitution,
and the right to alter it at discretion. It has entire
management of its own schools and public lands, and
the Roman Catholic parochial system prevails. The
two local Parliamentary parties, Liberal and Conservative are called Rouges and Bleus. Originally
the Liberal party, or Rouges, stood for anti-clericalism*
but it has changed colour as time progressed, and is
now become as clerical as the Conservatives, and calls
itself the National Party.
The question of denominational schools has been
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a vexed one. The British North American Act of
1867 guaranteed that whilst education was delegated
to the provinces, the Dominion or Federal Government reserved to itself the power to enact a system
of tolerance for the dissentient schools of the minority.
In 1889 the question of denominational schools
assumed an acute form, and conflict arose between
the French Canadians and those of the province of
Ontario.
Consummate tact was required to establish and
maintain peaceable conditions, but confederation has
overcome the chief difficulties.
Montreal can be reached from Quebec by steamer
or train. The river trip is slower, but more interesting,
as the St. Lawrence higher up breaks into swift
rapids, and the silent water becomes articulate as it
dashes over huge rocks, and laps the exquisite leafy
islands. Montreal, the Hochelaga of Cartier, is
situated on its banks. Its beautiful wooded heights
slope down to the river, and from the foot of Mount
Royal a tableland extends until it is lost in the blue
of far-off mountains. The summit of the mount
affords a bird's-eye view of the city, and brings into
sight many of the fine ecclesiastical and commercial
buildings for which Montreal is celebrated. Seen
through the eyes of Cartier in the 16th century, it was
nothing more than a couple of score of huts roughly
palisaded against the incursions of savage tribes. Today the traveller who follows the circuitous path to
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the mount's height looks out on a population of nearly
half a million souls. Where the first pioneer of this 1
rapidly expanding colony saw a thousand Indians
wildly gesticulating on the river's bank and marking
their welcome to the mysterious stranger by song and
dance, miles of storehouses are piled. Where the
weird fires of the redskins' camp flickered in the dusk
of evening, the arc lamp of modern civilization
sheds its light. The rattle of chains of ocean liners
along busy quays has displaced the liquid plash of
the Indian's paddle, and the barges of the St.
Lawrence, deep laden from the world's granary, fill
a space once held in monopoly by the trapper's
canoe.
Montreal has made great strides in progress of
recent years. Not only has the population rapidly
increased, but with it have grown up those institutions
incidental to social and communal renaissance. The
McGill University provides for the scholarship of its
youths, and the Royal Victoria for that of its women.
Elementary seminaries, such as Peel Street, and
Aberdeen High Schools, accommodate nearly 2000
scholars between them. The Roman Catholic community, which is very strong, has Laval College for
the study of law, art, medicine and theology, together
with the colleges of Montreal and S t Mary's for
more elementary subjects. With these the Redpath
Museum and Redpath Library are conne cted. Banks,
flourishing institutions all over the Do.nin ion, have
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their headquarters in the city. Hospitals, well staffed
and richly endowed, provide for the sick, of which the
Royal Victoria and the Montreal General are the
principal. Recreations are fostered in public grounds,
of 460 acres, and in private clubs for golf, angling and
shooting. There are many buildings in the Royal
City of imposing architectural dimensions. NotreDame, the towers of which rise high above shops and
warehouses, is said to be the second largest church in
America, and St. James' Cathedral is modelled on the
design of St. Peter's at Rome. All the great Protestant denominations have built their churches on an
imposing, and in many cases magnificent, scale, and
the Jews have their own synagogue.
At the foot of Mount Royal the finest private
mansions of the prosperous citizens are erected.
They are the outwatd and visible sign of the new
age of an advanced civilization, as truly as the
wigwams of two hundred years ago, that occupied
the same sites, witnessed the age of crudeness and
barbarity.
Following the St. Lawrence River, Ste. Anne de
Bellevue is reached, which is more closely associated
with the fortunes of Champlain. The wealth of
Montreal has overflowed to this charming resort.
Through the munificence of Sir Wm. C. Macdonald,
one of the merchant princes of Montreal, a magnificent
college has been erected at Ste. Anne's. It covers 561
acres, and is replete with facilities for teaching and
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research. Its imposing grounds attract attention on
entering the little French-Canadian town. Welltrimmed lawns and recreation fields surround it It
provides a school of agriculture and one for household
science, and is open to both sexes. A practical
course of training in live-stock, cereal husbandry,
horticulture, and poultry covers two years. A still
longer period is occupied with the higher branches of
botany, bacteriology, and natural science.
The Macdonald College is connected with the
McGill University, and is free to the sons and
daughters of the farming community of the province.
Outside that area students have to.pay £10 a year.
There are experimental grounds laid out for the
purposes of illustrating research in grains, grasses and
flowers. Small model farms for horticulture and
poultry-keeping, as well as live-stock, give facility for
the most practical and up-to-date knowledge of these
branches of scientific farming. The laboratories are
equipped with the most modern appliances, and a large
and highly qualified staff of professors and assistants is
employed. I visited the college on the opening day,
and attended some of the lectures. Students came
all the way from British Columbia, a distance of
some 3000 miles, and so popular is the institution that
there was not a single vacancy at the beginning of the
session. There is accommodation for 200 men and
175 women. Most of the provinces of the Dominion
make their contributions to this centre of learning on
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which so much depends. Travelling through the
I Rocky Mountains, I found myself in the company
llMf a young farmer from Medicine Hat on his way to
toe college for a special course on scientific and
pairy farming. A farmer from Winnipeg who had
lent his daughter to be trained as a teacher was
! amongst the vistors on the opening day.
Between Ste. Anne's and Montreal there are the
Celebrated Lachine rapids of the St. Lawrence,
•rhlch supplied the inspiration of Tom Moore's
I Canadian Boat Song." A pleasure steamer on
the river shoots them. Pressing up stream the great
Canadian river leads to its source in Lake Ontario in
|the south-west The Ottawa flows from the northwest—a twin river fed by innumerable streams and
|ninor lakes. It was this that Champlain navigated
it the spring of 1603, which forms a thrilling chapter
in the life of the early pioneer. Its rapids, which
nearly cost the explorer his life, still plunge over
rocks and down steep declivities, as on the day when
he first breasted them. Carrillon and Long Sault
seethe and foam, evoking answering calls from the
neighbouring forest. Scattered homesteads and
budding towns here and there encroach on the
Ottawa's banks, but the upper reaches are as much
a solitude as when Champlain pressed through the
dense forest, or lay at night by the Indian camp
fire. Trustfully yielding himself to the mercy of
the savage tribes of that locality, he faced the
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river. His pluck and daring so inspired these!
children of the forest, that to them he became
the king of medicine-men, whom difficulties could]
not daunt nor dangers dismay. Faith answered to j
faith, and the Indians pressed their frail canoes up
rapids at his behest, to which the spoil of the chase
or the lust of conquest would never have spurred them.
They invoked Manitou, the spirit of the river, on his
behalf, and threw their propitiating gifts on the
seething cataracts which barred their way. They
carried their canoes through dense woodlands, and
braved the hardships of hunger and the perils of the
forest until they reached the country of the Ottawa
tribe on Lake Coulange.
The coming of Champlain and his companions
was looked upon by the Indians as nothing less
than miraculous. We read that warriors gazed upon
him in reverent wonder. "How could he have
survived the perils of forest and rapids?" they
exclaimed. Surely the white man had fallen from
the clouds!
Champlain's own account of the voyage is
recorded, and the difficulties which he had to
surmount. Chief amongst these were the dissuasions
of the wise men amongst fcthe tribes, who advised
desistance. But the voyager had set his mind on
exploring the Ottawa, despite all such advice.
Driven back for want of canoes, and duped by a
lying counsellor, he was checked in hisfirstattempts.
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Two years later he set out for the Ottawa again, and
reached Lake Nipissing, marking his way on the
*banks and islands with large crosses of white cedar,
the emblem of his faith and the Ebenezer of his
triumphs.
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TTAWA, the seat of the Dominion Government is situated on the banks of the Ottawa
River, and on the boundary line between Quebec and
Ontario. The Upper House or Senate, is composed
of members, elected for life, having a property
qualification, and not under 30 years of age.
The House of Commons, the Second Chamber,
is elected every five years or at dissolution of the
Government in power. There is no property qualification, but only British subjects are eligible. The
members of both houses receive £200 per session
with travelling expenses, and all polling at general
elections takes place on the same day.
The society of Ottawa is chiefly of the official
28
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order, but the flourishing timber traffic and other
interests have established a large industrial comptunity there.
Ottawa does not owe its position as the seat of
the Government and the capital of the Dominion
l o its population, which only numbers SS,y^y. It is,
however, making marked strides in progress, and is
annually justifying the distinction it enjoys as the
premier city. Its imports and exports, according to
the returns for 1910, amounted to £1,800,000; its
postal revenue to £40,000 and its Clearing House
returns, a sure symptom of progress, to £34,600,000.
The city assessment reached £10,101,641. Ottawa
is said to have the greatest water-power in North
America. Within a forty-five mile radius, this is said
to equal 900,000 horse-power. The erection of new
Government buildings, palatial hotels, and the laying
out and improvement of public parks and drives,
are in harmony with a city that is rapidly developing,
not only in commercial importance, but as an artistic
and literary centre.
There are already ten railways running into the
city, and three more are under construction.
Toronto, the Queen City, is reached from Montreal
in a night's journey. It has no Mount Royal, which
commands such a fine panoramic view. On the
other hand, it is not an island, and has the possibilities
of expansion to an unlimited degree. Its growth in
population has been rapid, doubling the number each
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census. In 1889 it was estimated at 170,000; the 1
last 1910 returns show a leap to 402,567. Its assess- 1
ment is £61,829,410. It is the seat of the Ontaria j
Government, the buildings of which are undergoing 1
the process of enlargement to meet the demands of
increasing departments. Toronto has a university of
over 4000 students, and the industries it fosters are j
many and varied, including 978 factories, which give ]
employment to over 75,000 hands. It leans towards
English customs and habits in as pronounced a degree
as Quebec gravitates towards French. Religious lifef
is typified in handsome architectural edifices representative of all the denominations. Its commercial
enterprise effectually detracts from its beauty as a
city. Its streets are interlaced with trams and
railway lines, and its sky almost blocked out with
towering stores, and a tangled network of electric
wires. The facilities for getting about are a set-off
against this unsesthetic and undiscriminating commercialism. Tram-cars ply to and from the suburbs,
where primitive conditions are still preserved in park
and stream and rural charm.
Toronto is situated on Lake Ontario. The belt
of land stretching along the north shore is one of
the chief fruit-growing districts of Canada. The
effect of this beautiful inland sea is to modify the
summer heat, and temper the winter cold, and so
exercise a beneficial influence on the soil. It is
almost impossible to realize that about fifty years
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back this fertile track, sweetened with snowy blossoms
in springtime, and rosy luscious fruit in autumn, was
entirely forest and impassable with the exception of
an occasional trail. Within a few hours' journey
from Toronto, orchard farming offers good openings
to small capitalists, and a training ground for those
who must wait a few years before starting on their
own account. Norfolk County, Ontario, is typical.
It has many features akin to the English landscape.
Hill and dale alternate, well-cultivated farms, in
which the thickly set sheaves of corn stand, attest
the bountifulness of the harvest Herds of sleek
cattle and flocks of sheep line up by the palings, as
if not sure yet what sinister intent the great snorting
unclassified animal has on their pastoral peace. Were
it not for the palings, those inseparable concomitants
of pioneer agriculture, one might imagine himself
in the Motherland. Nothing but a green hedge is
needed to complete the illusion.
Further on in the journey a broad river, moving
with a sedateness suggestive of depth, rolls down
the valley, deepening the green on its banks, and
carrying irrigation to the low-lying plains. The
great rivers of Canada have, an economic value of
incalculable worth to a land where summer sun is
rarely clouded.
The orchard district of Norfolk County offers to
the settlers land already cleared of the bush. The
long and tedious process of cutting, burning, and
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blasting, is dispensed with, and the harvest return is j
not long deferred. A member of the Provincial
Parliament, and an expert in this department of agri* ]
culture, took me over a couple of these farms. He
had recently visited our own country, and was therefore in a position to make comparisons, and of quite j
an unprejudiced nature. He had gone through Kent, j
and was struck with the high rentals that obtained
there. They were prohibitive compared with Ontario, j
A freehold farm of fifty acres was offered in Norfolk
County for £200. One grower raised from an
orchard of eight acres £518 worth of apples, giving a
profit of £203 after paying all expenses. Another
realized a profit of £89 from three acres. Much, of
course, depends on the age of the trees. Mr, E. D.
Smith, President of the Provincial Fruit Growers'
Association, states in the report of 1910 that in
Ontario there are 7,000,000 apple trees, which should,
at the lowest, yield 7,000,000 barrels of the best
quality of fruit in addition to inferior sorts.
Large quantities of " culls "—apples too small to
peel—are dried and shipped to France and Germany
for jam and cider.
Peaches are abundant throughout Ontario, particularly in the Niagara Valley, which is specially
adapted to their cultivation. They also flourish
north of Lake Erie, where I saw trees, laden with
them. An interesting experiment was successfully
carried through whilst I was in the Dominion. A

^u
ON LAKE ERIE
consignment of peaches was M/m
the expedition
a London fruiterer, which, according to a cabicgicm*, f
arrived in excellent condition. This was regarded as
a first step to supplying the London markets with
this choice fruit.
In Prince Edward County the tomato in particular
is cultivated. It grows in the open and the yield is
good ; 500 bushels to an acre is an average crop.
Fruit produce is extensively preserved in Canada, and
widely shipped. Forty-eight million pounds are
annually packed in this form. I visited one of these
canneries on the shores of Lake Erie. There they pack
50,000,000 cans a year. The expense of labour is
considerably reduced by using natural gas for their
machinery. An engine of eighty-five horse-power
can be run at a cost of 55. id. a day. The gas was
lit in the town through which we drove; this seemed
singular in the full light of day. The explanation
was plausible : it was cheaper to keep the gas burning than pay a man to go round and turn it off.
That Lilliputian but indefatigable farm labourer,
the bee, realizes the ideal conditions of getting
and giving. Some farmers keep them for fructifying
their blossom, and use the honey as a by-product.
As an industry in itself, bee farming is becoming
popular, and commands an extensive market.
With regard to fowl-keeping one might describe
poultry, figuratively as well as literally, as running
alone. Hens are no expense, as they cater for
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blasting, is disr^ wiis and turkeys are more generally
«**£ctf1!nan ducks and geese. In eastern Ontario
dairying is the chief farming industry. The British
Isles are a market for the produce. The factories for
cheese and butter are for the most part co-operative.
Hastings County alone sends £400,000 worth of
cheese annually to the Mother Country. The
combined output in Ontario is £3,000,000 yearly.
The co-operative system is said to be an advantage
to the small farmer, who no longer has to bear all the
expense and risks and find his own market. He
only has to send the milk to the factory to be
churned into dollars.
Cheese-making as an art is taught at the Macdonald College. I saw Stilton and Cheddar specimens
in no way differing in quality from their English
ancestors. The breed of milch cows in Ontario is
receiving great attention.
It was only a short run from the fruit fields of
Norfolk County to the black bass waters of Lake
Erie. Mr. Pratt, being a Waltonian, cheerfully
accompanied me.
We were fortunate in having as our companion
Professor Xavitz, a government expert on forestry.
We all shared the hospitality of Dr. Mclnnes, a
sportsman to the manner born. He is a veteran in
years but a youth in spirit, with the Scotch mothertongue still triumphant, despite long residence in
the Dominion. He lives on the lake shore, and at

FISHING ON LAKE ERIE
6 a.m. we fortified ourselves for the expedition
with a substantial breakfast, in which ham of
suspiciously York flavour formed the pike
resistance. Long before the first fierce rays of the
sun struck the lake we were far from the shore in a
motor boat, the doctor's fine baritone ringing out
cheerily at the jokes and bons mots that garnished
the feast of reason and the flow of soul. We had a
distance of twelve miles to travel before the fishing
ground would be reached. It lay off the point of an
island far away on the horizon. A couple of buoylike marks on the water showed that other anglers
were already on the spot. Four miles off St Williams
lay White Fish Bar, where the doctor had one of
those much-coveted Lake Erie shootings. A wood
duck, winging its flight across the water, led to a
discussion on the merits of the sport it gave. Red
head, canvas-backs, black duck, pintails, teal and
mallard, the latter a distinct species, would visit the
place with the first snap of cold, and as many as thirty
to forty brace would be bagged in a day's shooting.
These hardy birds travel at a great pace, and are as
difficult to stop as driven partridge with a gale of
wind behind them. Taking one shot on the approach, they will be out of range of the second barrel
on wheeling round. The islands that afford such
sport consist of a good deal of marsh land, where
wild rice grows, on which swan and duck flourish.
The Government charge high fees for shooting.
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Long Point, standing away on the north-west, com*
mands £2000 per gun for a life interest, and a select
club of sixteen holds the monopoly. The island is
twenty-one miles long, and three "wide, It is well
wooded in places, and in addition to other game
there are two or three thousand deer.
MSass, like trout, take to the deeper parts of the
lake during July and August In the spring they
are found on the shallows, where they rise to the
fly, and take a silver doctor, a Jock Scot or a dusty
miller. Minnows, which abound in Lake Erie, as
well as perch fry, demoralize the bass as they do
trout in Irish lakes. When they begin to gorge on
these, flies dance over them in vain. Their cannibal
tastes had to be studied, and we netted a bucket
full of these small fry before starting. They are
mounted on a gut trace with a single hook attached,
and a sinker sufficient in weight to carry the line
within a foot of the bottom. Canadians use short
steel rods, a multiplying reel, and stout tackle.
The outfit scarcely commends itself to a scientific
angler. The gut is strong enough to play a salmon,
and the rod is stiff and only from four to six feet
long. Steel does not possess the flexibility of split
cane or greenheart. A multiplying reel seems to
me both clumsy and unnecessary, and is mainly
fruitful in multiplying the angler's sorrows.* The
object—the rapid recovery of the line—is scarcely
needed in the case of bass. The fish do not take
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long runs like salmon or trout, but bore like the
grayling, making the best use of the large dorsal fin.
The tax on the spare line is slight I have had
many a bold run from trout and salmon, which
nearly emptied the reel, but I have no recollection of
any difficulty in recovering the slack on the fish's
return journey. The immediate effect of the weight
of a fish on a multiplying reel is a tension, which
makes winding impossible. This is due to the
complication of wheels within wheels, and the
locking of the cogs. The only way to recover the
line is by rapidly lowering the rod, when the winch
can be worked freely enough. This process is
repeated, until the needed quantity is recovered.
Anglers will, I think, agree with me that to give a
fish a slack line runs the risk of giving him his
liberty. I have known trout and salmon that only
needed a moment's slack to get rid of the hook
effectively. If a fish is firmly hooked it does not
matter; but how often does the fly drop from the
mouth of the trout and salmon the moment they
are netted ! Had the slack been given before netting,
they would have escaped.
No doubt the strength of the tackle which the
Canadians use enables them to give the bass rough
handling. With^fine gut, a stiff rod and an unyielding
reel could scarcely be used without losing many
fish. I think it is possible that the time will come
when coarse tackle will affect the weight of the creel.

I I
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Bass are at present unsophisticated, and therefore
bold feeders ; but so were trout in our English waters
years ago. Meanwhile they have become educated,
and the greatest wiles have to be practised to lure
them. Nothing but the finest drawn gut is used on
many chalk streams, where once rough tackle made
heavy baskets. Bass can be educated too, and I
found lakes, where once they fed freely, which
barely yielded a brace per diem. It may be that
the stock is depleted. With the causes of that I
shall fully deal later onTj
In discoloured water on a dark day the nature of
the tackle is not of so much moment. But in
water crystal in its purity, with the bright Canadian
sun added, coarse tackle is likely to reduce the take.
An ideal rod for black bass is a ten-feet split cane
fly pattern. This yields to all their movements, and
finer gut may be mounted. My outfit consisted of a
Hardy Brothers' "Houghton," and "Perfection"
reel. I lost only a small proportion of the fish
hooked, and had no smashes, although I used nothing
stronger than a refin trout gut. With this outfit
I believe I had the maximum amount of sport these
gamey fish afford. A pike, after a bold dash, cut the
gut, but that is a contingency likely to arise where
one does not use gimp. The take for the day, with
a quartette of rods, included thirty-nine black bass,
largest, 2 J lb.; one rock bass, f lb.; one sheep's head,
2 j l b . ; three wall-eyed pike, largest 4 lb. \ W e
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only kept the regulation number; the surplus were
returned, with a host of smaller fish not included in
the list Mr. C. S. Williams, proprietor of Lake View
Hotel at Long Point St. Williams, supplies motors and
angling requisites!""^
The delightful day on Lake Erie all too soon
came to a close. As the motor boat raised her anchor
a magnificent sunset lit up the western sky. The
water was so smooth that the effect was mirrored
in an unwavering reflection. No pen could describe
nor brush portray the richness of the carmine or the
delicacy of the blue that lit the heavens. Canadian
sunsets are unsurpassed. As we neared the shore
the light was rapidly waning and the distant woodland already veiled in darkness. We passed a lotus
bed near enough to see the plant's broarj^ leaves
closing for the night. It is said to be one of the three
that exist outside Egypt. There is little twilight in
the Far West, and by the time we reached the landing
stage night had fallen. Everywhere there was stillness except on the borders of the wood, where the
exquisite notes of the vesper sparrow rang out with
a richness of song equalled only by the nightingale.
Lake Erie is the head-waters of the greatest
natural phenomenon on the American continent—
the Falls of Niagara. Out of its great expanse of
water the river flows that plunges across the chasm.
and silently sinks into Lake Ontario with no sign of
its adventurous journey save a foam-streaked surface*
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I took the first opportunity of re-visiting Niagara.
More than a score of years ago, daring a holiday in
the United States, I saw the magnificent spectacle for
the first time. The setting of the Falls had undergone some change meanwhile. A bridge linked Goat
Island with the mainland, and commercial obtrusive-^
ness along the shores had left its desecrating marks
in huge and unsightly buildings.
But the Falls, ah 1 nothing could spoil them. The
deep diapason of their roar had not grown less. The
myriads of crystals, dazzling in their brightness,
still rolled over the precipice and thundered into
the yawning abyss, ever athirst with insatiable
greed. The mist still veiled the cataract, and the
spray bow formed its complete circle; no segment
this, but] an infinite round, in keeping with infinite
marvel
I walked through the Cave of the Winds, and
heard the shrieking as of ten thousand fiends, and
was whipped with the water lashes of offended
spirits. I watched the rapids below the Falls,
seething and foaming as if the water had grown mad,
with the great leap across the precipice. The power
that lies hidden in this world's wonder has made its
appeal alike to superstition and science, in the one
case working tragedy, in the other utility. We see
the young Indian girl set adrift in her canoe, laden
with fruit and flowers, and swept across the Falls,
the annual offering to the great Manitou, which
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[troubled the waters and exacted such toll from
liiortals. One recalls the case of the Bristol youth
/who fell beneath the river's spell, sold his property,
[Ind became the hermit of Goat Island; and there,
Iver with the call of the wild in his ears, at last
Yielded to the fascination and plunged into the
pnaelstrom in obedience to the behest of beckoning
Ipirits. But other times, other manners ; and to-day
the power of Niagara has been converted into & public
utility, and the great spirit, once the despotic master,
has become a docile servant. It may spoil the
lomance to learn that the tram-cars of Toronto and
pVindsor, the latter 120 miles distant, are hitched to
the Falls. Such is the latest adaptation of waterpower to municipal needs.
The eye of the appraiser has looked upon the
river and read in it a value for national purposes
of £400,000,000. Science has measured its flow,
and averaged it at 75,000,000 gallons per minute.
Engineering has converted the figures into dynamics,
and made them stand for 6,000,000 horse-power.
It is scarcely a matter for wonder that commercial enterprise should seek to utilize so mighty a
force when we learn that it is equivalent to the
aggregate power of all the steam engines and boilers
in the United Kingdom.
Once more let us turn our eyes on fthe Great
Falls, and cancelling the dollar aspect, try to realize
that the power embodied therein is capable of
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working to the full every railway and factory in Gre
Britain and Ireland. At such a moment one feels
kinship with the simple-minded red Indian, and
uncovers his head and worships.
When the power of Niagara is drafted into serviced
and fulfils a public utility, instead of fostering a
superstition, there is no need to quarrel with the newl
point of view. The project, happily, has not been!
allowed-to become a vested interest and the mono-1
poly of a private company. The Ontario Govern-1
ment has guarded against that by taking the matter!
into their own hands. 9 The effect has been to cheapen I
the national cost of electricity, house-lighting has!
been reduced 50 per cent, street lighting 31 percent,!
and motor-power 37 J per cent.
The incidental advantages of the water-power of 1
Niagara are summarized in the Board of Trade report : |
" The employment of electricity carries with it ]
other advantages in addition to that of cheaper power, ]
and these are, in some cases, of greater importance.
" The use of electric:power for street railways and ]
the consequent cheapness and increased rapidity of]
transport has, by widening out the living radius, j
contributed greatly to the comfort of the population,!
and diminished to a considerable extent unhealthy!
crowding in city tenements.
" In the factories themselves, the use of electric
motors for driving electric machinery, by doing away
to a large extent with pulleys and counter shafts,
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jias made machine rooms healthier, cleaner, and
fetter lighted."
The mining industries of Ontario for the most
4>art are happily shorn of those sensational elements
iphich engender wild excitement and fevered expectation among speculators and adventurers.
The traveller who skirts the northern shores of
tLakes Huron and Superior has little conception of
>.:he hidden mineral wealth that lies beneath the hills
dvhich the railways burrow. West and east, north
tmd south, mines are being discovered and worked.
•With, better machinery and the application of modern
'/methods of engineering, the marketing of mineral
•wealth becomes only a question of time.
The report of Mr. Thomas W. Gibson, Deputy
•Minister of Mines shows the annual progress made
[since 1903. The various products are valued as
follows:—
1903
1907

£3>S70,859
1906
£4477,676
£5,003,874
1908
£5,127,523
1909
£6,596,273

As compared with 1908, the year 1909 shows an
advance of 28 per cent.
The nickel and copper of Sudbury were the first
to be developed in the province. In this district the
Canadian Copper Co., the Mond Nickel Co., the
Dominion Nickel Co., and the Helen Iron Mines are
situated. The latter are the largest shippers of ore.

I
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To the same district belong the Moose Mountain
Iron Mines, where the process of treatment, which is
most interesting, may be seen. The ore is takes
and reduced to an inch product by crushing, afteJ|
which the waste rock is separated by a magnetiH
process. The ore is then placed in crushers and
reduced to a uniform size of less than an inch. It is
then conveyed to the magnetic concentrators by
means of an inclined belt Next it is shot into
bins which discharge their contents into magustte
separators, and finally conveyed into the cars of the
Canadian Northern Railway to be shipped. About!
800 tons per hour can be loaded.
Extensive iron deposits have been discovered
at Grand Rapids and Blairton, and marble and
graphite at Bancroft and Wilberforce, in the Hastings
district
Four of the iron mines produced during 1909, orei
to the extent of 119,207 tons, and the Helen mine at
the Sault yielded 112,246 tons. The returns frocJ
eight blast furnaces were estimated at £1,39548!
worth of pig iron, and £1,571,081 worth of steel
Cobalt is another centre of great mining importance. Its chief output is silver, which from 1904
has been a rapidly growing industry. The official
returns since that year are given at 93>977fi33 oz. o
silver, valued at £9,665,456.
The chief Cobalt mines and their output are as
follows:—

i*
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Nipissing
5,584,742 oz.
Crown Reserve
3,158,156 „
Kerr Lake
2,877,299 „
Corriagas
2,621,681 „
Mackinley-Darragh-Savage ... 2,607,071 „
Temeskaming
1,887,127 „
Buffalo
1,514,895 „
I In Cobalt and its vicinity the production of silver
h 1909 exceeded any previous year, the total being
lLooo,ooo oz. The towns of Elk and Smith on the
[ontreal River form the distributing centre of this
pa. There are nearly 150 mines in the district,
he Northern Customs Concentration Co. is situated
la the town site of Cobalt. It obtained the contract
|i 1910 for concentrating the mining ore of La Rose
ad City of Cobalt mines. The process carried on
ere is both complicated and elaborate. The ore goes
irough a crusher, and is reduced to a three-quarter
ich product. It is then subjected to several processes
f separation, and ultimately passed over canvas.
Mr. T. W. Gibson sums up the industry in this
listrict in the following words :—
"The seven years which have elapsed since the
opening of the mines of this remarkable camp have
>een seven years of increasing plenty. The ratio of
ncrease is now lessening, and 1910 will not exhibit
is great an advance over 1909 as 1909 did over 1908.
[ndeed, if no new and unexpected additions be made
:o the known sources of production, it may well
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be that Cobalt has reached or is approaching it*
climacteric, for it must not be forgotten that a mining
camp will not last for ever. The present rate of
production may, however, be maintained for some
time to come, and doubtless Cobalt will be producing
silver a generation hence."
Porcupine goldfields, which attracted a good deal
of attention recently, are situated in Whitney and
Tisdale, west of the recently opened Temeskaming ana
Northern Ontario Railway, and near to Kelso on the
Canadian Pacific.
In 1899 the region was explored by Dr. W. A.
Perks on the behalf of the Provincial Bureau of Mines.
He discovered gold widely distributed, whilst the
region south of the trail to Porcupine and other areas
showed traces of the metal With the approach of
the railway in 1907, there was a rush made by
Victor Mathison for Nighthawk Lake District In
1909 John S. Wilson and a party discovered Dom«
Mine, and from that centre a region of fifty miles
yielded gold, varying in grade to the prospector. A
boom in speculation followed. A letter to the
"London Times" urged the investment of British
money in the enterprise.
A Glasgow firm sent out a representative to
investigate, with the result that the Scottish Ontario
Syndicate, was formed, and property was acquired
Other British companies followed.
Expert opinion was generally favourable to the]
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ew venture. Three thousand square miles were
Irospected and over iooo claims staked. The specuktive brokers exploited the Press, and companies
were formed without difficulty, on the assurance that
I, northern El Dorado was discovered. " Chunks of
fold," " Phenomenal finds," 1 More gold in a single
property in the Porcupine than in the whole state of
STevada," were the seductive headings of articles and
prospectuses.
Friendly caveats were not wanting. A Scotch
kxpert said, " Yes; there is gold, but Porcupine is no
poor man's camp; much expensive machinery will be
ieeded. If there are millions in the ground, it will
pke millions to get them out." Two other opinions
lire worth quoting, Mr. H. E. T. Haultain, Professor of
|f ining at Toronto University, said, " The good gold
values were first recognized about nine months ago,
and one cannot form any definite opinion as to the
work accomplished in such a short time. Still, the
fact remained that while too early to be sure, the
camp gives great promise. Very many of the claims
which have been recorded will undoubtedly produce
disappointment instead of gold. Many of them are
located on swamp ground, and many of them are
claims staked when the snow mantled the earth.
Much quartz will be discovered that does not carry
commercial value. To sum up, after nine months'
life, the Porcupine camp affords well-based hopes
that it may become a valuable gold-producing area,
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with greater permanence than has hitherto charac-J
terized Ontario gold camps."
The other opinion came from Mr. R. W. Brock,
Director of the Geological Survey, Ottawa.
" The district furnishes remarkably tempting
specimens. About 9000 claims have been staked, the
great majority of which have, of course, no real present!
or prospective value as mines, but they are in Porcupine, and can be bought or sold. But there are some!
really good-looking prospects. Quartz is remarkabljB
widespread over the district, and visible gold is
abundant in some showings, and has been found a l l
numerous widely separated points. Most of the gold
occurrences so far located are in Tisdale township,
but some of the properties are in Whitney, others in
Shaw, and in the Forest Reserve. Porcupine is yet
in the prospect stage, but it has some of the essential
qualities of a gold camp, sufficient to have induced]
experienced men to take up options at high figures,
and to undertake large expenditures to determine if 1
it possesses all the essentia) factors."
The Government attitude on the subject was i
frankly expressed by Mr. Cochrane, Provincial
Minister of Mines, who visited Porcupine personally
to investigate the prospects. On his return he j
warned the Press that the Government were determined to suppress "wild catting," and .make it
unpleasant for speculators.
All dangerous or
illegal statements in prospectuses would come under
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jbtrict surveillance, and closed this declaration in
words creditable to himself and the Government he
represented:
" Ontario is in a fair way to materially expand
her development, and augment her resources as a
result of sound, prudent, and businesslike operations
in the Porcupine field. But if the Province is to
secure the best results in every direction, there must
be wholehearted and determined co-operation on
the part of the Press and the Public to combat all
wild-catting operations."
There were 282 mining companies incorporated
under the laws of Ontario in 1909 with an aggregate
capital of £47,376,600.
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HE Ontario Government preserves in Algon- <
quin National Park all the primitive conditions of Eastern Canada. En route by the Grand |
Trunk Railway a low-lying flat suggestive of the]
Netherlands is traversed, which has probably given]
its name to the Holland River which waters it. As,
the journey progresses, it leads to the uplands of.
Ontario, where natural beauties unfold themselves inI
great variety. By the time Algonquin Park is
reached, a distance of 200 miles from Toronto, the
50
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(train has climbed to an altitude of over 1500 feet
[above sea level.
On the journey, Lake Simcoe is "touched, a picturesque sheet of water. The town of Barrie on the
opposite side can be seen nestling in a red setting of
comfortable-looking English villas. It is a popular
resort, much frequented by the paterfamilias of large
neighbouring towns and cities. Wooded islets are
dotted over the lake, yachts expand their white sails
in the light breeze, and canoes gracefully glide over
Water Italian in its blue depths. As the train skirts
the lake, sea-gulls rise and whirl out of danger in an
pgitation that shows them still unreconciled to this
encroachment on their solitude. Kempenfeldt Bay,
jreviving another Dutch memory in name only, comes
pfter Barrie, and is twenty-five miles long. There
iMuskoka Lake, bathed in all the splendour of the sunset, marks another stage in the Highland journey. A
pale-faced girl leaves the train with fresh elasticity in
her tread. She has been the victim of typhoid, of
Which Toronto, magnificent city that it is, is by no
means innocent. But Muskoka, with its green pines
and lichen-shaded rocks and its air of heaven-distilled
purity—the red steals into the livid face at the very
sight of i t
It was dark when the train climbed up the last
ascent that led to our destination. But the concentrated sound enabled the senses to feel the proximity
of the forest. Now and again the loud roar of a
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cataract could^ be distinctly heard above the rumble
\of the cars. //The forest covers an area of 1,800,000
"acres, intersected with over a thousand lakes and
rivers. The sense of vastness which this suggests is 1
overwhelming. It is Canada in its primitive and
undisturbed condition. Put down in the midst of
Algonquin a line of fifty miles extends in every direc-1
tion without a break, through primeval forest and lake, 1
except where fire has burned a clearing, a trail has
been made, or a tornado ripped a gap. Everything 1
is as it was a thousand years ago; the fish that swim I
its water; the beaver that constructs its dam ; the I
wild deer that on nimble feet rush through its
thickets ; the bear that wags his sullen head in 1
ambling gait, and the woodpecker that rings from its
majestic pines the weird vibrating noteM
Cache lake was our starting point for a canoe trip 1
through the waterway of the forest. In looking 1
across, it seemed land-bound and Isolated ; but what
appeared to be forest, on nearer approach proved to
be overlapping islands. Thev^nanger that accompanied me paddled for a certain point, and as the ]
canoe approached, something like an enormous
foliage gate threw open its portals, disclosing a
second lake lying beyond. In reality Cache is only
a link in a chajn of lakes, all connected by narrow j
cuttings and ultimately passing from the forest in
rivers like the Muskoka and Madawaska, which glide
and leap and brawl until they grow silent in greater
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rivers or far-off seas. The wealth of beauty into
tohich these waterways lead is probably^juijsurpassed
fey anything that Canada possessejjtflforest scenery.
The lakes with their wooded slopes and shapely
promontories ; the islets clad in green from the
pale shade of thejwrch to the deep tint of the pine
and balsam; and the restfulness of it all, a broad
expanse of water, ruffled only with the gentle breeze
that chases rippling waves along its banks, and
makes panpipe music amongst its reeds and rushes.
f£jn one particular only can the hand of the
spoiler be traced out in the primeval forest. The
narrow watercourses that connect the lakes have a
margin of dead trees, that present a melancholy
contrast to the exuberant floral life that lies behind
them. How came this touch of death, this blight of
forest, as if some pestilential breath had swept these
water avenues ? The answer is found in a too
wanton commercialism, caused by the lumbering
industry. Great dams have been erected in the
rivers that drain Algonquin Park. Their object is to
hold up the stream until the time comes for floating
down the huge log rafts. This pent-up water
floods the margin of the forest; the trees are literally
drowned, and stand dismantled of every vestige of
foliage. This is only one effect of lumbering ; there
is another which the traveller does not appreciate
until he passes through the Rocky Mountains, or
explores Vancouver Park. There the magnificent
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Douglas pines rise in towering height into the blue
dome of Heaven, some of the finest specimens of j
trees in the world's arboretum. Algonquin Park
once held them even as the valley of the Selkirks
and the fertile soil on the shores of the Pacific. But
the lumber merchant's axe rang out the death of
these gaints, and the Ontario Park knows them
no more. Canadian foster-parents in their early
struggles had to pawn their household effects in the
interests of their infant prodigy. That the end
justified the means there is probably no question,
but the price was a terrible one. In honour to the
Government, let it be said that their reports make
the admission, and active steps have been taken to
remedy the evil as far as possible. A Commission of
Conservators was appointed in 1909 to deal with the
" Conservation and better utilization of the natural
resources of Canada." The first report, 1910, has
been laid before Parliament. In this the question
is raised; "Can our forests be conserved and
perpetuated, and can waste lands denuded of forest
growth and unsuited for agricultural purposes be
re-forested and make a source of value to the State ?
The question is answered in the affirmative!] That
the Ontario Government is alive to the situation is
shown in the steps it has just takepr The rights of a
large lumber company were Dj*rehased last year at a
cost of £58,000. The importance of the transaction
will be understood^xwhen it is added that the
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company in questionjh^r^hts of felling timber in
Algonquin Paris^Mcn covered an area of 350 square
I miles, as^well as working mills and iron logging
railways connected with the industry.
Algonquin Forest has other resources. It
abounds in animal life, and its rivers and lake's hold
coarse and game fish in considerable number. All
hunting—to use the Canadian equivalent for
shooting in England—is prohibited within the
precincts of the Park, but angling under proper
regulations is permitted. As tj^e pursuit of the
gentle craft was one of the primary objects of
my visit, I am dealing fully w&n the subject.
Cranberry Lake was ther first we fished, which
only entailed a short portage. A well-defined bridle
path through the forest^ led to it. A clearing at
one place brought us/up to our waists in a bed of
wild raspberry canes, laden with ripe fruit. A
peculiarity of ^ne forest is the remarkable
phenomenon that wherever a clearing is made,
raspberries spring up. Be it the effect of fire or axe,
the result is tlae same. We had only to extend our
hands, without stopping, to gather sufficient for our
needs, andythe quality, like most of the wild fruit of
the Dom/nion, was excellent.
Cranberry Lake derives its name from the berries
that onceflourishedthere. The plants have of recent
yeais been destroyed by the beavers. These rodents,
which include all succulent roots in their daily fare,
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have multiplied enormously in the park, and the
water lilies and other lake flora have suffered in
consequence. The lake is a gem, with rising slopes
of forest in the background; and although it was
only August, precocious sugar-maple trees had
blazed into red here and there and anticipated the
glories of the Canadian autumn.
We procured bait for our fishing expedition, close
in shore, where minnows and perch fry swarmed.
The trout in the lake are the grey species, which
during the hot weather take to the deep water and
can only be caught by trolling or still fishing from
an anchored boat. I used a trolling rod and reel
with a silk line and gut trace. Towards the centre
of the lake the water is deepest, and as we fished up
and down it was satisfactory to have the calm placidity
of the surface agitated by the struggles of a trout
now and then, that had seized the bait and paid the
penalty by becoming fast hooked. I eschewed
heavy sinkers, and the movements of the fish were
not unduly hampered.
The common method of catching them, judging
by what I saw, is by means of a solid copper wire,
which does not give the fish a chance of making a
fair fight, and f'om a scientific angling point of view,
I think, ought to be regarded as a reprehensible form
of tackle. The wire in question is usually 100
yards long, and although thin, possesses considerable rigidity. A silk or hemp line yields to every
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movement of afish,and the issue lies between strength
on the one hand and art on the other. A copper line
is a dead weight against which it is impossible for
a trout to contend with any dash and spirit. The
plea is that the fish lie deep, and heavy tackle must
be used to reach them. The answer is obvious. A
sinker can be attached to a silk line which will carry
the bait to any depth. The effect on the future of
angling is bound up with this question. A copper
wire is very conspicuous in the water, and although
it may suit its purpose at first, it will in time scare
the fish and drive them into cover. Silk lines are
dyed water-colour, and therefore less noticeable. It
is a well-established fact in connexion with English
rivers, that trout in process of time become educated
and fight shy of old devices, so that new methods
must be employed to be a match for the wary denizens
of the stream.
The fish I hooked played remarkably well, and
although I caught no monsters,two and three pounders
give excellent play, and draw as much music from
the reel as fish in Irish loughs. There were two
other anglers out that afternoon who fished in their
own fashion, but returned with empty creels. That I
had fared differently was probably the usual luck of
angling, although I am disposed to think that the
method I adopted had something to do with it.
There is no skill in trolling, so that personal merit
does not count. They anchored their boat and
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bottom-fished all the time. Trolling covers more
ground and increase the chances of sport.
To enjoy the real delights of Algonquin Park it
is advisable to plan a camping-out expedition. I
took the earliest opportunity of arranging one.
I was fortunate in securing as a guide one of the
official rangers, an excellent man, well acquainted
with the forest. We had a complete outfit and
ample provision for a week's journey. Fish could be
caught on the way, but tinned meats had to do duty
for game and venison, as shooting was not permitted.
The canoe was of the orthodox birch-bark make,
built by an Ojibwa Indian, and was a model of
cunning workmanship. Its defects lay in its weight,
the guide estimating it at ioo lb., but the ease with
which he swung it over his head and at the same
time carried a heavy pack strapped to his forehead, showed that of things' avoirdupois he made
trifles.
Late in the afternoon we started by a Grand Trunk
train, and after half an hour's journey arrived at a
desolate station, which seemed to have no connexion
with anything but the solitary forest There we
embarked on the Corkscrew River, en route for the
northern chain of lakes. As the canoe silently, save
for the soft splash of the paddle, glided along the
narrow stream, I learnt something of my guide's
history. It was the outcome of my question:
" Where did you get all those feet and inches from,
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Mark ? " He was about 6 ft. 2 in., with shoulders in
proportion, and all the fat that such a superficial area
might claim transmuted into solid muscle. He had
inherited a farm as a youth, and with it incipient
consumption. The damp, low-lying soil threatening
to claim him for its own, he applied for the post
of ranger. During the early days of service he had
scarcely sufficient strength to cover the tramp
through the forest that was assigned him.
His
companions, in true camaraderie spirit, divided up his
share of baggage between them, and slowly but
surely the new recruit throve and grew until he
became a son of Anak. The forest became to him
the very breath of life. He revelled in its sights and
sounds. A man of liberal education and quick wit,
he mastered most of its branches of natural history,
knew the name of every flower and shrub, and the
ways and haunts of its wild denizens.
If these lines are ever scanned by him, let them
be the assurance of my sense of indebtedness for the
delightful days we spent together. Mark, I am with
you again, shooting the Muskoka rapids, leaping
on to the ledge of rock and holding the canoe that
you feared was ripped on the shallows. I watch
your face as you narrate many a thrilling adventure.
I see you turning out and lying on the hard ground
to give shelter to the two drenched tourists swamped
in their camp on the night of the terrific thunderstorm. I call to mind our last words, our final
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hand-grip, that my fingers would not allow me to
forget readily . . . and other things that had upon
them the milling and stamping of nature's gentleman.
Believe me, they are not forgotten.
The Corkscrew River, through which we paddled,
by no means belied its name. There were so many
turnings that every mile must have been doubled.
In places where it overflowed the meadows, Mark
would direct the canoe to another bend of the river,
which would have taken twenty minutes to reach by
the direct course. These overflows were invariably
caused by the beavers, which swarmed in the stream.
These clever engineers erect dams to hold up the
water for their own purpose. For substantiality they
were marvellous structures. We had to carry the
canoe across them, and had they been constructed by
human hands with the same material, they could not
have been more firm. Jumping upon them made not
the slightest impression. The forest was a good way
off the river, and the felling and drawing of timber
must have entailed much labour. Some of the wood
consisted of good-sized trees. The beavers' capacity
for this kind of work is phenomenal. We saw trees
19J inches in diameter, which had been felled by
their sharp incisors. The males are said to be the
hewers of wood, and the females the builders. The
labour is conducted on co-operative principles. Just
above the dam we found their house on the bank. It
consisted of brambles daubed over with mud so closely
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that it was rainproof. A small opening was made
in the roof for purposes of ventilation. The domicile
was solid all round, with the exception of the ventilation shaft/so that the entrance had to be effected
from the river. Callers could therefore only gain
access by diving.
In this house the beaver and their young take up
their abode. Monogamy is the recognized principle
of domestic life. In the case of the death of the
female the male is said to espouse perpetual widowerhood. It is not quite clear whether, in the reverse
circumstance, the wife reciprocates this touching
example of conjugal devotion.
The beaver is well fitted to his environment.
Being amphibious, his feet are adapted both for
swimming and carrying. The hind toes are webbed,
the fore toes divided. There is a double claw on each
of the second toes of the hind feet, which aids the
animal in dragging the timber to the river. In
addition to what is used in construction, a plentiful
store of branches is laid up for winter food. When
berries and roots are not procurable the beaver lives
on bark. They begin to lay in the stock in the
early autumn. We noticed high banks denuded of
every bit of vegetation and deeply scored by the
branches that in a single night had been felled and
dragged into the river. The wood was floating near
the bank, arranged in an orderly fashion, so that it
could not be carried away by the current The
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beaver stores birch, poplar, hard and soft maple,
black ash, cherry, hazel, and white pine. As a rule
there is only a small quantity of cedar and pine
stored, although it is the most plentiful of all
Canadian woods. The Indians say that the latter
contain medicinal properties, and the bark is only
used " as occasion may require."
We surprised several beavers in the rivers and
lakes. They are quick to take the alarm and dive,
swimming thirty or forty yards before showing themselves again. Like all animals, they have their own
way of warning their companions and putting them
on the qui vive. In the act of diving they strike
their tails against the water, which makes a ringing
sound that can be heard hundreds of yards away.
Their broad flat tails are eminently fitted for the
purpose, and the force of the stroke shows great
muscular power. As a comestible this appendage
of the beaver ranks high in the estimation of the
epicure.
The evening shadows were falling on Canoe Lake
when we left the river. The day had been hot, and
a thunderstorm was brewing. Mark, apprehensive
of discomfort, plied the paddle with renewed vigour,
making the canoe shoot rapidly through the water.
On the western margin the dark pines made fantastic
shadows, and the islets in the centre of the lake
repeated themselves in inverted forms in its clear
depth. The shelter of a hut awaited us on the lake
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shore, equipped with all needful camping utensils.
A pile of logs lay ready for use, which had been
chopped by the last occupant of the shelter, a rule
strictly observed amongst the rangers. A man, wet
to the skin, and weary after a long march through
the forest, perhaps with the weight of a deer on his
shoulder, beaches his canoe on the lonely shore. In
the cheery blaze of the logs ready to hand, he can at
least trace out some sense of human companionship
and forethought.
In the small hours of the night I was awaked by
the noise of something like the march of a distant
army. The contrast with the absolute stillness that
preceded it must have aroused me. I had been lying
awake for some time obsessed with the silence. The
forest was mute, no wave of the lake lapped the
shore, nothing but the weird screech of the night
hawk as it snapped at the flies in its zigzag flight,
could be heard. I kept listening for its return as it
took in our resting place in its round at irregular
intervals . . . then I fell asleep, to be roused into
heart-beating wakefulness. The march had commenced; far off it began, then drew nearer across the
tree tops, evoking the deep resonance of the pines,
and fell with a crash on the lake, an awful storm!
How much was rain, and how much thunder I could
not say, the two streams seemed to meet and mingle,
supplementing each other, negativing each other. A
flash that lit up the open doorway of our shelter in a
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yellow framework followed. I saw in it the green of
the distant islets, and the glint of the barrel of Marias ;
revolver that lay close to hand; then the flood-gates
of Heaven were opened, and it rained as I have never
known it rain. Mark turned over and murmured, \
" God help the poor traveller I" to which I added a
heartfelt " Amen."
The morning broke sullenly, the blue sky was
gone, and showers fell at intervals. We started off
in macintoshes for a twenty-mile paddle across Canoe
Lake, through South Tea Lake and on to Muskoka.
I trolled with minnow and natural bait, but did not
succeed in getting any trout.
Canoe Lakefisheswell during the early part of the
season. It yielded one angler a 14-lb. trout, a month
before my arrival. These big fish come on the feed
in fits and starts. They lie up for several days after
gorging. It is when they go on the prowl again that
the angler's lure proves so deadly. Canoe Lake and
Tea Lake are the highway of the lumbering traffic, and
the fish are disturbed a good deal Unless off the
beaten track, one is not likely to find them.
In the immediate neighbourhood there are small
lakes which hold good trout. Of these Drummon
and Cache deserve particular mention. They are not
so much fished, being out of the way, and entailing
portage across the forest. A portage has its inconvenience and delays, but an hour's sport on some
water is worth a day on others. Guides, for an
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obvious reason, do not say much about these places
pifficult of access, but it is advisable to explore them
feven at the cost of extra help. Canada is every year
•(becoming more and more the playground of the
[American tourist, and the most accessible rivers and
Slakes are being rapidly used up. Verbum sap. !
We reached the mouth of the Muskoka River in
the afternoon, where a lumber dam has been erected.
There the most interesting and exciting part of our
[canoe trip commenced. From the lake the river
fourses down an inclined plane, reaches are traversed
where the water flows in unbroken current, but all
along the course sudden descents intervene, and the
roar of the Muskoka is heard far off. The rapids in
such places are not without danger to the canoe.
Sharp ledges of rock protrude, which any moment
may pierce the thin layer of bark, the only barrier
between it and the water.
Mark paddled with consummate skill, and the
canoe sped over the seething flood, sinking into the
maelstrom of cross currents, each seeking to draw it
its own way. Rocking, swaying, plunging in turn,
it seemed to hold a charmed life. At incredible
speed it bounded over a miniature fall; below it a
ledge of rock shot out in menace, and one held his
breath in momentary expectation of catastropheThe prow of the canoe, as if under magnetic influence,
seemed to be drawing straight for it, but in response
to a touch of the paddle it glided by, and something
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like a smothered curse of baffled rage gurgled in the!
throat of the disappointed Manitou.
It is this sensitiveness to the paddle that makes}
the canoe such a safe craft An ironclad requires!
three-fourths of a mile to turn, and the more a boat
draws the slower is the response to oar or helm.
The canoe floats light as a swan, and a touch
swerves it to one side or another. As long as it
is paddled clear of rocks and shallows, it is safe as an 1
ocean liner.
Reclining with extended legs, the craft holds its
occupants in a close embrace. In places we came \
to unexpected gravel shallows, over which the bark
shot at high speed. A grating sensation followed,
which swept down the legs and up the spine. At
such moments Mark jumped on to a ledge of rock or
into the water and pulled up in apprehension of a
leakage. The delicate bark, although very thin, is
exceedingly tough, and when we came to beach the
canoe scarcely a scratch showed on the bottom.
The river glides by leafy banks, and the rapids
accentuate their clamour against a sounding-board of
thickset forest. Below Whisky Falls, the Muskoka
is deeper and smoother. It was at that point that
grateful libations to Bacchus were deemed appropriate by the old trappers.
The wild life that is surprised along the course is
delightfully varied. The wood squirrel heralds our
approach with a noisy clatter which more closely
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them lashed the Wol::^
looked up and down for the cause of the disturbance.
Soon I heard the soft dip of a paddle, and a canoe
came in sight. It held two campers, wet through
from the previous night's storm. Their canvas tent
had been deluged and their blankets and clothes
soaked through. They were Americans. With
praiseworthy self-denial, Mark vacated his bed in their
^.interests. More fish was fried and the fire repleted
brftth logs. Around it stories were told of Chicago
A doe New York, Rockies and prairies, and much
to admire H s offered to my Lady Nicotine,
shutter is sufh^ o u t under the stars and again listened
into the forest ,? o u s negative, the silence of the forest
The red deer^L without: a murmur, and thoughts
was still wearing its sumr?d s e a s t 0 d e a r o n e s f a r a w a ykeeping with the early atfj 0n g er i n Canada, but by a
Wh
winter snows it turns to a l ^ 0 ^ ? ^ e ^
^
023
survival in the leafless forest. It has** * ' \ f a r m
eyes set in a slim head, surmounted c r i e d ' n a s t e n m g
posterior and anterior projections. e>wling?" The
body and slender legs, the greyhouncf •ves> S1Y > a ^ t l i e
it in its rapid flight in the open prair?ylin£ b u r s t i n t o
the brushwood.
v
°nd the river.
The charge of cowardice in defence ^ t w i ^ ? f f i | a
has been recently exploded. Its habit of leaving the
doe and fawn to the mercy of the enemy is in consonance with the custom of the mother bird which
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like a smothered curse of baffled rage gurgled in the!
throat of the disappointed Manitou.
It is this sensitiveness to the paddle that makes
the canoe such a safe craft. An ironclad requires]
three-fourths of a mile to turn, and the more a boat
draws the slower is the response to oar or helm.
The canoe floats light as a swan, and a touch]
swerves it to one side or another. As long as itl
is paddled clear of rocks and shallows, it is safe as an
ocean liner.
Reclining with extended legs, the craft holcV^U
occupants in a close embrace. In places w^yrise
to unexpected gravel shallows, over whM consisted
shot at high speed. A grating sendtf&upation. I
which swept down the legs and up* *d a gut cast
such moments Mark jumped on r<***:vater. A small
into the water and pulled *• brown seemed approleakage. The delicate v and circling eddies. The
exceedingly toKnV^ -sprits were carefully fished, and
canoe scarcel^nglish chalk streams and Irish spate
The river in as I felt the easy sway of the
accentuate thei watched the flies light with a gentle
thickset forest, fcream. It was the first time during
is deeper andventured to apply the scientific method
grateful lib"'ogling such a delightful pastime.. The
rrsit^J^y.tfe time for meditation, and I found myself
in imagination battling with a two-pounder on a
Hampshire chalk stream and hurrying along as
quickly as the encumbrance of waders would permit
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^^1 of licence^a^ ^
them lashed the w«*l£:£^^n*jiiS««^^
looked up and down for the cause of the disturbance.
Soon I heard the soft dip of a paddle, and a canoe
came in sight. It held two campers, wet through
from the previous night's storm. Their canvas tent
had been deluged and their blankets and clothes
soaked through. They were Americans. With
praiseworthy self-denial, Mark vacated his bed in their
interests. More fish was fried and the fire repleted
fyith logs. Around it stories were told of Chicago
it. xNew York, Rockies and prairies, and much
self intowjts offered to my Lady Nicotine,
his head in ££d out under the stars and again listened
sides in the la^ious negative, the silence of the forest
spots that diffeYed without a murmur, and thoughts
The Dolly Varden hid seas to dear ones far away,
which it feeds ravenously.longer in Canada, but by a
on one of these. Mark pulleferm homestead. Why,
set myself to watch the fish's movemtdogs . . . farm
the opposite bank one rose two or cried, hastening
succession. Would that cunning cre>wling ? " The
ing dry fly, interest him ? I wonde~Jves, sir; ah, the
known in Canada, and less used, eding burst into
water.
ond the river.
I mounted another cast, and tied on twigs and_ a
fancy. That that pattern should be selected was a
concession to weakness. The silver doctor had proved
the killer with the wet fly, and a Wickham was the
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like a smothered curse of baffled rage gurgled in the I
throat of the disappointed Manitou.
It is this sensitiveness to the paddle that makes
the canoe such a safe craft An ironclad requires
three-fourths of a mile to turn, and the more a boat
draws the slower is the response to oar or helm.
The canoe floats light as a swan, and a touch
swerves it to one side or another. As long as it
is paddled clear of rocks and shallows, it is safe as an^
ocean liner.
9
Reclining with extended legs, the craft h o l d ^ e
occupants in a close embrace. In places H - some
to unexpected gravel shallows, over wb*>!^ ° pounds
shot at high speed. A grating sen* "•-o patronize
which swept down the legs and uj$ .
such moments Mark jumped on fa *jured many of
into the water and pulled--s. The periodical floods
leakage. The delicate ' the dams are most injurious
exceedingly t«jp-»»"-—~' the great log rafts that are
canoe scarce^116 r * ver s c r a P e the spawning beds and
The river
The buying out of the lumbering
accentuate the!£ onc l um ^ a r ^ will have a beneficial
thickset forest ^u'ng.
is deeper anc^ that night in a shelter on the banks
grateful lib' The weather again mended, and the
^-^a*--w-*>. Hungry as hawks, we sat down to our
evening meal of trout fried in the ranger fashion,
an art in which Mark was an adept. Whilst the
light still lingered I watched the beavers in the river,
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them lashed the v*<*uzx&**'<# »^psjg|vg^g»gwp 'TPpy
looked up and down for the cause of the disturbance.
Soon I heard the soft dip of a paddle, and a canoe
came in sight It held two campers, wet through
from the previous night's storm. Their canvas tent
had been deluged and their blankets and clothes
soaked through. They were Americans. With
praiseworthy self-denial, Mark vacated his bed in their
interests. More fish was fried and the fire repleted
with logs. Around it stories were told of Chicago
and New York, Rockies and prairies, and much
incense was offered to my Lady Nicotine.
I wandered out under the stars and again listened
to that mysterious negative, the silence of the forest.
The river flowed without a murmur, and thoughts
flashed over continent and seas to dear ones far away.
For the moment I was no longer in Canada, but by a
favourite river and close to a farm homestead. Why,
there was the howling of the dogs . . . dogs . . . farm
. . . surely . . . " Mark, Mark!" I cried, hastening
back to the hut, "what's that howling?" The
ranger came out and listened, " Wolves, sir; ah, the
devils!" For in a moment the howling burst into
a chorus not a hundred yards beyond the river.
Then followed a charge and snapping of twigs and a
mad rush through the forest. They were after the
deer. We listened to the venomous cry until it died
away in the distance, leaving behind the intense
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like a smothered curse of baffled ra^e « ~

sharks

In the light of the burning logs the ranger told us
many a story of the cunning and treachery of that
subtle beast of the forest. The advance of civilization into the North-West, and the introduction of the
repeating rifle, have cowed the American grey wolf.
Previous to their advent there are well-anthenticated
cases of travellers and trappers falling a prey to their
ferocity. All the instincts of devilry are still there,
and it needs only the occasion to stimulate them into
activity. The abundance of deer and other animals
in Algonquin Park supplies them with ample food,
and they keep out of sight as if they were aware that
a price was set on their heads. The £3 offered by
the Government is, however, rarely earned.
In the winter, hunger, supervening on the scarcity
of food, emboldens them, and one or two fall to the
rifle. The attempts to trap them are rarely successful, and they are suspicious of the poisoned meat
distributed through the forest, and generally eschew
it. In the depths of the snow baited spring traps are
set for them, but only on rare occasion are they
caught. Mark told us how he had smeared every
portion of the ironwork with fat in the hope of
oeceiving them. Evidence that the bait was noticed
was indicated by the tracks all round it, and even the
snow was scraped away from the buried chain and
the grease licked off. Smooth patches showed where
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nsks. Retreating mai?;o%. 1 ! j^ltv*^JP^-were not disposed to take them. They even left
their cards as close to the bait as possible, as if past
masters in the art of studied insult Sometimes after
taking poison they are said to have the capacity of
ejecting the contents of their stomachs. This I
imagine is assumed rather than proved, and has for
its basis the fact that the poisoned meat is taken away,
but the dead wolf is nowhere to be found, although a
wide search is made for him.
Wolves are fleet of foot, and can run down deer in
the forest. The safety of the latter lies in reaching
the lake and taking to the water. The wolf does
not care for swimming, and the deer can easily outdistance him. In winter, when the snow is thick and
the lakes are frozen, he has the advantage of his prey.
His short legs do not sink as deeply in the snow as
the slender limbs of the buck or doe. The treachery
of the animal is one of its worst phases. Although it
rarely makes an open attack on a traveller of recent
years, it has been known to pursue him for miles,
generally travelling in packs of four or five for this
purpose. The ranger going back on his track can
trace all the brutes' movements. Where the man
stopped for a few moments, they stopped, then took
up the trail again, but never showing themselves.
Had faintness or accident overtaken the man, the
beasts would have been upon him in a moment. When
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CHAPTER V
En route for French River—Pickerel Landing—The house
on the rock—Primitive simplicity—The fate of the skunk—The
Ojibwa Indian guide—Reversion to original type—Whisky
and deterioration—French River—Recollections of Champlain
—Trolling for bass and pike—A master of the knife—A fight
with the " tiger of the river |—Gaff versus rifle—The indefatigable
guide—The might have been—In camp—The note of the
whipoorwill—" The fretful porcupine."
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HE Canadian Pacific Railway has recently been
extended to Sudbury, the centre of a large
mining industry. It has opened up a hitherto unexplored area of river and forest. For fishing and
shooting it is one of the best districts in the Ontario
Province. I travelled to Pickerel Landing which
accurately describes the situation. It is nothing
more than a landing, with not even a platform
attached, to say nothing of a station. For primitive
simplicity and the complete negation of all luxuries
it can scarcely be surpassed. I scrambled out of the
train, encumbered with fishing rods and other impedimenta of the chase, and climbed down to the
railway track. Below it a magnificent river swept
beneath the bridge, and in the midst of the river
75
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i*ke a smothered curse of baff~* - Citation perched
on arfi^ftlrOCK. x »*~.. as Wanikewin, or the ° house
on the rock." To do it full justice it was the hotel!
whose hospitality stood between me and starvation,
and destined to provide guide, canoe, and all the
paraphernalia of a camping outfit.
The moment the train moved off on its northern
journey, leaving my solitary figure in more emphatic
relief, a boat was pushed off the island, and the quick
flash of a paddle assured me that I had been
discovered.
Wanikewin as an achievement of civilization was
only a degree removed from the general desolation
of the' place. It was a wooden structure, through
which the wind whistled all day, and at night the
music incidental to somnolence in one apartment
could be heard in all the rest. The chance rambler
outside the precincts was by no means cut off from
any advantage that this primitiveness conferred.
There was not a glass window in the house. A
mosquito net closely nailed to an opening did duty
for that. It succeeded in keeping out the winged
pests, but not the rain, which forced its way through
the network during the night. So near was the
whole thing to the heart of nature, that the skunks
claimed a right of entrance, and had to be shot. A
beautiful specimen underwent that fate half an hour
after my arrival, which insisted in making a storeroom a nesting-place for her young.
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If this description!^* 4*al of licence ** 0$
laggerated, is likely to deter any sportsman from going
ito Wanikewin, let me assure him that of the places
feat I visited in the province, it was one of the most
charming. The crude structure possessed all the
conveniences that an explorer might desire: a postoffice for dispatch and delivery of letters; a store
[amply provided with provisions; camping tents of
the latest and most comfortable design; canoes
adapted to all the exigencies of the rivers; Indian
guides, true children of the wilds ; and a motor boat
to shoot up the river and reach the nearest portage
through the forest where human footsteps were almost
unknown.
It is because this primitive simplicity is all too
rapidly disappearing from Eastern Canada, and the
modern hotel is taking its place, that one involuntarily
exclaims, Oh, Wanikewin! keep thy wooden walls,
thine unglazed windows, thine odorous skunks, and
untutored Indians, and we shall love thee all the
better!
It was something to be handed over to the charge
of an Indian with royal blood in his veins. Ellick,
my guide, had that particular distinction to commend
him. His father, a chief of the Ojibwa tribe, died
twelve years ago. The heir-presumptive to a
disbanded kingdom possessed all the solemnity of
a fallen magnate. He would sit on a ledge of rock,
and look out across the surging river as if awaiting
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WW a smothered curse oAcipate his tribe from the
thraldom oicivilization. It was interesting to try
and discover what survived of the original qualities
of the redskin. The preliminary survey of dress
was not encouraging. A pair of heelless boots and
patched nether garments, had little suggestive of the
buckskin moccasins and buffalo robes garnished with
porcupine quills. An old planter's hat was a distant
remove from the erstwhile coiffure of golden eagles'
feathers.
But there was reversion to original type despite
this sartorial vandalism. The Ojibwa temperament
was there, and showed itself on the least provocation.
The pensive face, with beady lustreless eyes, became
animated under excitement In motion there was a
stealthiness in Ellick*s tread, which pointed ta an
hereditary connexion with the chase, a grace of
carriage suggestive of nomadic ancestry. When the
canoe silently drifted round a bend in the river and
surprised a buck slaking its thirst, the Indian's nostrils
would quiver like those of a staghound held in leash,
as the quarry dashed into the forest
The North American Indians are now confined
to Government reserves all over the Dominion,
where they follow pastoral pursuits and engage in
different forms of labour. They still shoot the deer,
trap the beaver, net and spear the isalmon, and as
these pursuits are regarded as essential for food, and
were enjoyed by them in practical monopoly, the
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Indians are granted a great deal of licence, and the
close season is not enforced. In their unsophisticated
primitiveness they make excellent guides, their
knowledge of rivers and forests being invaluable.
Close contact with civilization does not always
improve them, and under indulgence they grow
indolent and inefficient. Their introduction to the
bottle by the white man has marked a stage in
deterioration so distinct that it is now a penal
offence to give them ardent spirits. Unfortunately
this law is ignored by many sportsmen. On one
fiver where they act as guides I heard it said that
the Indian will go as far as the whisky-bottle lasts.
Another deduction may be drawn from a saying,
common in regard to them, "The Indian who can
speak the English language is a bad guide." You
are frankly told that you must have ignorance or
inefficiency. On the occasions when I employed
them, I found them both interesting and efficient,
and in two instances they could not speak English,
beyond a grunt meant for "yea" and a headshake
for "no."
Ellick was a case in point His gesticulations
and the emphatic use he made of one or two words,
were eloquence in themselves, and his quickness in
understanding my wishes and complying with them
left little to be desired.
When one remembers the habits and customs of
the race from which the Indian sprang, there is little
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surprise at the great change that has taken place in
his spirit and temper. The wild child of Nature, j
unrestrained as the mountain torrent; savage in
instinct, with no law, but a law unto himself; consigned to the rules and restrictions of modern civilization, as he has been ; is it any wonder that his nature
should chafe and deteriorate ? The ample provision
for his needs in itself made for deterioration. The rifle
in exchange for the bow, the shack for the wigwam,
the purchase power of money in store and saloon;
all this, so contrary to the environment of the rugged
mountain, the entangled forest, and the struggle for
life they imposed, civilized the North American
Indian, and at the same time inaugurated the rapid
extinction of the species.
A short portage brought us to French River.
It is high above the level of Pickerel and narrow
where it debouches into it, broadening out again as
progress is made up-stream. It probably differs
little from the river which Champlain descended two
centuries ago. History records how he pressed his
way across land from Lake Nipissing and struck
French River after exploring the Ottawa, Working
his way down-stream, he found a tribe of naked
Indians gathering berries on the island rocks. They
were Ojibwas, the tribe to which my guide belonged.
With the exception of an occasional trapper or
lumberman, few Europeans have since shot its rapids
or camped on its banks.

TROLLING FOR h
As Ellick paddled the i
(mounted two fishing-rods, one w*.*y
Ithe other with a Devon minnow, and be^
lln a short time, several small-mouthedjy
slanded, the largest of which we kept.
Ithe river fringed with weeds yielded W*
wall-eyed pike, which took eagerly, but were returned
to the water as undersized. Mounting larger spoons,
jtwo or three pound bass seized them, to the huge
delight of Ellick, who had probably never seen fish
caught with anything more scientific than a handline or spear.
The maskalonge is the chief game of the French
j River. It closely resembles the pike in appearance
|tnd habits. The shape of the head is flat and
elongated, and resembles that of the Esox lucmsy
although larger in the mouth. Its body is thinner
in proportion to its size, and the fish is capable of
equally rapid motion through the water. The colouring is dusky grey, with none of the bar or spot
markings distinctive of the pike. Like the latter,
the maskalonge is predatory in its habits, a veritable
highwayman of the stream. On the margin of weeds
it lurks, its colouring matching the river flora, or
contrasting in a way equally deceptive. It is a
master in the art of mimicry. The long, thin body
changes in tint with the variegation of the weeds.
In the spring it is a lighter colour, in keeping with
the early verdure, becoming darker as the season
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surprise at the great;he winter, when the weeds are
his spirit and ter is another change in consonance
unrestrained^ronment
instinct, witkkalonge, like the pike, has its special
signed to thees, and one may fish for days without
* getting ond of the large specimens, which gorge
themselves and lie up until hunger sends them on
the warpath again.
It was August when I fished for them, which is
said to be one of the worst months for angling.
The current opinion amongst Canadians that the
maskalonge shed their teeth that month, is not
generally supported by ichthyologists. It is contended that the phenomenon has its analogy in the
deer shedding its anthers and the snake sloughing
its skin. Fish, like grayHng, become very soft in
the scales when out of season, and are in the habit
of casting them, but stiffen up again during the
autumn months. Counter arguments might be
raised against all this. Very old fish lose their
teeth, no doubt, through senile decay, and possibly
the discovery of some toothless maskalonge has
given currency to the belief.
Two or three times I thought I had got hold
of this tiger of the river, but the vigorous plunge
and bold dash was caused by a pike of more than
average size. Clearly, the maskalonge declined to
be rushed, and we had to bide its time. Meanwhile,
Ellick paddled slowly and patiently up-stream.

TROLLING FOR h
The French River broadened out
and disclosed magnificent bay? bo»>
and tamaracks. Its course was a corr *
There were a number of these expansio^l
reach, in places biting into the forest for i | t |
then sweeping round overlapping islanc4!P
maze to all but the experienced boatmaV. I found
myself speculating on the true course amongst -the
openings, but unsuccessfully. Sometimes it lay to
the right, at others to the left, a sharp turn here,
a forward and back there. But Ellick never erred ;
true as magnet to the pole, his native instinct guided
him. Often I thought he was caught napping, as
we found ourselves in a cul de sac, but the Indian
had made a detour, and a big mellifluous voice,
eloquent in the Ojibwa tongue, would whisper,
"Lunge," " bazz," softening the sibilant into the music
of the mother tongue. " Big rock-bazz," and sure
enough as the spoon drew near to the granite cliff,
the reel would scream, and high out of the water
the bass would spring, made captive by the bait
Higher up the river, the forest became less dense,
and there were occasional clearings, probably the
effect of winter floods, where the river overflowed
and drowned the trees along its banks. In the
background they showed again, massed in unbroken
phalanxes. Crowned with dwarf pines and poplars,
island rocks stood forth in midstream, their white
quartz seams clearly showing, and their fissures
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surprise at the great.s that had found foothold there,
his spirit and r**xtf5rwegian pine towered from the
unrestraine^proudry proclaiming its victory over the
instinct, wit^ad swept away its less hardy fellows,
signed to thead struck too deeply to be moved by
We h$4jf luncheon on one of the islands, where
my Indian guide showed a rare genius in the
culinary art. A few slashes of an old knife with
a villainous look about it suggestive of other uses,
removed the backbone of a bass and pickerel. The
deftness of the strokes showed an inherited aptitude
for scalping, becoming the son of a chief. Soon the
blue smoke of the kindling logs rose from the
island, and with it the odour of delicious viands,
bass, pickerel, tea, fruit. Here was ambrosia, the
very food of the gods waiting on little less than
fiendish appetites. Oh, what a luncheon f! . . .
Towards evening I had expectations of a fight
with a maskalonge. We had caught bass, smallmouthed and large-mouthed, and a rock species with
little fight in it compared with the others. But what
a handsome fellow he was, with deep blue eyes and
carmine irises! A dorsal fin exceptionally large
with eleven rigid rays and eleven soft. Underneath
there was a fin with six rigid rays and eleven soft
Beneath the throat the pectoral fins met in a fanshape of artistic design, with five rigid rays in each.
All these trimmings surmounted by a head and body
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"THE TIGER OF THE RIV^R"
of golden green. But " handsome is as handsome
does," and the rock bass was a poor fighter. The
cook holds a different opinion of his merits, and not
without good reason.
The best pike, a fish of 9J lbs., took a fancy to a
large spoon bait intended for his betters, and gave
^he liveliest play so far. Then a long and uneventful
paddle in an atmosphere without a breath of air.
There was a violet haze on the water, and nothing
broke the stillness of the smooth-flowing river but
the regular beat of the Indian's paddle. The rods
were set athwart the canoe, a 3^-inch spoon on one
and a large Devon minnow on the other. It had
been a long day, and as there is only one position
possible in a canoe, I was getting weary. The close
atmosphere and the smell of the pines began to have
a soporific effect, and I closed my eyes. The swi—ish
. . . swi—ish, the regular beat of the paddle, grew
fainter and fainter . . . swi—ish . . . ish . .. oblivion.
" Lunge! lunge! " cur-r-r. These were the combined noises that awaked me, comprised of Ellick's
loud cry of " Lunge !" and the crescendo scream of a
4-inch pike reel revolving like mad. Far away, the
line was cutting the water with a hiss. There was no
mistake this time—I was fast in a maskalonge. I
seized the rod, whilst Ellick reeled up the other to
avoid entanglement. The big spoon had done the
business, seducing the tiger which had gone forth on
his evening prowl.
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I had no fear of the rod, which was a stout greenheart of carefully selected timber, and specially made
for large salmon. The lisfe was finest silk, and the
spoon mounted on gimp that could not be readily cut
with the fish's formidable teeth. It was a question,
therefore, of firm hooking and careful handling. The
moment I applied pressure to check the run, the fish
turned and took a slanting direction. Ellick paddled
towards him, and I recovered about twenty yards of
line More pressure set him off again, with a pace
equal to a salmon's, which ended with a break on the
top of the water, disclosing his full proportions to our
admiring gaze. Another pause followed, with more
paddling and reel winding. So things progressed for
some time.
The maskalonge's method of fight is cunning. He
makes rapid runs in the effort to break loose, then
rests almost on the top of the water. This gives him
breathing space, and when the canoe approaches him
he is off again as vigorous as ever. In this particular
he differs from the salmon, which only comes to the
top when absolutely exhausted, excepting, of course,
Saimo salads lordly springs. How far he might alter
this method if played with a hand-line, a method all
too common in Canada, I do not know. It is possible
that the firm pressure of the rod brings him up.
The spring salmon of British Columbia keeps steadily
on the move, with only an occasional dash, and in
that way reserves its strength. The maskalonge
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exceeds pike and Canadian salmon in speed, but the
runs are short. By such a method the fight is much
prolonged. My captive leaped out of the water a
couple of times, and acquitted himself in such sporting style that I share the high opinion he has earned
amongst anglers.
It is not easy to play and land a fish from a canoe
which is in danger of capsizing if there is more smile
on one side of the face than the other, so that when
the stage of exhaustion was reached, Ellick ran me
ashore, and I gaffed the prize. I did not call in the aid
of a rifle or revolver to assist in the process. Judging
by angling literature and common report, this is the
usual method of putting an end to the maskalonge's
struggles. It is, to say the least, a most reprehensible
one, and those who practise it can scarcely be regarded
as true sportsmen. Angling is a pastime, and regulated by reasonable rules. To supplement a rod by
the aid of a rifle is not playing the game; it is only
using dynamite in another form.
My captive was over 10 lbs. weight, small, no
doubt, compared with the monsters to be met with
at times, but he was a fair sample of the species, and
if those twice the weight play in the same proportion,
then the maskalonge is a fish to be respected.
We camped high up on the bank of the river,
Ellick pitching the tent on the borders of a clump
of pines. As I watched his sober face in the light
of the fire, I wondered at his powers of endurance.
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He had been paddling all day long with the exception
of the short luncheon interval, carrying the stores and
canoe over steep and rocky portages, varying the
proceedings by chopping logs, cooking meals and
erecting the tent. A worthy son of that hardy race
of Indians who prided themselves in their strength
and won their chieftainship by endurance. It was
such youths who entered the lists and competed in
those ordeals that once comprised the ritual of his
tribe. Had the march of civilization in the Northwest continent been stayed or diverted, his physical
powers would in all probability have been displayed
in the long-imposed fast in which the gift bestowed
by his guardian spirit was sought He would have
gone forth to fight unaided the grizzly bear or climb
the war eagle's eyrie to win the " medicine " talisman
essential to his career. Ellick's hardihood even
suggested an endurance of the most exacting rite
in which the "brave," with skewers driven through
the muscles of his arms, was suspended in mid air
until a merciful unconsciousness deemed the test
sufficient—a custom no doubt often practised on the
banks of that river where we had pitched our camp.
The fast-waning light which hung over the scene
passed into dark, without the intervention of a
gloaming. The camp fire flickering on the trees
only served to make the darkness visible. Porcupines
emerged from their hiding-places in the wood, loving
darkness rather than light. A wild duck's brood
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that our canoe had scattered were re-gathered from
amongst the river sedges by the eager quacking of
the mother bird. The musical call of the whipoorwill
evoked answers from the very heart of the forest:

Jfc
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The notes,; oft repeated,* still remain with me.
Ellick had spread a bed of balsam beneath my
blankets. It is a species of pine where the needles
run in straight lines, and do not prick or become
bulky. There is an aromatic odour about it which
is delightfully pleasant and said to be soporific, a
medicine wholly supererogatory .as far as I was
concerned. I had scarcely put my head down when
I was off.
How long I slept I know not, but I was awaked
by a sound like a stick drawn sharply round the
canvas of the tent " What is it, Ellick ?" I asked.
There was a feeble answer in which I caught the first
and last syllables, por—pine. Porcupines! The
Indian had taken the precaution to bring our provisions into the tent. But in the morning I learned
that, to get at the food at the head of Ellick's bed,
they walked over my person, and returned by the
same route. I neither heard nor felt them. It may"
have been the effect of the aromatic balsam, but an
earthquake would not have disturbed my repose.

CHAPTER VI
Lake of Bays—Fairy Lake—A honeymoon island—A
smothered waterway—Mary Lake—The searchlight—Wawa
Hotel—The " Joe " pleasure tug—Memories of Bigwin—A triplet
of graces—Savage Den and its "chief"—Auld lang syne—
Hollow Lake—Trout-fishing on Raven Lake—North Bay and
Temagami; Facilities for colonization, The Forest Reserve,
Angling rivers and lakes, The Land of Hiawatha.

ETURNING from Pickerel and French River,
the Lake of Bays is reached by Parry Sound.
At Huntsville there is a small steamer that plies on
the lake. It is a favourite summer resort, and the
Grand Trunk Railway supplies a good service from
Toronto and intervening towns.
The "Lake of Bays" might with equal propriety
be called the " Lake of Lakes," for it is in reality a
series, one leading to the other with the exception
of a narrow neck of land on which there is a railway
portage. The convolutions of these lakes produce
an effect most picturesque and romantic. The
steamer, passing under a drawbridge, enters Fairy
Lal$e, which by no means belies its>title. It, like
most of its feUqrws, is a mirror-framed in an unbroken
margin of woodland* An Uitomd called the Scotchman's Bonnet is a favourite honeymoon resort. There
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is a house on it, the only one on the lake, which
shyly peeps through a tangle of balsam tamaracks
and the closer foliage of the sugar maple. My first
view of this exquisite spot gave the impression of
being the finest forest and water scenery that I had
ever beheld, and in the ten thousand miles I travelled
I saw nothing more beautiful.
The steamer, which to the uninitiated seemed
to be heading recklessly for a leafy bank, gave a
sharp turn, and a foliage-smothered waterway opened
up before us. So unexpected was our approach that
the prow of the steamer ran amongst a flock of wild
duck, which rose in alarm and with rapid stroke of
wings flew off, loudly protesting against this rude
invasion of their sanctuary.
Mary Lake is a two-hours' sail from Huntsville
Peninsula, with a railway portage lying between.
It was late when we started, and the night fell
suddenly, enveloping all the beauties that evening
unveiled. The searchlight of the steamer made a
vivid path across the lake. Its restless rays swept
the water, focusing a leafy island, disclosing a
dangerous ree£ as if exposing its sinister intent, and
calling on the pilot to beware. The border of the
lake, far off, was picked out against the dark trees,
and the patches on the bare rocks, made by the
lapicida lichens, came into view. At length the
landing-stage was discovered, and all its detail,
including a peach basket with red netting, suspended
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on a girl's arm. The Wawa Hotel was the d e s t i nation of the pleasure craft. There all the comforts
of modern civilization awaited us. A wide hearth
on which the glow of a log fire flickered; a commodious lounge room, where parties, segregated in
groups, talked in the familiar American tongue.
In corners, more remote, there were couples who
whispered secrets not intended for public ears; and
scattered units content with the inferior fellowship
of pipe or cigar. Next day, through the courtesy of
Mr. C. O. Shaw, of Huntsville, manager of the lake
steamers, I went on an exploring trip on the "Joe" j
pleasure tug, in company with its cheery captain.
We soon got off the beaten track, and traversed
beautiful sweeps of water, skirting islands and rocks.
Behind us the "Wawa" looked no bigger than the
wild goose which its Indian name implies. Bigwin
Island, where the Algonquin chief had no doubt
often shot the bird in question, is a conspicuous
object. Fairview and Belle Vue are beauty spots in
the scene, and the islands of Faith, Hope and Charity
are near enough to salute each other at sunrise,
as gentle graces should. I landed at Savage Den,
and enjoyed the delightful companionship of its
modern chieftain, the Rev. Edward S. Young, of
Brooklyn, who has established for himself on the
Lake of Bays a local habitation and a name. He
insisted on gillieing me in quest of trout, for which
we trolled. He holds an enviable record amongst
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anglers for his prowess amongst the big denizens of
the lake. Like many Americans, he has obtained a
freehold on one of the islands, where he has built a
house and spends his vacation with his family every
year. I had luncheon with them ; and the charming
hostess and sweet children, like buds of honeysuckle
entwined amongst fuller bloom, made a group not
easily forgotten. We all nibbled green corn like
rabbits, and a few hours later, when the " Joe " took
its solitary passenger away and the landing-stage
began to recede, the notes of " Auld lang syne " rang
out in the best of all impromptus, a heart overflow,
until one voice cracked with—well, a high note !
I had still to make acquaintance with the resources
of this section of Georgian Bay, and returned later in
the season, when the Wawa tourists had taken wing,
and Savage Den no longer held its merry party.
Dorset is the best centre for angling, and making
that my headquarters, I spent a few pleasant days
there. Hollow Lake is one of the favourites. It is
an extensive stretch of water fed by many streams,
where speckled trout, as well as the lake species, are
plentiful. In the shipping office at Huntsville I saw
a cast of one taken, thirty-one inches long and nine
inches deep, which is as large a specimen as is likely
to be caught anywhere.
A storm raged on the morning I proposed fishing
in Hollow, and a smaller and more sheltered piece of
water had to be selected. Hollow is six miles' portage
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from Dorset; Raven was only four. The former has
boats and gillies on the spot; the latter, on the other
hand, entails freightage of canoe and tent, as there is
no hotel accommodation there. Whilst this is inconvenient, it also constitutes an advantage, With the
growing popularity of the resort, the fishing is not
likely to improve. It is not merely the number of
fish that are caught that affects the angling, but other
pastimes interfere—canoeing, bathing, etc The
wash of steamers is a potent disturbing element
that puts fish off the rise. A distant lake entailing
portage is preferable, other things being equal. To
get there is, however, not always practicable. Labour
is scarce in Canada, and proportionately dear. At
times neither love nor money can procure it It is
not superior airs or graces that, limit the supply—
there is none of that It is simply that those who
might be employed have something else to do. In
one case, when engaging a man that was a skilled
angler, the arrangements were complete, all but
fixing the time. When I mentioned it, he exclaimed,
" Oh! I am sorry, I cannot go that day. I have to
attend a meeting of the Telephone Company, of
which I am Chairman." The substitute I obtained
at the same rate—12s. 6d. a day—-was the owner of his
house and grounds, and had been a successful mine
prospector. He was willing to carry a canoe and
baggage nearly three miles over a rough trail which
rose to a height of some hundreds of feet above
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sea-level I confess the bearer equally rose in my
estimation. The value of the superior workman is
soon discovered. The angler finds in him a companion as well as a servant, generally a well-informed
man, and an ardent fisher. Every reasonable duty is
scrupulously discharged, and he supplies a supreme
example of the dignity as well as the efficiency of
labour.
High up on the trail, we got a glimpse of Raven
Lake, lying beneath us. Autumn footsteps had
already made rapid strides in the forest, and the red
of the maple was spreading like a fire amongst the
green. We stopped to catch mud minnows, which,
mounted on a small spinner, are the best bait for
trout They are found in pools almost stagnant,
and have close-set gills like eels, which give
them greater vitality out of water. This provision
adapts them to their mud environment, and accounts
for their survival. Bundled carelessly into a tin
vessel, they will live for hours, a feat impossible in
the case of ordinary minnows. One mounted on a
spinner is good for catching several trout, owing to
the toughness of the skin.
Raven Lake Is three miles long, and consists of
several expansions with connecting rivers between.
We launched the canoe from a gravelly beach,
fringed with coarse bent grass, which gave good
cover for water-fowl. The gillie hugged the shore,
which is the best place to find a trout as the season
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advances. During the hot months they take to the
cool depths, emerging after dark to hunt for food on
the shallows. As the weather becomes cooler they
return to lighter water. There the temperature is
more to their taste, as trout do not like extremes of
of either heat or cold. The weather changes in the
early autumn, and there is a decided fall in the
thermometer. Handling the wet line chilled my
fingers painfully. The smaller fry on which the
trout feed take to the gravelly shallows as summer
advances, and the trout follow them.
During the morning hours we failed to find them
anywhere, and with the exception of a couple of small
fish the creel remained empty. After luncheon the
temperature improved, and with it the sport. The
trout came on the feed, and the rod bent and
trembled beneath the struggles of one-and-a-half
and two pounders. On one reach they kept breaking
the surface of the water, and I tried to induce them
to take a fly, but all such overtures were unavailing.
They were not feeding on surface food, but simply
gambolling, as fish do, and in such a humour
ephemeridse do not interest them.
It was getting dark when we left the lake, by no
means dissatisfied with the results, allowing for the
fact that it was late in the season. Raven would, no
doubt, afford splendid sport in May or June, when
trout feed much better. A month earlier, I looked
into the well-lined creel of an angler who had paid it
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a week-end visit It held a couple of trout that must
have been close on four pounds each, and five and
six pounders are by no means an exceptional take.
Nearly 300 miles north of Toronto lies North
Bay, the southern terminus of the Temeskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway. The enterprise
marks a new departure in nationalization, as the
Ontario Government owns and works the line. It is
controlled by a commission.
I spent a delightful day in the fruit country of
Norfolk with Mr. Engelhart, the Chairman, in
company with Col. Matheson and Mr. A. C. Pratt, of
the Ontario Government.
The Temeskaming and Northern Ontario Railway
was undertaken in the interests of colonization, and
the progress that has been made during the short
time it has been opened justifies the project.
In the official report ending October 31st, it is
shown that the line consists of 252 miles of rail, with
a revenue of £318,370, worked at a cost of £87,226.
But that the venture has not unfavourably affected
the ratepayers is shown by a profit of £84,000, paid
to the Government Treasurer,
The number of passengers in five years increased
from 573,000 to 2,800,000.
The effect of these facilities for colonization is
shown in the growth of towns along the new railwjiy
track. The same features are seen in connexion with
the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk, and Canadian
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Northern, which are linked up with the new Government line. The population of Temeskaming in six
years has increased from 2000 to over 50,000. Similar
development has taken place in Temagami, Engelhart, and Liskeard. Where there was nothing but a
wilderness and the absence of life, other than the fish
in the streams and the big game that wandered unmolested amidst the wild grasses and cover of the forest,
there are now farm-houses, hotels, and the general
features of civilized life. Were it not for the convenience of these travelling facilities, one would have
a grudge against railway enterprise, which so soon
transforms the primeval forest and primitive simplicity
into comfortable habitations and the luxuries of
conventional life.
The Government has followed up railway extensions with the establishment of normal schools at
North Bay. There, 600 feet above sea-level, in a
pure and invigorating atmosphere, the youth of the
colonists enjoy all the advantages of a fully equipped
educational system.
The railway runs from North Bay through rich
agricultural land, ultimately reaching Cochrane over
1000 feet above sea-level. Woodlands, Widdefried
and Muloch are traversed en route. Nipissing and
its mines, French River and Georgian Bay with its
fish are in turn exploited ; opening up to the tourist
the fleeting joys of sport and to the settler the more
solid opportunities of lucrative industry.

TEMAGAMI
The Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk, and the
Canadian Northern open up further tracts of this
interesting country.
It was along the great waterway of Temagami
that Br6bceuf travelled to Lake Huron, intent upon his
mission to the Indian tribes. An extensive Forest
Reserve conserves all the primitive conditions of wild
life with which the district abounds. The town of
Temagami has undergone the oft-repeated miracle of
Canada—the metamorphosis of desert into civilized
life. Its forests and chain of lakes set in margins of
pine and tamarack have become magnets in drawing
the busy merchant and professional man to the enjoyment of its cool climate and exciting sport As I
traversed the district, I found myself drinking in the
fine air, which acted like a tonic on the exhaustion
incidental to a fatiguing journey, and looking at its
lakes with that thrilling sense of expectation which
lovers of the gentle art feel.
The lighter water found in many of these lakes
supplies the essential condition to bass fly-fishing.
There is no need to spin in half a fathom deep with
a heavy sinker, which destroys the fighting power
of the bass, and which after a time robs fishing of
much of its zest. Donning a pair of waders, and
carefully stepping along the shore, a fly can be
landed amongst the boulders that make dark shadows
on the water, and the bass will pounce upon the
ephemera. Then the reel recoils as the quarry
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makes a bold dash for liberty to the tune of accelerando
crescendo.
I have fished the outlet of a lake on one of the
hottest summer days. Wading with the temperature
at 100 degrees in the shade is simply delightful.
The water was smooth as quicksilver, with a light
upon it that dazzled and flashed almost -to blinding
point, but the cool that lapped round the waders
constituted a temperate zone that extended to the
rest of the body. One would no more think of
fishing for trout under such circumstances than of
flying without an aeroplane. English trout on such
a day would bury themselves in the weeds or skulk
under a bridge or bank ; yet, strange to say, the black
bass rose with the greatest freedom. A small silver
doctor, a Jock Scott and other patterns attracted
them repeatedly. Some creeled were over 2 lbs., and
all proved to be hard fighters.
This characteristic of the bass is most important,
as the tropical weather in Canada exists to a dumping degree, and to enjoy sport and keep cool at the
same time, combine the maximum of mercies that
one can hope to enjoy in this present evil world.
In the deeper water the big lake trout make their
haunts, and to have a tussle with them the flies must
give place to the spoon or minnow. With a hundred
yards of line and a light trolling rod, it is not difficult
to get on fighting terms with them. They run to a
great size, and it is possible to find lakes where they
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are so unsophisticated as to be ignorant of any kind
of angler's lure.
I met two young fellows who exhibited with
boyish delight their tackle. They were provided
with a camp and canoe, and their plan was to get
high up on the chain of lakes and paddle from place
to place. This is an admirable way of spending a
holiday and getting "far from the madding crowd,"
which is to be found in the beaten paths of Temagami
as well as New York or Toronto.
There are other features of New Ontario which
are calculated to attract settlers. Those in quest of
agricultural projects have a wide field to choose from,
over 12,000 miles from east to west and an area of
140,000 square miles. Those intent on carrying
away lasting impressions of magnificent forest and
lake scenery can find material for the reflections of a
lifetime. The literary man will be face to face with
memories of Hiawatha. The Ojibwa Indian that
paddles his canoe or with silent tread guides him
through the pathless forest, belongs to the tribe of
that legendary hero. Mr. Schoolcraft, in his " Algic
Researches" and in his "History, Conditions, and
Prospects of the Indian Tribes," gives the form of
the tradition, as recited by an Onondaga chief, and the
transatlantic poet set it to the music of an immortal
epic, which will always remain fragrant:—
" With the odours of the forest,
With the dew and damp of meadows*
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With the curling smoke of wigwams,
With the rushing of great rivers,
With their frequent repetitions,
And their wild reverberations,
As of thunder in the mountains, . . .
From the forest and the prairies,
From the great lakes of the Northland.'

CHAPTER VII
"Westward Ho"—Orangeville—Owen Sound—Through
the Great Lakes—Associations of Lake Huron—Brebceufs
mission to the Indians—Feast of the dead—The wigwam
life—Indian superstitions—Folklore—Diabolical tortures—
Honour—Indian creeds—Loyola and his followers—Heroism
of the Jesuits—Painted devils—Joques—Massacre of Brebceuf
and Lalemant—Failure of Jesuit mission—The passing of the
Iroquois—Lake Superior—Picturesque rapids—The largest lock
in the world—Sault Ste. Marie—Lake trout—Fishing resorts—
An inland sea—The Rideau River—Nipigon and its trout—
Patrol stations—Traffic on Lake Superior—Thunder Bay—Port
Arthur and Fort William—Change of the clock—En route for
Winnipeg—The opening page of the book of the prairies.

E

VERY tourist to the Dominion aspires to
visit the Far West It is the New Canada,
magnificent alike in grandeur and potentialities.
The Canadian Pacific Railway offers alternate
routes. One is by rail all the way, which takes about
a week; the other by rail and lake, Which extends the
journey to three additional days. In the former case
the route lies north of Georgian Bay, Lakes Huron
and Superior. In the latter the line terminates at
Owen Sound, and thence the journey is by steamer
through the Great Lakes to Fort William, where the
railway course is renewed. It was this route I
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selected. Although it prolongs the journey, it affords
a break in the long transcontinental trip, and the
land-locked seas that are traversed are the most
wonderful on the American continent.
Between Toronto and the port of embarkation
there are many points of interest At Orangeville
there is evidence that the far-off West is not the only
grain-growing area. Huge elevators show active
farming interests. The wide valleys, sloping away
from rising plateaux, yield heavy crops, and the
timbered stretches in close proximity to natural
waterways foster the lumbering trade. Orchards are
skirted, laden with fruit, and well-established farmhouses, nestling among the trees, bespeak plenty and
prosperity. A picturesque cataract makes a glittering streak amongst the green, and commodious sheds
and barns show an advanced stage in farming. At
Owen Sound a rugged headland runs out into
Georgian Bay, terminating in Cape Hund on the
western point and Cabot's Head on the eastern.
Here Sidenham River empties itself into the bay, and
imposing cliffs skirt the coast, whilst the thick gi /en
foliage of the woodland contrasts with the nakedness
of limestone quarries.
The steamer course lies between Cove and Fits*
William Islands, where the waters of Georgian Bay
and Lake Huron commingle. Manatoulin is the
chief island lying on the north side, after which
come Cockburn and Drummond.
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Huron Lake is rich in historic association. On
its shores began one of the greatest human dramas
that the world has known. The dramatis personce
comprised the Jesuits of France and the North
American Indians. Faith and superstition, civilization and savagery, were set in ever-varying scenes,
amidst the wild grandeur of forest and lake until the
curtain fell on the closing act at Lake Erie. It was
by Huron lake that Brebceuf found himself in the
seventeenth century, forsaken by his Indian guides.
He, in company with two more Jesuits, had descended
the French River, intent upon forming a mission to
the Huron tribes. Brebceuf's canoe was separated
from his companions' in the rapids, and he was
compelled to make his way alone to the Indian headquarters. The conditions under which these tribes
lived, the rites he witnessed, and the crude superstitions by which they were swayed, supplied little
for a basis on which to erect a habitation of the
Christian Faith which the Jesuits came to establish.
In the forest by that very lake the first missionary witnessed the Huron's feast of the dead, and in it
may have read the crude shapings of belief in immortality. The reverence paid to the crumbling bones
of ancestors testified to the belief that a soul resided
there. It is an interesting speculation to consider
how Brebceuf was affected by the recital of the
virtues and bravery of the dead to which he listened
as these crude children of the forest made their
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pilgrimage to the great sepulchre. Would the virtues
of the Christ equally touch them ? He watched
the contests in which the youths so eagerly engaged,
and may have discerned in them a spirit of emulation, worthy "of \a better cause. It was in honour
of the dead that prizes for these competitions were
awarded. The effect on Brebceuf of the closing
scene in the spectacle when the camp fires blazed in
the night and awakened weird shadows amongst the
giant trees is on record. In the drear funeral chant
that rose from hundreds of voices over the bones and
weapons piled in the open grave, the Jesuit priest
heard a wail as of despairing souls from the "abyss
of perdition."
These sepulchres, ten feet deep and thirty feet
long, are still to be discovered in the Huron country.
The customs of the tribes were not of the nature to
inspire the Jesuit with hopes, any more than their
ceremonies.
Their dwellings consisted of rows of strong
saplings, roofed with bark, which afforded no privacy
and fostered no separate family life. Members of
the tribe could come and go when and how they
pleased. Within the circle gossip, war councils,
tortures, vices were practised in turn. The flickering
light of the fire disclosed grizzled warriors, scarred
youths, wizened squaws, gaily bedizened girls, volatile
children, and snarling dogs. In summer the men
were almost naked, in winter clothed with the skins
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of buffalo, beaver, and otter, with rich trimmings
of porcupine quills, eagle's feathers, and wampum
ornaments on State occasions. Marriage was a form
without a bond. It was consummated and dissolved
without tears or reproaches on either side.
But the Jesuits were not left long under misapprehension of the true nature of the Indian
character. They soon became the horrified witnesses
of their cruelties. Every prisoner of war was subjected to prolonged torture. The victim would be
fed with the choicest food, regaled with a peace pipe,
and exhorted by a chief, a past master in the art of
mockery, to take courage, as he was amongst friends.
\ Even the sweat of fear would be gently rubbed off
his face by the arch mocker. Meanwhile a number
of fires would be lit, through which the prisoner
would have to run, whilst his tormentors, armed with
blazing torches, goaded him to greater speed.
Portions of his flesh would jbe cut off and eaten, and
respite given only to restore failing consciousness.
All this continued until death mercifully proclaimed
a final release.
For skill in the art of torture the females were
said to surpass the males, and wherever there
was a case for special treatment the victim was
consigned to women. The diabolical gift probably
accounted for the prevalent conception of the most
malignant spirit in the form of a woman. Her robe
was supposed to be made from the hairs of her
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victims, and 'the forest fire was the type of her
dwelling-place.
Despite this repulsive side of the Indian's
character, there were phases that belonged to another
category. Their courage was boundless, and they
ranked bravery above life itself. They suffered in
absolute silence, and marched to their enemies'
fortified positions, knowing that it meant certain
death.
Their sense of honour at times was so great that
the perfidy of members of a tribe was regarded as a
disgrace. On one occasion when inter-tribal terms
were under discussion an old chief was known to
commit suicide on discovering a serious breach of
good faith on the part of one of his companions.
There was a native poetry in Huron life that
might have seemed promising soil for the growth of
" sweeter manners, nobler laws." They believed that
nature was peopled with spirits. Tales must not be
told in summer-time, when the spirits were listening
and might take offence. Such recitals must be
reserved until nature was locked in ice and snow and
their ears were deaf. The thunder was a bird which
caused the lightings to flash in opening and closing
its wings. The violence of the storms was nothing
more than the clamour of the young brood in their
nests, and its mutterings the stooping of the clouds
towards the earth to gather up snakes. Their eschatology made its appeal to the heroic temperament.
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The way to Heaven was beset with difficulties
which the Indians braced themselves to face. It
was represented as a narrow path between moving
rocks which each instant clashed together; or a swift
river crossed by a shaking log, and guarded by a
ferocious dog which sought to drive the aspirant into
the abyss. Whilst these crude tenets appealed to
courage and perseverance, there was nothing connected with them that stood for a higher ideal of
faith and conduct. The Indians' gods were no
better than themselves. They were represented as
animated by lust and cruelty; and obedience was
stimulated by sentiments of hatred rather than trust.
The worst passions, not the nobler qualities,
characterized these divinities. In them vice was
deified, not virtue. This was the material out of
which the Jesuits sought to fashion a nobler
manhood on the shores of Lake Huron. The conditions were as unpromising as those found by the
missionaries of a later period in_Terra del Fuego, the
inhabitants of which Darwin pronounced incapable
of either civilizing or christianizing. And what was
•-the character of the men who undertook the mission
to the North American Indians ? A brief glance at
their history answers the question.
The founder of the Jesuit order was Ignatius
Loyola, a man of singularly composite character. He
embodied in his personality the mixed elements of
soldier, courtier, and zealot. These qualities were
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reflected in his followers. Creed and dogma were not
propositions that commanded intellectual assent, but
docile obedience. The calm realm of thought was
made impossible in the whirlwind of unthinking
action. Dogma was not a thing to be argued, but
enforced, and at any cost—life itself was an insignificant item in the programme. The shaping of creeds
and framing of morals were not a matter for many
minds, but for one superior mind, in the conclusions
of which all others were required to acquiesce.
To suit this spiritual dictatorship, the ordinary
rules of right and wrong were no longer binding.
Black was white and white black if the Superior so
willed it. Zeal being the dynamic of the Jesuit
order, exercises were enjoined for the qualification of
the novitiate. He must understand the penalty of
being outside the true fold, and meditate on final
things until the meaning of a lost soul was fully
imaged to his mental vision. So strenuous were
these exercises that the disciple imagined he could
hear the howlings of the damned, witness their convulsive agonies, look into the infernal pit, and tremble
at the fire that burned without consuming. The
meditative part of the curriculum covered a course of
two years. Next followed practical training, in which
the disciple was required to undertake the most menial
duties in the sick-room and the hospital. Humility
was taught in begging his own bread from door to door;
zeal, in watching his companions for any " tendencies"
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which were to be immediately reported, whilst he
himself was watched in turn; diplomacy, in assuming disguises of soldiers, merchants, astrologers and
mandarins for the purpose of making converts and
enlarging the flock folded in the Church of Rome.
Only in the light of such discipline is it possible to
understand the sufferings and hardship endured by
these first missionaries to the North American
Indians. When prisoners fell into the hands of
their captors, the belief that baptism was all that
was needed to insure eternal bliss no doubt helped
to reconcile the priests to the torture and unspeakable cruelties they witnessed. Indians who declined
baptism when free, submitted to it under torture.
The Jesuits regarded with equanimity any agony
that directly led to so desirable a result. Cases are
on record where the priests, themselves prisoners,
had the forejoints of their fingers bitten off by their
tormentors, and with their bleeding hands baptized
their fellow-sufferers in their dying agonies. Under
cover of giving drink to a prisoner burning at the
stake, a portion of the water would be spilt on the
.victim, and the formula of baptism surreptitiously
pronounced.
The eagerness to perform the ceremony took no
account of the character of the subject. A dying
Algonquin threw himself on an Iroquois prisoner and
tore his ear off with his teeth, but the Algonquin was
baptized by a priest immediately after the brutal act
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There was even some analogy between *he
Indian practises and the Jesuits' creed. "You do
good to your friends," said Le Jeune to an Algonquia
chief, "and you burn your enemies; God does the
same."
Hell was depicted to them as a place where,
according to Jesuit theology, the hungry would get
nothing to eat but frogs and snakes, and the thirsty
nothing to drink but flames. The brutal temperament of the tribes was imitated in the interests of
the Indians' conversion. The decorations of their
mission church on the shores of Lake Huron were
criticized by a priest as not being sufficiently aweinspiring. " If three, four, or five devils were painted
tormenting a soul with different punishments, one
applying fire, another serpents, another tearing him
with pincers, and another holding him fast with a
chain, this would have a good effect, especially if
everything was made distinct, and misery, rage andS
desperation appeared plainly in his face."
Apart from the crudities and grotesqueness of
the Jesuits, stand their splendid heroism and devotion. One must judge them in the dim light of two
centuries ago. Their conception of truth was the
ordinary medieval one in which they " saw men as
trees walking." Their endurance and self-sacrifice
attest the divinity in man and remains an imperishable memorial. As the steamer plied along the
shore of the great lake, one could see in imagination
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these missionaries of the Cross with their faces set
in the hopeless task of reclaiming these children of
the forest. Joques, with his mutilated hands
extended in benediction over the heads of the men
that tortured him. We know how he went back
to Rome so battered and broken as to be unrecognizable, but the Indians' needs haunted him, and
he returned to his mission, to be tomahawked in
the end. Brebceuf and Lalemant, they, too, appear
on the scene, lacerated, tortured, the formula that
they had so often used applied to themselves in
cruel derision by their executors. " We baptize
you," they said, pouring boiling water on their heads,
"that you may be happy in Heaven." Brebceuf
neverflinched,although they cut strips of flesh from
his limbs and devoured them before his eyes. " You
told us that the more one suffered on earth, the
happier he is in Heaven. We wish to make you
happy because we love you, and you ought to thank
us for it."
Then they scalped him, and paid the last
testimony to his bravery, as emphatic as their
, tortures, by drinking his blood that his patience
and courage might be theirs.
So ended the life of Jean de Brebceuf. France
gives him a first place amongst her saints and
martyrs. The roots of his race extend to British
soil, for in his veins flowed the blue blood of the
Earls of Arundel.
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Great as was the zeal of the Jesuits, their mission
was a failure. Its weak point lay in the fact that
they were more concerned in converting the Indians
to the Roman Catholic faith tjhan in subduing their
warlike temper and qufiling tribal strife. Their
connexion with the Hurons made the Iroquois—,
the enemies of the former—their enemies also. The
latter were the most powerful and warlike of all
the North American Indians. Perpetual feuds were
waged between the tribes. The ravages of the
tomahawk and the gun left no room for the cultivation of agricultural pursuits. The Indians moved
from place to place, too restless to take root, paying
no heed to the great natural resources which invited
their labour. With the exception of trapping, all
industries were neglected. Wampum was the only
currency they knew, a few beads the highest reward
they coveted. The very principles that the Jesuits
sought to inculcate, forgiveness of injuries, suffering
without murmuring, were to the Indians poor
weapons with which to fight their enemies—-openly
ridiculed by them^and rejected with contempt Even
when a truce was called between the tribes, and
peace speeches'W4sfee made, it was only marking time
for a fresh outburst ^f iiostilif&s.
The final struggle at Lake Erie practically
exterminated the nation that dwek on its shores.
But the victory was bought at a high price. The
battle broke the power of the conquerors themselves
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LAKE SUPERIOR
whose very name was a terror to all other tribes."
The dead of the victors were as numerous as those
of the vanquished, and the Iroquois never recovered ;
as they had lived by the sword, so they perished by
the sword. Their last war-whoop had been uttered,
and their next rally cry evoked no response along
the wild lake-shore.
Lake Superior joins Huron by picturesque rapids.
The narrow confine through which the water of the
great lake endeavours to discharge itself is a seething
torrent, white with anger and beautiful in its wrath.
It is one of the places where the Indians still display
their skill with the canoe whilst catching trout. To
the uninitiated it would seem impossible for a craft
to live in such a current, but the natives negotiate
it with impunity.
For the purposes of navigation a lock has been
constructed between Huron and Superior. It is a
triumph of engineering, and is the largest in the
world, 900 feet long and 60 feet wide. It has cost
^800,000. Sault Ste. Marie marks the growth
of important industries along the shores. Rolling
r mills, steel plant, car factories, and other trades have
sprung up there within the last few years. The St.
Mary River flows into the lake at that point on the
borders of the United States, sweeping round St.
Joseph Island.
There is good angling in this neighbourhood,
and the trout run to a large size. One served at
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the saloon table d'hdte, from sectional evidence,
must have been 12 lbs. to 14 lbs. weight. One has
a prejudice against large trout, except as a diversion
with a fishing-rod, but the quality of Lake Superior
fish as a comestible is beyond reproach. I have^
never tasted anything finer. It is necessary to go
inland a few miles to get the best fishing. I had
introductions to local anglers, and reliable information on the subject, but pressure of time prevented
me from breaking the journey. Off the mouth of
the rivers trolling can be had for the big fish, and
a few miles up the streams good fly-fishing can
be had.
Sault Ste. Marie is the connecting point for the
Soo Pacific Line which links Canada with the
United States, taking in Minneapolis and Dacota.
It joins the Canadian Pacific main line again at
Moose Jaw. Superior is the largest of the American
lakes. Its dimensions may be gathered by comparison with England and Wales, which it could
swallow and leave a considerable margin all round.
From the centre, land is out of sight, and it becomes
a veritable sea bounded by the horizon. It is the
ocean prairie of America, and gives the same sense
of vastness as its twin sister of the great plains.
The steamer course lies south of Caribou Island,
with Montreal and Leach Islands lying north.
The international water-line which divides Canada
from the States proceeds from South Caribou to
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Pigeon Bay vi& Gull Island, off Isle Royal. The
Rideau River touches the lake at Otter Cove, and
the Nipigon on the same coast further on. The
latter is the finest trout river in Ontario. Three
pounds are charged for a licence to fish it, which
is about three times the usual charge. Nipigon
runs from the lake of the same name, and consists
of a series of swift rapids that lend themselves to
the highest form of the angling craft The fish
are a large size, and rise to the fly freely. It is
advisable to push up the river a couple of miles
before commencing to fish. Competent Indian
guides can be hired, who know all the pools, and
are skilful in the management of the canoe in
the dangerous rapids. Jackfish is another centre on
the coast where angling is procurable. To get
the best sport, a camping excursion is necessary,
which can be competently organized by guides who
live at Jackfish, a station on the Canadian Pacific
Railway. On the north shore of Superior, Missanabie offers all the sporting advantages of Nipigon,
with excellent rapids where, donning waders, twopounders can be taking with the fly.
A number of bights off the coast on the north side
of the lake form good harbourage for the trading boats.
Of these, Nipigon Bay, Black Bay, and Thunder Bay
are the chief. It is a storm-bound coast, and at times
waves rise and swell in angry tumult that rival those
of the far distant Pacific, breaking against its islands,
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and reverberating along the rocky shore. Lake
Superior takes a heavy toll of life, and the bodies
of its victims have been so rarely recovered that
it has gained for itself the name of " the lake that
never gives up its dead." The water is intensely
cold on the hottest summer day.
The centre is said to be unfathomable, and even
along the coast there are enormous depths. Last
summer an engine was struck with a huge rock from
the cliffs, and was swept into the lake. In a depth
of 65 feet, a diver reached it, and recovered the body
of the driver. Next day, he went down again, but
the engine had disappeared, leaving the ledge of
rock on which it rested, scarred. The man went
down to a depth of 180 feet, but the body of the
missing stoker was never found.
Lighthouses are placed along the coast, which
flash out their warning signals. There are also
patrol stations on the look-out for ships in distress.
On the State side, there are regular beats, the
eastward and the westward patrols meeting at stated
points, and so establishing a complete surveillance of
the coast.
Soon the steamer drew away from all landmarks.
The wates was so smooth that it remained unruffled
except where the prow of the boat broke it into
rolling ripples, or a great lumber or grain vessel left
a long white streak behind.
The number of steamers that ply on the lake
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point to the extensive traffic which this highway
from the Far West affords, We were never long
out of sight of the black smoke line, which stood out
in sharp contrast against the clear blue sky. As
evening advanced, the great islands behind us became
mere specks on a far-off water waste, and the chill of
departing day was felt. The sun dipped low on the
horizon, and masses of piled-up clouds glowed as
with hidden fire; patches of blue sky were marked
with a tracery of gold and grey. Half buried in the
sea the red disk sank, until the last lingering ray
disappeared, and it was night
The early morning brought us within sight of
Thunder Bay and Sleeping Giant Mountain. Port
Arthur and Fort William at the head of the lake are
rapidly rising towns, anticipating by their enormous
grain elevators the corn produce of the Golden
West, These twin ports developing side by side
and presenting the interesting problem to speculative
minds as to which would gain pre-eminence, are the
best examples of what railway enterprise can achieve
in connexion with a growing country. Everywhere
there are palpable signs of industry; large trading steamers, extensive wharves, and coal docks;
facilities for loading and unloading, and transporting
the products of forest andfieldby land and inland sea.
It could scarcely be surmised that Port Arthur only
a few years ago was practically stagnant until it
received the initial impulse from the construction of
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the Canadian Northern Railway, the youngest of
the great transit systems which marked the beginning
of a new era of commerical prosperity along the
shores of the great waterway.
The largest grain elevator so far constructed is
a conspicuous object on the shore. It holds 7 million
bushels of grain. The two ports, between them,
have a capacity for storing 29 millions. Amongst
prospective enterprise are included the construction
of a large dry dock and ship-building yards at Port
Arthur. Fort William is the disembarking point of
the great lake trips, and a train^stood in readiness to
take passengers to the main line station on the
Canadian Pacific. Time changes here from Eastern
to Western methods of chronology, which puts the
clock back an hour. The distinction between a.m.
and p.m. is abolished, and the dial of the clock makes
a consecutive rotation from 12 to 24. As a concession
to inbred conservatism and the belief that mortals are
slow to learn, the old and the new modes of reckoning
are inscribed on the railway clocks. For this, one
is profoundly grateful. One scarcely knows where
he is when, on asking the time of day, he is told
that it is twenty-three fifteen !
The railway journey to Winnipeg epitomizes all
that lies behind and before—a rocky region intersected with rivers and lakes; forests stretching away
out of sight; mining industries locked in the great
mountains j falls that rival Niagara in magnificence,
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and all the branches of industry, from the Govern! ment experimental farm at Dryden to the great
water-works at Keewatin. There the Lake of the
Woods, 3000 square miles, furnishes the greatest
water dynamic in the world. As the train nears
Winnipeg, the introductory chapter in the encyclopaedic volume of the prairies begins, and many days
will have to be spent in looking through its pages.
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HEN we think of the years necessary to
achieve the wealth and splendour of nations,
and look at the Province of Manitoba, it almost
seems as if some good genius had waved her wand,
and lo, a barren, lonely marsh and wild prairie are
suddenly changed, and golden harvest-fields, lowing
cattle, model dairies, comfortable homesteads an&
happy children rise as if by magic, before our eyes.
We not unnaturally ask, ^Whence came these ? " and
then think of the city clerk's vision in Tennyson's
" Sea Dreams," of a woman grown to enormous
strength by " working in the mines," and like him
wake to realize that honest toil—hard and matter-offact—is the secret of collective as well as individual
growth.
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The wealth that lies in the rich soil of this vast
territory justifies the legend. Its output is seen in
[prosperous cities and towns, rapidly spreading far
and wide. When Manitoba incorporated itself in the
Sponfederation in 1870, it had 17,000 inhabitants, and
now upwards of 400,000 English-speaking people
Ibrm its population. In 1870, its agricultural produce
was not even recorded. In 1881, an acreage of
51,300 yielded 1,000,000 bushels of wheat, and
1,270,268 bushels of oats. In 1905, these odd millions
jump up to over 55,000,000.
Only 5,000,000 acres of land are at present under
cultivation, a patch compared with the actual possibilities, as Manitoba is larger than Scotland, Wales
and Ireland combined, and contains 74,000 square
miles of territory. Of this 30,000,000 acres are arable
land.
Winnipeg is the seat of the Government, and
holds a foremost place amongst the cities of the great
continent It is called The Gateway to the West
Its growth has been extremely rapid, and it possesses
all the modern conveniences of a great centre.
London has nothing to compare with its spacious
streets, and New York can scarcely out-do if In skyscraping buildings. Electric cars run in every direction, and public parks and promenades are provided
for the pastime and enjoyment of its thriving citizens.
Its thoroughfares are daily crowded with busy
merchants, many of whom are the descendants of
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the early Scotch colonists who reside in imposing
residences on the outskirts of the town. A walk in
that direction shows that Winnipeg, like all great
cities, is cultivating suburban life.
New towns and villages are quickly springing up,
contiguous to agricultural and manufacturing districts,
and in the rapidity of their growth make Winnipeg the
Chicago of the Dominion.
The great incentive to development has come
from railway enterprise. The Canadian Pacific
running from east to west has many branches which
bring settlers within reach of rich agricultural soil.
The Grand Trunk system, and the Canadian
Northern, each exploring different territory, have done
much in opening easy avenues for the transit of grain
and stock to Winnipeg and other important centres
where traders find remunerative markets. Indeed,
one can see, in addition to provincial economic
advantages, the possibility of new routes by land and
sea to and from and across the Dominion through
what is now a daily event—the extension of these
great railway systems.
Amongst other valuable services rendered by the
Government is the issue of reliable information on
trade and agriculture There are annual returns
from the Provincial and Dominion Board of Trade
which can be accepted as bond fide. Emigrants and
settlers are no longer the dupes of advertising agents
and others with axes to grind The returns are too
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ood to need embellishment or exaggeration, and
ny figures which are quoted here have the
Jnprimatur of the high authority to which I have
eferred.
The Government of Manitoba is administered by
1 single Legislative Chamber, and executive Council
on practically an electoral basis of manhood suffrage.
Irhe public school system is excellent, and entails
Ihe largest expenditure in the annual budget. Public
porks come second, and the administration of justice
Blird. Schools are free to all children between the
fees of five and fifteen. In larger towns resident
ipupils are free to the high schools and colleges.
pThey are maintained largely by Government, who
pet apart sections of land in each township which
yield part of the revenue!; the rest is provided by a
land tax. The growth of these schools is an index
to progress. In 1886, the number in the province
was 422, with an attendance of 16,834. In 1906,
there were 1,847 schools and 64,123 scholars.
Schools of agriculture are also provided, and associations for instructing the settlers' children in live
stock, fruit growing, dairy farming, and practically
every branch of industry within the province requiring
skilled labour.
There is an excellent tram service to the outskirts of the city, where there is a fine park, containing zoological gardens which hold good specimens
of bear, wapiti, mountain goat, beaver and other
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animals. The Red River flows through the park, on
which motor boats and yachts were sailing. The
wild features of the place are preserved intact, and
shady nooks and vistas of spreading trees lend their
charm. It was intensely hot, and seeking a cool
retreat I lay down and went fast asleep. A singular!
sensation awakened me, and on opening my eyes I
got a glimpse of a brown animal scuttling into the
grass, about the size of a gopher. He did not give!
me time to classify him, but left a distinct impression I
on my face, over which he ran.
Commodities in Winnipeg vary in price according]
to the supply; apples very cheap; oranges very dear,
2Id. each; plums of an inferior quality, $d. a pound, j
On the other hand, restaurants which almost jostle j
each other in the streets, provide an excellent luncheon
for is. id. Hair cutting is a luxury ; half a dollar,or j
2s. id. in English currency, is charged for trimming
<&\£s. beard, which had the effect on one forlorn
traveller of making him vow tfcat henceforth he would j
become aNazarene.
I spent a couple of delightful hours with " Ralph
Connor "—Rev. Charles W. Gordon—who, in addition !
to his literary career, is a distinguished leader in the.
Presbyterian Church. He has seen Winnipeg grow
from the day of small things, and watched men on
the spot develop from obscurity into opulent
merchants.
I have alluded elsewhere to his place in literature.
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fee is an ardent disciple of Isaac Walton, and as we
•ad travelled over similar ground it was pleasant to
Jompare notes. He is saturated with the mystery
Ind grandeur of the Rocky Mountains, the full aroma
I f which pervades his books. His influence in the
Jligher walks of his profession has made him the
Iriginal of " The Sky Pilot" he has so well
loortrayed.
Singularly enough, another leader in the religious
*ife of Winnipeg is the Rev. J. L. Gordon, with whom
Bbe novelist is often confused. The former, upon
jjrhom I also called, narrated a number of cases of
mistaken identity between the minister and the
Ijjuthor. The error is by no means uncomplimentary
c:o "Ralph Connor," as his namesake is a strong
personality and one of the most popular preachers in
[panada. Each has cut deeply in his own line, and
both possess a charming grace and simplicity.
A railway recently constructed by the Canadian
Northern runs from Winnipeg to Edmonton, a
ipstance of iooo miles. It traverses an undeveloped
(territory through the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
With the exception of an
jifrccasional farm homestead between the stations, at
which the train stops, its course is through virgin
soil.
The advent of the railway gives an enhanced
value to the adjoining land. It is the philosophers
stone, which turns base metal into gold, or, better
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still, the wilderness into a fruitful plain. It affords
facilities for the opening up of markets, the transportation of agricultural implements which are absolutely
indispensable in a region where labour is scarce atj
best, and at times altogether unavailable Without
the railways, the wealth of the prairies, as well as ofl
forest and mine, is a locked-up good, as unreachable
as the gem of " unfathomed caves of ocean." Men i
may buy the land, sell it, gamble in it, but it does not
become a workable asset until it is linked up with j
the towns and cities near and far. The great water-^
ways, valuable as they have been, can never become j
substitutes as a me^ans of transit. The method M
slow, and if it affords oasy access to a district, it is in |
the? same proportion difficult of egress. A farmer
may look at the golden grain and the smiling fruit, I
and the fattening kine, and eat his heart out for the
long-delayed opportunity of exchange, which is the
basis of all commerce.
The Canadian Northern Railway had only been
opened a few months when I travelled by it last
summer. Already the effect was to be noticed in the
activity at every stopping-place along the line. There
were houses newly erected, and others in the course
of construction.
Barn-like structures advertised
themselves in large letters as hotels. Telephone
wires stretched from hut to hut, and agricultural
implements, fearfully and wonderfully made—at least
to the lay mind—were piled near the stations.
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Every platform was a mart where farmers, agents,
lind speculators were there and then willing to sell
jlesirable sites and thriving farms. Judging from what
It heard, I might have been a millionaire, had I only
Ihe temerity, half a dozen times over before reaching
[my destination. This spirit of disinterestedness on
Ihe part of vendors has been checked of late years by
Ithe formation of reliable bureaus under Government
(supervision. There is no longer any necessity for a
bttrchaser of land to find himself in possession of a
[jwamp, a by no means uncommon experience. The
ferairie is not a uniform El Dorado. It has its arid
Wastes, its thin substratum of fertility, as well as its
peep rich loam, and there hover over it all, hawks
which are ready to pluck any unwary bird about to
Stretch its speculative wings.
The journey to Edmonton is in itself an object
lesson in inequalities. Great rivers are crossed, cutting their sinuous way through vast plains, pregnant
pith the highest possibilities of agriculture. Rocky
nil comes into view of a different order and more
limited in productive qualities ; lakes with great
stretches of marsh, out of which flocks of wild duck
rise, attesting its suitability for their habitat and
little more.
It was late when we arrived at Edmonton, the
capital town of Alberta. A number of omnibuses were
drawn up at the station for the convenience of
passengers. Choosing that more archaic method of
K
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travel rather than the electric trams, f found myself
in company with half a dozen others, rattling over the
worst roads possible to imagine. The outskirts of
Edmonton, like most new Western cities, have to wait
on their betters. The broad well-kept streets in the
town have had undue attention paid to them, to the
neglect of more remote thoroughfares. The bus
stopped at various hotels, the conductor arranging to 1
deposit his passengers in the order which suited his 1
own convenience sooner than theirs. He took me a
couple of miles out of the way sooner than go round
the corner at an earlier stage. The reason was
obvious—my hotel happened to be in the district
where the horses were stabled, and he left that for I
the last.
He had several passages of arms with his fares, to I
which I listened with interest, as showing the high I
point and fine shading that labour had reached in the
Dominion. Like everything else, it has the defect of I
its virtues.
" You must get down here," he said to a lady I
burdened with parcels and a valise; *'tfae horses]
can't go up the hill." The lady looked up with]
surprise, and replied with great politeness, " A hill!
There is no hill, gentleman! This is So-and-so]
Street. I have parcels, gentleman, and it's late."
The "gentleman," nonplussed at this display of
topographical erudition, banged the door, and the I
omnibus went on.
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It was close on midnight when I reached my
destination. Rate of travel, three miles in two
hours!
Edmonton is situated on the Saskatchewan River,
Well raised above its banks, and commanding an
imposing view. The population is nearly 25,000,
[almost double the total of the 1906 census. It is the
seat of government and the official place of residence
jof the Lieutenant-Governor. The Alberta College
nas its headquarters there, with 400 students
attached. The educational system is admirable.
Large elementary schools have sprung up in a few
years, and a high school for advanced knowledge
and university preparation. The property is valued
iat over ^100,000; all public requisites—water,
ilectric light, telephones and tramways — are
municipalized. The system of taxation makes no
distinction between prairie land and land built upon*
A vacant lot is assessed at exactly the same valuation as one with a five-storied building or factory on
it There is also a business tax determined by floor
space and nature of the industry.
There are twenty-four churches, and twenty-one
prinking saloons. The Secretary of the Board of
Trade, in commenting on this, said: " Churches are
allowed an unlimited margin of growth, but drinking
saloons cannot be increased." The proportion in
some of the provinces is one to a thousand of
population.
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The evidence of a great coal industry is at once
noticed on reaching Edmonton, in the blackecctr^
track near the station, the elevated railway with its j
sidings, and the inevitable row of coal wagons.
The discovery of this mineral, which is said to be a
high-grade lignite, places the city in a unique position
in relation to the Dominion. So far it holds the 1
monopoly of the trade. The report of Government 1
experts puts the area of the coal-bed at 11,000 square
miles, and the quantity at 60,000,000 tons. The value
of the find to the inhabitants is most important, as
the fuel can be purchased at 13J. per ton delivered,
or Js. at the pit mouth.
Over 25,000 tons per week are transmitted on the
Canadian Northern Railway from the Morinvillc
mines, and the companies' projected extension is
planned to traverse the Brazeau River valley, where
further vast deposits of coal have been discovered
and only await railway facilities to become a cheap
and marketable commodity.
At the Board of Trade offices I saw samples of
various agricultural products, grown in different parts
of the province, which showed the versatility and
richness of the soiL
From Edmonton to Calgary is another section of
the Canadian Pacific Railway. It has been opened
up long enough for agricultural interests to take
more definite shape Near Edmonton well-tilled
farms are to be seen and herds of cattle browsing on
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the pasture. It is a section of the prairie, the severe
flatness of which is broken by undulating hills.
Flax is cultivated in large quantities, which is
used in the manufacture of oil cake and ropes.
The ground was being broken up for the winter
-wheat as I travelled along the line, and from the
strain we could see the steam ploughs busy at work.
The grain is threshed in the field where it is reaped,
and the straw in that locality is burned, as it finds no
market. In other parts of the agricultural districts it
has an economic use, and commands a good price.

CHAPTER IX
Through prairies to Rockies—Portage le Prairie—Regina
—Government offices and mounted police—Climate—Growth
of railways—Saskatchewan Province—Census returns of
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buffalo—Four great rivers—Misconceptions of climate—The
heat line—The "chinook"—Wild grasses—Cattle rearing—
Cereal productions—Exhibition medal awards—Wheat returns
—Clover—Sheep and wolves—Horse breeding—Champions at
the World's Fair—Calgary—Democratic principles—Ranching
and lumbering—The Bow and Kananaskas Rivers.
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OURNEYING from Winnipeg by the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the great plain stretches to
the horizon. Its topographical features are
varied by lakes and rivers, but the general sense of
flatness is so great that the traveller is unconscious
of the fact that in the first fifty miles there has been
a gradual ascent of ioo feet
For many miles westward Winnipeg leaves its
impress on industrial life, repeating itself in agriculture and commercial enterprise. At Portage le
Prairie a busy grain market is indicated by huge
elevators and agricultural plant. Mills and factories
show activity in other branches of trade. At Brandon
there are large flour and planing mills, and a
*34
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Dominion experimental farm; it is a town of 13,000
inhabitants, in close touch with the markets.
Regina, the capital of Saskatchewan, marks a
further advance in trade and civilization, and is a
connecting link between the northern and southern
portions of the province. The Government offices
are located there, and the Lieutenant-Governor's
residence is a conspicuous building on the right-hand
side of the line. It is in keeping with law and order
that the mounted police should be stationed in the
same place. The Government buildings are an
imposing suite which cost ^"300,000.
Saskatchewan lies in the same latitude as the
British Isles. Owing to the influence of the Gulf
Stream our own climate is largely exempt from
extremes. Saskatchewan is of equable temperature,
but for other reasons. It has a dry, clear atmosphere
owing to its elevation above the sea, and is free from
destructive storms. Summer heat averages about
ninety degrees, but the winter is cold and dry.
Railway accommodation has kept pace with the
rapid growth of the settlements.
The province of Saskatchewan covers nearly
230,000 square miles. The Northern division i$
traversed by the Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk
Railways, The South-Eastern portion is an extension
of the grain lands of Manitoba, embracing the wheat
plains of Regina and Moose Jaw. The part lying
between the Alberta boundary and Swift Current
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and stretching to the international boundary-line, is I
occupied chiefly by ranchers. It is especially suited
to the rearing of cattle on account of the abundance
of " buffalo grass." This is a short herbage on
which cattle can thrive all the year without any other
fodder. The Cypress Hills constitute a sheltered area
admirable for stock farming. What is known as the
$: chinook " wind, which blows from the Pacific ocean
across the Rockies, prevails in that locality, and is
advantageous.
Between the north and south branches of the
Saskatchewan River lie vast prairie lands, which in
due season are likely to yield extensive crops. So
far it is only a vast area of possibilities. Its soil is
rich in the ingredients which nourish wheat plants;
the climate is dry, and there is an absence of insect
pests. Flax cultivation is very profitable, and cropscan be relied upon from the first year. One notices
these all along the railway track. In the great
forest belt beyond the Qu'appelle River, there are
areas suited to the raising of live stock or mixed
farming. In the central division of the province,
cattle and sheep require sheltering for the winter
months, and sheep succeed best in small flocks.
The official returns indicate the growth of these
and other industries. The Dominion census for
1901 reports 217,055 cattle and in 1906, 472,854, an
increase of 255,801 infive years; 300,000 lbs. of wool
are shipped every year.

J

ALBERTA PROVINCE
There appears to have been no diminution in the
wields of crops from the time of the earliest settlers.
The soil is clay, covered with 18 inches of rich loam,
Constituting an excellent bed for seed, and producing
No. i hard wheat, for which Western Canada is
famous.
Regina is a rapidly growing city and has a
^population of 10,000 people.
Moose Jaw is 40 miles beyond the Saskatchewan
gapital. The origin of the name is associated with
% legend of an enterprising wagoner who mended
his cart with a moose jaw-bone. It is rich in storehouses and stock-yards connected with the graingrowing area. The growth of the population and
the prosperity of trade in this part of the province
has resulted in the laying down of a branch line
(Which takes a north-westerly course to meet the
^requirements of agriculture. The extension of this
line to Lacombe in Alberta is already projected.
iAs an example of rapid growth, Mountain Lake
district in the vicinity may be cited. In 1901 its small
community of 256 people grew to 23,553 in 1906,
Alberta is one of the two provinces that sprang
but of the great plain lying between the Rockies and
the great lakes. In extent it is greater than Germany
or France, and Texas is the only New England state
which exceeds it in size. It lies in the same zone as
northern and central Europe, and its climate is
similar to that of the countries within those latitudes.
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During its short existence, its wealth and population
have made rapid strides, and it is an example of 1
young Canada growing with the advantages of the
training of the Mother Country, and applying the
experience to the new opportunity which the province I
affords.
Alberta contains over 160,000,000 acres of land, ]
100,000,000 of which are available for settlement I
In 1909 only one per cent, was under cultivation. I t ]
is a vast undulating tableland, gently inclining
towards east and north, and picturesquely set out
with forest, hills and streams. Everywhere there are I
lovely lakes, yielding an abundant revenue of white
fish. It was once the feeding-ground of the countless
herds of buffalo, which were attracted to that region i
by the rich pastures. Alberta is well watered by great
rivers. The Saskatchewan, with eleven tributaries
which form two branches, one irrigating the south,
the other the north and central plains. The Peace
River and the Athabasca, two huge watercourses of
the Mackenzie basin, drain between them an area of
1,000,000 square miles. The Hay River forms the
quartette of this combined watershed.
The climate has been depreciated, especially in
English literature, by an erroneous notion that a rick
fur trade was associated with Arctic conditions, and
that Alberta, lying so far north, must be a region of
ice and snow. When the Canadian Government
dispatched its explorers they discovered that the
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dabitat of the fur-bearing animals was thousands of
liiles removed from the wheatfields of Alberta. The
seat during the summer is equally distributed throughput the province. The rainfall takes place in May,
lune and July; and during the harvesting months
llry weather may be reckoned on unhesitatingly. It
Is a common mistake to judge climate by latitude.
Other forces materially affect it. Wind currents
Irom land and sea, and thousands of square miles of
liigh barren plains have a modifying effect over the
mtire province as far as the Arctic Circle. The line
>f greatest heat passes over Port Vermillion, 500
piles north of Edmonton, and 800 miles from, the
States boundary-line.
The chinook, a delightful breeze from the sea,
is said to have a beneficial effect on the crops. In
l^oof of the friendly climatic conditions, the official
reports pointed out that the Indians lived for ages
in these northern regions, and pitched their wigwams
fin the banks of the Athabasca and Saskatchewan,
and wintered their horses on the unsheltered plains.
The North-West Mounted Police, which were
(Organized in J 874, and are intimately acquainted with
the province, confirm these reports. Two members
of the force, whom I met on my homeward journey,
described it as the finest climate in the Dominion.
From the first of June to the first of August there
are only two hours of darkness in the twenty-four.
Wild grass is so good that there is no need to
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cultivate it. In the autumn, thousands of stacks
may be seen. There is no rain to spoil the making.
A variety of blue grass highly valued by cattle*
owners, grows in many districts, and the well-known
Kentucky species is said to flourish better there than
in its native soil.
The ingredients of the land consist of marly clay]
of great depth, overlaid with rich black absorbent]
soil, which chemical analysis has shown to possess!
all the plant foods, with almost a complete absence
of stones. The latter feature greatly reduces the cost I
of breaking up the soil, and the steam plough effects]
the process at a cost of i$s. to 2$s. per acre. Cattle
grazing is carried on under favourable conditions, as
there is no winter slush, and the animals thrive and
grow fat. In April the snow clears, and spring opensJ
often with a breath of the Chinook winds, which raises]
the temperature almost to summer heat
It is as a cereal-producing province that Alberta j
is likely to be distinguished in the future. The
British Association meeting at Winnipeg, August,
1909, pointed out that it is par excellence the wheat
belt of the continent, and just as other areas of thel
United States have become celebrated as the corn
belt of the continent, the provinces of the Canadian]
West will become the great wheat-producers for thel
United States and Great Britain. At the exhibition!
at Philadelphia in 1876, a medal was taken for wheat
grown 750 miles north of the international boundary
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le; and at the World's Columbian Exhibition,
]93, the highest award was given for wheat grown
1 the Peace River valley.
J The following returns show the progress made
itween 1900 and 1909:—
[ Pall (autumn)
1909
1906
Wheat
1900
104,956
Acres .... .... —
83,496
2,191,611 3,093,422
Bushels . .... —
Spring wheat
140,432
230,000
Acres ... 42,582
Bushels 783,135 3,740,656 5,877,486
Alberta also grows afinequality of oats. Fifty to
Ikty bushels an acre are a general yield, sometimes
lunning up to 100 bushels. Thirty-four pounds is
ihe standard weight for a bushel of oats. At the
Bovincial Seed Fair in 1909, a bushel weighing 50 lb.
took the first prize. Alberta invaded Paris, and
took the highest award for oats at the last exhibition.
t h e increase in the production of this important
cereal has been from 3,000,000 to 24,000,000 bushels
in nine years.
The province yields twa or three different kinds
of clover, which command a high price. The timothy
species yields from two to three tons an acre, and is
sold at from £2 10s. to £3. Alfalfa commands the
highest price*
The fertility of the soil, singularly enough, is
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attributed to the climate, which at one time was;
regarded asJ inimical to agricultural interests. Profc
Macoun, of the Canadian Geological Survey, points
out that as long as the West is blessed with winter
frosts and summer rains, so long will teeming cropJ
be the product of her soil. The frosts help to crumble!
it; the rain and sunshine do the rest Artificial means
of nourishing are unnecessary, the grain entrusted to
its keeping has eighteen inches to feed on.
It naturally follows that the conditions that prevail
in Alberta supply the best advantages for the rearing
of live-stock. The breaking up of the soil has also
been instrumental in disbanding the enormous herds!
of cattle belonging to the old ranching days. Cattle*
feeding on a smaller, and from the farmers' point of
view more efficient, scale is carried on as a remunerative industry. The demand for home-grown beef is
exceeding the supply.
Sheep are kept nearer home, and are no longer!
the prey of the destructive coyote. A good wolfhound or two are a sufficient provision against that.
The reward given by the Government for the wolfs
head has tended to put a check on the depredations]
of the thief.
Success in horse-breeding has been marked ofl
recent years. The heavy draught teams seen in the]
towns and cities indicate this. At the Pan-Americanl
Exhibition, and the New York Horse Show, thel
champion hackney came from Calgary. At thel
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CHAMPIONS AT W
orld's Fair.a| St Louis in TJ
Million and mare were raised in AlbertaT
I From Calgary to Saskatoon a new branch of the
lanadian Northern Railway has been opened. It
laverses a tract of rich fertile prairie on which towns
le clustering with great rapidity. The laying down
|" rails and the growth of towns follow as cause and
Beet The traveller who found nothing but the
lost primitive railway station on this newly-conIructed track one year, and passing the same way
I year later, would fine a population of one thousand
fcople and all the bustle of a thriving town. This is
kecisely the case of Kindersley.
Saskatoon, the starting point of this branch, in
1903 consisted of 113 souls. In seven years it
feveloped into a population of 13,000, and possesses
111 the advantages of a university, an agricultural
©liege, and five schools.
From Swift Current to Medicine Hat the Canadian
racific line skirts hills rising to a considerable altitude,
the route leads through the valley of the South
Saskatchewan River. Fruit-farming, for which the
Bstrict is particularly adapted, is carried on there.
pie industry is fostered by the Government, which
porks a model farm in the district All along the
journey to Calgary the great plains hold the monopoly. Rivers, lakes, and occasional distant rising
dopes are passing incidents. It is prairie, prairie,
boundless prairie on both sides of the train for days.
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attributed to the cVw3Ly before the eyes, untouched
r
%^mmannB.ndtunbroken by agricultural implement,
as virgin as when the primeval light fell on them.
Here and there a solitary homestead comes into
sight, but the lonely pioneer of% civilization only
emphasizes the awful sense of detachment Herds
of cattle raise their startled heads in mute surprise!
at the invader. Horses swish their long tails and
with ears erect make ready for a stampede At
intervals a golden cornfield flashes into sight, and
a wagon drawn by a team of horses, carts sheaves
for threshing. A crow, whose solitary habits were
in keeping with the loneliness, idly flitted across thel
scene. Of other signs of animal life there were few.
Prairie chickens found sufficient covering in the
standing corn or sheaves to hide themselves from
view. Gopfiers, po-ta-chi-pin-gwa-si, " the thing that!
blows up the loose earth," as the Saltaux Indians!
call them, were seen close to the railway cutting,!
reared on their hind legs and gazing in curiosity, as
if daily intercourse with the new order of things had
blunted their timidity. We were on the look-out
for larger game, but saw nothing but a badger, which I
dodged behind loose stones and soon disappeared.
Calgary takes a place second only to Winnipeg J
It has a population of 32,000, and has progressed so I
far in democratic principles as to municipalize its
tram cars and electric lighting. It is an active centre j
of ranching and lumbering.

OUTPOSTS OF THE ROCKIES
| the Rocky Mountains came into view. Gradually
ley broke upon us, as if adapting themselves to eyes
jo long accustomed to uneventful flatness. Nature
Jtensifies her effects by contrasts. One thousand
tiles of flat are succeeded by one thousand miles of
fountain, but it is difficult for the insular mind to
arasp the meaning of it Our familiarity with minute
retails is an indifferent preparation for things so vast,
pd here we have the plains and hills of England
Wed up to the prairies and Rockies of-"British
olumbia. Our faculties are not equal to it. We
in no more see in thousands of fe^T^an we can
link in millions of figures—without practice. But
jature trains us in her own way. She satiates the
we with the drab of a monotonous flat, in order to
pet it for the purple of crags that "kiss high
leaven." And how cunningly she does it! In her
ints, in foothills coming at intervals with prairie
Iring between. First bare rocks, then verdure-clad,
pllowed by detached ranges, like stray notes and
ptroductory chords to full-souled music. The murmuring of rivers is faintly caught in the distance
May, which to-morrow will be heard in full-throated
oar. Pioneer mountains prove to be only links in
anges which divide in clear-cut peaks amongst the
{buds.
The solid stone and timber of the railway line
psts on nothing less than the track of an ancient
Racier which once crawled down the descent and
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discharged itself in thundering avalanche as its fellows
do to-day.
Geological action can be clearly traced out in
stratified rocks, some crushed beneath heavy burdens,
others leaning as if a touch would topple them over
into *he abyss. In places deep ravines, in whi<]
mysterious shadows lurk, penetrate their sidel
jagged crags, clean-cut and resplendent, crown their
summits. The Three Sisters between Bankhead anj
Canmore are a conspicuous feature of rock formation.
They stand equidistant, and rise to an altitude of
nearly 10,000 feet The valley was putting on its
autumn tints when I saw them, and the youiB
silver birch and poplar made a golden pathway up
to the skirts of the White Maidens, which looked as
if they had been just startled out of sleep. Hog'l
back ridges rose between them, and a glacier rivet
flowed at their feet. Between Canmore and Bankhead there is a National Park, where survivinl
specimens of the buffalo, once ubiquitous in t i l
North-West, are to be found penned in, and, like thel
original masters the North American Indians, shorn
of their wild romance. Bankhead is a favourite place
to break the journey, and exploration may be carried
on amongst the Cascade and Rundle Mountains,
and Vermillion and Minnewauka Lakes. There is a
comfortable hotel there, equipped with all moderl
conveniences, where efficient guides may be obtaincd.
Laggan is romantically situated near the Lakes
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the Clouds, marvellous insets of water high up the
ountain-side. Behind them, there is an extensive
acier region, source of some of the great rivers
ihich irrigate the valleys of British Columbia,
lerdure and fruitfulness spring up in their tracks,
he principal are the Mackenzie, rising in the Great
J lave Lake, which flows to the Arctic Ocean; the
askatchewan, with its North and South branches;
id the Columbia, which empties itself into the
acific, south of Vancouver Island. The Valley of
ie Ten Peaks is one of the most beautiful in this
ountain district. The latter shape themselves into
j crescent round Lake Mordine, rearing their heads
1 pairs, with great snow-drifts lying between.
|he green tint of the glacier stands out distinctly
gainst the dazzling snow and dark mountain
ases.
Further north a monument is erected to the
aemory of Sir James Hector of the Palliser, 1858
Expedition, the first intrepid explorer of the Rockies.
\\ more imposing monument calls to mind his disinguished services, in the colossal pile that bears the
lame of Mount Hector. The first president of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company,another celebrity,
s honoured in the name given to Mount Stephen,
vhich is separated from the Hector Range by a river.
\ t this point the collective streams again separate
nto two branches, the one taking the Pacific Ocean
lirection, the other Hudson Bay. A deep gorge of
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the Kicking Horse River is crossed where Hectoi
steed is said to have proved recalcitrant at the shock
of the ice water in fording the stream. The finefi
piece of railway engineering of modern times has
been accomplished at this juncture. The Canadil
Pacific train enters a tunnel 3200 feet long anl
begins a gradual climb to a high level hundreds o|
feet above. It passes through a second tunnel, 29 ro
feet, which pierces Wapiti Mountains, taking curves
so sharp that it is said an engine driver once pulled
up before a red lamp, which he afterwards discovered
to be on the tail wagon of his own train. Twioi
the Kicking Horse River is crossed, and when t i l
highest ledge of the spiral cutting is reached, foil
rows of railway track can be seen rising in tiers
above each other. The enterprise cost ^300,00(1
the price, by the way, of tiae whole pile of Government buildings at Calgary. £50,000 were spent on
explosives alone. The work was only complete]
in 1909.
When the line was first constructed, there was
a very steep declivity at this point, by no meanl
unattended with danger. Four engines were the]
needed to draw the train ; only two are required nowl
When descending, under the old arrangment there
was a series of side trackings, with switches for the
purpose of diverting the train when the driver lost
control. These tracks branched off the main line
and slightly up-hill. On hearing the distress whistle
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man was ready to switch off the train and so
revent a catastrophe which might be terrible in its
pnsequence. That danger is only a memory, and
appily few were aware of it at the time. Now the
radient is reduced from 4*5 to 2-2, and risks have
iractically disappeared.
From the high level there is a wonderful sight of
[lountain valleys and yawning gorges. We passed
lose to the tops of Douglas pines, whj^h vie with
|he rocky heights, and put forth all their strength to
j.qual them in altitude. Larch an^ ff^ce, in themelves magnificent, are dwarfect Into insignificance
|>y their side. But everywhere amdhgst the dense
brest, solitary dead trees"|tand stripped of every
jtestige of foliage, blackened and charred^by destructive fires. There is a melancholy desolation
ibout them, but the thick undergrowth of their
progeny wraps tiiem round, as if to hide their
nakedness.
On the opposite side of the gorge rise majestically the Selkirks, their glaciers so near that the ice
crystals dazzle. Deep in the mountain crevasses
they are locked fast, until higher temperature
releases them, when they plunge down in roaring
avalanches that sweep everything out of the way.
The deeply scored cliffs show where' ice slips have
taken place, and the clear passage where rocks and
trees have been uprooted.
The railway cutting again dips into the valley,
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and pursues its course along a narrow creek, between
Macdonald and Tupper mountains. So close is the
line that they rise in a sheer wall a mile high.!
Shelters are constructed at intervals to break the fall
of the snow. They are comprised of huge blocks
of timber, roofed over sufficiently to break up
and divert the avalanche. Without some such provision these slips would prove a serious obstacle
to locomotion, and trains would be constantly
snowed up.
The watershed which the line skirts, divides andi
unites as obstacles intervene or are removed. The
milky colour formed by the glacial silt sediment
shows how much of its volume comes from the icel
regions. Picturesque cascades are formed on thel
way, and foam-cre#ted rapids, and now and again!
the roar of the pent-up river amongst the rocks
echoes from height to height. The Eagle River!
divides into a number of branches, like the many
pinions of the bird's wings, until through the widespreading valley it reaches Shuswap Lake. The
Thompson similarly grows into the Kamloops.
The moon was rising over the water as we
approached, and in the evening light gave an added
touch of romance to the peaceful scene. The
Thompson River finds a new setting in the famous
canon through which it flows. The mountains
mass closer together, and their intimate features
can be marked as the train passes along the ledge.
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Ihe eye fastens on colours rich and varied ; brilliant
reen far down the valley, red loam streaking the
"lanks, maple trees touched with premature autumn
lints, shimmering water, and all overarched by a
sleep blue cloudless sky.
The Fraser joins the Thompson at the canon,
vhich throws wider apart its rocky banks as if to
velcome the greatest of all the Columbian watersheds.
jrhe wear and tear of long travel stains it, and the
iThompson's emerald tint is soon lost in its muddy,
•{urging currents. For miles the train and Fraser
run pari passu through Yale, Agassiz, and Harrison
mills to Westminster, where the river lags, and
[slowly as a tired giant quietly sinks into the open
irms of the Pacific.
The great transcontinental line terminates at
[Vancouver, which in itself only marks a new startingpoint for the shipping service to China, Japan,
Honolulu, Fiji, and many other ports in the far-off
Orient.
The prairies, arid though they appear, are not
wanting in the adornment of floral life. Even as
the train rushes by, patches of buffalo plants and
grass may be seen. These are less abundant than
^rhen the buffalo trod the plains in great herds.
The stamping of their feet hardened the ground,
which together with manuring formed a more favourable environment. Near the foothills the dwarf
creeping plants and the wormwood are seen.

I
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Phloxes, cleomes, and phacelias mix their colours]
with thorny and grey-leaved shrubs.
Among the canons and timbered slopes, brilliant]
castilleias lift their crimson bracts in adornment of!
the forest woodlands. High amongst the rocky
crags Alpine flowers grow; the yellow-eyed purple]
prunella, the deep violet phacelia, a plant indigenous j
to the American soil.
Amongst the snow there flourish the circularleafed yellow buttercup and the white globe flower,
both of the crowfoot family. Amongst clusters of]
moss spring the little blue forget-me-not, with]
Alpine penny cress and yellow Iceland poppies.
The flora of the Rocky Mountains, like its fauna,
have much in common with the Arctic regions.
Professor Asa Gray identified 102 distinct Arctic
region species, 81 allied species, and only 14 peculiar
to America.
\ Vancouver, incorporated in 1866, is one of the j
most English towns in the Dominion. There
vehicular traffic keeps to the left, the rule in the
Eastern provinces being the same as in the United
States and the European continent generally.
Mail steamers run from its port to Nanaimo,
San Francisco* and various ports on the coast Its
returns give it a prominent place among great
Western cities. In 1908 they reached £36^616,689.
Property in 1909 was assessed at £14,800,000.
The shingles and lumber trades ^nd fisheries
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livertise themselves along the docks and railway
ations in the city and vicinity. Foundry and steel
prks are carried on extensively. It is the centre
f land speculation, and real estate offices are
bmerous in every streetfl
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HE area of British Columbia is estimated at
285,000 square miles. There are four chains
of mountains traversing the country in a northerly
direction with extensive valleys between. It is
proved that each of these ranges is rich in minerals,
whilst the valleys immediately to the west of the
Rocky Mountains contain gold, which in some places
is being worked with prosperous results.
The Rockies seem to the traveller to be the
presiding deity of the place. Around, above,
beneath, they are ever to be seen frowning, smiling,
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iging and sighing by turn. If wealth be power,
Iho shall approximately reckon the force of the
measure that lies slumbering in its breast? The
Ireator of the fabled Aladdin might well have had
Bis imagination fired in the heart of these wondrous
langes.
rfhe late Dr. George M. Dawson, Director of the
Ijeological Survey of Canada, has reported that gold
Is so generally distributed over the whole of British
Iplumbia that there are few streams of any imporpnce in which " colours" may not be found. Up
[o the present only 20 per cent, of the province is
•Bally known, and not half that portion has been
pfficiently examined to ascertain its real value,
pfhat has been ascertained is that 300,000 square
piles of country is extensively mineralized.^J
Development has been slow, owing to want of
irailway and road communication. For six years
previous to 1893, the lode mines had only yielded
about £12,000 annually, but in that year the output
reached £60,000. This has been bettered in 1909,
by amounting to £984,818. The geographical position of the province was in the past a hindrance to
fapid development, and the markets for mineral
wealth had been practically confined to the Atlantic
shores. All this has been changed, and along the
Pacific coast the complete progress of manufacture
from the rough ore to the finished article is taking
ttace, saving time and the expense of freightage.
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The value of placer gold in 1909 amounted to|
£95,400, a falling off from the previous year. The
decrease was attributed to unfavourable weather]
which affects the gold harvest as well as the wheat]
The mining of placer gold is controlled by the]
supply of water, depending at one time on the snow]
fall of the previous winter, at another on the rainfall
of ihe spring. There is another factor, however; the
more easily available deposits have been largely
worked out, and others requiring larger capital and
plant must be exploited. Again, fresh plant has to]
be reconstructed to meet new requirements, and
an idle period intervenes. The bursting of a dam,]
which causes flooding and suspends work, defers thel
expected returns for periods more or less prolonged. \
As might be expected, the vicissitudes of this
kind of mining have to be coped with, and]
speculation has uncertain results. At times the
excitement over a "find* is by no means justified by
experience, at others hopes are realized beyond the
dream of avarice.
The total amount of silver produced in British
Columbia in 1909 was 2,532,742 ozs., valued at
£247,854. The four divisions of the Slocan district
produced about 50 per cent, of the total. The Fort
Steele mining division contributed 23 per cent.
Most of the silver is found associated with lead, the
rest in copper-silver ores.
The lead comes chiefly from the Fort Steele
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Bivision, the remainder from the three divisions of
Slocan district, the Nelson mining division and a
few others. In 1910, the production amounted to
44i39A346 lbs.
The principal copper districts are the following ;
Yale, (Boundary division) Yale, (Kamloops) Rosslland, Cassiar, Nelson, and the Coast. The amount
produced in 1909 was 45,597,245 lbs., all fine copper,
valued at £1,183,104. This, however, showed a*
decrease on the previous year of 1,677,369 lbs., or in
money value £64,345.
The zinc industry has not been neglected,
although the output is small compared with other
minerals. The total amount produced in 1909 was
10,000 tons of ore, yielding from 38 to 48 per cent.
of zinc.
The chief zinc mining district in British
Columbia is at the " Lucky Jim " in Slocan mining
division.
Platinum is found in many alluvial gold workings
as a by-product. The process, however, involves so
much labour that it has not been considered
profitable.
An abundance of building stone of various sorts
is to be found in almost every part of British
Columbia. It is so plentiful and widely distributed
that quarrying has not become much of an industry,
except in the vicinity of large cities. A marble
quarry has been opened in the neighbourhood ox
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Lardo-Trout Lake Railway in the interior. In 19091
blocks which were excavated and sawed into slabs,!
amounted to £6000 value. The Marble and Granite
Co. used to ship the rough blocks for dressing.]
Works have since been established which supply the 1
marble in the finished state.
Large lime-kilns are in operation in the neighbourhood of Victoria. This industry has been
extended to Saanich Inlet and Texada Island,
where the limestone used is of exceptional quality.
Portland cement has demanded the formation of a
company at Vancouver. The works are about twelve
miles from Victoria, at Tod Inlet on the Saanich arm*
In 1909 the output was valued at £72,000.
Petroleum is still in the speculative state. The
oil has been found in East Kootenay and in
Vancouver Island, but it has not been sufficiently
worked to form a clear notion of its value.
Concrete is so much in demand on the coast, that
quarries have been opened and companies formed
with extensive plant for crushing rocks and supplying
washed sand and gravel.
This brief epitome of the natural resources of
British Columbia is sufficient to show its importance
as a province of the Dominion. Geographically it is
the largest, prospectively it is without doubt the
wealthiest.
Fifty years ago it was unexplored territory,
unknown, except to its Indian inhabitants and a few
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ir traders. When gold was discovered on the
Taser River in 1857, people began to pour into
Jiis hitherto isolated world. The demand for the
Istablishment of some form of government control
laturally arose. Accordingly the mainland west
If the Rockies became a Crown colony and took
lae name of British Columbia. In 1871 it was
constituted a province of Canada, on condition
|hat it should be connected with the eastern
ferritories by railway. The Canadian Pacific was
lompleted in 1885, which opened up direct
femmunication between the Atlantic and Pacific
pores. A lieutenant-governor is at the head of
pe Provincial administration, appointed by the
Bominion Parliament. There is an Executive
Council of five who are members of the Legislative
assembly, forty-two in number, who are chosen by
he Provincial constituencies.
The Kootenay district lies in the south-eastern
portion of the province, west of the Rockies, and
pthin the region of the Kootenay and Columbia
Ivers. In consequence of its more advanced development, civic life is rapidly spreading. The population
las more than doubled within the last ten years.
Text to the mineral industries comes that of lumberng. The timber isfloateddown the small unnavigable
treams, which also supply power for electric works,
frills, etc. West of Kootenay, lies Yale district,.
Ich in arable land and at the same time mineral
M
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wealth and timber. Within its limits are the fertm
valleys of Okanagan, Nicola, Similkameen, KettUj
and Thomson rivers.
The Canadian Pacific runs through the heart of
the district A branch railway and lake rout]
communicate with the south, whilst new fines are
in progress, giving access to further undeveloped
agricultural and mining districts.
Lillooet requires the advantages of railway
transport; nothing else is needed to develop its
natural resources, which are potentially great.
Westminster has the finest soil for cultivation iri
the province. It possesses all the advantages of
irrigation from the Lower Fraser, which courses
through its valley, stimulating its fruitfulness, as welj
as creating an extensive lumbering industry. A
considerable portion of the Fraser Valley has bee]
dyked, so supplying a still larger area for cultivation.
The climate is mild, and there is a plentiful rain fad
during the winter months.
Going north, the districts of Cariboo and Cassiai
are traversed. Apart from the track of the greal
rivers the whole region is practically unexplored,
Cassiar lies in the Peace River country betwee]
latitudes 640 and 6o°. North and south of the rivd
there is an extensive agricultural region. The southern
area is principally prairie and poplar copse, with good
soil. Early autumn frosts prevail. Cassiar has already
yielded samples of good wheat, and there is evei
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jreason to expect that a large population can be
sustained by its natural products. The climate is
good and adapted to the needs of successful
ipiculture. The wheat season is short, but certain
in its harvest.
An agreement has been made with the Dominion
Government for the laying down of railways in
Cassiar. Three and a half million acres were ceded
for this purpose. The completion of the Grand Trunk
Railway, now in progress, and the laying down of
good roads will hasten development, and the great
hopes and possibilities of this hitherto trackless
Irilderness will be practically fulfilled. The route is
via Edmonton, and extends to Prince Rupert on the
British Columbia coast. It exploits a new territory,
md opens a fresh volume in the sublimity and
igrandeur of the Rocky Mountains. It traverses the
Yellow Head Pass.
Between Edmonton and the mountains, a distance
bf 125 miles, the survey shows grassy plains interspersed with wooded slopes. The line skirts the south
wde of the Athabasca River, which broadens from
|wenty feet at McKay, to nearly three hundred feet
it Prairie Creek. Mountains 7000 feet high come into
pew at that point, and Jasper Park is touched, where
the Dominion Government has formed a 5000 square
mile reserve for the preservation of the magnificent
gpecimens of flora and fauna life in primitive
bildness.
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Two hundred miles from Edmonton, Brule Lake
is reached. It is an expansion of the Athabasca, and
acts like a dock to the river, broadening it two miles
wide further on. The mountains rise on each side of i
this waterway, culminating in the peaks of Roche
Miette and Roche Suette. Snow-capped eminences
are sighted further on, known as the Fiddle Range.
A peculiarity of atmospheric conditions attests the
presence of sulphur springs. The odour can be
detected half a mile from its source. Analysis has
ascertained that these springs are from I I I ° to \2fk
Fahrenheit, and are said to possess important
medicinal properties.
The Pyramid range of mountains, 9700 feet high,
Jasper Lake, Fish Lake and Rocky River are within
easy reach. The magnificent peaks rise in silent
guardianship, and cast dark shadows over the water.
The scenery is further varied by deep canons with
precipitous walls.
Two hundred and forty miles from Edmonton, the
ranges of the Rockies are reached. Geikie is one of
the principal, and marks the parting of the ways
between the provinces of Alberta and British
Columbia. At Yellow Head Pass, the great Fraser
River is sighted with its numerous affluents. Born
amongst the glaciers, it extends through the province
of British Columbia, a distance of nearly 1000 miles.]
The Moose River debouches into it east of Moose
Lake, and the railway crosses it by means of a bridge.
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Sixty miles further on, the Selwyn range of mountains
is skirted north of Moose Lake. Its base is thickly
wooded, its summit set in snow. Red and yellow
colouring, the characteristic markings of the Rainbow
Mountains, are easily recognized in that locality. But
all these ranges are surpassed by the peaks of
Mount Robson, which reach a height of 13,700 feet
above sea-level. It not only holds the premier place
in the Rockies, but is unequalled throughout the
American continent. This mountain finds a fitting
auxiliary to its grandeur in Lake Helena, silent in its
depths as the towering peaks above. From T&te
Jaune, Fort George can be reached by canoe. A
steamboat made the reverse passage in July 1910 for
the first time. It took six days to do the 80 miles'
journey, owing to the force of the current. Below this
point, the mountains give place to hills and wide
fertile plains suitable for fruit growing and dairy
farming.
From Fort George the proposed line stretches
through Bulkley Valley to Hazelton, and thence to
Prince Rupert.
The Naas River Valley is abundant in timber
such as spruce and hemlock. It is navigable for forty
miles, and at the point where this route ends, there is
a ten-mile wagon road. A forward movement awaits
only better transportation and more roads in the
Skeena Valley. Its fruit-growing capacity has already
been established. The Grand Trunk system is
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projected to run along its banks towards Prince
Rupert and also intersects Bulkley Valley, which has]
pasture land round Aldermere Lake of a light nature,
good for vegetables and fruit Other parts of this!
extensive valley contain resources for industry that in
the near future will be developed.
Vancouver Island possesses all the natural
resources in more or less degree that are distributed
over the entire province. These include coal mining,
copper smelting, quartz mining, lumbering, fishing,]
and such like. The railway of the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Co. runs from Victoria to Wellington]
through scenery as rich in beauty as in intrinsic]
worth. The Canadian Northern Railway, already on I
its way to British Columbia, has included amongst!
its extension a track through the island.
The agricultural regions are so thickly timbered
that the railway company has arranged for the
clearing of large tracks. The island is eminently
adapted for the growing of grain, vegetables and thel
choicest fruits. The latter flourish best in the south.]
In Vancouver and some of the smaller islands
extensive deposits of iron have been discovered. The
largest quantities contained in the province are found]
there, and the ore is said to be entirely free from
sulphur and phosphorus.
The Comox district occupies the northern]
territory of Vancouver, as well as a part of the main-]
land. There is a stretch of thirty-five miles of fine]
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Inductive soil between Campbell River and Comox
lay. Minerals abound in this locality as well as
Jmber. The latter consists of Douglas fir, cedar and
lestern hemlock, probably unexcelled by anything
Ji the world.
The Douglas fir takes the first place, and grows
s far as 510 north, where it gives place to
ledar, hemlock, cypress and spruce. The firs along
lae coast grow to the height of 300 feet, with a cirlumference of 30 to 50 feet at the base. This timber
Is of high commercial value and to it may be added
i/hite pine, tamarack, balsam, maple and cottonwood.
There are about 160 sawmills in British Columbia,
kid close upon £4,000,000 of capital invested in the
[trade. It has been increasing year by year. The
lemand for cutting timber has become so great that
she Government have discontinued the granting of
licences.
Pulpwood which is found along the ocean border
[Supplies material for paper manufacture, and mills
have sprung up for working it. Their position on
Ihe coast facilitates export trade with Asia and
pustralia. It is predicted that British Columbia will
be in a position to furnish half the civilized world
inth paper in its numerous forms. It must not be
thought that the vastness of British Columbia precludes the more concentrated human element in its
Industries. There are charming details in the form
of pretty sheltered homesteads which might well
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recall the agricultural conditions of Somersetshire and 1
Hampshire in the days of the Stuarts—golden fields
and ripe fruit alternating with the springing corn,
and the blossoming orchards. The great difference,
perhaps, that would strike the old-time English
farmer, were his eyes to open on such scenes, would]
be the majestic mountains in the background over
which the sun climbs at daybreak, and at evening
" Casts a lingering look of fond regret,
Back to the hills where it has played all day."
But he would also distinguish the common denominator of all farm life, the lowing cattle, thel
browsing sheep, and nearer home the clucking of the!
conceited hen over her maternal efforts, and the
gurgling squeak of the well-nourished porker.
Fertile valleys lie between the mountains throughout the province, containing the necessary elements for farm produce A practical knowledge of irrigation j
enables the farmer to cultivate on a diversified scale.
He can study the needs of the locality and adjust his
products accordingly. There is neither excess in
rainfall nor drought to handicap him.,
General farming comprises grain growing, dairying, cattle and poultry raising, fruit and vegetable
cultivation. Clover grows like a weed in this
province, west of the coast range, and is a valuable
fodder. The great ledges and terraces of the
mountain-sides provide good pasture for cattle, and
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Ibrses can sleep in the natural shelters these localities
iffbrd.
Wheat is cultivated chiefly in the Vicinity of the
Fraser valley: Okanagan, Spallumcheen and in the
Ifhompson River valley round Kamloops. So far
i>ats is the grain most cultivated.
Root crops are prolific, especially at Chiliwack,
find in the Okanagan district. These districts,
pgether with Agassiz, are adapted to hop growing.
tele Crop is disposed of for the most part in the
British market A new market is rapidly opening up
n New Zealand, in consequence of the fine specimens
bent to the international exhibitions in that colony.
Fodder crops chiefly consist of red clover,
(timothy, alfalfa, alsike, sainfoin and brome grass.
mil these thrive vigorously, and some of them yield
three crops in the season. Hay gives on an average
about i J tons to the acre. Tobacco grows freely in
the south. It often realizes J^d. a pound.
The success of flowering bulbs in the vicinity of
Victoria, which is peculiarly adapted to this form of
liorticulture, has resulted in the establishment of a
large business there. The profits recorded amount to
Its much as £400 per acre. Bee-keeping is naturally
associated with horticulture. It is becoming an
important branch of farming, as honey finds a ready
market. It is evident that whereflowerswill grow in
such luxuriant profusion, bees will thrive.
Two problems which heavily handicapped early
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settlers are now being practically solved. The landclearing difficulty, which entailed much labour, and
postponed the fruit of the soil, can now be effected by
contract Companies have been formed for this
purpose. The cost per acre is considerably reduced
by the disposal of the timber. The other question
has been that of irrigation and dyking. There are
several low-lying districts in the province which
contain rich alluvial soil, but until an adequate dyking
system has been established these lands are unworkable. In the Fraser Valley 100,000 acres have been
reclaimed by the Government, and are now ready for
cultivation. In West Kootenay there is another
tract of 40,000 acres, partly reclaimed, and already
rewarding outlay.
In the higher grounds of the southern interior,
irrigation on the part of individuals is well-nigh
impossible. But a large portion of these lands has
been taken up by companies who are parcelling them
out and constructing reservoirs to ensure a constant
water-supply. The result is satisfactory, and land is
being quickly disposed of and cultivated to advantage. There remain yet many thousands of acres
waiting to be reclaimed and turned into orchards
and farms.
In cattle-rearing there are comparatively few of
the very large ranches of earlier times. The modern
method has greatly improved the quality of the stock.
A Dairymen's and Live Stock Association imports
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lad sells well-bred stock to its members, and cattle
Laising, even on a small scale, is remunerative.
The southern half of the province contains at
feast 1,000,000 acres of land suitable for fruit growing,
prhe Royal Horticultural Society's gold medal was
swarded for a small exhibit in 1904. In 1905,
British Columbian fruit took the first prize in London,
besides winning medals. Strawberries yielded large
props, 4 acres producing as much as 28,126 lbs.
Tokay grapes grow in the open, averaging 4 lbs. to a
punch. Plums, cherries, peaches, tomatoes, all do
IrelL A cherry tree at Agassiz yielded 1000 lbs. of
Iruit I know of strawberries being sold in the city
of Vancouver last year at 6d. per pound.
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HE growth of trade in Canada has made vast j
strides, each decade showing a substantial
increase on the previous one, and nearly doubling]
between 1900 and 1910. Taking the year 1870as]
a basis, the march of prosperity is shown in the
following official returns:
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

...
...

...

...

...
...

...

...

total trade £29,677,565
„
£34,880,241
„
„
£43,721,478
„
„
£76,303447
„
„ £138,642,244
„

An analysis of the trade operations shows that the
largest was transacted with the United States, being
4970 per cent Great Britain comes next with 36*16
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. er cent, the remainder is scattered over 70 countries.
]france comes third, her imports, consisting of grains,
Jinned fish, fruits, pulp and agricultural implements.
•Bermany takes the fourth place with grain, tinned
fflish and fruit.
Making a further comparison during the past ten
(rears, Canada has outstripped the United States and
Breat Britain, the figures being, Canada, 1899-1909
Increase, 88*14 P e r cent; United States, 55*19 per
p e n t ; Great Britain, 37*81 per cent.
The rapidly increasing population of the
Iwominion, which has naturally stimulated trade,
kccounts for Canada's lead. The fact is an illuminating
one, that, with the exception of the Argentine, the
Bominion holds the premier place for trade increase
in the world during the last decade.
Taking the trade per head the figures work out
differently. Great Britain comes out top in 1909
with an increase per head in round numbers of £21,
Canada, £18, United States, £7.
During the past four years, 1907-1910, the official
jeturns show the up-grade of Canada's import and
Export trade:
IMPORTS

1907
1908
1909
1910
£7M6$>073 £58>457>7i5 £70,392,402 £88,560,973
EXPORTS

1907
1908
1909
1910
£54,665,082 £54,000,941 £58,192,489 £59,770,054

—A
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j j h e attractions of the Dominion for the young
and enterprising of all nations have annually s welled
the number of settlers. To this circumstance much
of the rapid strides she has made must be attributed.
Settlers have not come empty-handed. Many of them
possessed sufficient capital to start advantageously ;
and, coupled with industry, the success of that class
of emigrant was practically assured.
Official statistics show how widespread the influx has been. From 1897 to 1910, British settler*
amounted to 600,411, European continent, 445,766]
United States, 529,268.
Of capital and money effects it is estimated that
in five years, 1905-1910, over £65,000,000 havel
been brought into Canada.
With the rapid growth of population and!
industries, the cost of living JOSLS greatly increased.
Whilst this may be taken as symptomatic of the]
march of wealth, the rate of the rise in commodities
has assumed such a high figure that the matter has
been made the subject of official inquiry, and a report j
has been issued from the Government Labour
Department of the Dominion. jT
In the year ending 1909, the cost of grain and
fodder rose 49*9 per cent; cattle, sheep and fowls,
48*6 per cent.; dairy produce, 33 per cent.; wholesale price of leather, boots and shoes, 35 per cent
Agricultural products, both raw material and
manufactured articles, show the greatest advance.
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J)n the other hand, imported goods are lower than
Ihey were during 1890-1899. Mine products have
Ifily slightly increased, and if coal be excluded they
Ire below the average. Sugar was only half the
wice it commanded in 1895, and tea was reduced
Irom 2s. 6d. to 3$. 9d. per lb. to from is. o\d. to
lis. Sd. per lb.
These reductions have been regarded as an
inadequate set-off against the inflated value of more
Important commodities. Bread has increased 46 per
pent, wheat 75 per cent, and flour 60 per cent., house
jjental 25 to 30 per cent, clothing 25 per cent.
Wages have advanced meanwhile, but not in
sufficient proportion to balance the more costly
'housekeeping account.
The matter has been ventilated in the Press during
the current year, and the acuteness of the discussion
has been indicated in such pointed questions as the
following : Why is meat double the price of twentyfive years ago ? Why are eggs 300 per cent, higher ?
Why is good butter a luxury for the few ? Why are
other necessaries so inflated in price ? Can anything
be done to check the upward tendency ? Are there
not unnatural causes at work which are responsible
for these conditions ? Does the law of supply and
demand sufficiently explain the phenomenal increase
in the cost of living ?
\The answers of experts and Government officials
vary, but on the whole give a fair statement of the
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case. Increase in prosperity is the root factor that
operates in increased cost As one writer states,
the trouble lay "not in the high cost of living,
but in the cost of high living." The higher standard
of life set up by the wealthy section of the community,
by no means a negligible one in Canada, has diverted
labour from the production of necessaries to that
of luxuries, such as motor-cars, yachts, costly dress
fabrics and luxurious commodities generally. Thel
class which demands the best of everything, and will
have it at all cost, has been a growing one throughout
the Dominion/] Mr. C. C. James, Deputy M inister
of Agriculture for Ontario, regards this factor as
such an active one in the higher prices of products, that he prescribes M plain living and high
thinking" as the remedy. The rural population of
Ontario had decreased, from 1,108,874 in 1899 to J
1,047,016 in 1909, whilst in the same period the]
population of cities and towns had grown from]
901,874 to 1,197,274. The effect on the production of]
the necessaries of life produced by these changes is I
obvious.
Local combines are another active cause in the 1
greater cost of living. This can scarcely be I
eliminated, inasmuch as Canadian exports can]
be purchased in some cases at a lower rate in I
Liverpool than in Toronto, and agricultural imple- 1
ments made on the shores of Lake Erie command
a higher figure in Calgary than in London.
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United States trusts in meat and kindred
uommodities also affect Canadian prices.
Hiconomic changes in the West through emigration
7 ave a direct bearing on the question. The rapid
Jrowth of New Canada has diverted trade in
lattle to speculation in land. Huge ranches have
jeen cleared in the interest of the incoming settlers.
•lie scarcity of livestock in the United States has
iriven dealers to the Dominion market They pay
fegh prices, and the Canadian wholesale merchants
lire compelled to do likewise in order to hold their
liwn with their neighbouring competitors. Some one
las to pay back, and it naturally falls to the lot of
be consumer. Mr. Mackenzie King, Minister of
Labour, summarizes the causes of increased cost of
raring in Canada as follows:—
" i . Extravagance of the rich. 2. High standard
If living among the masses of the people. 3. Increase
in population, largely through emigration. 4. Inrrease in the supply of gold. 5. Large expenditure
n public works. 6. Higher wages."
The economic law of supply and demand lies
|it the root of the whole question. Canada's
ficrease of population has not been balanced by an
equal increase in marketable commodities, either
n kind or in skill.} Labour is dear because labour
s scarce. Where there is competition in supply
Slices right themselves. I was struck with this in
annexion with the restaurant industry. The
N
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system of boarding out largely prevails in CanadaS
not only for luncheon but for all meals, breakfast
included. Apartments are let with practically no
attendance, and even hotels quote separate terms
for rooms and board. Many of the Vancouver
restaurants never close day or night all the year
round, and in the leading streets are extremely!
numerous. But the supply is equal to the demand,]
possibly exceeds it, with the result that although
provisions are dear, dinners are cheap, and eighteen-]
pence will procure quite as good a luncheon in
Winnipeg or Vancouver as in the Strand or
Cheapside.
Despite the loud complaints against increased ]
cost, poverty has not so far showed its hungry teeth
in the Dominion, and the " workhouse "—that pathetic
symbol of civic decadence—has not yet made its
appearance amongst its municipal institutions. The
amended law in regard to emigration which has]
been recently introduced, has evoked protests from]
many quarters, as imposing undue restrictions. The]
proposals, which became law May 4th, 1910, are to
the following effect:—
1. That each adult should be possessed of £5
in addition to a railway ticket, or a sum of money
sufficient to reach a specified destination in Canada.
2. That the head of a family should have £5 for I
each member of 18 years and over, and £2 10s. for]
each member between 5 years and 18.
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3. That between November 1st and end of
'ebruary each year, these sums should be doubled.
4. Exceptions might be permitted in case of
kales already hired, and going to employment on
prms, females to domestic service, or persons about
/
0 join relatives.
5. The regulations did not apply to Asiatics, who
]rere required to possess £40 each, except in the case
If emigrants from countries with which Canada might
lave special treaties.
These provisions caused considerable discussion
In the Dominion Parliament. The reason for them
Iras stated by the Minister of the Interior on
January 19th as follows :—
" When the Act of 1906 was introduced it was
Iramed with a view of dealing with emigrants from
i)ver seas. Although it applied to emigrants from
:.cross the line, it was especially framed to meet
fee other conditions. Now it has become necessary
to make similar provisions for the exclusion of undesirables along the 3000 miles of frontier between
Canada and the United States, that we formerly had
ferried out at the ocean ports. And as the Act was
Irawn with a view to applying at the ocean ports,
1 is necessary that it should be amended in its
lefinitions and operations so as to clearly and
^finitely provide for the exclusion of undesirables
«rho arrive in Canada by rail or by road. There has
also arisen since the passage of the Act of 19x6, the
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question of Asiatic emigration. And while in that
respect the Act does not require much change, still
it has been thought desirable to provide for effectively
dealing with that class of emigration, not so much]
by the introduction of a new principle, but to]
provide a specific means for the enforcement of that I
principle. This Bill also provides for relieving the
situation as it at present exists, in which the ]
Government has to exercise an arbitrary authority]
in the exclusion of emigrants. This Bill provides]
that under certain circumstances a Board of Inquiry
shall sit and decide on the merits of the cases brought ]
before it, a record of each case being kept"
Protests were made against the regulations by ]
British emigration and charitable organizations]
generally. A statement was contributed to "The]
Standard" by Lord Strathcona, which sought to]
soften the asperity of the restrictions by the]
assurance that they were only directed against an
unsuitable class, upon whom it was desirable that a j
check should be imposed.
The Canadian Manufacturers' Association opposed
the Bill as seriously restricting the importation of]
artisans. A portion of the Canadian Press joined in
the outcry, indicating the shortage of labour in manu- ;
facture as a strong reason against the barring of
artisan labour, which was as essential as farmers to
the well-being of the country.
The regulations received support from other
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luarters, but a protest from Lord Crewe had conpderable weight, and led to some modification in the
Bill. Of the terms contained in this memorial from
ihe Colonial Secretary particulars were not published.
As the outcome, the Canadian representatives in great
Britain were intrusted with large discretionary power
n dealing with emigrants other than the farming
pass, who had the prospect of work on landing in the
Dominion.
The question of tariffs has become a burning one
in Canada. In December 1910 a deputation of over
1000 western farmers waited on the Dominion
Government at Ottawa. A considerable number of
the farming class from Ontario, Quebec and the
jjoaritime provinces joined the delegation. Indirectly
the deputation was the outcome of organized
associations, banded together in pursuit of common
agricultural interests. Directly, the speeches of Sir
$vWred Laurier, during his western tour and pending reciprocal relations with the United States, led
the farmers to definitely formulate their demands.
These were embodied in a series of resolutions
indorsed by the National Council of Agriculture of
.which the following is an epitome :—
1. Urging the Government to acquire and operate
public utilities under an independent commission.
2. To erect the necessary works, and establish
a modern and up-to-date method of exporting
meat.
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3. To obtain ownership and public control of the
Hudson Bay Railway.
4. To amend the Railway Act in certain particulars.
5. Urging Reciprocity with the United States,
and the reduction of duties on British goods.
Papers were read on these subjects, but the discussion most vital and interesting followed on the
question of Reciprocity and duties.
Tariff was described by Mr. J. W. Scallion,
President of the Manitoba Grain Growers, as " a great
burden upon the agricultural industry and the great
body of consumers."
The delegates representing the agricultural
interests of Canada, and the mass of the common
people, I strongly protest against the further continuance of a tariff which taxes them for the special benefit of private interests. They say that this is wrong
in principle, unjust and oppressive in its operation
and nothing short of a system of legalized robbery.
Prices for the produce of the farm are fixed in the
markets of the world by supply and demand and free
competition when these products are exported, and
the export price fixes the price for home consumption ; while the supplies for the farm are purchased
in a restricted market, where prices are fixed by
combinations or manufacturers and other business
interests operating under the shelter of our protective
tariff."
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The speaker was in favour of reciprocal relations
with the United States, but more than Reciprocity
was needed.
" We are in favour," he said, " of an increase to 50
per cent, in the British Preference, and in favour of
further increase from time to time until the duty on
British interests is entirely abolished."
Mr. E. C. Drury, Secretary of the National
Council of Agriculture, advanced as an argument in
favour of fiscal changes, the decline in agricultural
interests—the farming community had decreased in
every Canadian Province east of Manitoba, and that
Protection was no longer needed to encourage infant
industry. He advocated British Preference, and
ultimate Free Trade with England.
An argument on the effect of taxation upon
agricultural implements was advanced by Mr. R.
Mackenzie of the " Grain Growers' Guide." Agricultural implements manufactured in Canada, according to the last census, amounted to £2,567,149. Of
that amount £468,565 worth was exported. The
imports that year amounted to £318,962. "It is
now conceded," said Mr. Mackenzie, "that the
manufacturer adds to the selling price of his
commodity the total amount of the protection
granted him by the customs duty. The farmers of
Canada thus paid to the Government that year
£63,736, and to the manufacturers of farming
implements £419,676.
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A similar case was urged against taxation of
woollens, cottons, leather, cement, and cutlery, which
paid to the Government £197,831, and to the
manufacturer £2,455,429.
In 1905 upon the sales of Canadian manufactures
amounting to £141,200,000 a tribute was collected
from the consumers of £38,000,000.
The demands on fiscal changes were formulated
as follows:—
1. " That we strongly favour reciprocal free trade
between Canada and the United States in all horticultural, fuel, agricultural, and animal products,
spraying materials, fertilizers, illuminating and
lubricating oils, cement, fish, and lumber.
2. " Reciprocal trade between the two countries in
all agricultural implements, machinery, vehicles . . .
and in the event of a favourable arrangement being
reached it be carried into effect through the independent action of the respective governments, rather
than by the hard-and-fast requirements of a
treaty.
3. "We also favour the principle of the British
Preferential Tariff, and urge an immediate lowering
of the duties on all British goods to one half the
rates charged, . . . and that any trade advantages
given to the United States in reciprocal trade relations be extended to Great Britain.
4. "For such further gradual reduction of the
Preferential Tariff as will ensure the establishment of
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complete free trade between Canada and the Motherland within ten years.
5. I That the farmers of this country are willing
to face direct taxation in such form as may be
advisable to make up the revenue required under
new tariff conditions."
Sir Wilfrid Laurier's reply was guarded. He
expressed surprise that Eastern farmers should have
joined Western in the petition. With the principle
of some of the demands he was in sympathy, but
with the question of the nationalization of railways
and public utilities he kept an open mind.
With regard to Reciprocity the Government
wanted better commercial relations with the United
States, but "any change in trade relations" with
regard to manufactured products was a more
difficult matter, and "Nothing we do," he stated,
"shall in any way impair or affect the British
Preference; that remains a cardinal feature of our
policy."
The Toronto " Globe," the Liberal organ, regarded
the movement set afoot as destined to affect the
entire fiscal question. The growth of the West was
so rapid that in a dozen years it would be in a
position to dictate the fiscal policy of the Dominion,
and to ignore it would be folly.
The St. John's " Standard," a Conservative
journal, sought to discount the value of the memorial
by stating that the arguments were stale and nothing
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more than a repetition of those used by Sir Richard
Cartwright and the Liberals in the 'eighties.
Other criticisms were to the effect that the deputation only represented 25 per cent, of the Western
farmers; that the proposals meant diverting the trade
of Great Britain to the States, and that the entire
movement was of a class character. As might be
expected, a counterblast came from the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association, which charged the
Western farmers with ignoring every one but themselves ; that Canada had become united and strong
under moderate protection, and the movement was
controlled in the main by " New Canadians," unacquainted with the history or the aims of the
Dominion.
Mr. T. A. Russell, of the Toronto Cycle and
Motor Co., pointed out that Canada had been
unfairly treated by the United States.
" For the past ten years," he said, " our purchases
from the United States were £320,000,000. Their
purchases from us were £160,000,000. They are
twelve times greater in population. In other words,
our purchases from the United States were £6 per
head, theirs from us 4s, 6d. per head. The United
States average tariff on all goods, dutiable and free,
is 24 per cent, ours 16 per cent. Theirs on dutiable
goods, 42 per cent., ours 27 per cent" He urged
that Canada's natural resources would be wasted
instead of conserved, and that its seaports would be

THE GENERAL ELECTION
sacrificed to those of New York and Boston. Indirect
taxation affected farmers less than other classes,
whilst direct taxation would be correspondingly
heavy, and all this in view of the fact that farmers
were doing well.
" Our Western country is being filled up as fast as
we can assimilate the additions. Railways are being
constructed, our factories are busy, our country's
credit never stood so high. And what of the farmer ?
In the West he has grown rich in a decade; in the
Niagara Peninsula his land values have increased
tenfold; throughout Canada he gets 50 per cent, more
for his grain and fodder than he did a decade ago, 48
per cent more for his meat and 35 per cent, more for
his dairy produce, and this at a time when the cost
of manufactured goods has, as a whole, remained
stationary or decreased."
Before the above particulars had gone into type
the result of the Canadian elections came to hand.
The Liberals fought the battle on the question of
Reciprocal Relations with the United States, and
they lost, and lost heavily. Thus the long tenure
of Government under Sir Wilfrid Laurier comes
to an end, and determined by an issue on which
he confidently expected to secure a following that
would reinstate him in power. How far the result
was determined by the fiscal question per se, or
the larger issue of a fiscal alliance with the United
States which might become the thin end of the
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wedge to a Republican alliance, are matters that are
open to debate.
Of one thing I was deeply impressed during my j
travels, namely, the intense loyalty of all classes to
the British Crown, and if, as is surmised by many,
the election was determined by an ultimate question •
of " Under which Flag ? " the result will be by no
means a surprise to any one who understands the \
passionate allegiance of the Dominion to the Mother
Country*

CHAPTER XIII
Women's organizations—Christian Temperance Union—
National Council of Women—A suffragette echo of Westminster—The recognition of women in the State—Clubs and
societies—Socialism in the Dominion—" Seizing the reins of
power "—The unfurling of the red flag—The safety valve of
democracy.

W

OMEN'S organizations have rapidly developed in Canada. There are no less than
twenty-six throughout the Dominion, many of them
of great numerical strength, such as the Ontario
Women's Institute, which numbers 16,000 members
and has 600 branches.
The Women's Christian Temperance Union has a
general organization for Canada, and an affiliated
society in each of the provinces. Distinctly religious
interests are fostered by seven missionary societies
connected with the various Churches.
There is a National Council of Women, which held
its annual meeting at Halifax last year. Its outlook
is broad and its criticisms trenchant. Strong resolutions were passed in connexion with current topics.
It has a standing committee on employment for
women. Reports were received from its committees
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on all subjects affecting the feminine community,]
At its last meeting a committee on white slave traffic
gave a report with startling details. It petitioned the]
Government for the appointment of women on the]
Royal Commission on Technical Education. Care of
feeble-minded women and children was discussed,
and minor details included the harmfulness of many
theatres and cinematographic displays.
The council declared in favour of Women's j
Suffrage, a movement which received support
from many of the branch meetings, including the \
Women's Christian Temperance Union of Manitoba.
This movement has been widely discussed and
obtained many supporters. The Toronto " Globe/' the
leading Liberal paper in Canada, threw its columns
open for the discussion of the subject in the early
part of the year. A decided majority favoured the
suffrage, the main contention being that women knew
the women's problem best and were qualified to influence legislation on the subject European methods
of advocating the movement were adopted in the
Ontario Legislature in the spring, and an echo of St.
Stephens, Westminster, was heard, when a woman
rose in the gallery and said—
" There is one thing you have forgotten in your
deliberations, and that is justice to women. I hope
that at your future meetings you will give more
attention to the cause of women. That is all I have
to say."
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The interrupter was Miss Olivia Smith, said to be
ian Englishwoman. The incident occurred as the
i session was about to be closed. She escaped from
the House unmolested.
Canada is by no means insensible to the worth of
its leading women. Sex is not likely to prove a
Bisqualification where merit is concerned.
The
Dominion Government has appointed Mrs. Willoughby Cummings, Secretary to the Women's
National Council, to a Government Office. King's
College, Windsor, conferred on her at the same time
the degree of D.C.L.
The influence of women on education and their
ptness for managerial service is further attested
by the appointment of three women to the Senate
|>f the Toronto University, namely Winifred W.
Leisenring, B.A. Margery Curlette, B.A,and Augusta
Stowe-Gullen of Toronto, appointments which had
jjhitherto been unprecedented. Paris has gone to
Toronto for the selection of a distinguished woman*
jMiss Helen MacMurchy, M.D., to serve on the
Permanent International Committee of the Hygiene
Congress, Paris.
There are also a Women's Canadian Historical
Society, a Household Economic Association, an
Alexandra Club, and a Press Club with several
branches.
| Socialism has gained considerable hold on a section of the Canadian people. The principles of the
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advanced wing, of whom the Marxians are the type,
do not so far bulk largely in the propaganda of the \
movement.
I was present at a meeting in Vancouver, which
was held on a Sunday evening in a large music hall,
and was well attended. .It is difficult to judge status
by dress in the Dominion, as there is a uniform air
of well-to-do-ness about all classes. It was quite
evident from a glance at the audience that it was not
comprised of those who espouse Socialism as a
possible solution of problems of which they are the
immediate victims. Many of them were in evening
dress, and the occupants of boxes at the sides of the
building, which included ladies, looked as if economic
laws had not dealt unkindly with them, Socialism or
no Socialism.
After the lecture, questions were invited, which
served to elicit the principles of the speaker more
clearly than his address. Amongst other things he
was opposed to sending social representatives to the
Dominion Government, and expressed the pious
hope that if such a thing were to happen he would
not be alive to witness it. Strangely enough, he had
no objection to the Socialist being represented on
local bodies. His aim was " t o seize the reins of
power," and this point was laboured at some length.
Questioned how this was to be done if the Socialists
remained unrepresented in Parliament, the lecturer
became vague and declined to give a clear answer.

UNFURLING THE RED FLAG
It was evident that many amongst the audience were
against this phase of the movement. Pressed on ti(ie
point as to means, he replied pictorially that when he
left the platform and passed through the door, he
would not go round the table, zigzag, or take the
opposite direction, but go straight for the door.
His cross-examiner was on his feet again
accepted the figure, but even to reach the
aeroplanes not being available, some steps
necessary; what were they ?
The chairman prudently came to the lecturer's
relief by declaring the meeting closed.
The form of Socialism that receives most support
in Canada is the municipalization of essential public
commodities instead of capitalizing them. This, as
has been pointed out, is the policy of many associations. A large meeting held at Ottawa was addressed
by a clergyman who instanced the cases of education,
tram-cars, and the post office, as in consonance with
the principles of the best Socialism. He had no hope
that the Pulpit, the Press, or the rich men would further
the cause; it was for the workers to emancipate themselves. In his judgment Socialism created family life
and capitalism destroyed it.
Other sections emphasized a more extreme form
of the movement. In Montreal the red flag of Socialism was unfurled and the Bible exploited to show
that class distinctions are the curse of ancient and
modern life. Capitalists and employers were freely
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denounced. On May Day a meeting was held in the i
same city, which was addressed in English, French, \
and Yiddish. A large proportion of the community I
consisted of Russian Jews. A procession of over 4000
marched through the city of Winnipeg on the same
day, and resolutions were carried in denunciation of
the capitalist class.
A Social Democratic party has been founded j
during the past year, making Toronto its chief centre, j
It is co-operating with labour organizations, and is
avowedly socialistic. A meeting was held in Toronto, ]
and one of the speakers is reported to have said—
p The unrest in the world is caused by the robbery j
of the working classes by the capitalist class. The
remedy is to stop the robbery and to give the toilers]
a fair share of the wealth they produce. The]
Churches have no live message for the workers of
to-day; all sects alike cater only for the wealthy; the
poor and needy are not wanted. Instead of trying to \
uplift those who are fallen by the wayside^ or who
are distressed, they shun them."
The usual contradictory positions incidental to
extreme views on economics naturally evolve. One
leader gave an address on * Why a Socialist cannot
be a Christian," and prophesied that the in-coming of
Socialism meant the obliteration of Christianity.
Another claimed that Christianity and Socialism
were identical, and urged working men, contrary to
the Vancouver lecturer, to get the functions and
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machinery of government into their own hands.
The elaboration of the argument was as follows:—
"The machinery of production would then be
transformed into the collective property of all. All
would then take their part in the production and
ivould have the right to consume to the full value of
$heir production, and modern wage slavery would
become as extinct as the earlier forms of chattel
slavery and serfdom."
An American statesman remarked at a socialistic
-meeting in Canada that the plutocratic class in the
HJnited States mustered 9 per cent, of the population
and possessed £13,400,000,000, or 70 per cent, of the
wealth ; the middle class numbered 21 per cent, of
the population and held £4,800,000,000, or 25 per
cent, of the wealth ; that the lower class numbered 70
per cent of the population and owned 5 per cent of
the wealth.
Without entering into the merits of the question,
Socialism and the free expression of opinion on that
and other questions proved the strength and stability
of the Canadian Government. It recognizes that
freedom of speech is the safety valve of a great
democracy ; that these public discussions exhibit the
strength and weakness of every movement If there
are elements of good sense and sound logic in the arguments, it is for the good of the State that they be, as
far as practicable, embodied in the statutes of the land.
If they are weak, unpractical, it needs but the light to
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kill them. Freedom of speech is tfce antidote to secret j
societies. Even the Russian in Canada, to whom ]
this liberty is extended in common with other citizens,!
learns how to use and not abuse it The attitude of
the Government is further illustrated in the appointment of public servants from the class supposed to
consist of such inflammable material. A well-known
local Socialist at Toronto was selected last year to
serve on the Royal Commission on Technical j
Education. He was a member of a body holding
advanced views, in the opinion of some, inimical to
the welfare of the State.

CHAPTER XIV
Game fish—Variableness of the season—Primitive methods
of angling—Salmon species—A thousand miles' swim—The
cohoe—The sockeye—The humpback—The dog salmon—
Trout species—The common trout—The steel-head—The
Kamloops—The Great Lake trout—The Dolly Varden—Brook
trout—Distribution of salmon and trout—Angling reaches—
Death of salmon after spawning—Theories—Fly and spoon
bait—Fishing rods—The course of the Fraser River—The
Coquihalla and Hope rivers—Angling on the Harrison River—
My Indian guide—Scepticism and faith—A fight with a twentyfive pounder—The Harrison described—A second captive—
Invoking Adjidaumo—His blessing on a twenty-six pounder—
A visit to the Harrison Rapids—The cohoe run.

G

AME fish are plentiful throughout British
Columbia. The rivers and lakes vary in
their seasons, and a long and fruitless journey may
be made by rail or canoe, only to find that the visit
is ill timed. Water good in the spring is worthless
in the autumn, and vice versa\ A good deal of
valuable time might be saved if reliable information
could be obtained on these points. I found it
extremely difficult to get any, as good anglers are by
no means plentiful in the province, and it is so vast
that the information is generally confined to a local,
and therefore a circumscribed, area. The primitive
i97
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methods of angling that prevail in the Dominion
generally are a further obstacle in the way of hints ]
that one angler is always ready to give another. A I
man who is an expert with a hand line is not 1
necessarily an authority on rods and a trout's taste j
in patterns of Ephemeridae; an Indian skilled in the I
use of a spear does not constitute a guide in the choice
of favourite pools where the light impact of a fly
brings the sweep of the broad tail of a resting fish.
Dynamite and dry flies do not harmonize, and to such
base uses one finds the magnificent trout and salmon I
subjected in out-of-the-way places. Fortunately the
angling instinct serves in deciding where to fish, and
it is often superior to the kindly but ill-judged advice |
that one listens to politely and prudently ignores.
There are five species of salmon in British
Columbia waters. The spring salmon, the cohoe, the j
sockeye, the humpback and the dog salmon. So
far only two out of the five have been known to take
any angling lure, and it is the general opinion that
only the spring salmon and the cohoe are game fish.
The former is widely distributed. It is known in
California as the quinnat; in Alaska as the tyee and
king, and in Oregon as the chinook, or Columbia. It
is the Oncorhynchus tschawytscha of Walbaum, the
naturalist. From a commercial point of view the
spring fish is regarded as the most valuable of the
salmon species. In shape it is short and thick, with
a smalHiead of metallic lustre, growing sharp towards
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the "snout. The anal fin has 16 rays. There are
15 to 19 branchiostigals and 23 gill rakers. The tail
is forked, with black spot markings, which also
cover the dorsal and adipose fins. The back has a
bluish tint, becoming silvery below the middle; the
scales are very small, numbering 135 to 155 in the
lateral line.
In spring its flesh is red and rich, becoming paler
as the spawning season approaches. As the season
advances the fish becomes so dark that it is called
the black salmon. It is said to run to 100 lbs. weight.
One was caught with the rod in the Campbell River
in 1897 by Sir William Musgrave that weighed
70 lbs. There is a plaster cast of it in the Victoria
Museum.
They run up the river in spring and summer,
travelling in some cases a distance of over a thousand
miles to the spawning beds on the far inland streams.
The cohoe {Oncorhynchus alias Kisutch) is a much
smaller species, running up to 10 lbs. weight. It has
14 rays in the anal fin, 13 branchiostigals and 23 gill
rakers. It has 127 scales in the lateral line. It is a
silvery fish, with greenish-tinted back and iridescent
hues when taken in the salt water. In appearance it
resembles the grilse of the European Salmo salar.
It is small-headed and well shaped.
The sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus narkd)
weighs from 3 to 10 lbs. There are 14 rays in the
anal fin, 14 branchiostigals, and 32 to 40 gill rakers.
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The scales are small, numbering from 130 to 140 in
the lateral line. The tail is narrow and well forked, \
The back is blue-tinted, running to silver below the
lateral line, giving the fish a handsome appearance.
During the spring season it undergoes a complete
change in colour. Its sides grow carmine, and the
head and tail change to deep olive green.
The humpback (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) becomes
hogbacked in the autumn to a degree of malformation that accounts for its name. The scales are very
small, 180 to 240 in the lateral line. Black spots
cover the back and fins. It has 15 rays in the
anal, 12 branchiostigals and 28 gill rakers. It has a
bluish-tinted back and is silvery beneath. It weighs
from 3 to 6 lbs. It grows darker in shade towards the
back; the head is pointed, and the upper mandible
crooked like an old cock salmon.
The dog salmon (Oketa) is from 10 to 12 lbs.; 14
rays in the anal, 14 branchiostigals, and 24 gill rakers.
Its scales are much larger for its size than the
spring fish, 150 in lateral line. The head is longer
but not so sharp. When taken from the sea the dog
salmon is a dark silvery tint with black fins. In
the^ river it turns dusky, and the sides grow red, the
head becomes distorted, and the front teeth grow
large and dog-like in appearance, which accounts for
the name.
There are five or six species of trout. Points of
differentiation in some cases are so slight that a
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distinct species is questionable. Taking the natural
history as we find it, the following is the classification:
$ The common trout {Salmo naykiss). The steel-head
{Salmo gardneri) ; the Kamloops {Salmo Kamloops);
[ the Great Lake trout (Cristvomer namaycush); the
Dolly Varden {Salvelinus agassizii); and the brook
trout (Salvelinus fontinalus). The steel-head is
very like the European salmon. It is migratory and
spawns in the rivers, and like the latter returns to the
sea/ It runs up to 20 lbs. in weight It frequents
the mouths of rivers, but is also found in lakes. In
the Okanagan and Kootenay lakes the steel-head is
said to remain without returning to the sea.
The Kamloops trout is classed as another species,
but many naturalists confess to the difficulty of
differentiating it. Its scales are much smaller than
those of the steel-head, and it is marked with diminutive black spots almost absent from the latter.
The caudal fin is broad and forked, the dorsal is set
rather low on the back. Its tint is dark olive on the
top, bright silvery below the middle, with a broad
light rose-coloured band. The back is covered with
pin-head black spots, becoming more numerous
posterially. The dorsal and caudal are thickly
covered with these marks, but few are found on
the adipose, and the lower fins are quite plain.
The Great Lake trout is spotted with grey, its
body covered with thick skin. It runs to a large size
and averages 15 to 20 lbs. It is found in the great
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lakes from New Brunswick to Vancouver. At certain
seasons of the year it grows almost black.
The Dolly Varden's body is slender, with a large
head and broad snout The caudal fin is slightly
forked, and its sides are an olive tint marked with
round red and orange spots. The back is similarly
marked, but with smaller spots. It is of the Charr
genus.
The brook trout has a large head; the pectoral and
ventral fins are particularly elongated. It is a dark
olive colour with mottled or barred markings. It
has red spots on the side, and the dorsal and caudal
fins are mottled with a darker tint.
Salmon and trout are widely distributed over
British Columbia. The Fraser* Columbia, Thompson,
Kootenay and Skeena rivers are the main watercourses by which the salmon ascend to their fardistant spawning beds. The tributaries of these
rivers are equally well stocked, and for sporting
purposes are in many ways superior to the main
watersheds. An idea of the quantity of the salmon
may be gathered from the fact that the returns from
the industry amount to from £600,000 to £1,000,000
annually.
There are also extensive lakes, such as Kootenay,
Okanagan, Quesnel, Shuswap, Harrison and innumerable minor basins, which form the habitat of fish.
From the angling point of view, the lower reaches,
the mouths of the small rivers, the creeks and tideways,
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are the favourite places to obtain sport. When fish
travel a long distance inland they are becoming
heavy with spawn, and the deteriorating stage begins.
If they take any lure then, there is no fight in them,
and as a sporting entity they are worthless. As a
comestible they are even less valuable.
Of the great shoals of spring fish that press up
fierce rapids and are battered against sharp rocks,
none are said to return alive. Ichthyologists find an
analogy between them and the Ephemeridae which
die after they deposit their eggs. The immense
quantity that float down the rivers after the spawning
season gives plausible ground for this belief. The
rivers are glutted with dead fish, so much so that the
effect in places is almost pestilential. It is beyond
doubt that a large proportion of the fish perish,
probably all that have travelled long distances—a
thousand miles for instance.
On the other hand, it is impossible to say whether
those spawning nearer the coast perish in the same
way. I saw excellent spawning ground below the
rapids of Harrison River, which is quite near the
coast, and reasoning from analogy there is little
doubt that spring salmon spawn there. Salmo
salar of European waters survive spawning, and it is
in keeping with the fitness of things that British
Columbian spring fish, which are larger and stronger,
should, apart from accident, also survive. It would
be interesting to ascertain whether the fish that
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choose the coast spawning ground die like their more
adventurous companions that make for the heads of
the rivers. The whole subject needs more careful
investigation.
Mallock's theory—that salmon that have spawned
are spotted on the gill covers, and in support of
which he gives corroborative if not conclusive
data—might be easily applied to the fish netted in
the Fraser and other rivers. Mr. John Pease
Babcock, Provincial Commissioner of Fisheries in
British Columbia, in discussing the incredulity of
Atlantic and European authorities, says that they did
not generally know that, the Pacific salmon was not
identical with Salmo salar, which returns to the sea
after depositing its spawn. That statement scarcely
disposes of the matter. The spring fish caught in
the rivers of the province up to 70 lbs. weight must,
on Mallock's theory, be from 15 to 20 years old. It
is difficult to reconcile the fact of a fish going all
those years without discharging the natural function
of its kind.
It may be laid down as a general rule for angling
purposes, that whenever there is a river flowing into
the sea, salmon will frequent it As the British
Columbian coast extends 7000 miles, and the rivers
are legion, the opportunities for the indulgence of the
rod are numerous. There are conditions, however,
essential to good sport, which must be borne in mind.
Some rivers, like the Fraser, are too highly coloured
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for the use of fly or bait. A glance at the river from
JLytton to Westminster gives indisputable proof of
ifchis. The Canadian Pacific Railway keeps close to
it all the way, and at no point does the water grow
^clear, owing to thick glacial deposits. The colouring
makes it all the more prolific for net fishing.
There are, however, important tributaries which
are clear and in good order for the indulgence of the
angling craft. The fish soon leave the main river
and press their way up these all along the coast.
I sailed up the Fraser many miles, and although
on the look-out for salmon, which were running at
the time, I saw none breaking the water. The
moment we entered a tributary where the water was
clear they were to be seen rising all round us.
Another condition to be noted is the depth.
The main jrivers are very deep, especially when they
reach the low-lying valleys and are nearing the sea.
Fly-fishing in such places is out of the question.
Salmon that take the fly are generally found in pools
in comparatively light water, where they rest for a
day or two on their long journey. It is on these the
angler depends ,for sport. The running fish rarely
takes any lure. Among the boulders and swirling
eddies, one instinctively looks to find him. There,
sheltered behind the big stones which break the force
of the water, the fly is likely to attract. Even spinning or trolling is not very profitable in the great
depths unless one happens to cross a resting fish.
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In a clear river such as the Galway in Ireland, where
the movements of salmon can be studied, a fly covers 1
the quarry many times before he takes. He can be 1
seen raising his head as it crosses his resting-place,
moving off a little and returning to the same spot
again, as if irritated by its persistence^ and at last
shooting towards the top and seizing it
The only bait that can be seen in the deep
Canadian rivers is a large spoon or minnow, which j
sinks deeply andflashesvividly. The charge brought
against the Pacific salmon of not taking the fly
should by rights be laid against the nature of the
river.
The best rod for the purpose is a regular spinning
or trolling pattern. It should be about 11 feet long,
and supple enough to control the movement of the
fish without breaking the tackle. A four-and-a-halfinch diameter check reel, capable of holding from
120 to 150 yards of fine silk line is needed. Greenheart, carefully tested, is suitable material, or the very
best built cane. Both of these I included in my outfit. I was also provided with a 16-feet cane salmon fly
rod, Hardy Bros/"Connemara" pattern, and a Houghton 10-feet fly rod for trout, by the same makers.
The Fraser River Mows through the great Cariboo
and Lillooet districts, into which several broiling
creeks empty themselves. Of these Alkali, Dog,
Canoe, and Big Bar creeks are the chief. Fish Lake,
from which Canoe flows, is suggestive of piscatorial
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resources, North Fork joins it above Lillooet, and
[Seton Lake and Cayoose River below it. The ample
firolume of Kamloops Lake and River debouches
into the Fraser*at Lytton, and there are numerous
creeks between that and Keefer on the Canadian
Pacific Railway, such as Skuppa, and Neklipium.
Salmon River, below Keefer, is a short spawning
stream, but too far off the coast to hold clean fish.
The Coquihalla River at Hope is more promising,
the distance to the sea being under 70 miles. It is a
fine sweep of water, intersected with creeks, at the
mouth of which there are good angling pools. The
principal tributary of the Fraser is undoubtedly the
Harrison River, 45 miles from the sea. At the rate
which salmon travel it is only about a day's journey
from Westminster.
The Harrison rises in the lake of the same name,
6 miles from the Fraser. The lake itself is about 25
miles long. It is fed by the Lillooet Lake and
River.
I stumbled on the Harrison on my way up the
Fraser, and a propos of the paucity of information,
no one seemed to know anything about its angling
qualities. It is as broad as the Thames at Hammersmith, beautifully wooded, with peeps of mountain
ranges, some of them snow clad. A steamer plies
between Chiliwack and Harrison Mills, passing
through the Fraser Canon.
As soon as the boat turned into the tributary, I
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noticed salmon breaking the water in various places!
Two Indians in a canoe were drawing a drift net, but
the boat rounded a promontory before they made a
haul. There were local men on board the steamer 1
belonging to Harrison Mills and Chiliwack, and i]
made the round of them in the hope of obtaining]
information on the angling. Trout could be got in]
the rapids, a few miles up the river, but salmon would]
not take any lure. That was the sum of the information obtained. I tried the captain, but drew another
blank.
On landing at Harrison Mills all aspirations to
mount my rod and try my luck were discouraged.
Nobody, it would seem, had cherished ambitions of
the kind before. There was an Indian settlement
on the river, and I made my way towards it. A
squaw informed me in broken English that the •
"braves" were away hop-picking. I explained my !
object, and was directed to a shack lower down
stream. There I found an Indian in the antepenultimate stage of dressing, who bundled on a
jacket, and came forward to answer my questions.
" Any salmon fishing on the river ? " I asked.
I Yes, with a net," he replied, eyeing the rod in
my hand, as constituting part of the question.
" Won't they take a spoon-bait or fly ? You see
them rising," I added hurriedly, noticing his, lips
beginning to shape a "no"—but it came all the
same.
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"Why not?"
" These big fish take no bait in this river," came
again the emphatic declaration. " We can net some,"
he said, as a concession to the disappointed shrug
of my shoulder.
" Look here," I said, " I have three hours before
my train goes. Take me out for that time. I will
make it worth your while."
" Yah, sure! but we'll catch no fish. How will that
suit you ?"
* Never mind, you won't lose anything by it."
We started in a light boat, and I mounted a
2-inch spoon, gilt on one side and silver on the other,
using a strong gut trace with a light sinker. Flies
I judged out of the question in such deep water.
Taking the centre of the river, the Indian rowed
me down-stream for a quarter of a mile. I utilized
the time in carefully noting the direction the fish
were taking. The centre, where the water was deepest,
did not seem to be their course so much as the sides,
that nearest the right bank being the favourite run.
The current took that direction, and there were a
good many large rocks and other conditions favourable to the formation of pools where the fish rested.
The water on the left bank was weedy in places,
which indicated a slackness in the stream in that
direction.
I trolled a short line on the way down, but fishing
with the current is never very successful. The Indian,
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who evidently knew nothing about angling, possessed
the next best merit for my purpose—docility—and
made himself a willing machine. Up-stream I let
out about sixty yards of line, and exhorted my guide
to row slowly. For half an hour nothing transpired,
and I varied the experiment by using a longer and
at times a shorter line. Passing round a rocky island
there was a sudden convulsion imparted to the rod,
and the reel gave a vigorous shriek. I had hooked
a fish. I awaited the rush which generally follows
when a salmon is hooked under such circumstances,
but it never came. Like a great many fish, my
introductory specimen unkindly severed his connexion at the earliest possible moment. My guide
looked incredulous, and fortified his unbelief by the
theory of a rock or weed.
We had not to wait very long, however, for the
triumph of a nobler faith. A hundred yards higher
up the river the reel again gave out signals of distress,
and continued to roar after I had accepted the gage
of battle and used all the resisting power of the rod.
The fish made slightly down and across stream. I
applied all the brake I could with myfinger,but the
pace was rapid, and the friction of the line nearly cut
the skin. The usual wiles of the playing fish were
adopted in turn by my first Harrison River captive.
He rested after the run, giving me time to recover
twenty or thirty yards of line, filling in the interval
with vigorous head-shaking and jiggering. I directed
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my guide to row towards him. The pause on the
fish's part was a brief one. The slack caused by the
movement of the boat stimulated his activities, and
he dashed off again, not crying halt until a distance
of one hundred yards was covered. The rush brought
him to the surface, where he rolled over like a porpoise,
showing a fine broad side and a huge tail. The water
divided before him with a hiss, and a white-flaked
surface marked the place where he floundered.
"After him!" I cried to the Indian. A salmon
like that, if he has a mind, can empty a reel. Sharp
as the line could be recovered, I wound it in. A fish
that breaks the water after a long run is generally
tamed for a few moments, and every angler knows
how to take advantage of the pause. When next
he began to move, only about a length of a dozen
yards separated us. He headed up-stream, and
doggedly resisted, keeping pace with the steady
strokes of the oar. I had met that kind of fish
before; it is the usual policy of the springer " to
take it aky just to rest himself after racent exertions."
The counter policy is to make the resting stage as
hard as possible ; I bent the rod in pursuance of it.
" How long is this going to last ? I wondered.
I had not to wait long for the answer. He was only
sitting out a dance, and was at it again " like the
divil," as my Irish gillie would say. Twenty minutes
elapsed before there was any change in the tune.
Once more he turned down-stream, as if he was
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getting into strange water and hankered after more
familiar haunts. I encouraged him, and the boat
was brought round. Off he went, but saving his gills
by taking a slant—straight down-stream is drowning
for a fish. Again I called to the guide to be after
him. The impassive countenance of Hiawatha leaped
into life, the spirit of the chase inbred in his blood
underwent a resurrection. The oars flashed. " Yah,
sure!" he cried with alacrity.
I tried to get below my quarry, and so command
the course, an old trick of toning down a fish given
to mad rushes, but he saw through it, and slanted off
despite vigorous pressure. A clear hour passed
before there was any sign of capitulation. Then
the runs grew shorter, and I got him nearer to the
surface. I could see the fine proportions of the prize,
and if he wanted a little longer time, I was not going
to hurry him.
Meanwhile, a telescopic gaff in my game bag was
placed in readiness. The grunt of surprise that the
Indian gave as he saw the fifteen inches drawn out
to five feet, I place amongst the interesting incidents
of the day. At length, I got the fish to the surface,
and drawing him within reach of the steel, gaffed
him.
An hour and ten minutes had passed from the
time he drew the first screech from the reel A noble
fish, perfectly fresh, and in magnificent condition.
He scaled 25 lbs. exactly.

.

THE HARRISON DESCRIBED
" You have forty minutes yet to catch your train,"
was Hiawatha's comment.
"Are you good for the day ?" I asked.
" Yah, sure."
I Then we shall spend it on the river."
We landed, and I replenished my stock of tackle
and laid in luncheon for the day. The Indian suggested going higher up. There were plenty of fish
everywhere, but the river widened out so much that
they were scattered. I had to spend a couple of
hours discovering the new lie. I did not think we
improved our angling prospects by the change, but
making the best of it, I watched the salmon, and discovered two or three distinct lines where they were
showing. The Indian's sharp eyes were of great
service in the scouting business, and the way he
brought the boat on them showed considerable skill.
The Harrison above the bridge takes a broad
sweep, washing the base of a pine-clad mountain, a
favourite resort of bears.
Wild duck, feeding in a bed of weeds, drew out of
cover at our approach, and in well-ordered file followed
their leader into more remote shelter. A large saddlebacked gull was settled on a narrow sandbank
abreast of the mountain. Far down the river the
sunlight was streaming through a gap between the
hills, and lit up a patch of water with a brilliance that
made a more striking contrast with the dark background of forest pines.
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Another fish soon rewarded our vigilance. A
good part of the morning performance was repeated,
but the item was got through more expeditiously. In
forty minutes the salmon was in the boat, and scaled
24 lbs.
We did nothing more before luncheon, except to
lose a spoon-bait which had proved the attraction to
the two fish landed. A good many uprooted trees
and sunken logs are scattered over the river, and one
of them appropriated it Another spoon, but an inch
longer, replaced it. It was a huge weapon, a vulgar
thing, inconsistent with the good taste of a well-bred
salmon, but it was " Hobson's choice/' and up it went
The rise seemed to go off between 1 and 3 o'clock,
and I proposed returning to the lower reaches, where
so much time would not be wasted in getting on
the fish.
We passed two or three island rocks covered with
blueberry bushes in full fruit, and had to resist the
temptation to tarry and eat " I must get the third
fish," I exclaimed to Hiawatha, as he gracefully
plied the oars with scarcely a splash. A loud clatter
from a fir tree that overhung the bank called
attention to a squirrel. He shot up a great arm
and, ensconced in the fork, swished his tail over
his head in an attitude of defiant security. Ah,
Adjidaumo, "Tail in air, the boys shall call you,"
befriend us, as thou didst the great Hiawatha. We
too would catch the " king offishes"; and Adjidaumo
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swished his tail again, and gave us a send-off
chatter.
The sharp prow of the boat silently parted the
water on either side, and clear of the wake of the skiff
the great spoon revolved, its blend of silver and gold
sending electric flashes through the river. It clears
a shallow here, dips into a deep pool lighting a space
all round it. A Dolly Varden sees it and sidles out
of the way. A cohoe plucks up-courage, is about to
make a snap at it, hesitates for a moment, and it
goes by. But higher up-stream, in the shelter of a
boulder, rests the modern Nahma, "king of fishes."
His great tail sways to and fro, his head flicks from
side to side in swift glances at drifting twig and fallen
leaf. His old environment in the far-off sea, still and
calm with the silver sand beneath him, is forgotten,
and he rises to the surface once more, and breaks it
in exuberance of life. A glimpse of metallic light is
caught as he slowly returns. He twists half round and
instinctively stiffens himself, simulating the lifelessness
of a log. Nearer comes the rash invader of the king's
territory, and swift as lightning there is a plunge, and
his great jaws close on it like a vice in a masterful grasp.
But the hidden sting of his captive smites him to the
bone. "Ah, Nahma, thou hast been rash in thine
onslaught this time. Put forth thy best strength
now. Masterful as thou art, thou wilt need it. Biter
that thou hast been, truly art thou bitten !"
He is across the stream, plunging and shaking his
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great head in mad resentment of such unwonted
infringement of his liberty. How mighty he is in
battle, and the decks must be cleared to snatch
from him the victory; a jam in the rings, a tangle
in the reel, and he will smash like packthread the
stout silk line, or snap in sunder the most powerful
rod!
In response to his first plunge the reel gives. He
mistakes the act of yielding for weakness, and seeks
to better the odds by increased pace and fiercer battle.
In the forty-mile swim from the sea there has been
nothing in the pace to match that sample. He rises
for a moment, so close to the boat that Hiawatha
sees him, and exclaims, | Oh, if I had my spear!"
Shame on thee, Hiawatha! Think of thine ancestor
who wrestled fairly with the green corn until he
mastered it. It is not thus we fight the Nahma of
the stream. Skill against strength is the principle ; a
fair fight and no favour.
An hour goes by . . . another half follows, and by
this time the captive had traversed up and down a
mile of water. Now he lies on his broad sides, inert
on the surface. The hands of the watch marked five
minutes past four when he was hooked; it had
reached ten minutes to six when he was gaffed. I
was almost unequal to the task of lifting him over the
gunwale, and sank with aching back and limp arms
from the prolonged strain.
" You fish for the sport of it," said Hiawatha, in a
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final comment, as if a new vision of the chase had
stirred him.
Again there was a chatter in the pine tree,
" Oh, my littlefriend,the squirrel,
Bravely hast thou toiled to help me . . .
Boys shall call you Adjidaumo."
The fish weighed 26 lbs., a hen species, and, like
the others, in the pink of condition.
These salmon are made for fighting. They are
short and thick and possessed of great muscular
power. If English anglers, who speak disparagingly
of their powers compared with the European species,
would use lighter rods and tackle than those generally
employed on the Campbell and other rivers, I think
they would find a sporting entity in them in no
respect inferior to Scotch and Irish springers.
The capture of three fish aggregating 75 lbs.
created a little sensation amongst the villagers, who
assembled en masse to inspect them. Some of them
looked at the apparently frail rod and fine line and
shook their heads in incredulity. It seemed impossible that such tackle could hold out against
such odds.
The next morning the proprietor of a large sawmill took me in his motor-launch up the rapids.
The fish passed through them on their way to
Harrison Lake and the Lillooet River, which constitutes their spawning ground. It is an ideal place
for the fly, delightful streams and swirling eddies,
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where a Jock Scot or a silver doctor would soon
give a tight line. It was impossible to fish it from a
motor-launch, and I had only two hours to spare
before catching the train which I gave up the
previous morning.
The cohoes run about the time of the spring
fish, and they are as ready for the fly as the European grilse. I read in the Harrison River rapids
the possibility of the best salmon angling, and the
application of the gentle art in its most scientific
form.
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OING further west, between Mission Junction
and Whomack on the Canadian Pacific
Railway, there is the Stave, another salmon river.
It runs from Stave Lake, five miles distant from
Ruskin. The lake itself is only about three miles
long, and is fed by a triplet of small rivers flowing
from the north. Fraser salmon run up the Stave to
spawn. It has many swift reaches, where cohoes
and spring fish rest, and are in a mood to take the
fly. If the river is discoloured, a medium-sized
spoon or a large Devon minnow are suitable lures.
The Fraser is beautifully flanked at Ruskin, with
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hills well coated with thick brushwood. Lurking]
shadows play about their shoulders, and over their
summit the snow-clad heights of the Selkirk!
Mountains flash and sparkle. A quail rises on the j
banks of the river, and flies at a pace that gives this]
bird, almost extinct in England, a valued place 1
amongst American winged game. It slows off half- j
way across the water, but the impetus has been so !
great that the wings do not flap until it drops into
cover on the opposite bank.
Coquitlam River is the nearest of any importance ]
to the sea, east of Westminster. It*, too, is a tributary i
of the^saset, and flows from Coquitlam Lake, only
a few .miles' distance from the main river. Whilst it
is scarcely equal to the Stave or Harrison from an
angling point of view, it holds a high place amongst
the sporting rivers* of the province. The lure intended for the smaller game is often taken by big
fish, and a valuable addition is made to the basket
At Vancouver the salmon angler again can mount
his trolling rod and enjoy good sport in the Narrows,
where the Pacific sweeps in at full tide. There the
peaceful harbour, sheltered by-mountain and forest,
affords anchorage to the great ocean steamers which
sail to the Orient
The novelty of rod-fishing for salmon in the open
Pacific was so unique that I embarked on the expedition with keen interest.
The difficulty in Vancouver is to find a boatman
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to whom the destiny of the angler and the fishing
can be safely entrusted. It speaks well for the
prosperity of the city that there is practically none
|pf the sporting leisure classes, such as one finds in
dumping quantity in Ireland and Scotland. There
the shoemaker's last and the crofter's hoe are willingly
pet aside for a day with rod or gun. In Vancouver
it is otherwise. One might spend a week in quest of
an efficient attendant, and fail to discover him. The
makeshift is a person to be studiously avoided. In
desperation I picked up one, who undertook to row
me to the fishing ground, and to my horror I found
he was not acquainted with the elementary principles
of rowing. The tide had carried us out for about
a mile without particular effort. When it came to
facing a cross-current his incompetence was so
marked that I had to take the oars myself and row
to North Vancouver, where I dismissed him and
procured an Indian substitute.
I was fortunate, however, on another occasion to
find an Irishman who was taking a day's holiday,
and to whose qualifications as an excellent boatman
was added the ardour of an enthusiastic angler. In
his hands I was perfectly safe, and I cherish the
most pleasant recollections of his skilful services.
On the first ebb of the tide, we put off, skirting
the shores of Vancouver Park, a piece of virgin
forest where the finest specimens of Douglas pines
are still preserved. The Narrows derive the mme
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from the closing in of the mountains on either side
of the sea, leaving only a space of about half a mile I
for traffic. A lighthouse is placed on the extreme
land point on one side, and the remains of a forest,
intervening between the sea and distant mountains,
are on the other. The pent-up ocean flows in and
out at an enormous pace through the cutting. Three
creeks join the sea at the Narrows; the furthest west
is Capilano, the next Lynn, and the third Seymour.
The cohoe salmon run up these creeks and hang
about at the mouths during the summer-time
awaiting a spate.
Large spring fish are found amongst them, but
not in any number. The condition of the tide
determines the angling ground. With a spring ebb,
the salmon come far in and are caught between the
lighthouse and Capilano Creek. As the tide passes
to the neap stage, one must go further out, and seek
them off Whitecliffe Point and the mouth of the
Squamish River.
There is no difficulty, however, in discovering their
whereabouts. Cohoe are as lively as grilse, and rise
to the surface as freely. The first day I found them
off Capilano creek in shoals; a dozen at a time they
sprang out of the water. Unfortunately it was too
deep to fish for them with afly,although up the creeks
they take it freely. A spate is needed to put these
mountain torrents in condition, and during my stay
they were almost dry. There was nothing for it but
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to mount a spoon-bait. Cohoes which do not average
I more than 7 lbs. prefer a small lure. Some anglers
embellish it with a red tassel a la pike mode, but I
confined myself to an unadorned pattern. The tide
was at full ebb when we began to troll. There was
no need to be told which were the best places ; the
salmon themselves soon indicated their whereabouts.
Direct against the current or across it yielded the
best results. The fish feel the force of the outgoing
tide to a degree that makes them eschew its full
strength, and confine themselves to the edge on either
side.
My first fish took the spoon just on the margin,
and fought as hard as any grilse that I have caught,
and my experience covers hundreds. He first kept
to the slack water, where he gave a couple of short
runs and tried to divest himself of the spoon by
jiggering. This policy proved to be unavailing, and
he dashed off, and either by accident or malice prepense
got in the midst of the current. The tide was running like a mill race—a mile a minute it looked—
and fifty yards of line were stripped off the reel
before the fish stopped. It is an old dodge of a
salmon to get into a swift current and stick there,
swaying his broad tail from side to side. The worst
part of the business was the enormous quantity of
driftwood that the outflowing tide was carrying. I
was in constant terror of getting my line foul, a hundred
yards of which were out at the time. At one moment
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a huge log, fifteen to twenty feet long and thick in
proportion, swept right across the line. I held m y i
breath and set my teeth in expectation of calamity,]
but, marvellous to relate, it rolled over it without a |
touch. It was time, however, to shift my quarry, and
tightening up the line and throwing the rod well back, ]
I treated him to the Irish discipline of m giving the •
butt." Gradually he came, and once On the move I I
followed up the advantage until I had him in slack ]
water. But the dragging cost me the fish. He ]
came close to the boat, near enough for us to admire ]
his broad sides and tail, when he quietly slipped off
within a few feet of the gaff.
Dame Fortune made amends by giving me a
brace, 6£ lbs. and 4J lbs., within the short time at our
disposal, beside which I hooked and lost a couple
more. It is a common experience to lose a large
proportion of salmon on the spoon-bait, particularly 1
grilse, which cohoes resemble not only in appearance,
but in the softness of their mouths.
Off Vancouver Island this kind of fishing can also
be indulged. The open sea near the coast, at the
mouth of rivers and creeks, is prolific of salmon life,
and fine creels can be made. On the island some of
the best known salmon angling is to be obtained. The
Campbell is the chief river, which yields record fish
annually. It rises in Buttles Lake,flowsthrough upper
Campbell Lake, thence to Campbell Lake proper, arid
joins the sea above Willow Point, opposite Cape
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Mudge, covering a distance of about forty-five miles.
The mouth of the river is the best place for fishing.
Some angler has yet to establish the possibility of
alluring these big fish with a fly. It is a misfortune
that they are got so readily with a trolling rod. Few
anglers go to the trouble of applying more scientific
methods to their capture. The art of trolling requires
no technical knowledge, whilst theflydoes; and only
a small proportion of those who visit the Campbell
River are proficient in its use.
Next to the Campbell is the Cowitchen, which is
easily reached from Victoria. It rises in Cowitchen
Lake, and flows through Duncan, falling into
Cowitchen Harbour about ten miles from its source.
In its physical features it differs from the Campbell,
being swift and with abundant rapids suited to the
fly. The lake itself is good at the outlet, where a
great many fish gather.
July and August are the best months for spring
salmon on Vancouver Island. During September
the Campbell River ceases to yield heavy fish. The
cohoes run freely during that month, and can be
caught in the Pacific and the creeks which intersect
the island along the coast.
It may be said of salmon-angling generally, that
its success is dependent upon the time the fish run
from the sea. It is then that they take a bait or
rise to the fly. Their sporting propensity wears off
during their stay in the river. I know, from long
Q
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experience of Irish salmonfishing,that a pool may be
well stocked and not one out of a score will look at the {
angler's lure, the exception being the fresh arrival
from the sea. It is of the first importance, therefore,
to obtain accurate particulars in regard to the time
the fish run. The omnibus information, that salmon
angling is good from July to November, is too
general to be of value. What we know is that the
time varies on different rivers—some are early,
others late. This goes on from year to year without
much change. The danger is that one may travel
hundreds of miles to a river and, on reaching it, be
as badly off as the man a hundred miles from
anywhere with the wrong cartridges.
Trout, on the other hand, are permanent residents,
and the angling season is more indefinite. Here
again a knowledge of their habits is valuable. When
the fly is on the water, is always the best time for
angling. This rule is of universal application.
There is a set-off in many parts of the Dominion
against cultivating the acquaintance of the streams
during that period. It is the time when the
pestilential black fly bites a piece out of the angler's
flesh, sucks his blood, and then flies off with the
piece! Waiving that point, May and June are the
best months. In July and August the fry appear in
the rivers and lakes in myriads, and receive the
trout's undivided attention. This is the case at
home, and I found it exactly the same in the
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Dominion. When the fry appear the fly is at a
discount, minnows and spoons doing most of the
execution. These spinning lures imitate the habits
of live bait, being bright and wriggling, which trout
and bass seize with avidity.
As far as my observation went, there is very little
fly on the rivers and lakes in September.
There is a further circumstance that is demoralizing to trout in Canadian waters. When the
salmon run up the rivers to spawn the trout follow
them, intent on devouring their ova,, which are
deposited on the gravel beds. So absorbed are
trout in this pursuit that they rarely look at any
other food. They are then freely caught with salmon
roe, a poaching method of angling that is most
reprehensible. I fear it is widely practised in the
Dominion.
All the salmon rivers I have mentioned hold
trout. There are many others scattered all over the
province. The Cowitchen in Vancouver Island is
excellent, and very fine specimens are taken in it.
With a canoe, using a light rod and medium-sized
flies, good sport may be enjoyed. The creeks all
round the coast may be reckoned upon. During the
flitting of the natural Ephemeridae the best baskets
are made. On the mainland, near the city of
Vancouver, the creeks already referred to are favourite
resorts for the angling community.
The water was so very low during my stay in
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that district that I was able to see the fish in the
deep pools.
Seymour Creek is a swift river thatflowsthrough
a cutting in the forest, and may be described as a
type of the streams that trout frequent. It is very
deep, and in some parts is so closed in that it can be
heard but not seen. From high banks its line can
be traced for miles through the forest, a black
shadow by contrast with the green foliage and
lichened rocks. Other reaches are streaks of light,
where the rapid water breaks into sparkling crystals
over log and boulder. The victims of the great
forest fire which, years ago, swept the district with
disastrous effect, still stand in charred magnificence.
Black and dismantled Douglas pines rise hundreds
of feet, towering far above the living trees which, by
comparison, are insignificant. The solitude of the
place was typified by a lonely crow that rose and
flitted before me, always choosing the stump of a
dead fir as its perch, as if its blackness and detachment were in keeping with" its mood. 1 followed a
corduroy wagon road for some miles in quest of the
trail which led to the river. I could tell whether it
was leading to or from the creek by the crescendo or
diminuendo of its roar.
One human being only crossed my path in the
forest; he was armed and in quest of bears. He
showed me where one had been shot a few days before.
" Black bear ? " I asked. " No, a grizzly." Of the trail
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I was searching for, he knew no more than myself. I
tried to force a way to the river by means of a steep
declivity, but, after scrambling down a hundred feet, I
came upon a ledge of rock and, on looking over,
found myself on the summit of a precipice which
might have served for an eagle's eyrie. I beat a
cautious retreat. It was the kind of place one not in
search of a grizzly might find him, and, being practically a cul de sac, might lead to unpleasant consequences. Bears are not given to attacking except as
the easiest way of making their escape. Having
nothing in the shape of a weapon more formidable
than a salmon gaff, I declined the risks.
One thing soon learned in the forest and
mountains is, that without a guide it is inadvisable
to leave the beaten track. At length I discovered
the trail, which proved a most difficult one. The
way was blocked by fallen trees, abrupt descents,
and other impedimenta inimical to flesh and
clothing. I was compelled at one point to scramble
over a charred log, which blackened my nether
garments beyond the point of defensible respectability.
The day had been exceedingly hot, and the mutterings of a thunderstorm could be heard in the
distance. When I got to the river I found it very
low, like Capilano and Lynn. The force of the
current during spate could be deciphered in the
stones in the river's bed. They were as smooth and
polished as pebbles on the seashore.
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The only rime to get fish during low water was at
dusk or break of day. I met an angler on leaving
Vancouver that had fished the creek that morning.
He had taken half a dozen good fish which looked
to be from i j lb. to 4 lbs. weight They were all
caught before sunrise. Similar results might be
achieved after sunset, so I was informed, but I had
no mind for facing the forest in the dark, as in
Canada there is only a brief period of twilight
Pursuing the journey inland, there are many good
trout rivers. The Coquitlam and Stave, already
mentioned as tributaries of the Fraser,fishwell before
the salmon begin to run, and trout abandon themselves to the quest of spawn. Another place that
repays a visit is Lillooet River,flowingfrom Lillooet
Lake, and only a short journey from Stave. It amply
rewards the aspirations of theflyfisher.
Vedder River is about six miles from Chiliwack,
on the south side of the Fraser. It is interesting
not only from an angling, but from a scenic point of
view. It is exceedingly beautiful, and one of the
most delightful retreats. There is a hotel built on
the river, and a new and more commodious establishment is in prospect The old one lost a considerable
portion of its frontage through floods, that are at
times terrific. The river is a sharp descent from
Chiliwack Lake, only a few miles distant, and rises
and falls rapidly. A couple of winters ago, the
wooden bridge that spanned it, and the tennis court
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fronting the hotel, were washed away. The bridge
has been replaced by an iron structure, and a more
elevated spot has been selected for the hotel. It is a
convenient centre for angling trips. The trout run to
a large size; four to six pounders are not uncommon.
They are taken with small spoons or minnows.
Dolly Vardens are plentiful in the Vedder, which can
be caught with the fly up to I lb. or IJ lb., and on a
light rod and tackle they give lively play.
It was my good fortune to meet at Chiliwack a
young architect from Vancouver who had graduated
in the English School of Angling. Both he and his
wife were enthusiasts. The latter, donning high
rubber boots, defied the numerous fords, whilst her
husband and myself, equipped with waders, fished the
deeper pools. The river is intersected with tributaries,
and the main stream separates and unites many times
in its precipitous course. Shallow noisy reaches,
followed by pools with a silence befitting their depth,
and a cataract here and there, are the conspicuous
phases of the river. Where a March brown or a
Wickam fancy tripped over the gravelly shallow, the
flasli of a Dolly Varden would appear, its blood-red
and orange spots glinting in the sunlight. Then the
rod would quiver, and the chase down-stream begin.
The Vedder possesses all the exciting elements of
sport—swift rapids, swirling eddies, dangerous snags.
A branch trailing in the stream would invite sanctuary
to the lively captive; how to steer him clear and keep
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one's balance was a problem painful enough at the
moment, but how delightful in retrospect I
Deep pools where we knew the bigger fish lay
were approached in a different fashion. There was
abundance of fry and minnows in the creeks. These
we captured with a dry fly, and mounted them on
a Thames flight, the only method of outwitting the
wary g&me. My companion earlier in the week broke
his cast in a fish that must have been 6 lbs. The
trout could be seen the next day, springing out of the
water, with the gut hanging from him, apparently
indifferent to this unusual appendage. Further up
the creek the forest trees, interlacing in thick impenetrable foliage, cast a cool shade over the river, a vista
of a magnificent range of mountains amongst the
glaciers, where the river rises, showing beyond. The
peaks stood clear-cut above the pine-clad woods, and
in the evening light, t&ere stole that wonderful violet
atmosphere that sheds such a mysterious halo over
God's everlasting hills.
Of larger rivers there are many, where the different
Species of trout are found. The North Thompson,
which joins the Fraser at Lytton, flows through
Kamloops Lake. Rising in the Quesnel region, and
drawing its life from the union of a small triplet of
lakes, of which Albreda is chief, it winds in a southern
course, receiving the contents of other streams at
various points. Its water is clear, and most of the
trout species make it their habitat
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The Columbia River also flows through the
Quesnel northern district, south of Canoe River,
traversing hundreds of miles. Its course lies through
Golden, Windermere, East Kootenay and Nelson, an
interminable stretch of water.
Kootenay and Okanagan Rivers offer further
angling facilities, as well as the Skeena and Eagle.
The Great Lake trout can be caught trolling, and
battle royals can be had with fifteen and twenty
pounders in the Shuswap, Kootenay and Kamloops
lakes. There the formidable steel-head trout of the
Salmonidse order is discovered, as well as the larger
specimens of the Salmo kamloops, or Dolly Varden.
These fish, like our European Salmo fario, affect
cannibal habits on reaching the years of discretion
and scorn the fly.

CHAPTER XVI
Salmon and trout supply—The falling off—Government
Fisheries Commission report—Proposed remedies—Minority
report—The United States difficulty—Mr. Babcock's comments
—Opinions of Steveston fishermen—Deadly salmon traps in
Puget Sound—The lesson ?of British Isles fisheries—Creation
of hatcheries—Future guardianship of fisheries—Mr. Wilmot's
report—Mr. Kelly Evans on revenue from fisheries—Wholesale
destruction of whitefish—Depleted lakes—Suggested remedies
—Angling as a recreation—Playing the game.

I

T is beyond question that salmon and trout
resources in British Columbia are enormous.
How far they are likely to continue is a question
which has passed out of the academic stage and has
become both practical and acute in the interests of
sport. In Canada, as in Great Britain and Ireland,
there are signs that the supply of fish is falling off.
The enormous takes of the earlier days are no longer
repeated in the Dominion. Lean years, the inevitable symptom of diminishing supply, are experienced
at rapidly recurring intervals.
A Government Fisheries Commission has been
appointed to investigate the subject, and it is evident
from its reports that Canada, like Great Britain, has
been killing the goose with the golden egg. The
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depletion in the Fraser River supply of salmon is
shown in the following official figures : The catch of
1903 was 62 per cent, less than in 1899; 1904 was
66 per cent less than 1900; 1905 22 per cent, less
than 1902 ; 1907 38 per cent, less than 1903.
To remedy this state of things, recommendations
were made with regard to netting and trapping,
which included a weekly close season at the mouth
of the Fraser River during "big" *years—these
generally occur once in four, when the run of fish
is much above the average—a thirty-six hours' close
season in "poor" years. Outside the mouth of the
river a thirty-six hours' close season was proposed
for all years.
A minority of the Commission made more drastic
recommendations, including a close season from
July 1st to September 15th, and the application of
the thirty-six hours' close season to the whole of the
rprer, and not limiting it to the mouth. Restrictions
in regard to the length and depth of nets were
advocated, and the absolute closing of the river from
August 25th to September 25th.
The United States fishermen and canners, who
have rights in Puget Sound, had to be consulted
in regard to the proposed changes. An Act of
Parliament, acceptable to both parties, gave promise
of a fair settlement. But it only proved to be an
Act on paper. The fishermen on Puget Sound1
ignored it, deeming it more profitable to pay the
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fine imposed by the Act than desist from the
netting.
In his 1903 report, Mr. Babcock comments on
the situation as follows: " I believe that the decrease
in the run and the absence of fish upon the spawning
grounds this year is attributable to excess of fishing.
An investigation of the conditions existing on the
fishing grounds for the past five years amply
demonstrates that to be the cause, and the empty
spawning beds of the Fraser this year, and last,
prove it."
I visited Steveston, where the great salmon
canning factories are established on the banks of
the Fraser. They are manned almost exclusively
by Chinese and Japanese. The netting is allocated
to the Japs, who are the best boatmen. There the
opinion strongly prevailed that the falling off in
the fishing was due to excessive netting. On the
United States side a system of deadly traps prevails,
which the first year caught literally millions of
salmon, Now only one year in four is good. Owing
to the scarcity of labour, the waste was something
enormous. The canners just retained the quantity
of fish they could handle in a day, and threw the
rest of the haul in a dead or dying state into the
river, or left them to rot on the banks.
One of the advantages of the use of traps over
drag-nets is that fish are kept alive. On, the other
hand, the facilities they afford for capture are far
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greater and more seriously affect the question of
supply. The unwillingness of the States to join
hands with the Canadians has led to further serious
consequences. Chafing at the greater privileges of
their neighbours, the Canadian canners petitioned
the Dominion Government to grant the use of
salmon traps on Juan de Fuca Strait, so as to place
them on an equality with the fishermen of Puget
Sound. The Provincial Government backed the
appeal, and it was granted.
Mr. Babcock justifies the concession in his 1903
report on the ground of fairness to Canada. He
frankly admits that the question is not whether
trap-fishing is or is not a destructive method, but
whether the United States should have a monopoly
of it. He shows that during the previous season
the United States issued 305 trap, 84 purse-net,
and 92 drag-net licences for salmon, whilst the
Dominion fishermen were limited to gill-nets. He
contends that the fish trapped by the United States
fishermen passed through Canadian territory first,
and that they should be bagged before they reach
Puget Sound. He leaves out of account that the
Canadian traps will in all likelihood capture quantities
of fish which do not pass into their rivals' water,
and therefore the work of destruction will be
increased rather than diverted. The raison d'etre of
the recommendation is admitted in Mr. Babcock's
closing words—
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" I am not, however, at this time prepared to
advocate the use of traps in any of the waters of
the Province that are unaffected by the use of
American traps."
In 1908 an International Fisheries Commission
was created under a treaty between the Governments of Canada and the United States, but it
possessed no independent powers that could not be
set aside by Congress, as "an unwarrantable interference . . . regarding a matter in which the State
legislation is supreme."
A report of last year (1910) sums up the situation
in these words: " It is evident the only remedy for
conditions existing in Puget Sound threatening the
destruction of the salmon industry is voluntary compliance with the existing law on the part of those
engaged in the business, and a universal and earnest
determination to protect and perpetuate a great
industry."
Those who know the history of the salmon
fisheries in the British Isles will appreciate the
danger that this unhappy difference creates. Scotch
and Irish industries have been ruined through overnetting. Companies which paid liberal dividends to
their shareholders, complain that they do not pay
their working expenses now. It would be worth
while for the Governments of Canada and the United
States to send over representatives to the Old Country
to collect evidence on these points. I believe the
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lesson to be learned would hasten the settlement
of their differences. The Pacific, no more than
the Atlantic, liberal as its gifts are, can hold out
against the commercial drain imposed upon it. If
it be correct, as specialists contend, that all the species
of Pacific salmon die after spawning, the work of
destruction will progress at a more alarming rate
than in Europe where the fish survive spawning.
There are settlements which come too late. The
moral of the divided authorities on the malady of
the feline species is d propos:
" But long before they could decide
What should be done, the cat had died."

The future of trout and bass fishing is another
subject which interested me during my Canadian
trip. The fact that hatcheries are being established
throughout the Dominion is symptomatic of decline.
There is no other reason for the expedient. Assuming that by such means the stock can be kept up to
the demands made upon it, which is a big assumption, the quality is certain to be inferior both as a
comestible and a sporting entity. I have fished
preserves holding naturally and artificially bred trout,
and the moment the rod bent in a captive, I could
tell to which category it belonged. There is as much
difference between these fish as between pheasants
reared under a hen and those hatched in the wild
woods.
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The need 1M replenishing by artificial means
is unquestionable. To assume, however, that the *
destruction of the natural supply does not matter so
long as the deficiency is made up in that way is an
argument, I am disposed to think, too readily
accepted in the Dominion. What struck me was the
obtuseness of the age towards the future. "As long
as I have a good time, catch plenty of fish, and throw
away the surplus, why should I put myself out for
the sake of the man who comes after me ?" That
appears to me to be the trend of things, and such a
liberal interpretation of free agency should be firmly
dealt with by the Government. If the guardians of
the future are unable to inculcate the altruistic doctrine
that I am my brother's keeper, they should at least
insist that I shall not be my brother's robber. The
apology for this little homily will be found in the
official reports on the fishing, and the causes that
have led to wanton destruction in the fish supply.
The efforts to make the waste good reflect a great
deal of credit on the authorities, but its inadequacy is
equally apparent. In the province of Ontario alone,
from 1901 to 1909, there were S9>842fishreared and
deposited intilerivers and lakes. These were nearly al 1
bass—brook trout only amounted to 55, and speckled
trout fry 2000. Taking the eight years, the average
stocking amounted to 7480 per annum. An examination of the reports shows that this is far below the
drain put on the rivers and lakes. J. H. Willmot, of
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Beaumaris, states that "throughout our northern
districts there are many American fishing clubs, some
of these holding land, and having very fine club
houses erected thereon. As a rule the members
spend most of their time fishing, and needless to say
many thousands of our fish are annually caught by
these men, who after taking out their licences are
only acting inside their rights." As an example he
says, " We will suppose that a club has a membership
of thirty men, (which is a low estimate, as some have
over a hundred). We will say that twenty out of
those thirty go out and catch their legal number;
these amount to one hundred and sixty a day, or
4160 in a month of twenty-six working days. Looking at this matter in the above light, it is apparent
that many thousands of fish are annually taken by
club men."
This report only deals with a district in Northern
Ontario and for one month of the season. The
subject is further discussed by Mr. Kelly Evans,
Commissioner of the Ontario Government Game
Fisheries. He alludes to the non-resident anglers'
tax imposed three years ago. Four thousand pounds
was received in 1909 from 10,000 visitors, who
came to Canada for angling purposes during that
year. It would be difficult to see how any stocking
could keep pace with such exhaustion, particularly
when Canadians themselves are added to the list.
Mr. Evans's allusion to the waste that takes place
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in netting practices is most important and throws a '
searching light on the question.
"Just as those who first exploited the forest
wealth of this country took the most valuable species
of wood, the pine, so those exploiting thefisheriesof
Ontario took the most valuable of our fish, the whitefish. Let us consider the position with regard to
this: the total catch of white-fish in 1873 was nearly
five million pounds, and to-day it is less than two
and a half million pounds. The decrease appears to
be in round figures about 2,350,000 lbs., but remember
that the engines of capture have been greatly
improved since that time, and many more men are
engaged in the work. In valuing this food diminution at its present price, it would show that in the
value of whitefish alone, a decrease has taken place
to the extent of quite £50,000 a year, which
capitalized at 5 per cent, would show that the capital
value of the whitefish alone had decreased between
1873 and 1907 by £1,000,000. There has been really
no necessity for this alarming decrease having
taken place. In 1892 a Government Commission,
after taking testimony throughout the provinces,
reported to the Dominion Government some alarming facts. Old fishermen who gave their evidence in
1882 spoke of the good old times when they took as
many as 90,000 whitefish at a haul, with a net at
Wellington Beach, and said that instead of endeavouring to use sewage for fertilizers . . . they acted upon
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the principle of using this valuable human food as
manure upon the farm. The quantity of whitefish
and other fish then in Lake Ontario we have no
record of, but that it was immense there can be no
gainsaying."
The " immense " quantity of fish in Lake Ontario
is now almost exhausted. I did not fish it, as I was
informed that it was practically worthless. Going
further afield to Huntsville, there is evidence that
decline has taken place there in both bass and trout.
The lakes near Huntsville are played out, and to
obtain good sport one must go to less frequented
water beyond Dorset. To find a remedy for the
depletion is a necessity. It is quite evident that the
Government are aware of the facts. Mr. Evans, their
commissioner, has not failed to report to them that
Canada " is face to face with absolute depletion."
How could it be otherwise, when we are informed
that the Great Lakes are swept by the aid of steam
trawlers with nets five miles long ?
From the angling point of view, the remedy must
be sought in greater conservancy, a longer close
season and the restriction of angling to more scientific methods. It must sooner or later come to that.
Where trout can be taken with the fly, no other lure
should be permitted. There are plenty of lakes
where trolling and and bait fishing may be pursued.
All hand lines should be tabooed by legitimate
anglers. It is not only a pot-boiling method, but it
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is destructive of sport, as far more fish are hooked
than landed. At Vancouver, out of half a dozen
boats, I was the only angler that used a rod. I saw
plenty of fish hooked, but few gaffed. When the
object is food, it is another matter, but there was no
trace of indigence amongst those whom I saw using
hand lines freely.
The number of fish per diem to a rod, and the
size to be basketed, are further matters well within
the province of legislation.
I did not visit new Brunswick, where the salmon
angling is said to be excellent. Nearly all of it is in
private hands and strictly reserved. It can scarcely,
therefore, be so interesting to the general public.
I have been deeply impressed with the magnificent
possibilities of the open water in many parts of
Canada. For all-round sport, I do not think it can
be excelled anywhere. By strict rules of conservation, liberal re-stocking, and insistence upon playing
the game, a sporting field is open for all time to the
sons and daughters of the Dominion. The strain of
commercial enterprise, now at high speed, and likely,
from what one sees, to continue, makes recreation of
one kind or another an absolute necessity. The opportunity of enjoying it ranks amongst a people's most
valuable national assets. It is incumbent upon those
entrusted with the people's rights to nurse and safeguard it To plunder the gold or silver mines would
be ranked as a penal offence, to plunder the lakes
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and rivers is, I venture to think, a greater crime.
The mines are only a department in the wide range
of industries, and will be played out sooner or later,
but the great waterways occupy a unique position, and
their resources, once destroyed, can never be replaced.
The depleted rivers of the adjoining States, I think,
clearly teach that lesson. Knowledge of the art of
angling is not beyond the capacity of any youth or
maiden of average intelligence. Let them acquire it
Rules that make it compulsory in the case of the
young aspirant will bring higher rewards in the end, in
the mastery of a fresh accomplishment. By the practice of the art the over-wrought mind will gain zest,
and life's task will be faced with new hope and inspiration. This section of the playground of the northwestern continent, to fulfil its purpose, naturally must
be placed on the same footing with lacrosse, baseball,
cricket and golf, with rules of honour equally binding,
the observance of which must be safeguarded by all
right-minded inhabitants and visitors.

CHAPTER XVII
Wild fowl—Duck and their habitat—French River—
Temagami — Outskirts of Algonquin Park — Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta provinces—Wood duck, pintail,
canvas-back, etc.—Game —The Canadian rough grouse—
The sooty, Oregon and grey-ruffed species—Ptarmigan classification—Praise chicken—Black-game and capercailziePheasants, partridges, quail—Game characteristics—High
mountain and wood species—The sporting quail.
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ILD fowl are abundant in the Dominion.
Duck include all the known species. The
swamps and lakes adjoining the great railway
arteries bear witness to the abundant supply. The
shooting season was just opening on my return, and
at several of the stations passengers could be seen
with dogs and guns laden with the spoil. In Ontario
the lakes throughout the province hold a large
number of summer duck, and when the hard weather
sets in in the north, the migratory birds travel
further south, and Erie, Huron, and the rivers and
streams in every direction slightly removed from
human haunts, are abundantly stocked. The wild
rice marshes on Lake Erie islands are a favourite
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resort of the wood duck, red-head, teal, pintail and
mallard.
On the French River we found the wood duck,
and all through Temagami district.
Algonquin Park being a reserve, it serves the
purpose of replenishing the stock on the outskirts,
where shooting is permissible.
Through the province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, the lakes and marshes teem with flocks
of wild duck. Travelling on the Canadian Northern
Railway, between Edmonton and Winnipeg, I saw
some of them drop to the sportman's gun.
Where the prairies begin to pass into the foothills and detached lakes, and sinuous rivers intersect
the plain, wildfowl were almost the only living
creatures to be seen. They were dotted over the
water, and from thence to Vancouver they are to
be found almost everywhere on the lakes and
rivers between the hills.
Of the duck throughout the Dominion, the following species may be enumerated.
The wood duck, Aix spona, which derives its
name from its habit of building its nest in the
hollow of trees. I came across it on Lake Erie,
and the Vedder River at Chiliwack.
The pintail, Dafila acuta, is one of the most
interesting and graceful of wild fowl from the natural
history point of view. It has a long slender tail,
ending in a sharp point, and a thin neck, full of
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restless activity. It is one of the fowls that are as 1
graceful out of the water as in it The reeds and
brushwood around the lakes and ponds are its
favourite cover.
The canvas-back, Ay thy a vallisneria, one of the
most delicate fowl for the table, frequents the coast.
It is plentiful on the Okanagan Lake and throughout the Cariboo district, where it nests, and also in
most of the inland provinces.
The red-head potshard, Aythya americana, is not
found in great abundance, except on the coast.
It also nests on the Cariboo Lakes.
The mallard, Anas boschas, is a distinct species,
and must not be mistaken for the male bird only, as
the European term implies. It is the most common
of all species and the progenitor of the domesticated
duck. It is widely distributed and the most difficult
to shoot owing to its wariness.
There are also all the varieties of widgeon,
Mereca, and teal, Nettion. The latter run into
three colours, green, blue, and cinnamon.
Snipe are generally found in or near the habitat
of wild duck, and in many cases big bags are made
of these wild fliers and delicate table dainties.
Passing from wild fowl to more distinguished
game, Canada has several varieties of grouse,
ptarmigan, capercailzies, black-game, pheasants,
partridges and quails. The dry belts of the country
form their haunts. There are several species of
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grouse.
The Richardson, Dendragapus obscurus
richardsonii, is a mountain bird, found on the east
of the Cascade Mountains and through the Rockies.
The stock is abundant.
The Canadian rough grouse, Bonasa umbellus
togata. It is akin in habits to the Richardson,
and occupies similar regions, but found as low down
as Chiliwack, and along the woods of the Harrison
River, where I found it during my fishing expedition.
The sooty grouse, Dendragapus obscurus fuliginosus,
makes its home among the islands along the coast.
It is found on Vancouver and the Queen Charlotte
Islands, all along the shore and the region generally
west of the Cascade Mountains.
The Oregon rough grouse, Bonasa umbellus subini,
is similar in habits to the sooty grouse, and frequents
the same localities. The grey-ruffed grouse, Bo-nasa
umbellus umbelloides, also inhabits the Rocky Mountain districts, Beaver Pass and Okanagan, on the
mountain ledges.
Ptarmigan are classified amongst grouse, and are
only made a distinct species on account of their
white plumage. There are three classes. The
willow ptarmigan, Lagopus lagopus, the rock
ptarmigan, Lagopus rupestris, and the white-tailed
ptarmigan, Lagopus leucurus. The latter is differentiated by retaining its white tail at all seasons.
All these species have a summer dress of varying
tints, ochre and tawny, finely undulated, the wings
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and underpart retaining their whiteness. Ptarmigan
are confined to mountain districts. The singular
change in plumage takes place during the winter,
and as they frequent the highest latitudes, nature
bestows upon them her protecting care and clothes
them with a coat as white as the snow itself, by
which they escape the keen eye of the eagle and the
kestrel, as they feed among the Alpine plants and
herbs.
Prairie chicken, Pedioecetes phasianellus coluvibianus, is the popular title for the Columbian sharptailed grouse. It has changed its habitat of recent
years from the southern portion of the province east
of the Cascade Mountains, but is common in the
Vernon locality. There is also a sage grouse,
Centrocercus urophasianus ; it is found at the Osoyoos
Lake.
The black-game and capercailzie are importations
from Denmark, and were placed in various parts of
British Columbia. The latest report says that they
are thriving in their new surroundings, and it is
anticipated that they will make an important addition
to the game birds.
Pheasants have not multiplied sufficiently to
become a general sporting entity. They are to a
large extent private property in British Columbia
and throughout the Dominion generally; European
partridges have also been introduced, and are doing
well in some places. I saw several coveys near
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Steveston. They were strong on the wing, as if fully
{acclimatized. Vancouver Island has also been
stocked with these birds, and they thrive round
Victoria. Two other species have been imported;
the mountain partridge, Oreortyx pictus, and the
Californian partridge, Lophortyx californicus, both
of which have been introduced from California.
Californian quail have also been imported from their
native states, and have multiplied rapidly. The Bob
White species is still in the experimental stage. They
have not thriven as well as might have been expected on the mainland.
The game birds of the Dominion have not been
sufficiently shot over to afford anything like the
sport enjoyed in the Old Country. In brushwood
they are not disposed to flush, even with dogs, and
on the wing their flight is often no farther than the
nearest tree, on which they perch. This may suit a
certain class of sportsmen, but it is scarcely satisfactory to those who do not shoot for the mere
purpose of killing something. When the winter
frosts strip the woodland of its foliage, and the
willow grouse have been disturbed, they are more
disposed to use their wings, and with a breeze
of wind behind them the sport afforded is very
different.
The species that frequent the high mountain ranges
and sweep down the hill when flushed, have earned
a better reputation amongst the true Nimrods. The
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and quickness of the first order.
Many years ago I shot pheasants just over the
border in New York State in a fairly open wood
where they throve in a wild condition. They flushed
well and flew rapidly. One cannot say so much for
those artificially reared, which are not sufficiently
removed from the farmyard environment to be
interesting.
The most gamey of all the birds in the Dominion
are the quail. They lie like stones and with a good
dog get up one by one, going away with great
velocity. They require a steady hand, a clear eye,
and a few thousand rounds of shooting experience
to stop them. With a hard frost that has beaten
down the cover, a dry air, and sunshine with most of
the heat wrung out of it, a day's tramp after these
swift birds in delightful and exhilarating.
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HE big game in the Dominion are widely
distributed and found in great variety.
Reliable guides are to be procured in all the
provinces who provide the necessary equipment
for an expedition to the haunts of moose and deer,
black bear and grizzly. The ambition of many
travellers is not unnaturally to add the antlers of
moose and wapiti to their sporting collection, and to
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exhibit with pardonable pride the hide of a grizzly
bear that has fallen victim to their prowess. Others,
inspired with a different motive, find in the great
mammalia of mountain and forest a fascinating subject
of natural history, and penetrate the deep recesses of
the woods or scale the rocky ranges where height
calls unto height, for the mere delight of coming into
touch with the wonderful varieties of animal life.
Personally I prefer to study the living history of these
magnificent creatures, and find it a more interesting spectacle to watch the graceful curve of a
black-tailed buck, and mark the toss of his branching
antlers, than to measure its carcase or count its points
in death. Wherever I had the opportunity I got
away from the familiar trail, climbed the rugged
rocks over which the golden eagle soared and the
sure-footed mountain goat leaped from crag to crag.
Whatever be the ambition that prompts one to pursue the big game, it is necessary to penetrate the wilds
of the great continent to come in contact with them.
With the ever-widening boundaries of advancing
civilization, they have retreated to the remote fastnesses of the mountains and into the impenetrable
wilds. There are abundant facilities by the great
railway systems to pursue them north and west, and
with camp and canoe they may be followed to their
far-distant haunts. In the wilds of Temagami, the
unexplored region of rivers and lakes along the
Hudson Bay Coast or the vast territories of Cassiar,
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Cariboo, Okanagan and Vancouver, they are to be
found.
In the autumn the wapiti or elk, Cervus Canadensis,
in the first flush of realized adult age, rings out its
bugle challenge on the border of the forest. The
Cree Indian called it the wa-was-ka-sioo. The
muskoos was the name by which it was known to
the Salteaux tribes. The coat of the bull probably
determined its name. Wapiti means white deer, and
its bleached colour suggests the title. In December
it sheds its antlers, which break off close to the skull.
On the young bull they grow with great rapidity.
The grey tints of the body grow darker along the
spine, and a brown tinge spreads from the head down
the neck and legs. The breast and underpart are
red, and black stripes set off the hams. A splash
of white extends down each side of the tail, and the
animal is white between the legs. The bull has the
marks and pose of strength and grace in the fineshaped head and the well-set body. The growing
antlers on which his masterful prowess depends,
frequently to his own undoing, are rubbed against
the trees, as if they were a source of great irritation
during their unset condition. The bushes near its
haunt are often stained with blood. The fuller
growth goes on from year to year, the points of the
antlers marking definite stages until the fourth and
fifth year is reached, when they cease to grow with
regularity.
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Below the spot where the bull has repeated his
challenge, the cows are moving among grassy plateaux
in apparent indifference to the impending issue of
which they are the innocent cause.
In the summer the cows calve, making their offspring objects of most solicitous care. They hide
them in the thick grass, where their dappled coats
might be easily mistaken for the light and shade that
play amongst the herbage. Danger near, they lie
still as death, the mother never far off and at the
first cry for help ready to defend them with her life.
Sometimes nothing but the echo answers the
challenger, at others his rival responds and emerges
from some part of the hillside hard by to give battle
and silence for ever the upstart. If it happens to be
an older and bigger bull, the task is not difficult, and
at the first onset the challenger, deeming discretion
the better part of valour, retreats. If he has time he
attempts to drive the cows before him, rudely butting
them with his horns. When it comes to Greek
meeting Greek, the conflict is often quickly decided,
and the vanquisher takes charge of the herd. It is
not an uncommon occurrence for the antlers of the
combatants to become so firmly locked together that
both animals perish, after repeated efforts to extricate
their horns.
Wapiti are by no means as plentiful in Canada
as they used to be. Very few are met with east
of Manitoba, although they were plentiful there
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fyears ago. Vancouver and adjacent islands are now
'their habitat. Disease has decimated their ranks,
and left the survivors so weak that a severe winter,
on the heels of an epidemic, wrought wholesale
idestruction. The Indians also killed them in great
numbers. A prolonged close season has had beneficial effects, and the latest Government report
prophesies a good supply of the game throughout
Vancouver at an early date. Wapiti's food consists
chiefly of roots and mosses until the severe weather
buries the supply. Then they take to the bark of
alder, willow, and maple trees. In moving from
place to place, they * march in well-disciplined order >
usually under the generalship of an old bull which
heads them. The cows and calves are surrounded
by the young bulls, which are ready to beat off any
intruder.
The wapiti is the largest of the deer family, but
there are other species by no means lacking in
interest, and which hold a conspicuous place in
natural history. The mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus,
ranks next in size. They are called the black-tail
by the Cree Indian, the description of which is
expressed in the vernacular as kas-ki-che-way-oos.
The jumper was another title applied to them by the
same tribe—the kwas-kwe-pai-hoos, and also the
a-pi-si-mo-soos, or "the little moose." The mule
deer is plentiful west of the Rocky Mountains. At
one time it was not found far north, but of late years
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it has penetrated higher latitudes in numbers. It
frequents the districts of East Kootenay, Lillooet,
and Chilcotin. It has a summer coat of a pale
yellow tint, which grows darker as autumn advances,
and ultimately becomes grey. There is a dark horseshoe marking on the forehead, and the throat is
streaked by a black band. The lower portion of the
legs are cinnamon. Underneath, as well as on the
flanks, the prevalent colour is black, shading into a
lighter tint towards the middle, and posteriorly a dull
white. The inside marking of the thigh is white.
Widening out as it passes over the tail it forms a
conspicuous mark on the animal. The ears are
disproportionately large for the head, the limbs are
excessively strong, and in motion lack the grace of
other species of deer. The speed of the animal is
determined by the swift bounds it gives—all the four
feet leaving the ground and alighting together. Hence,
the alternate name of jumping deer given to it by
Cree Indians. Its peculiar movement is adapted to
the rocky environment where it is fpund. It also
frequents the plains close to well-timbered streams
where it browses on the foliage and bark' It was
first called the black-tailed deer, owing to its black
tip, until the true species of Columbian black-tailed
deer was discovered, after which it was called the
mule. The species moves about in bands during the
winter months, unlike the wapiti choosing an old doe
as their leader. The common argument against
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female suffrage does not seem to weigh with them.
There is no evidence that the bucks object to this
masterfulness on the part of the weaker vessel, except
that in or about the month of January, the old males
leave the drove in twos and threes and shift for themselves. Natural historians are particular to notice
that this act of ungallantry is committed by the
older bucks, from whom the conservative element is
generally supposed to derive its chief recruits. It is
in January that the mule deer sheds its antlers.
The destruction amongst the species has thinned its
ranks. At one time the droves spread over a vast
area, but the wanton slaughter that took place thirty
years ago has largely reduced the number. At that
time, skins were sold for one shilling each, and the
carcases were left to rot by hundreds. Such reprehensible acts, incidental to all new countries, where
greed is generally disposed to run amuck, are happily
ancient history, and not likely to be repeated in the
Dominion. The number of head of deer allowed to
each gun is strictly limited, and neither antlers nor
hides can be taken out of the country without a
Government badge, which is issued to all licensed
sportsmen.
The Virginian deer, Odocoileus virginianus, is
one of the most common species in Canada. The
Cree Indians of the west called it the wap-ai-oos,
and those of Northern Manitoba the wep-ai-oos. It
is found in most parts of the Dominion which are
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removed from civilized life. In British Columbia it
inhabits the southern portion of the province and
the district east of the Cascade Mountains. This
deer depends principally on its power of scent for
protection. Like most creatures highly developed
in one organ, it is weak in another. The sight of
the mule deer is not keen. A man standing still
will not frighten it if the wind is not blowing from
his direction, and after a while it will begin to
browse or move quietly away. Its hearing is very
sharp, and any noise, however slight, will put it
suddenly to flight. The moment danger is discovered it gives the alarm by stamping its feet, the
noise and vibration of which can be heard and felt a
good way off. The fawn, when too young for flight,
makes a feint of death by lying perfectly still. It
will even allow itself to be handled without resistance
or concern. In one particular only is the illusion said
to be defective—it does not close its eyes. Has
Nature failed after all in teaching the full lesson of
simulation ? I do not think so; it must be borne in
mind, in fairness to the great teacher, that in death
the eyes do not close. From the point of mimicry,
therefore, the posture is a true one. Nature knows
her own business best. Actually attacked, the fawn
have a peculiar bleat, which the mother hears and
responds to instantly.
The moose, Alee gigas, derives its name from the
Cree Indian mooswa, and the Salteaux mooz. This
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magnificent species is almost ubiquitous. In the
waste and uninhabited parts of most of the provinces
it is to be found. I came across it in the French
River district. During the hot weather they wallow
in the lakes, and a short portage from the river
brings one upon them. They make their home in
the northern interior, and in the Far West, and their
nomadic habits take them to territories where they
have not been seen before and drive them from others
where they were once plentiful.
In summer, keeping near the high mountain
ranges, moose go in search of plants and shrubs for
food, and will even risk their necks like an enthusiastic botanist in search of a succulent species. They
are the largest of the deer order, and are given the
alternate name of the flat-horned elk. The moose
stands six feet high, measuring from the forefeet to
the shoulders, and is nine feet long. The head is
narrow, surmounted with big coarse ears ten inches
long, which are relieved by the low-spreading antlers.
His short neck gives him an apoplectic appearance.
The forelegs are longer than the hind, which perches
him up in front Long hair hangs round the neck,
and the colours vary at different seasons, between
black, brown, and yellow, winter investing him with
the lighter coat. The eyes look smaller than they
are in reality by being deep-set in the head.
The antlers, of which the bull has the monopoly,
are the chief feature. They begin to show at two
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years old in the form of two snags, a few inches long.
These are cast the following spring, and the prongs
grow year by year, passing into fuller development
In the seventh or eighth year they are complete. The
antlers are too squat to look graceful, and give the
animal a grotesque rather than a dignified appearance, but they subserve their object, as the principal
weapon of the powerful beast. A singular appendage
which hangs like a purse between the juncture of the
neck and head is called the bell. It seems to have
no economic purpose, and can only be a rudimentary
relic of an earlier stage in development.
On the approach of the rutting season the bulls,
which are said to be monogamous, fall an easy prey
to the call of a crude horn made of birch-bark.
Some hunters profess great skill in the use of this
instrument, which is supposed to mimic the bellowing of the cow. It rather discounts the value of the
accomplishment to learn that the trick of blowing
into the folded hands, known to every schoolboy, is
equally effective. It does not speak well for the
bull's keenness of discernment that it mistakes the
braying of a mule for a moose call, an error of which
it is said to be guilty. The monarch's bravery in
the mating season is of the finest mettle. He will
fight to the death any assailant of his domestic
felicity. Two peculiar horn protuberances on the
forefeet aid him in combat, and so formidable is the
weapon, that the stroke of a bear's paw is scarcely
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more destructive. Even the wolf attacking the moose
stands a poor chance against such defensive armour.
After the mating season the bulls go off by them^
selves, and leave the cows in sole charge of their offspring. The latter seem to be in excellent hands, as
no wild animal will long brave the mother's anger.
The only enemy that they hesitate to attack is man.
Their protective instincts stand the young in good
stead at such a juncture. Like the deer, they lie
perfectly still, and their colour is difficult to detect
amongst the rocks and flora of the forest.
Canadian hunters and guides vouch for the truth
of the habit of moose " yarding." It seems to be a
kind of social function in which a herd tramps round
and round a circle in such regularity as to be a
crude dance. The Indians call it a " voodoo." The
singular habit seems to have no meaning apart from
the gregarious instinct taking an unusual form.
There are lonely bulls and solitary cows, which
isolate themselves in a hermit fashion. Usually the
bulls are old and the cows barren. Hermaphrodite
cases have also been discovered.
In British Columbia, moose are found in greatest
abundance. The environment of mountain and
forest, so suited to their habits, is common there.
A canoe trip on the Fraser River touches Bear Lake
district, near Fort George, where they are numerous.
Proceeding from Petersborough, on the coast, via
the Stikine River through Telegraph Creek, is another
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resort. Higher up still they frequent Cassiar terri- \
tory. The finest specimens are found in the northern
regions.
The caribou, mus-keek-as-tik of the Western Cree
and a-akh of the Salteaux, has two varieties: the
mountain caribou, Rangifer montanus, and the
Osborn, Rangifer osborni. Naturalists are not agreed
as to whether these are distinct species or only
varieties. Climate and habits work such changes
that the same species develop different characteristics,
very confusing to an exact classification. The caribou
is the reindeer of America, and has man; points in
common with the Lapland congener. It stands
from 3 J feet to 4^ feet in height, and is 6 feet long,
with a short tail, 4 or 5 inches. It is much heavier than
the common deer, and lacks its graceful movements.
The body is short and thick, and the neck in proportion. Its hoofs are spread to a degree that gives
it firm foothold in the snow regions which it frequents.
The breadth of its feet also aids it in swimming. The
hairs, which are tubular and filled with air, add to the
buoyancy of its heavy body in the water. In flight it
travels at enormous speed, and is capable of outpacing
the fastest pursuer. Once away, hunters rarely
follow it. The body is a greyish dun, growing
lighter towards the throat The neck is white, the
shoulders spotted. The legs are brown, and a white
band encircles the hoofs.
When in movement, a pungent substance is
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exuded from the glands between the toes, by
which the species track each other. Signalling
communication is also established in time of danger
by the quick movements of the short white tail.
Both male and female have horns, the buck's being
particularly fine.
The caribou thrives amongst the hills, where pine
woods afford food and shelter. They are fond of
wandering amongst the swamps contiguous to such
places, when the heights are snowbound and food
is scarce.
Thos3(that confine themselves to the higher planes
do not compare in size and appearance with those
that frequent richer feeding ground. It is this fact
that accounts for the different varieties.
Fleet of foot as the caribou is, it sometimes
shows great cowardice. When one or two in the
herd are shot, the others seem paralysed, and do not
attempt to take to flight. In crossing lakes, they
swim so rapidly that a canoe can hardly keep pace
with them. They frequent parts of the Ottawa
district, Lake Nipissing, and the northern shores of
Lake Superior. The chief home is in British
Columbia. The Selkirk Mountains, Chilcotin, and
the banks of the Columbia and Stikine rivers are
favourite haunts.
The black bear, Ursus americanus, is called the
musk-wa by the Cree Indians, and ma-kwa by the
Salteaux. It is one of the chief specimens of
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Canadian big game. Its propensity for wandering
makes it difficult to locate. It is so cosmopolitan in
this particular, that its discovery anywhere and
everywhere is no matter for surprise. Bears are
found in the very heart of the Rocky Mountains, far 1
removed from all human haunts, and in the orchards
close to outlying towns, in the lonely canon of a
Fraser tributary clawing out salmon, and in the
shack munching the trapper's dinner. The only
time when the black bear seems to rest is when
hibernating. Once on the move he wanders far and
wide. The male is larger than the female, about
3 feet high, and weighing 6oo lb. to 700 lb. They
mate in July and August, and about February go
abroad with their cubs, generally two in number.
The latter play like kittens, and reach adolescence in
three years. Their whole life covers a period of
about twenty years. The food of bears is varied.
Hard up, they will eat anything, and run the risk of
their lives to obtain it. Their staple food consists
of the bark of trees, which is the first form of diet that
they patronize after their long winter's sleep. They
lie down very fat, curl up, and putting their toes in
their mouths, subsist on the store of fat with which
their ribs are lined.
On awaking they are thin and hungry, and some
of the bark they take is supposed to possess
medicinal properties adapted to their needs. In the
forest the freshly stripped tree trunks bear witness to
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recent visits, though the bears themselves are nowhere in sight. It seems out of keeping with their
appetites that insects should form a part of their diet,
but the habit of breaking up old logs infested with
insect life leaves no doubt on that point. Honey is
another favourite dish, and as their thick hides give
immunity from the stings of outraged bees, they
plunge their heads in a nest without hesitation.
Chestnuts and acorns are favourite comestibles.
In quest of these they climb trees, and break down
the fruit-laden branches. Hunters often surprise
them in such situations, but the animal's hearing is so
keen that the crunching of a leaf is sufficient to alarm
them. Then they drop from the tree with a heavy
thud and disappear in the forest.
Impelled by hunger they will attack calves, sheep,
pigs or any other quadruped that crosses their path.
The coolness with which they enter huts in the night
in search^of food is remarkable.
Lumber men and trappers have constant experience of this. My Algonquin Park guide came
fresh from an encounter in which one of them had
been taken red-clawed in theft. The bear got into
a hut, where a military captain was sleeping. The
animal reared itself on its hind legs against the
stove, and scooped out the beans from a saucepan
with its paw. The captain, brave enough in warfare,
had no liking for crossing swords with that kind of
antagonist He recruited his forces by inviting Mark
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to share the hut with him. The next night, during
the bewitching hours, the ranger received a dig in the
ribs: " Mark, Mark, [that divil has come in agin'.
Wake up, man."
Mark, tired and sleepy, rerponded with only a
grunt.
"Wake up, man. I tell ye it's the bear, an'
there's no pays for him to-night, it's one of us he'll
be havin', bedad."
The captain in his excitement betrayed his
nationality, but the ranger was obdurate.
I Arrah, Mark avic, do ye hear me now ? Shure I
it's killed and murthered we'll be in our sleep, if y e l
don't stir yerself. Mark, ye divil, wake up! Bejabers,
there he is in the dure."
And, sure enough, the black form of the bear -;
loomed in the first shimmer of the breaking day.
Mark levelled his revolver and fired, and t h e ]
intruder decamped with a growl, the small bullet of
the revolver having little effect on his tough hide.
Black bears are for the most part harmless, and j
rarely attack human beings. In defence of their i
cubs they are fearless and formidable. The general I
tendency is to get out of a man's way as quickly as 1
possible.
They travel rapidly, and it is difficult to track |
them except with dogs. They return to places )
where they have obtained food, so that it is not i
very hard to trap them. The sense of hearing and
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sight is so keen that they are rarely surprised in the
thick forest.
The grizzly bear, Ursus horribilis, is in the Cree
vernacular mist-a-ya. It is a much more formidable
animal than the black bear. It measures 8 feet to
9 feet, and weighs from 700 lb. to 900 lb.
It is
found in many parts of the Dominion, but in greatest
abundance in British Columbia. With the exception
of Vancouver Island, it is widely distributed over
the interior. For size and strength and general
interest it is princeps facile amongst Canadian big
game. It hibernates like the black species, and
emerges from its winter sleep very hungry.
Its
marks are discovered on the trees where it has been
scratching like a cat, as if sharpening its claws for use
after the long period of somnolent inactivity.
For strength the grizzly is said to be unmatched
by any beast of prairie or forest. A single blow with
its fore-paw will break the neck of a steer or buffalo
like a sledgehammer. A rip with its claws on a pine
or maple tree will gouge out a wedge, like the stroke
of an axe.
With the invasion of civilization the animal has
been driven to the mountain fastnesses and the
less frequented parts of the Rockies. From East
Kootenay to Caribou district he may be tracked, his
broader and squarer heel-marks distinguishing him
from the smaller species. He lurks in some remote
creek, or sheltered ledge of ravine, where he seeks to
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live in undisturbed repose. He chooses a place if
possible close to acorn and chestnut trees, and with™
spring of an unwary elk that wanders down to fee<f
on the roots that protrude through the fissures. Thii
only enemy he fears is man, whose powerful rifle he
seems instinctively to know and shun. From him,
he plunges into the ravine, seeks the cover of the
brushwood, or scurries over the steeps dodging
behind rocks and sheltering ledges, which shield
his broad side from the deadly bullet In a cul
de sac he takes the aggressive, and unless his
assailant is well armed, of quick eye, and steady
nerve, he stands a poor chance against so formidable
an antagonist.
When shot at or slightly wounded the bear has*
a trick of rolling down the steep, heels over head,
like a ball. The pace is so quick, that it is disconcerting to marksmanship. At the most convenient!
moment he surprises the sportsman by taking to hisl
feet again and speedily escaping. A wounded]
grizzly is extremely dangerous. With a broken limb|
or otherwise disabled, he will make an unexpected!
lunge, and inflict terrible if not fatal injuries.
Trapping is another method of outwitting Ursusi
horribilis. Powerful spring traps chained to a log
encompass his destruction. The weight is sufficiently
heavy to handicap his movements, and the trail itleaves enables the hunter to trace him. If he has
sufficient time, he is capable of gnawing the wood
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ito splinters, even when the log is 12 feet long, and a
Dot in diameter. The carcase of a deer or other
,nimal is the usual bait used for this purpose. The
>easts are cunning, and, their suspicions once aroused,
t is difficult to entrap them.
Although they usually move off in the presence
)f man, at times they deliberately attack him. I
:ame across some well-authenticated cases.
At
Alyeen Lake an old trapper named Dennison was
3 attacked by a grizzly. He called to his nephew, a
small boy, to run to the shack for help, but when it
came the trapper was found quite dead and frightfully
mutilated. During a hard winter, a boy was attacked
and killed, and devoured beyond recognition.
The
lad's boots were the only part by which it was
possible to identify him.
Such occasions are happily rare and belong to the
early age of colonization, when there were few people
about and animals were bolder and more disposed
to take the aggressive.
From Lillooet to Caribou, in the northern part of
the province of British Columbia, grizzlies may be
discovered. A trip along the Skeena or Stikine
River and breaking inland on its higher reaches is a
certain means of an introduction, more or less exciting,
to his bearship. Spring is the best season, when the
snow is disappearing from the mountain, and a
sprinkling remains on the timbered slopes. His
tracks begin to appear about that time, and with a
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good guide that knows his business there is not
much doubt of an encounter with him in persona \
propria.
The buffalo, Bos americanus% is called by the Cree
the moos-toos. It is, unhappily, an animal that in itsi
wild state only survives in history. It has ceased to j
form an entity in the big game of the Far West. The
magnificent creature may be seen chafing in his pen
in Vancouver, or aimlessly wandering in the larger
confines of Yellowstone Park. These examples of
the American bison are little more than spiritless
survivals of the noble beast whose strength and mad
rushes across the prairie on thundering hoofs thrilled
us in the pages of romance.
Indeed it is only in such records that anything like
a true picture of the buffalo remains. It seems
almost incredible that within living memory great
herds were scattered far and wide over the Western
plains. The causes that led to the practical extermination of the buffalo are incidental to exploration and
colonization. The early settlers largely subsisted on
buffalo meat, of which the herds amongst the foothills offered an abundant supply. It entailed little
labour and less cost. Traders bound for more
northern regions found the fat of the animal, and
its preserved flesh, the best food on which to subsist
amidst frost and snow. Miners and adventurers who
joined in the rush to the spoil of real or imaginary El
Dorados shot them unsparingly, and little was left of
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great herds but their bleached bones scattered far
and wide over the plains.
In looking at the caged specimen in Vancouver
Park, one could readily believe the excitement the
buffalo afforded to the Indians and early settlers.
The strongly shaped body is set on sinewy, powerful
limbs. The shoulders rise broad and hog-backed
above the massive head, capable of enormous charge
in aggression, or withstanding a fierce assault. The
porns surmounting the bull-shaped head, short and
jiharp, comprise a weapon which no hide could resist.
|AL lion's strength indefinitely magnified seems to be
embodied in the creature which watches one suspiciously with its black eyes overshadowed with a
matted mane of thick short curls.
As long as the North American Indians had no
weapons more formidable than the bow and arrow,
the decimation of the buffalo was impossible. The
Introduction of the muzzle-loading gun and rifle was
pot in itself calculated to effect rapid extermination,
put combined with skilfully organized methods, destruction proceeded at a more alarming rate. Then
came the improved rifle and with it the doom of the fine
|beasts was sealed. A fresh impetus was given to the
Iwitchv ry by traffic in buffalo hides. The coin given
in exchange was at first nothing more than the fiery
liquor vended by unscrupulous traders. A cupful of
this was the price paid for a well-dressed buffalo robe.
jThe infatuation, of the Indian tribes for this beverage
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stimulated their zeal for accumulating skins, and
wholesale slaughter was the result Every hide was
bartered, down to that covering the Indian's sleeping
child.
Fearful of the consequences that might ensue when
the Indians awoke from their drunken sleep, the cunning traders stole off in the dead of night to carry on
their nefarious commerce in a more distant camp.
It would be unjust, however, to saddle the Indian
and the vendor with the entire work of extermination.
A legalized trade in buffalo hides sprang up. Going]
back to 1843, the following particulars appear inl
official reports. "The average annual returns for
eight or ten years amounted to 90,000 robes, made upl
as follows: American Fur Co. 70,000, Hudson Bay
Co. 10,000, all other Companies probably 10,000."
Rifles of large calibre made it possible to stalk 1
the buffalo at a much longer range. A deadly shot!
under cover has been known to kill the greater part
of a herd without moving from his position. Thel
choice meat so easily procured was sold as low as
2\d. a pound, for as a rule the hunters encumber
themselves with nothing more than the buffalo]
hams.
The big-horn sheep, Ovis canadensis, the mai-a-1
tik of the Crees, are found in the Rocky Mountains
from the coast to the Arctic Circle. Protection has
been extended to them in the Gold Range in Okanagan, and on the coast in the Ashnolo Mountains. In -,
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south-east Kootenay they are plentiful, and in the
Lillooet district on the Eastern Coast Range.
Considerable variety has been developed in
consequence of environment. The Rocky Mountain
specimens found on the rugged heights are thicker
in the horns than those of Lillooet, which are more
slender, having a wider spread and finer points. The
Ovis stonei variety is abundant in the Cassiar locality.
Good specimens have been ;found round the headwaters.
In Atlin the saddle-back variety, Ovis fannini,
are found, and generally through the North-West
Territories. The Yukon sheep, Ovis dalli, frequents
the territory from Teslin Lake to the McMillan River,
which can be most conveniently reached from Atlin.
The big-horns go.inflocks,occupying steep ranges,
difficult of access. A sentinel is generally in charge,
sharp of eye and quick of ear to give the alarm in
times of danger. Mountain sheep possess great agility,
and leap from rock to rock with marvellous surefootedness. Their feet are provided with a pad which
clings to the rocks and aids them in their perilous
saltatory movements. The habit attributed to the Ovis
canadensis of saving itself by alighting on its horns is
questioned by some naturalists and hunters. Catlin
refers to it and states that he saw one fall from a
considerable height on its horns, and afterwards bound
away unhurt The battered and broken condition
in which the appendage is often found to some extent
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accounts for the belief. This, however, may be caused I
by fighting. The horns grow, in some cases, to 17J 1
inches round the base, and 38 inches long. The animal itself is about 3 feet high. Its coat is a reddish j
brown colour, which turns to grey in winter. It is ]
patched with white in the rear, and is entirely white I
underneath. The hair is very coarse and stint
The mountain sheep, Oreamus montana, is found
in the Rocky Mountains and in South and East
Kootenay. In the spring it approaches the lower levels I
to crop the young vegetation. The snapping of a I
twig or the displacement of a stone puts them to flight.
Comparing the Ovis canadensis with the Ovis stonei,
the horns of the latter are longer, and curved farther
round. Those of the Ovis fannini almost complete
the circle. The diversity applies to the rams; the i
sheep's horns rise erect from the head, curving slightly. \
The mountain goat, Oreamus montanat\s also found
in the Rocky Mountains. They keep nearer to the
coast, where there are lofty crags suitable to their
habits. Like the sheep they are fond of spring vegetation, and leave the heights in search of i t Their
home is, however, the rocky cliffs, far detached from
pass or trail trodden by human feet Their fleece is
white, with an undergrowth offinewool Long hairs
grow on the sides and down the legs. Bristles stand
erect on the back. The legs are short and the
hoofs broad. The horns curve backwards and are
about 12 inches long. From the base, rings form
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half-way up ; the rest is smooth, and the extremities
a jet black and sharply pointed. Nature is not
invidious in the bestowal of these horns, which are
conferred on both sexes. The fleece is spun into
yarn by the Indians and woven into coarse blankets.
The agility of the mountain goat is not equal by
any means to that of its congener, the sheep. When
disturbed, it is more disposed to lurk behind the
nearest rock than to take to flight. Their clumsy
appearance does not suggest speed. Their safety
consists in the high altitudes which they reach, in
many places inaccessible to anything but themselves.
When the snow interferes with their provender they
frequent the lower timbered reaches and browse
there. The ydung grass that begins to grow when
the frost relaxes its hold is the only thing
that tempts them to leave their rocky fastnesses. It
is in these lower reaches that they become the
comparatively easy spoil of the hunter's rifle.
The mountain goat is not much sought after by
the North American Indians. It entails too much
climbing, and the blankets its fleece provides have
been superseded by a warmer and cheaper
manufactured article. There is no scarcity of the
animal at present, and its possible extinction is
regarded as a remote contingency. It will probably
seek the protection of still loftier crags as civilization
invades its territory. Like other mammalia of the
Far West it will probably grow in wariness and
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generally amongst the big game, in order that they I
may not share the fate of the magnificent, and at oneJ
time ubiquitous, buffalo.
Whether one goes armed with rifle or field- j
glasses it is important to secure the services of a
competent guide. This is not difficult, as trustworthy j
men are to be found. In the busy season it is
necessary to book them in advance; the best are |
naturally in demand, and the second best is a \
doubtful quantity. Guides supply nearly all the j
essentials of an excursion: tents, blankets, canoes and '
also the commissariat. Clothing should be light, of
woollen material. Guides naturally object to carrying anything beyond essentials. Along the coast
the expense is comparatively small, as travelling is
done for the most part by water. Going inland
pack-horses are necessary, the cost of which varies.
In Chilcotin and Lillooet they can be hired for
about 2s. a day. Saddled horses $s. In Cassiar
and Kootenay the price runs from 8s. to 9s. A
complete outfit, including provisions, costs from £2
to £3 per diem.
August is the best time of year to start on a biggame excursion. Sheep and goats are in good
condition then. In October moose and caribou are
in their prime; their antlers have becom e set and
past the velvet stage. Bears are not in condition
until spring, and shooting them in the autumn is
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wanton destruction. Wapiti present all their attractions to the naturalist and sportsman in December.
There is a chance for a wolf and cougar during that
month. In spring the bears emerge from their
winter sleep, and their fur is in excellent condition.
They feed in places where the snow avalanches
have scoured the mountain side, and new vegetation
is awakening at the touch of spring's vitalizing
breath. Grizzlies are never far from the inlets, and
throughout Kootenay and Lillooet districts they are
pretty sure to be found.
In the autumn and winter wild-fowl shooting can
be varied with the more strenuous quest for horned
game, and early trout and salmon fishing with the
pursuit of the black bear and the grizzly.

CHAPTER XIX
Reflections—Conditions of success—Social environment—
The lonely life—Minimizing temptation—The Liquor L a w s Local option—Native, sports—The domination of comment—
Belated literature and art—Canadian writers—Historians,
poets, and novelists—Religious zeal—Commercial expansionInsular sentiment — Cosmopolitan practice — Transatlantic
steam service—Returning through the St. Lawrence—The
closed and opened book—Changed times and mannersReading the riddle—Canadian Boat Song—Symbols in the
western sky—The last glimpse of the Golden West.

I

T is impossible to travel 10,000 miles through
Canada and study its great natural resources,
mark the civil and commercial development that has
taken place, without arriving at definite conclusions.
The mental crystallization of such observations
and reflections has been reserved for my closing
worcls.
\Canada offers exceptional opportunities to young
men and women of intelligence and industrious
habits. It is no place for the indolent, impatient or
physically weak. The goal of success is practically
certain, but the road to it is often rough, and it is
possible to faint by the way. Labour is so scarce
280
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that there is no difficulty in obtaining work and good
wages, but for precisely the same reason a quid pro^
quo must be rendered in the shape of strenuous toil.
The life is open and healthy and, given a good
^constitution, it cannot fail to be interesting.
In farming in the Western Provinces food and
housing are included,'and as the opportunities for
spending are few, savings rapidly accumulate. On
the other hand there is the loneliness of the prairie
and the sense of detachment from the social environment. Some have been unable to bear this, and
have been known to run away from it. It may be
advisable to seek an opening nearer one of the
centres of population, where money-making is equally
certain, but the pace is slower. Leading men in
Parliament and connected with labour bureaus share
this opinion. But near large towns and cities there
are inducements to spending which in themselves are
temptations unknown in more remote districts,
Progress is consequently retarded, and there may be
a very good reason for going further afield. It all
comes back to the question of the character and
temperament of the man. Whatever be the locality,
town or prairie, it is idle to be attracted to Canada
for the "soft jobs" it offers. There are none. A
man will reap the highest reward of his industry, but
industry it must be, and of the highest order. He
who goes for the purpose of gambling in mines or
land may find a short cut to fortune—or ruin. It is
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after all a gamble, and there is no knowing which j
thimble the pea is under.
Some of the temptations that beset life at home
are to a large extent removed from the path of the
Canadian settler. The drinking habits are less j
prevalent than in European cities. Tea and coffee
largely take the place of alcoholic beverages. Dining j
•restaurants are in no cases licensed for the sale of
^intoxicants. The public-house [as an institution is
unknown. The only place where drink can be publicly obtained is in the saloons connected with hotels,
which must justify their existence by providing a
definite amount of sleeping accommodation.
The principle of local option in regard to the
saloon system further indicates the condition of public
feeling on the liquor traffic. It was introduced by
Senator Scott in the form of a Temperance Act and
allowed electors in any county to decide by vote
whether the sale of intoxicant liquors would be permitted within their respective districts. The Act has
checked the growth of saloons generally, and in
places has led to their complete prohibition. In the
province of Manitoba the people pronounced in
favour of total prohibition, although an attempt to
procure the same principle in the provinces of Ontario
and Quebec was defeated by an overwhelming
majority.
These provisions by no means make drinking
impossible, but it is an undoubted check on the habit
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The law in regard to drunkenness itself is strict It
is an indictable offence to be in a state of intoxication.
The fact, apart from violence or disorderly conduct,
leads to arrest, imprisonment, or a heavy fine. All
public-houses are closed on election days and
Sundays, when trading, sports, and games are also
prohibited.
The northern climate of Canada is too cold on the
whole to give scope for all the sport so general in
Australia and the Mother Country. The Canadians
have, however, excelled in sculling, the practice of
which may be seen carried on on all the great rivers
adjacent to large towns. Their national game is
lacrosse, said to be of Indian origin. The long
winters enable them to indulge in all the exhilarating
snow sports—ski-ing, tobogganing and sleighing—in
all of which the Canadian is a past master. The
ice carnivals at Montreal are universally famous.
f i n e many opportunities which the Golden West
affords has a tendency to monopolize the energies of
the inhabitants to the exclusion of other interests of
civilized life. In the eager desire to grow rich
the aesthetic side generally suffers. Even in the
great cities the commercial spirit dominates everything. Canada has yet to produce its great masters
in art and literatures One might have expected a
French Canadian literature, but its growth was checked
at the outset by the discouragement of the Roman
Catholic Church, which prohibited the perusal, not
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only of modern Parisian works, but even many French 1
classics. Surveillance has been even exercised over }
the catalogues of the booksellers, and a strict censorship imposed.
Canadian history has received careful treatment <
at the hands of Abbe* Casgrain, who has written a
history of Montcalm and LeVis. Dr. Kingsford's ten
volumes on Canada are a comprehensive work, but
lacking the lighter touch which characterizes Francis
Parkman, who has dealt with the subject of the North
American Indians and the early pioneers. Sir John
G. Bourinot has treated the constitutional history of
Canada with impartial fidelity. The editor of " The
British Weekly," in one of those vivid literary
sketches of which he is the greatest modern master,
unearths in an article on " The High Destiny of
Canada" names almost forgotten in the literary
world—Abel Log, Charles Greatrex, T. C. Haliburton—who wrote under the nom deplume of Sam
Slick—and Joseph Howe.
Goldwin Smith is a well-known writer on Canada.
The magic spell in his work is infectious and is its
most enduring phase.
Of poets, whilst as yet there is no nightingale,
there is many a sweet songster, such as Bliss Carman,
Charles G. W. Roberts, and Wilfred Campbell Dr.
Drummond has touched the most humane chord in
his description of the habitant—in cabin and canoe,
by forest and stream, the life of the settler is sung.
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The novel has found a champion in Sir Gilbert
Parker, who, Canadian born, has made London his
home. On historical basis he weaves cunning plots
shot with charming romance.
With him may be associated names less familiar
but distinctively contributory to the deepening and
broadening literary source, such as Miss Dougall and
Mrs. Coates.
The novel with a purpose has found its chief
advocate in Ralph Connor (Rev. C. W. Gordon).
The canon of the Rocky Mountains, the setting
of the lumber camp, the lode gold streak in the
miner's rough nature are his themes, and skilful has
been the handling, as of one who has his vision of
the coming of the Divine Kingdom and prepares for
it a way amongst the increasing inroads into the
Golden Westp
Canada is moving towards the realization of all
the institutions that make for a people's stability and
worth. Her religious zeal is marked in commodious
churches, and the catholicity of her mission in a
movement towards union. Already Presbyterians,
Methodists, and Congregationalists have cast an
overwhelming vote in favour of the formation of the
"United Church of Canada." Like her streams
near their source, that have travelled separately
and independently, they seek a new power and
strength by merging in one, and sweeping onward
toward a common goal.
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The trend of her commercial interests is in the 5
same direction; walls of partition are being levelled!
which are opening to them the markets of the
world. In blood and loyalty Canada is insular, and
is likely to remain so; in trade and commerce she is
cosmopolitan. She grasps the hands that stretch
across the Atlantic on the east and the Pacific on the
west, and so links the world.
I returned by the Canadian Northern transatlantic steamer, sailing in the "Royal George"
which with its companion the " Royal Edward"
is distinguished for quick passages. The vessels sail
to and from Bristol instead of Liverpool, which is
the port of the Canadian Pacific line. The "Royal
George" averages 20 knots. The commander,
Captain James Harrison, served his apprenticeship
on the full-rigged ship " Abcona," famous for smart
passages. He was master of the old " Valkyrie III,"
which in 1895 competed for the American Cup.
The captain of the "Royal George" has had a
distinguished career in life-saving. Whilst master of
the " Volturna" he rescued a crew of 28. In 1887
he commanded the lifeboat of the Allen liner " Manitoban " and rescued 32 from the " Montague " steamer.
Sixty Frenchmen were saved by him. For these and
other acts of bravery he has received awards from
the United States and Newfoundland Governments.
As we sailed down the S t Lawrence from
Montreal, memories of the delightful trip were
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^revived. Months had passed by and it only seemed
•like yesterday since the rapids lapped the sides of the
r" Empress of Ireland." The great continent was then
a book about to open its pages. Although too huge
a volume to become familiar even to the life student,
pages here and there had been mastered, and
pictures had left behind their indelible impress. The
shores of the St. Lawrence, the scenes of explorers
and trappers, of Iroquois and Hurons, on repassing
had a new significance. Across the waters came the
cry of the loon, the lost soul of Indian legend, and once
more recalled the trapper in his birch canoe silently
gliding amongst the rapids of the French River.
The outskirts of the forest were still dusk and
mysterious, but the riddle has been read, the
impenetrable wild has been mastered and the cleared
land, with smiling orchards and lowing kine, declared
the victory of patience and industry. Near the
banks where once the dusky figure of the red Indian
stealthily moved, a boat appeared, and the rhythmic
stroke of oars marked a new era of comradeship.
Amongst the rugged cliffs, where once the fierce warcry found answering echoes, rise and fall in melodiousness the notes of Moore's Canadian Boat Song—
" Faintly as tolls the evening chime.
Our voices keep tune and our oars keep time.
Soon as the woods on shore look dim,
We'll sing at St. Anne's our parting hymn.
Row, brothers row, the stream runs fast,
The rapids are near and the daylight's past \"
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As the day fiastens to its close, the western sky
once more lit up with wonderful tints^ The sun '
behind the river, but its trailing garments sw^v
azure floor of Heaven.TThe red of the m^pl% t«t
purple of the mystic mountains, gold and silver!
threads of the mine, seem to be woven into the fabric
and proudly displayed as samples gathered from the
broad path over which the great luminary daily
travels.
A long last look, the curtains of night close in,
and the Golden West fades out of sight/]

APPENDIX
GAME LAWS IN T H E PROVINCES O F
CANADA
THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
SHOOTING

Deer and moose from Sept. ist to Dec. 31st inclusive.
Caribou
„ Sept. ist to Jan.^ist
„
Bear
| Aug. 20th to ]uro3'oth „
EXCEPTIONS.—In Ottawa and Pontiac counties deer and
moose opens October ist and closes November 30th.
REGULATIONS

Not more than one moose, two deer, and two caribou
may be killed in one season by any one person. All deer,
moose, or caribou killed must be over one year old. No
cow moose must be killed at any time.
LICENCE

Non-resident's season licence, £$.

Not transferable.

FISHING

Salmon
from
Trout (speckled) „
Trout (grey)
„
Pike and pickerel „
Bass
„
Maskalonge
„
Whitefish
,,
Ouananiche
„
u

Feb. 2nd to Aug. 14th inclusive.
May ist to Sept. 30th
„
Dec. 20th to Oct. 14th
„
May 16th to April 14th „
June 16th to April ist
•„
June 15th to April 15th „
Dec. ist to Nov. 30th
„
Dec. ist to Sept. 30th
„
289
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LICENCES

Trout and coarsefish,non-resident* s season licence, £2.
Club members, £1.
Salmon, £$.
NEW BRUNSWICK
SHOOTING

Deer, moose, and
caribou
from Sept 15th to Nov. 30th inclusive.
Mink, fisher, sable
„ Nov. 15th to March 31st „
REGULATIONS

No more than one bull moose, one caribou, and two
deer may be killed.
LICENCE

Non-resident's season licence, ;£io.
FISHING

Salmon angling
from Feb. ist to Aug. 15th inclusive.
Trout (all species) „ April ist to Sept. 30th „
Bass. No close time.
LICENCE

All fishing free.
NOVA SCOTIA
SHOOTING

Moose
from Oct. ist to Jan. ist inclusive.
Hares, rabbits, mink
„ Nov. ist to Feb. 28th „
Grouse, partridge
„ Oct. ist to Nov. 30th „
Duck, teal, snipe,
woodcock
„ Aug. 20th to Feb. 28th „
Otter, fox. No close season.
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REGULATIONS

Caribou, deer, beaver, protected.
only to be killed.

Two male moose

In Cape Breton
All birds from August 20th to February 28th inclusive.
Caribou, deer, beaver, moose, pheasants, partridge, spruce,
protected.
LICENCE

Non-resident's licence, £6.
FISHING

Non-resident's licence for season, £2.
months, £1.

For three

ONTARIO
SHOOTING

Deer
from
Duck
„
Geese and swans
„
Woodcock, partridge,
grouse, pheasants „
Hares
„
Plover and snipe
„
Squirrels
„

Nov. ist to Nov. 15th inclusive.
Sept. ist to Dec. 31st
„
Sept. 15 th to April 30th „
Sept. 15 th to Dec. 15th |
Oct. ist to Dec. 31st
„
Sept. ist to Dec. 15th
„
Nov. ist to Dec. ist
„

REGULATIONS

TWO male deer, one male moose and caribou only to
be killed.
South of main line C.P. Railway.
Moose and caribou from Nov. ist to Nov. 15th inclusive.
North of the railway.
Moose and caribou from Oct. 16th to Nov. 15th inclusive.

THROUGH CANADA
LICENCES

Non-resident's licence, £10. Resident's deer shooting
Ss. Afd. Moose and caribou, £i.
FISHING

Salmon
Maskalonge
Bass
Trout (speckled)
Trout (grey)
Pickerel
^Whitefish
^^^^^^_^^_

from
„
„
„
„
„
»

Dec. ist to Oct. 31st inclusive. 1
June 16th to April 14th „
June 16th to April 14th „
May ist to Sept. 14th
„
Dec. ist to Oct. 31st
„
May 16th to April 14th „
Dec. ist to Oct. 31st
„

REGULATIONS

Bass in Lake Erie west of Point Pele'e, season, July 16th
to May 26th inclusive. The close season for whitefish in
Lake Erie and St. Clair bordering on the counties of Essex,
Kent, Haldimand and Monk, and the close season for
pickerel in Lake Huron and St. Clair River off the county
of Lamb ton have been abolished.
Bass limit, 8 per day. Maskalonge limit, 4 per day.
Pickerel limit, 12 per day. Speckled and brook trout limit,
30 per day.
LICENCE

Non-resident's season licence, Ss. \d. Single families, £1.
MANITOBA
SHOOTING

Moose, caribou, elk,
antelope, and reindeer from Dec. ist to Dec. 15th inclusive.
Grouse, chicken,
partridge
„ Oct. ist to Oct 20th
„
Plover, woodcock, snipe „ Aug. ist to Dec. 31st „

Swan, geese, duck
Fisher, sable
Marten
Muskrat

male. Duck, geese, swan, limit, 20 birds per diem or 100
per season.
LICENCE

Non-resident's licence for season (British), £$, (alien),
^20. Residents, Ss. 4^.

Moose, caribou,
deer, elk
Antelope
Otter
Muskrat
Mink, fisher, marten
Swan, geese, duck,
snipe, landrail,
plover, curlew, coots
Grouse, partridge,
chicken
Cranes
REGULATIONS

Moose, caribou, deer, elk limit, 2 males to each person.
Grouse, partridge, chicken limit, 10 per diem or 100 per
season.
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LICENCE

Game licence for season, ^20.
season ;£io.

Bird licence for

ALBERTA
Moose, caribou, deer from Nov. ist to Dec. ist inclusive.
Antelope
Oct. ist to Nov. ist
Goat and sheep
Sept ist to Oct 15th
Otter, muskrat
Nov. ist to April 30th
Fisher, mink, marten
Nov. ist to March £ist
Swan, geese, duck
Aug. 24th to Dec. 31st
Grouse, pheasant,
Oct. ist to Nov. ist
partridge, chicken
Crane, snipe, plover,
curlew
„ Sept ist to Dec. 31st „
REGULATIONS

Moose, caribou, red deer limit, 1 male. Antelope limit,
2 males. Goat limit, 2 males. Sheep limit, 2 males. Grouse,
pheasant, partridge, chicken limit, 20 per diem, or 200 per
season.
LICENCE

Non-resident's season licence, big game, £5.
£3. Resident's, 10s. Resident's guests, Ss.

Birds,

BRITISH COLUMBIA
SHOOTING

Moose, caribou, elk from Sept. ist to Dec. 31st inclusive.
Deer
„ Sept. ist to Dec. 14th
Sheep and goat
„ Sept. ist to Nov. 14th "
Beaver
„ Nov. ist to March 31st
Otter and marten
„ Nov, ist to March 31st
Hares
„ Sept. ist to Dec. 31st

EQUIPMENT

A

CAREFULLY selected equipment adds materially
to the success and pleasure of a Canadian trip, j
A large part of the camping outfit can be purchased or
hired on the spot. Good tents, cooking utensils, and
tinned provisions can be procured from the Agency
which provides the guides.
There are certain things that are best not hired; \
blankets, rugs, and mackintoshes should be personally
provided. At the end of the trip a sense of gratitude
will probably suggest their presentation to the faithful
attendants. It is rarely advisable to retain them*
Where pack-horses are not used, and guides have to
carry tent, provisions, etc., the equipment should be as
fight as possible and few articles duplicated.
For purposes of photography I took a half-plate
" Instantograph " with a stereoscopic lens. The scenes are
so magnificent and full of detail that the larger the
camera is, the better; most of those in the foregoing
pages were taken with a whole plate. There are places
where it is impossible to carry, or even set up so large
an apparatus, and a second and quickly adjusted camera
should be slung round the shoulders in readiness. I
found a folding "Clito," with "Ensign" lens convenient, but in the fierce light a thick cloth should be
used to protect the slides, and nothing but backed plates
296
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Should be used. It is necessary to climb to get the best
results, and at times to descend into creeks and canons
where both hands are needed for personal safety.
A good field glass for purposes of natural history is
Ibdispensable. My equipment for salmon angling consisted of a 16-ft. split cane fly rod. This will be found
|equal to cope with any of the species that rise to
Ithe fly. Cohoes are the most likely to prove game for
that kind of angling, and they only run in size from 4 lb.
|to 8 lb. or 9 lb., and correspond to the grilse of Ireland
and Scotland in fighting power. For trolling with spoon
bait in the Pacific, I used a 10 ft. 9 in. long split cane
^spinning rod, and found nothing that it could not control
and play efficiently. For large spring salmon I had a
much heavier rod, 11 ft. long, greenheart make, and very
stiff in the build. This is necessary not only to hold the
monsters one may meet, but also to bear the strain
of a 3-in. spoon drawn through the water. For trout
fishing with both wet and dry fly a good 10-ft. split cane
rod is all that is needed. For spinning, the light trolling
rod used for salmon, with a longer and more flexible top,
is equal to the strength and activity of lake trout, and
lends itself to mounting fine tackle. Both of these rods
are also suitable for fly fishing and spinning or trolling
for bass. The heavy trolling rod can also be used for
maskalonge, and the light one for pike or pickerel. Reels
of salmon and trout make should be of the usual size
for the rods described. A large-sized trout net and a
telescopic gaff-cover are required for landing the quarry.
Tackle is fully described in the main text; it should be
carefully selected and of the best quality.

m ABCONA " ship, 286
Aberdeen High Schools, 22
Abraham Plains, 16
Agassiz, 153; hop growing in,
Alaska, tyee salmon, 198
Alberta College, 131
Alberta Province, 127; climate
K- and resources, 137-143
• Albreda Lake, 232
Aldermere Lake, 166
Alexander Club, 191
Alfalfa in Alberta Province, 141
Alkali Creek, 206
Alyeen Lake, big game, 271
I America. See United States
f American Fur Company, big
game, 274
\ Angling in Lake Erie, 34-39; in
^ Algonquin
Park,
64-70;
French River, 84-88; in British Columbia, 197-245
Ante Costa, 10
lArthur, Port, growth and indusI tries, 119, 120
I Arundel, Earl, and Jean de Brebceuf, 113
Ashnolo Mountains and big game,
274
Athabaska Lake, 163
Athabaska River, 138, 139
BADCOCK, Mr. John Pease, on
Salmon Fisheries, 204, 236,
238
Baden-Powell, Lieut.-Gen. Sir
S. S., 1, 3, 4
Bancroft, iron deposits in, 44

Bankhead, 148
Barrie, 51
Bass fishing on Lake Erie, 343 9 ; on French river, 83; in
Temagami, 99-101
Bear, The black, description and
habits, 265-269, 279
Bear, The grizzly, description and
habits, 269-272; in Seymour
Creek, 228, 229
Bear Lake, big game, 263
Beaufort House, Quebec, 18
Beaver, The, in Algonquin Park,
55.J habits, 60-62
Beaver Pass and game birds, 249
Bee farming, 33
Bell Isle, Straits of, 8
Bellevue Island, 92
Big Bar Creek, 206
Bigwin Island, 92
Birdwhistle, Captain R. T., 5
Black Bay, i r 7
Black game, 248, 250
Blairton, iron deposits at, 44
Board of Trade, report on
Niagara water-power, 42
Bow River, 145
Boy scouts, 1-5
Brebceuf, Jean d«, 11 \
Lalemant, 17, 18; and Earl of
Arundel, 113; adventures on
Lake Huron, 105; massacre
of, 113
Brandon mills and model farm,
*34> 135
British Association The, on
Canadian wheat, 140
British Columbia, students, 24;
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salmon, 86; irrigation of, 149 ;
local option, 282; control of,
Crown Colony of, 161; saw mills
983
of, 167; farming, etc., 168-171; Canadian early settlers, French,
salmon species, 198-200; dis18
tribution of fish, 202; destruc- Canadian geographical survey on 1
tion of salmon, 203, 204;
climate and crops, 142
angling for, 205-218; fisheries Canadian history, 284
reports on, etc., 234-238 ; Vir- Canadian Manufacturing Society 1
on Emigration Bill, 1S0; on \
ginian deer, 260; moose, 263,
taxation, 186
264; caribou, 265} grizzly bear,
269,271; buffalo, 272; bighorn I Canadian Northern Railway and
sheep, 274, 275; mountain
mines, 44, and colonization, 1
goat, 276; big game expedi97; routes, 9 9 ; and Port Arthur, 1
119, 124, 127; Winnipeg to
tions in, 278, 279
Edmonton, 128, and Morin"British Weekly," The. See
ville
mines, 132 ; through Sas- 1
Nicoll, Sir W. Robertson
katchewan, 135 ; prospective 1
Brock, Mr. R. W., on Porcupine
lines, 143, 166
goldfields, 48
Canadian Pacific Railway and 1
Brook trout, the, species, 201
Porcupine goldfields, 46; Sad- I
Brule Lake, 164
bury mines, 75, and coloniza- \
Buffalo, 153, description and
tion, 97 ; extensions, 99 ; I
habits, 272-274
alternate routes to British
Buffalo mine output, 45
Columbia, 103; at Jackfish,
Bulkley Valley, Railway exten117 ; Fort William, 120;
sion through, 165, 166
Edmonton to Calgary, 132;
Butter-making, 34
through the prairies, 134,143;
Buttles Lake, 224
through the Rocky Mountains,
148; engineering feat, 150; :
CABOT'S Head, Georgian Bay,
completion of line, 161 ; pro104
spective line, 162, and Fraser I
Cache Lake, Algonquin Park,
River, 2055 creeks near, 207
52 ; Muskoka, 64
Canadian
sports, 283
Calgary on C. P. Railway, 132 ;
on C. N . Railway, 143 ; popu- Canadian ruffed grouse, 249
lation and progress, 144; lum- Canadian creek and Fraser River) I
ber trade, 145 ; Government
206
buildings, 150
Canoe Lake, 6 2 ; angling on, 64
California salmon, 198; game Canoeing, 58-74
Canmore and National Park, 148
birds, 251
Cambell, Wilfrid, Canadian poet, Canvas back duck, the, 248
Cape Mudge, 225
284
Capercailzie, the, 250
Campbell Lake, 224
Campbell River, 167; record Capilano Creek angling, 822
Cariboo, 162j game birds, 248 ;
salmon of, 199, 224
big game in, 255* 269, 271
Canadian art and literature,
paucity of, 283; writers, 284, Cariboo Island, 1x6
Caribou, the, description and
285
habits, 264, 265
Canadian Boat Song, 25, 287
Carillon rapids, Champlain asCanadian Copper Company, 43
cends, 25
Canadian drinking, saloons and

INDEX
Carman, Bliss, Canadian poet,
284
Ibartier, Father, 11, and Islandiof
Bacchus, 16; and Montreal, 21
ICascade Mountains, 148; game
I birds, 249, 250 j big game, 260
[Casgrain, Abbe, historian, 284
Cassiar, 162 ; big game, 254, 264,
275, 278
iCassiar mines, copper, 159
I Cattle industry, 142
Cave of the winds, 40
Cayoose River, 207
Champlain, Samuel de, early
y pioneering, 11 ; on St. Lawrence, 13 ; Lake of, 14; plot
against, 17; at St. Anne de
Bellevue and Ottawa River,
23-27, 80
Cheese industry, 34
Chilcotin big game, 258, 265, 278
Chiliwack root crops, 169 ; steamer
route, 207, 208; Vedder River
angling, 230; wild duck of, 247,
248 ; grouse, 248
Chinook salmon, 198
Chinook wind, 136, 139
Coates, Mrs., novelist, 285
Cobalt mining, 4 4 ; Mr. T. W.
Gibson's report on, 45, 46
Cochrane, Mr., on Porcupine goldfields, 48, 49;
Cockburn Island, Lake Huron, 104
Cohoe salmon species, 198, 199;
angling for, in the Pacific, 222
Columbian black tail deer, species, 258
Columbian Exhibition wheataward, 141
Columbia River at Vancouver
Island in Kootenay district,
161; salmon ascending, 202 ;
in Quesnel district, 233
Columbia salmon, chinook species, 198
Common trout species, 201
Comox, 166
Comox Bay, 167
Concert on "Empress of Ireland,"
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Concrete quarries, 160
Congregationalists,
Canadian,
126 ; and United Free Church
of Canada, 285
Conservators Commission and
utility of National resources of
Canada, 54
Copper mine districts, 159
Corkscrew River in Algonquin
Park, 58 ; canoeing on, 60-62
Corriagas mine, output, 45
Cost of living in Canada, 176178
Congar. See Wolf
Cranberry Lake, angling in, 55
Crewe, Earl, and emigration laws,
181
Crippen, Dr., news of arrest by
Marconi, 8
Crown Reserve mine, output, 45
Cummings, Mrs. Willoughby,
appointment to Government
office, 191
Curlette, Margery, B.A., appointed on Toronto University
Senate, 191
Cypress Hills stock farming, 136
D'AIGUILLON, Duchess of, 17
Dacota connection with Sault Ste.
Marie Railway, 116
Dairymen's Live Stock Association, cattle importation, 170
Dawson, Dr. George M., on gold
distribution, 157
Deer, 67 ; habits of, 68; and
wolves, 73, 74
Demons, Isle of, stories of, 8-10
De Monts' expedition, 11, 12
De Zurban, Art of, in Hotel Dieu,
17
Diamond Cape and Montgomery's
death, 16
Dog salmon, species of, 198;
description of, 200
Dog Creek and Fraser River, 206
Dolly Varden trout, angling for,
68-69, 2 3 * 5 classification of,
201 ; description of, 202 ; in
British Columbia, 233
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Dominion Board of Trade and Fish Lake, 164, 206
Fitzwilliam Islands, 104
Returns, 124
D ominion Government and Bri- Flax cultivation, 136
tish Columbia, 161; railway Fort George, 165
extension agreement, 163; re- I Fort William, 103 ; agriculture,
119; point of departure for the
serve, 164; report from Labour
West, 120
Department, 174; emigration,
regulations of, 179; deputation Fraser, Canon, 207
to, on tariffs 181-187; women Fraser River joins Thompson,!
153 ; irrigation of Westminster
appointments, 191; petition to,
by, 162; at Yellowhead Pass, 1
on fisheries, 237
164; salmon ascending, 202 ; 1
Dominion Nickel Company, at
baits for angling in, 204, 205; 1
Sudbury, 43
in Cariboo and Lillooet, 206 ;
Douglas pines in Rocky MounHarrison tributary of, 207 jM
tains, 151; latitude of, 167;
Stave tributary of, for angling, j
destruction of, by fire, 228
219; Coquitlam tributary of,
Dorset centre for angling, 93, 243
220; Vedder River, 2 3 0 ; ]
Drummond Lake, trout angling
North Thompson tributary of, 1
centre, 64
232; Steveston canning facDrury, Mr. E. C , on tariff, 183
tory on, 236
Duck, in Ontario, Lakes Erie and
1
Fraser
Valley, land reclaimed, j
Huron, 246; species, 247;
170
French River, distribution of,
French Canadians in 1763, 19 ; ]
247
aided Great Britain against
United States, 20; conflict
EAGLE River, 152; angling centre,
with Ontario on education, 21 J
233
Edmonton, 127 ; progress and French River, canoeing on, 8 0 ;
description of, 83 j angling on, .1
institutions, 131; coal mines,
84-88; big game of, 261 ;
132; Calgary, 146; Board of
trappers, 287
Trade exhibits, 132
Education problems and institu- Fruit farming in Norfolk county,
31, 32 ; at Orangeville, 104 ; in
tions in Quebec, 20-22
the Far West, 143
Ellick, an Ojibwa guide, 77, 78,
89
GASPE, 19
Engelhart, Mr., 97
Erie, Lake, canning industry, 33, Geikie Mountains, 164
34; angling on, 35-39; final Geological survey of Canada on
struggle of North American ! gold, 157
Georgian Bay, 93; railway route,
Indians on, 114
98 ; steamer route to West, 103,
Emigration Laws, 178-181
104
*' Empress of Ireland," 1-5, 286
Gibson,
Mr. Thomas W., report
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway,
on
Mines, 43,45
166
Evans, Mr. Kelly, on trout de- Glaciers in Rocky Mountains,
149, 151
cline, 241-243
Goat Island bridge at Niagara,
40; hermit on, 41
FAIRVIEW Island, 92
Goat, Mountain. See Mountain
Fairy Lake, 90
I goat
Fiddle Mountain, 164

INDEX
jfjrolden and Columbia River, 233
Gold mines, returns on, 158, 159
Gold placer, returns on, 158
pjophers in prairies, 144
Ebrdon, Rev. Charles W., "Ralph
Connor," 126
Gordon, Rev. J. L., 127
B r a n d Trunk Railway System,
route to Algonquin National,
1 Park, $of 58; to Lake of Bays,
1 90 ; colonization, 97, 9 9 ;
through Saskatchewan, 135;
prospective line, 163; to Prince
1 Rupert, 163; through YellowE head Pass, 164; Fort George
to Hazelton, 165, 166
|<kand Rapids, iron deposits at,
> 44
[Great Britain and Canadian wheat,
140; and Emigration laws, 181
•Great Lake trout, description of,
201; trolling for, 233
Greatrex, Mr. Charles, Canadian
t writer, 284
Grouse, the, species, 248, 249, 250
Gull Island, 117
I H A U B U R T O N , T. C ,

284

Halifax, 189
1 Harrison, Captain James, 286
\ Harrison Lake, 202, 207
[Harrison Mills, 153; steamer to,
I 207, 208
I Harrison River spawning beds,
203; rise of, 207 5 angling in,
207-218, 220 ; game birds, 249
Haultain, Professor H. E. T., on
Porcupine Gold Mines, 47
Hazelton, 165
Hector, Sir James, and Palliser
Expedition, 149
Hector, Mount, 149
•; Helen Iron Mines, 43; output, 44
Helena Lake, 165
Hiawatha quoted, 101, 217
"Hiawatha,"Indian Guide, 208218
Hochelaga, 21
Holland River, 50
Hollow Lake, 93
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Hope River for angling, 207
Horse breeding, 142, 143
Hotel Dieu, founding of, 17;
relics in, 18
Hudson Bay, 149
Hudson Bay Co., game depletion,
274
Hunchback salmon, species, 198;
description of, 200
Hund Cape and Georgian, 104
Huntsville, steamer trips, 90, 9 1 ;
Great Lake trout specimen at,
93
Huron Lake, 4 3 ; Jesuits on, 99;
steamer route to Far West, 103;
historic associations of, 105112; joins Superior, 115
INTERNATIONAL Fisheries Commission, creation of, 238
Island of Bacchus, 16
Isle Royal, 117
JACKFISH angling centre, 117
James, Mr. C. C.,Deputy Minister
of Agriculture, on cost of living,
176
Jasper Lake, 164
Jasper peak, 163
Jesuits, 105-115
KAMLOOPS, wheat cultivation in,
169
Kamloops River, joined by
Thompson, 152; at Lytton,
207
Kamloops trout, species, 201 ;
Kananaskas River, 145
Keefer, 207
Keewatin waterworks, 121
Kelso Goldfield centre, 46
Kempenfelt Bay, 51
Kent House, Quebec, i&
Kerr Lake Mine, output, 45
Kettle River, 162
Kicking Horse River, 150
Kindersley, growth of, 143
King, Mr. Mackenzie, Minister of
Labour, 177
King salmon, species, 198

/

|
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King's College, Windsor, Honour
conferred on women, 191
Kingsford, Dr., historian, 284
Kootenay, land reclaimed, 170;
Columbia River, 233; big
game, 258, 269, 27$, 278, 279
Kootenay Lake and steelhead
trout, 201, 202 ; at Lytton,
207 ; North Thompson River,
232 ; Great Lake trout in, 233
Kootenay River, 161 ; salmon in,
202
LABRADOR coast, 7
Lachine Rapids and Moore's
Canadian Boat Song, 25
Laggan, 148, 149
Lake of Bays, 90-97
Lake Erie. See Erie Lake
Lake Huron. See Huron Lake
Lake Nipissing, 27; Champlain
on, 80; big game of, 265
Lake of the Woods, water power
of, 121
Lake Superior, north shores of,
43 ; route to the West, 103;
rapids of, 115 J size of, 116;
angling near, 117 ; toll of life,
118; big game of, 265
Lalemant the Jesuit, 11, 17
La Roche expedition, 12
La Rose mine, 45
Laurentian Hills, 16
Laval College, 22
Leach Island, 116
Lead mines centres, 158,159
Leisenring, Winifred W., B.A.,
191
Leseur art in Hotel Dieu, 17
Lillooet development, 162; course
of Fraser River, 206; big
game, 258, 271, 275, 278, 279
Lillooet Lake and Harrison River,
207 ; trout, 230
Lillooet River, 207; angling, 230
Lumbering effect on forests, 54> 7°
Log Abel, 284
Long Point at St. Williams, 39
Long Sault rapids and Champlain, 25

Loyola Ignatius, landing in Quebec, 17; principles of, 109
" Lucky Jim " Mine, 159
Lytton, Fraser River at, 205, 207
MACDONALD College, 23-25, 34 •
Macdonald Mountains, 152
Macoun, Professor, on Church of
Canada, 142
Mackensie basin, 138
Mackensie, Mr. R., on Tariff, 183
Mackensie River and Great Slave
Lake, 149
Mackinlay, Darragh Savage Mine

output, 45

MacMurchy, Helen, M.D., and
Hygiene Congress, Paris, 191 1
Madawaska River, 52
McGill University, 22-24
Mclnnes, Dr., 34
McKay, 163
McMallan River, big game, 275 M
Mallard, The, 248
Manitoba Grain Growers Associa-1
ciation and Tariff, 182
Manitoba Province,Confederation
in 1870, 123; Returns, 123 ; t
schools, 125; progress, 126" Manitoban," The, 286
Manitou, spirit of, 26, 66
Manatoulin Island, Lake Huron,
104
Marble quarries in British Columbia, 160
Marconi telegraph, 7, 8
Marguerite, romance of, 9-10
Mary Lake, Lake of Bays, 91
Mary River, St., Lake Huron, II<1
Mascalonge, The, description of,
81 ; angling for, 86-87
Matheson, Colonel, 97
Medicine Hat, 25, 143
Methodists, 285
Mining, 43-49, 157-161
Minneapolis, 116
Missanabie River, trout angling
in, 117
Mission Junction, 219
1
Mond Nickel Company at Snd-^
bury, 43

INDEX
Montcalm, Rattle scene of, 16;
headquarters of, 18
Montgomery, Quebec, 18
Montmorency, Fall of, 18
Montmorency River, 18
Montreal, steamer trip, 2 1 ; progress and institutions, 22-23;
hospital, 23; socialism in, 193,
286
Montreal Island in Lake Superior,
116

Moor, Thomas, poet, 25, 287
Mount Royal at Montreal, 21, 23
Mounted police at Regina, 135 ;
organization of, 139
Moose, The, description of, 260263 ; haunts of, 263, 264
Moose Jaw, 116; wheat plains of,
135 ; origin of name, 137
Moose Mountain Iron Mines, description of working, 44
Moose Lake, 165
Moose River, 164
"Montague," The, 286
Mordine Lake, 149
Morinville mines, output of, 132
Mountain goat, description and
habits, 276-277
Mule deer, description and habits
of, 257-259
Mulock, 98
Musgrave, Sir William, record
salmon of, 199
Muskoka Lake, 51
Muskoka River, 52; rapids of,
59; canoeing on, 65-67 ; angling
on, 68-70
NAAS River, valley products, 165
Nanaimo, steamer service to, 154
Narrows, Vancouver, angling in,
220-224

National Council .of Agriculture
on Tariff, 181, 183
National Council of Women at
Halifax, 189
Neklipium Creek, 207
Nelson Mines, lead and copper
returns, 159
New Brunswick, 244
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Newfoundland Fishery, 8
New York Horse Show and Calgary champion hackney, 142
New Zealand market for Canada,
169
Niagara Falls, 18 ; and Lake Erie,
3 9 ; description of, 40; romance
and tragedy of, 41 ; water
power, 41 -43
Nicoll, Sir W. Robertson, on
Canadian writers, 284
Nicola Valley, 162
Nipigon Bay, 117
Nipigon River, trout angling, 117
Nipissing Lake and Champlain,
27, 80; big game, 265
Nipissing Mine, output, 45
Norfolk County, agriculture of,
31 j fruit growing, &c, 32-34
North American Indians, on
Saint Lawrence, 13, 22 ; and
Champlain, 25-27 ; hereditary
prince of, 78-79; civilization
effects on, 80 ; guides, 80-89,
117 ; memories of Hiawatha,
101, 102; and Jesuits, 105 ;
customs of ancient, 105-115 j
Saltaux names, 144, 260; in
British Columbia, 160; Cree
names, 255, 257, 258, 260, 265,
272 ; primitive weapons, 273 ;
loon legend of, 287
North Bay and T. and N. O.
Railway, 97, 98
Northern Customs Concentration
Mines at Cobalt, 45
North Fork River, 207
North Thompson River at Lytton,
232

North-West Mounted Police, 135,
139
Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal,
23
Notre Dame
des Victoires
Church, Quebec, 16
OATS, Alberta returns, 141
Official returns, trade, 30; mining,
43~*49> 157-161j agriculture,
136, 141 ; Imports and Exports,
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172-176; on Tariff, 183-184;
fisheries, 235, 240, 241
Ojibwa Indians, 77, 80, 101
Okanagan, 162; wheat of, 169;
game birds, 249 ; big game,
255> 274
Okanagan Lakes, steelhead trout
in, 201, 202
Okanagan River, angling centre,
233
Oncorhynchus tschawytscha, salmon, 198
Ontario Government, and water
power,
42 ; and
"Wild
Catting," 4 8 , 4 9 ; and National
Parks, 50 ; and conservation of
National Utilities, 54; and
wolf destruction reward, 72;
nationalization of railway, 97,
98 ; fish re-stocking, 243
Ontario Lake, 30; and Erie
River, 39; decline of fish in,
243
Ontario, New, 97-102
Ontario Province, fruit growing,
32, 3 3 ^ poultry, &c, 3 4 ;
mining in, 43-49; travel in,
50-121 ; farmers on tariff, 181 ;
decline in fisheries, 240-245
Ontario Women's Institute, 189
Orangeville, agriculture, 104
Oregon and King Salmon, 198
Oregon rough grouse, 249
Osborn deer. See Caribou
Osoyoos Lake, game birds of,
250
Ottawa, 5 ; government at, 28,
2 9 ; Imports and Exports of,
29 j trade and enterprise, 29 ;
commerce, art and literary
centre, 29 ; Socialism in, 193;
big game of, 265
Ottawa River, Champlain explores, 25, 27
Otter Cove, 117
Owen Sound and C.P.R., 103
PACIFIC Ocean, 149,153; salmon
angling in, 220-225
Palliser expedition, 149

Pan-American Exhibition, hackney champion, 142
Paris Hygiene Congress and Miss I
H. MacMurchy, M.D., 191
Parker, Sir Gilbert, novelist, 2851
Par km an, Francis, historian, 284
Parry Sound and Lake of Bays, \
90
Partridges, 248 j European species,
250; Californian, 251
Peace River and Mackenzie
Basin, 138, latitude of, 162
Perks, ©r. W. A., on Porcupine
gold mines, 46
Petroleum, in Kootenay and
Vancouver, 160
Pheasants, 248;. paucity of, 250;
in Vancouver Island, 251
Picardy, Sieur de Roberval of, 9
Pickerel, Landing, 75
Pickerel River and French River,
80, 90
Pigeon Bay and Lake Superior,
117

Pike angling in Lake Erie, 38
Place du Marche in Quebec, 16
Platinium and alluvial soil, 159
Porcupine, habits, 8 8 ; invades
camp, 89
Porcupine goldfields, centre of,
46 ; expert opinion on, 47-49
Portage le Prairie, agricultural
market, 1:34
Portland cement at Vancouver,
160
Port Vermillion and heat wave,
139
Poultry farming in Ontario, 33,34
Prairies, stories of, 7 1 ; features
of, 134 J productiveness, 136 j
to Calgary, 143; loneliness of,
144; fire of, 146 ; flood of, 153,
*54. 163
Prairie chickens, 144; species,
250
Prairie Creek, 163
Pratt, Mr. A. C , and angling, 34;
in Norfolk County, 07
Presbyterians, Canadian, 126;
and Church Union, 285

INDEX
Press Club, Canadian, 191
Prince Edward County and fruit
I culture, 33
pPrince Rupert and G.T.R., 163 ;
proposed railway route, 165,
166
Provincial Bureau of Mines,
report on Porcupine goldfields,
46
r Provincial Seed Fair, Albert
agricultural awards, 141
• Ptarmigan, willow, 249; rock,
249 ; white tail, 249, 250
Puget Sound Fisheries, Mr. Badcock on, 237
QUAIL, 220, 248; Californian,
251; Bob White, 251
Qu'appelle River, farming, 136
Quebec, and Champlain, 12, 16;
situation of, 15, 16; churches
and hospitals, 17; historic
places, 18; early settlers, 1819; French element, 19; loyal
British subjects, 19, 20; government and schools, 20-21; life
and customs, 30 j farmers and
tariff, 181
Quesnel Lake, trout in, 202, 232 ;
and Columbia River, 233
Quinnat salmon, Californian name
of, 198
Quirpon, Isle of, 8
RAINBOW Mountains, 165
" R a l f Connor," visit to, 126;
novels of, 285
Raven Lake, angling on, 94-97
RecoDets of St. Charles, befriends outcast missionaries, 18
Recreation grounds in Montreal,
23
Red-head polished duck, 248
Redpath Museum and Library at
Montreal, 22
Red River at Winnipeg, 126
Regina, wheat plains of, 135
Returns, official. See Official
Returns
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Richardson grouse, distribution of,
249
Rideau River, for trout, 117
Rimouski, 8
Roberts, Charles G. W., poet,
284
Roberval, Sieur de, expedition of,
9
Robson Mountains, premier of the
Rockies, 165
Roche Miette and Suette, 164
Rocky Mountains, 25, 71, 127,
137 ; details of, 147-153* I56»
*57> 163, 164; big game of,
257, 265, 269, 274-276
Rods and tackle for bass, 36-38 ;
trout trolling, 55-58 ; flies, 6 9 70, 232; salmon rods, 206;
spoons and minnows, 219, 223 ;
salmon flies, 222
Rossland Copper Mines, 159
Royal Commission on Technical
Education and Women Appointments, 190
" Royal George," the, 286
Royal Horticultural Society Gold
Medal for fruit growing in
British Columbia, 171
Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, 23
Royal Victoria University, Montreal, 22
Rundle Mountains, 148
Rutherford, Mark, 58-74
Ruskin, town of, 219
Russell, T. A., on tariff, 186
Russian Jews and Socialism, 194
SAANICH Inlet, 160
Saint Joseph's Island, 115
Salmon angling, in Harrison
River, 207-218; various, Vancouver, 220-224; rivers for,
219-227
Salmon, spring, 86, 87 ; species
of, 198-200; distribution and
habits of, 202-204
Salmon River, 207
" S a m Slick." See Haliburton,
T. C.
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San Francisco, steamers to, 154
Saskatchewan, 127, 135-137
Saskatchewan River, 136 ; tributaries of, 138; and Indians of,
139; plains of, 139, 149; and
C.P.R. route, 143
Saskatoon, growth of schools and
colleges, 143
Sault St. Marie, mines output, 4 4 ;
industries of, 115; and Soo
Pacific Railway, 116
Scallion, J. W., on tariff, 182
Schoolcraft, Mr., on Hiawatha
poem, 101
Scotchman's Bonnet, Lake of
Bays, 90
Scotch settlers, early, 19
Seton Lake, 207
Selkirk Mountains, 5 4 ; glaciers
of, 151 j big game of, 265
Selwyn Mountains, 165
Seymour Creek, trout of, 222;
angling in, 228
Shaw, Mr. C. O., 92
Sherward, Lieut.-CoL A. P., 5
Sheep farming in Alberta, 142
Sheep, Bighorn, the, description
and habits, 274, 276 ; saddle
back, 275 ; Yukon, 275
Shusways Lake, 202 ; trout in,
233
Sidenham River, 104
Simcoe Lake, 51
Simulkameen, 162
Skeena River, salmon and trout
of, 202, 233 ; big game of, 271
Skeena Valley, fruit growing in,
165
Skuppa Creek, 207
Slave Lake and Mackenzie River,
149
Sleeping Grant Mountain, 119
Slocan silver, 158
Smith, Mr. E. D., on fruit growing
in Ontario, 32
Smith, Goldwin, 284
Snipe, the, distribution of, 248
Social Democratic Party at
Toronto, 194
Socialism in Canada, 192-196

Sockeye salmon, species of, 198; i
description, 199-200
Soo Pacific Railway, 116
Spallumcheen wheat cultivation, 1
169
Speckled trout in Muskoka river, |
68
Spring salmon, species, 198-199;
in Pacific, 222
"Standard," St. Johns, the, on 1
tariff, 185
Stave, Lake, 219
Stave, River, 219, 220
Steel head trout,-species, 201; dis- 1
tribution of, 233
Stella, art of, 17
Stephen, Mount, 149
Ste. Anne de Bellevue, 2 3 ;
rapids of, 25
St. James Cathedral, Montreal,
23
,
t
St. Lawrence River, mouth of,
10; rapids of, 11; frost bound,
12, 13; Quebec on, 15; distant view of, 16; Fall of Montmorency on, 18; steamer on,
2 1 ; world's granary of, 2 2 ;
at St. Anne's, 23; Lachine,
rapids of, 25; return on, 286,
287
St. Louis' Gate, Quebec, 16
St. Mary's College, Quebec, 22
St. Williams, Lake Erie, 35
Stikine river, big game, 265, 271
Stone quarries, British Columbia,
159, 160
Stowe-Gullen, Augusta, appointed
to Toronto Senate, 191
Strathcona, Lord, on emigration
regulations, 180
Sudbury, nickel and copper, 4 3 ;
mining industry, 75
Suffragists, 2, 5,190-191
Superior, Lake.
See Lake
Superior
Swift current, 143
TARIFF and Reciprocity, Deputation to Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
181-187

INDEX
Teal, the species of, 248
pelegraph Creek, big game of,
263, 264
iTemagami, route of, and Hurons,
99; angling in, 100; big game
of, 254
gfemeskaming and Northern OnI? tario Railway, 97
Temeskaming Mine, output of,
45
Tennyson's
" S e a Dreams,"
vision of, 122
^Teslin Lake, big game of, 275
Tete Jaune and Fort George, 165
•Texada Island, limestone of, 160
jThompson, River, and Kamloops,
152, 162, 169; salmon, 202
Three Sister Peaks, Rocky Mountains, 148
Thunder Bay, 117, 119
Tisdale gold district, 48
Tobacco crop in British Columbia,
169
Toronto growth and trade, 29;
commercial aggressiveness, 30,
3 1 ; electric cars and Niagara,
4 1 ; terminus of T. and N. O.
railway, 97, 101, 104, 191, 196
Toronto Globe, the, on Tariff,
185 ; and women's suffrage, 190
Trade returns, Ottawa, 29;
Toronto, 29, 30; the Dominion,
172-173; implements, etc.,
183-184.
See also Official
Returns
Trek wagon and boy scouts, 3
Trout, common, 201
Trout angling in Algonquin Park,
55~7o; Lake of Bays, 90-97 ;
in Temagami, 100-101 ; reports
and criticism on, 239-245
Tupper Mountains, 152
Tyee salmon species, 198
UNITED Church of Canada, 285
United States and annexation,
19 ; visit to, 4 0 ; playground
of, 65 ; tourists of, 71 ; market
for Canadian wheat, 140 j trade
returns of, 173; and emigration
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to, regulations, 179; salmon in
British Columbia, 235-239;
awards of, 286
" V A L K Y R I E " III.,

286

Valley of Ten Peaks, 149
Vancouver
Transcontinental
steamer, 153 ; incorporation
of, 154; socialists in city of,
192-193; restaurants of, 178;
angling in Narrows of, 220-225,
244^
Vancouver island and rivers, 149;
resources
of,
166;
and
Cowitchen, 277; game birds
of, 251; big game of, 257, 272,
273
Vedder River, 230; angling in,
231-232
Vermillion, Port, 139
Vernon, gamebirds of, 250
Victoria, 166, horticulture in,
169; game birds of, 251;
museum specimen of salmon,
Virginian deer, description
and habits, 259-260
" Volturna," the, 286

of,

WALBAUM, the naturalist, on
spring salmon, 198
Wanikewin " H o t e l , " " H o u s e
on the Rock," 76; camping
centre, 77
Wapiti, the description and habits
of, 255-257
Wapiti mountains, 150
Water power of Niagara, 41, 42 ;
Lake in the woods, 121
" W a w a " Hotel, Lake of Bays, 92
Wellington, 166
Westminster, British Columbia,
and Fraser river, 153, 205;
fertile soil of, 162 ; and Coquitlam river, 220
Wheat returus, 140, 141
Whipoorwill, the notes of, 89
Whiskey Falls, Moskoka River,

64

Whitney gold centre, 48
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Whomack, 219
Wi&lefried, 98
Widgeon, the varieties of, 248
Wilberforce and iron mines, 44
William, Fort. See Fort William
Williams, Saint, orrLake Erie,
35
Wilmott, J . H., on overfishing,
240-241

Windermere and Columbia River,
233
Windsor and water power, 41
Winnipeg, 25, 120, 121; government commodities, 120; rseat
of, 123 j suburban life of, 124;
writer and preacher, X27 ; route
to Prairies, 134,144; restaurants
of, 178 ; socialists of^ 194
Wolfe, General, 16, 18
Wolf, the, rush through forest,
71 ; and deer, 72 ; reward for,
72 ; habits of, 72 ; cunning and
treachery of, 73 j description
of, 74; Congar species, 279

Woodlands, 98
Women's Canadian Historical!
Society, 191
Women's Christian Temperance!
Union, 189; of Manitoba, 190
Women's Household Economic
Association, 191
Women's National Council, 191 1
Women's Suffrage, 2, 5, 190
World's Columbian Exhibition
wheat award
in British
Columbia, 141
XAVITZ, Professor, 34
VALE, 153,161

Yale copper mines, 159
Yellow Head Pass, 103-166
Yellowstone Park, big game in,
272

Young, Rev. Edward S., 92-93
Z I N C mines, 159
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Selected with an Introduction. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
M a s t e r m a n (C. F. G.). TENNYSON
AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Medley (D. J.).
ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. Cr. Zvo. 7s.6d.net.
•Meldrum (D. S.). HOME LIFE I N
HOLLAND.
Illustrated.
Demy Zvo.
xos. 6d. net.
Methuen (A. M. S.). ENGLAND'S RUIN :
DISCUSSED IN FOURTEEN LETTERS TO A

PROTECTIONIST. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
3d. net.
Meynell (Everard). COROT AND HIS
FRIENDS. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
net.
Miles (Eustace). LIFE AFTER LIFE:
OR,

T H E THEORY

OF REINCARNATION.

Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d. net.
THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION :
How TO ACQUIRE IT. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
MiilaiS (J. G.). T H E LIFE AND LETTERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS.
Illustrated. New Edition.
Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.
Milne (J. G.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER ROMAN RULE. Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
•M ARIA* THERESA. Illustrated. xos.6d.
net.

Money (L. G. Chiozza). RICHES AND
POVERTY, 1910. Tenth and Revised
Edition. Demy Zvo. $s. net.
MONEY'S FISCAL DICTIONARY,
1910.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ss- netM o n t a g u e ( C . E . ) . DRAMATIC VALUES.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ss.
Moorhouse (E. Hallam).
NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.
Morgan (J. H-), THE HOUSE OF LORDS
AND T H E CONSTITUTION. With an
Introduction

Cr. Zvo.

by the LORD

CHANCELLOR.

xs. net.

Nevill (Lady Dorothy). UNDER FIVE
REIGNS. Edited by her son. Illustrated.
Fifth Edition. Demy Zvo. 15J. net.
N o r w a y (A. H.). NAPLES. PAST AND
PRESENT. Illustrated. Third
Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Oman (C. W. C ) . A HISTORY OF THE
ART OF WAR IN T H E MIDDLE
AGES. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
net.
ENGLAND BEFORE T H E NORMAN
CONQUEST.
With Maps. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
Oxford (M. N.), A HANDBOOK OF
NURSING.
Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
3S.6d.
P a k e s (W. C C). T H E SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 15*.
P a r k e r (Eric). T H E BOOK OF T H E
ZOO; BY DAY AND NIGHT.

Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Illustrated.

• P e a r s (Sir Edwin). TURKEY AND ITS
PEOPLE. Demy Zvo. xzs. 6d. net.
P e t r i e (W. M. Flinders). A HISTORY
OF EGYPT. Illustrated. In Six Volumes.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. each.
VOL. I.

FROM THE 1ST TO THE X V I T H

DYNASTY. Sixth
VOL.

II.

Edition.

THE XVIITH

AND X V I I I T H

DYNASTIES. Fourth Edition.
VOL. III. X I X T H TO X X X T H DYNASTIES.
VOL. IV.
EGYPT UNDER THE PTOLEMAIC
DYNASTY. J . P. MAHAFFY.
VOL. V. EGYPT UNDER ROMAN RULE. J. G.
MILNE.
VOL. VI. EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
STANLEY LANE-POOLE.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated Cr. Zvo.
zs. 6d.
SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. Zvoas. 6d.
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EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xnth Dynasty.
Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
3 J. 6d.
EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xvmth to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
P h e l p s (Ruth S.). SKIES ITALIAN: A
LITTLE BREVIARY FOR TRAVELLERS IN

ITALY. Fcap. Zvo. 5s. net.
P o d m o r e (Frank). MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Two Volumes.
Demy Zvo.
2 if. net.
MESMERISM AND CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE: A Short History of Mental
Healing. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo.
xos. 6d. net.
P o l l a r d (Alfred W.). SHAKESPEARE
FOLIOS AND QUARTOS. A Study in
the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,
1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. 2xs. net.
•Porter (G. R.) THE PROGRESS OF
T H E NATION. A New Edition. Edited
by F. W. HIRST. Demy Zvo. zxs. net.
Powell (Arthur E.).
FOOD AND
HEALTH. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING OF
AN ORATOR. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•Price (Eleanor C ) . CARDINAL DE
RICHELIEU.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
xos. 6d. net.
P r i c e (L. L.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY IN ENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD
TOYNBEE. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo.
as. 6d.
P y e r a f t (W. P.). A HISTORY OF BIRDS.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
•Rappoport (Angelo S.). HOME LIFE IN
RUSSIA. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
net.
Rawlings (Gertrude B.). COINS AND
HOW TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
R e a d (C Stanford), FADS AND FEEDING. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d. net.
•Regan (C Tate). THE FRESHWATER
FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Reid (Arehdall), T H E LAWS OF HEREDITY. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. zxs.
net.
Robertson (C Grant). SELECT STATUTES, CASES, AND DOCUMENTS,
1660-1894. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
ENGLAND UNDER T H E HANOVERIANS. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
net.

Roe (Fred). OLD OAK FURNITURE.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.
xos. 6d. net.
Royde-Smith (N. G.). T H E PILLOW
BOOK: A GARNER OP MANY MOODS. 1

Collected. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
4s. 6d. net.
POETS OF OUR DAY. Selected, with an
Introduction. Fcap. Zvo. ssRussell (W. Clark), T H E L I F E O F
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD. j
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s. \
• R y a n (P. P . W.). STUART LIFE AND I
MANNERS ; A SOCIAL HISTORY. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d net.
S t Francis of Assist THE LITTLE j
FLOWERS
OF T H E GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, with Notes by WILLIAM
HEYWOOD. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. $s. net.
4
S a k i ' ( H . H . Munro).
REGINALD.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. as. 6d. net.
REGINALD IN RUSSIA.
Fcap. Zvo.
as. 6d. net.

Sandeman (G. A. C.). METTERNICH.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Zvo. as. 6d.
TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Fcap. Zvo.
zs. 6d.
JACK'S INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Shakespeare (William}.
T H E FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 163a: 1664;
1685. Each £4 4J. net, or a complete set,
£xz xzs. net.
T H E POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by GEORGE WYNDHAM. Demy Zvo. Buckram, xos. 6d.
S h a r p (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.
Zvo. as. 6d.
Sidgwlek (Mrs. Alfred). HOME LIFE
IN GERMANY.
Illustrated. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. Illustrated. Second Edition
Cr. Zvo. ss. net.
Smith (Adam). T H E WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited by EDWIN CANNAN
Two Volumes. Demy Zvo. axe. not.
•Smith (G. Herbert).
GEMS A N D
PRECIOUS STONES. Illustrated. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
Snell (F. J.). A BOOK O F EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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'Sta&elifliB.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
[ Third Edition. Fcap Zvo. xs. net.
Stevenson (R.L.). T H E LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Edited
by Sir SIDNEY COLVIN.

A New and En-

larged Edition in 4 volumes. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. Leather, each ss. net.
VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by WILLIAM STRANG.
Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.
THE LIFE O F R. L. STEVENSON. See
BALFOUR (G.).

Stevenson (M. L), FROM SARANAC
TO T H E MARQUESAS AND BEYOND.
Being Letters written by Mrs. M. I. STEVENSON during 1887-88. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.
LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. BALFOUR. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.
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Treneh (Herbert). DEIRDREWEDDED,
AND OTHER POEMS. Second and Revised
Edition. Large Post Zvo. 6s.
NEW POEMS. Second Edition.
Large
Post Zvo. 6s.
APOLLO AND T H E SEAMAN. Large
Post Zvo. Paper, xs. 6d. net; cloth, zs. 6d.
net.
Trevelyan (G. M.). ENGLAND UNDER
T H E STUARTS. With* Maps and Plans.
Fourth Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
Triggs (Inigo H.). TOWN PLANNING:
PAST, PRESENT, AND POSSIBLE.

Illustra-

ted. Second Edition.
Wide Royal Zvo.
15J. net.
Underhill (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A
Study in the Nature and Development of
Man's Spiritual Consciousness. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. xss. net.
Storr (Vernon F.). DEVELOPMENT
Vaughan (Herbert M.). THE NAPLES
AND DIVINE PURPOSE. Cr. Zvo. ss.
RIVIERA. Illustrated. Second Edition.
net.
•FLORENCE AND H E R TREASURES.
Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. ss. net.
AND MUSICIANS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.
Vernon (Hon- W. W a r r e n ) . READINGS
ON T H E INFERNO OF DANTE. With
S w a n t o n (E. W.). FUNGI AND HOW
an Introduction by the REV. DR. MOORE.
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.
Two Volumes. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s. net.
xss. net.
READINGS ON T H E PURGATORIO
Sykes (Ella C ) . PERSIA AND ITS
OF DANTE. With an Introduction by
PEOPLE. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
the late DEAN CHURCH. TWO Volumes.
net.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. xss. net.
Symes (J. E.). T H E F R E N C H REVOREADINGS ON T H E PARADISO OF
L U T I O N . Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. as. 6d.
DANTE. With an Introduction by the
BISHOP OF RIPON. Two Volumes. Second
Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
Edition. Cr. Zvo. xss. net.
ART. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
W a d d e l l (Col. L. A.), LHASA AND ITS
Taylor (A. E.). T H E ELEMENTS OF
MYSTERIES. With a Record of the ExMETAPHYSICS. Second Edition. Demy
pedition of 1903-1904. Illustrated.
Third
Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
and Cheaper Edition. Medium Zvo. js. 6d
net.
Thibaudeau (A. C). BONAPARTE AND
T H E CONSULATE. Translated and
W a g n e r (Richard). RICHARD WAGEdited by G. K. FORTESCUE. Illustrated.
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS: InterpretaDemy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
tions, embodying Wagner's own explanations. By ALICE LEIGHTON CLEATHER
•Thomas (Edward). MAURICE MAEand BASIL CRUMP. Fcap. Zvo. zs. 6d. each.
TERLINCK, Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. ss.net.
T H E RING OF THE NIBELUNG.
Thompson (Franeis).
SELECTED
Fourth Edition.
TRISTAN AND ISOLDE:
POEMS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON.
With a Biographical Note by WILFRID
Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
MEYNELL. With a Portrait in Photogravure.
SIMPLE-HEARTED: Little Homilies to
Seventh Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ss- net.
Women in Country Places. Third Edition.
Tileston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
Small Pott Zvo. zs. net.
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Eighteenth EdiTHE HOUSE BY T H E CHERRY TREE.
tion. Medium x6mo. zs. 6d. net.
LambA Second Series of Little Homilies to
skin 3s. 6d. net. Also an1 edition in superior
Women in Country Places. Small Pott Zvo.
binding, 6s.
zs, net.
• T H E S T R O N G H O L D OF H O P E .
COMPANIONS OF T H E WAY. Being
Medium x6mo. as. 6d. net.
Selections for Morning and Evening Reading. Chosen and arranged by ELIZABETH
Toynbee (Paget), D A N T E ALIGHIERI:
WATERHOUSE. Large Cr. Zvo. ss- net.
His LIFE AND WORKS. With 16 IllustraTHOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY.
Small
tions. Fourth and Enlarged Edition. Cr.
Pott Zvo. xs. net.
Zvo. ss. net.
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Waters (W. G.). ITALIAN SCULPTORS
Williams (H. Noel). T H E WOMEN
AND SMITHS. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.
BONAPARTES. The Mother and three
7s. 6d. net.
Sisters of Napoleon. Illustrated. In Two
Volumes. Demy Zvo. a4e.net.
*Watt (Franeis). EDINBURGH AND
A ROSE OF SAVOY : MARIE ADELAIDE OF
THE LOTHIANS. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.
SAVOY,
DOCHESSE DE BOURGOGNB, MOTHER
7s. 6d. net.
OF LOUIS XV. Illustrated.
Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. x$s. net.
Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
T H E A N T I Q U I T I E S OF UPPER
THE FASCINATING DUC DE RICHEEGYPT: From Abydos to the Sudan
LIEU ; LOUIS FRANCOIS ARMAND DU
Frontier. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.
PLESSIS (1696-17S8). Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
xss. net.
Weleh (Catharine). T H E L I T T L E
•A
PRINCESS OF ADVENTURE: M
DAUPHIN. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
CAROLINE, DUCHESSB DE BERRY (179SWells (J.). OXFORD AND OXFORD
1870). Illustrated. Demy Zvo. x$s. net.
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 3s. 6d.
A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Tenth
Edition.
With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. Wood (Sir Evelyn). FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL. IllustraWestell (W. Pereival). THE YOUNG
ted. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Demy
NATURALIST. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Zvo. js. 6d. net.
•THE YOUNG ORNITHOLOGIST. IllusTHE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN. 1857trated. Cr. Zvo. s*.
59. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Westell (W. Pereival), and Cooper (C. S.).
THE YOUNG BOTANIST. Illustrated.
Wood (W. Birkbeek), and Edmonds
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
(Lieut.-Col. J. E.). A HISTORY OF
White (George P.). A CENTURY OF
THE CIVIL WAR IN THE UNITED
SPAIN AND PORTUGAL, 1788-1898.
STATES (1861-5). With an Introduction
Demy Zvo. xzs. 6d. net.
by H. SPENSER WILKINSON. With 04 Maps
and Plans. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.
Wilde (Oscar). DE P R OsF U N D I S .
xzs. 6d. net.
Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. s - net.
THE WORKS OF OSCAR WILDE.
In
Twelve Volumes. Fcap. Zvo. ss- net each
Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS. With
volume.
an Introduction and Notes by NOWRLL
1. LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME AND
C. SMITH. In Three Volumes. Demy Zvo.
THE PORTRAIT OF MR. W. H. II. THE
xss. net.
' •

DUCHESS OF PADUA,
HI. POEMS,
IV.
LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN. V. A WOMAN
OF No IMPORTANCE, VI. A N IDEAL HUSBAND, vu. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST.
VIII. A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES, IX. INTENTIONS, X. D E PROFUNDIS AND PRISON LETTERS, XI. ESSAYS,
XII. SALOME, A FLORENTINE TRAGEDY,
and LA SAINTE COURTISANR.

PART

Wyllie (M. A.). NORWAY AND ITS
FJORDS. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 3s. 6d.

II.—A SELECTION OF SERIES
Ancient Cities.
General Editor, B. C. A. WINDLE.
Cr. %vo. 4J. 6d. net each volume.

With Illustrations by E. H. N E W , and other Artist!.
EDINBURGH. M. G. Williamson.
BRISTOL. Alfred Harvey.
LINCOLN. E. Mansel Sympson.
CANTERBURY. J. C. Cox.
CHESTER. B. C. A. Windle.
DUBLIN. S. A. O. Fitzpatrick.

SHREWSBURY. T. Auden.
WELLS and GLASTONBURY.

T. S. Holmes.
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The Antiquary's Books.
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX.
Demy Zvo. Js. 6d. net each volume.
With Numerous Illustrations.
ARCHAEOLOGY
AND FALSE
ANTIQUITIES.
R . MunrovB E L L S OF E N G L A N D , T H E . Canon J . J . Raven.
Second
Edition.
BRASSES O F E N G L A N D , T H E .
Herbert W.
M a c k l i n . Second
Edition.
CELTIC
A R T IN PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN
TIMES.
J . Romilly Allen.
CASTLES A N D W A L L E D T O W N S OF ENGLAND.
A. H a r v e y .
D O M E S D A Y I N Q U E S T , T H E . Adolpbus Ballard.
ENGLISH CHURCH FURNITURE.
J . C. C o x
and A. • Harvey.
Second
Edition.
ENGLISH COSTUME.
From Prehistoric Times
t o t h e E n d of t h e E i g h t e e n t h
Century.
G e o r g e Clinch.
ENGLISH MONASTIC L I F E .
The Right Rev.
A b b o t G a s q u e t . Fourth
Edition.
E N G L I S H S E A L S . J . H a r v e y Bloom.
FOLK-LORR AS AN HISTORICAL SCIENCE.
Sir G. L . G o m m e .
GILDS AND COMPANIES O F LONDON, T H E .
George Unwin.

MANOR
AND MANORIAL
RECORDS, T H E .
Nathaniel J . Hone.
MEDIAEVAL H O S P I T A L S O F E N G L A N D , T H E .
R o t h a M a r y Clay.
OLD ENGLISH
INSTRUMENTS
OF
MUSIC.
F . W . Galpin.
Second
Edition.
OLD ENGLISH LIBRARIES. James Hurt.
OLD
SERVICE
BOOKS
OF T H E ENGLISH
CHURCH.
Christopher Wordsworth,
and
H e n r y L i t t l e h a l e s . Second
Edition.
PARISH
LIFE
I N MEDIAEVAL
ENGLAND.
T h e R i g h t Rev. Abbot Gasquet.
Third
Edition.
PARISH
REGISTERS
OF ENGLAND, T H E .
J . C Cox.
REMAINS O F T H E PREHISTORIC
A G E IN
ENGLAND.
B . C. A . W i n d l e .
Second
Edition.
• R O M A N E R A IN BRITAIN, T H E . J. Ward.
*ROMAN-BRITISH BUILDINGS AND E A R T H WORKS. J. Ward.
ROYAL FORESTS OF ENGLAND, T H E .
J . C.
Cox.
S H R I N E S O F B R I T I S H S A I N T S . J . C. Wall.

The Arden Shakespeare.
Demy Zvo. 2s. 6d. net each volume.
An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays; each edited with a full Introduction,
Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.
ALL'S W E L L T H A T E N D S W E L L .
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA.
CYMBELINE.
COMEDY OFERRORS, T H E .
HAMLET.
Second
Edition.
JULIUS CAESAR.
K I N G H E N R Y IV.
P T . I.
K I N G H E N R Y v.
K I N G H E N R Y VI.
P T . I.
K I N G H E N R Y VI. P T . I I .
K I N G H E N R Y VI.
P T . HI.
KING LEAR.
K I N G RICHARD HI.
L I F E AND D E A T H OF KING JOHN, T H E .
LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST.
MACBETH.

M E A S U R E FOR M E A S U R E .
MERCHANT OFVENICE, T H E .
MEKRY WIVES OFWINDSOR, T H E .
M I D S U M M E R N I G H T ' S D R E A M , A.
OTHELLO.
PERICLES.
R O M E O AND J U L I E T .
TAMING OFTHE SHREW, T H E .
TEMPEST, THE.
T I M O N OF A T H E N S .
T I T U S ANDRONICUS.
TROILUS AND CRESSIDA.
T W O GENTLEMEN O F VERONA, T H B .
TWELFTH NIGHT.
VENUS AND ADONIS.

M E T H U E N AND COMPANY

H

LIMITED

Classics of Art.
Edited by D R . J. H. W. LAING.
With numerous Illustrations.
T H E ART OF THE GREEKS.

H . B. Walters.

xzs. 6d. net.

T H E ART OF THE ROMANS.

H . B. Walters.

iS*. net.

CHARDIN. "H. E. A. Furst.

Wide Royal Zvo.

MICHELANGELO. Gerald S. Davies. xs*. bd.
net.
RUBENS. Edward Dillon, 25*. net.
RAPHAEL.

xas. 6d\ net.

A. P. Oppe*. xas. 6d. net.

DONATELLO.

Maud Cruttwell. >-. is*, net.

'REMBRANDT'S ETCHINGS.

FLORENTINE

SCULPTORS OF T H E RENAIS-

TITIAN. Charles Ricketts. 12J. 6d. net.
TINTORETTO. Evelyn March Philiipps. 155.
net.

SANCE. Wilhelm Bode. Translated by
Jessie Haynes. 12J. 6d. net.
GEORGE ROMNEY.

Arthur B. Chamberlain.

xzs. 6d. net.
GHIRLANDAIO. Gerald S. Davies. Second
Edition, xos. 6a\

A. M. Hind.

TURNER'S SKETCHES AND DRAWINGS.

FINBERG. xzs. 6d. net.

VELAZQUEZ.

A. J.

Second Edition.

A. de Beruete.

xos. 6d. net.

The Complete Series.
Fully Illustrated.
T H E COMPLETE BILLIARD PLAYER.

Charles

Roberts, xos. 6d. net.
THE

COMPLETE

COOK.

Lilian

Whrtlihg.

7s. 6d. net.
T H E COMPLETE CRICKETER.

Knight. 7$. 6d. net.

Albert

E.

Charles Rich-

ardson, xzs. 6d. net. Second Edition.
THE

COMPLETE

10*. 6d. net.
THE

GOLFER.

COMPLETE HOCKEY-PLAYER.
COMPLETE

A. Wallis Myers,
Edition.

Eustace

TENNIS

COMPLETE

MOUNTAINEER.

G.

PLAYER.

xos. 6d. net. Second

xos. 6d. net.

R. C Lehmann.

Bayley. xos. 6d. net.

R. Child

Fourth Edition.

T H E COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER, ON THE
N E W ZEALAND SYSTEM. D. Gallaher and
THE

COMPLETE

SHOT.

Buckell. xzs. 6d. net.

G. T.

Teasdale

Third Edition.

The Connoisseur's Library.
With numerous Illustrations.

Wide Royal Zvo. 25J. net each volume.

ENGLISH FURNITURE. F . S. Robinson.
ENGLISH COLOURED BOOKS. Martin Hardie.
•ETCHINGS. F . Wedmore.
EUROPEAN ENAMELS.
Henry H . Cunyng-

hame.
GLASS. Edward Dillon.
GOLDSMITHS'

AND SILVERSMITHS'

WORK.

Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS.

D.

Abraham. x$s. net. Second Edition.

" W. J. Stead, IOJ. 6d. net. Second Edition.

Second Edition.

LAWN

THE

Filson Young.

(Seventh).

T H E COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHER.

• Harry Vardon.

Eleventh Edition.

E. White, ss. net.
THE

X2s. 6d. net. New Edition

T H E COMPLETE OARSMAN.

Second Edition.

T H E COMPLETE FOXHUNTER.

Demy $vo.

T H E COMPLETE MOTORIST.

J. A. Herbert.

IVORIES. Alfred MaskelL
JEWELLERY. H. Clifford Smith.
Edition.
MEZZOTINTS. Cyril Davenport.
MINIATURES. Dudley Heath.
PORCELAIN* Edward Dillon.
SEALS. Walter de Gray Birch.
•WOOD SCULPTURE.

Alfred Maskell.
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Handbooks of English Church History.
Edited by J. H. BURN.

Crown Zvo. zs. 6d. net each volume.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH.

J.H.Maude.

THE SAXON CHURCH AND THE NORMAN CONQUEST. C. T. Cruttwell.
T H E MEDIEVAL CHURCH AND THE PAPACY.

T H E REFORMATION PERIOD. Henry Gee.
T H E STRUGGLE WITH PURITANISM. Bruce

Blaxland.
T H E CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Alfred Plummer.

A. C. Jennings.

Handbooks of Theology.
T H E DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION.

R. L.

Ottley. Fifth Edition, Revised.
Zvo. xzs. 6a.

Demy

A HISTORY OF EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.

J. F. Bethune-Baker. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
AN INTRODUCTION TO T H E HISTORY OF
RELIGION.
F . B. Jevons. Fifth Edition.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE
CREEDS. A. E. Burn. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
T H E PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENGLAND
AND AMERICA. Alfred Caldecott. Demy Zvo.

xos. 6d.
T H E XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND.
Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

Seventh Edition.

Demy Zvo. xas. 6d.

Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books.
Fcap. Zvo. 3-r. 6d. net each volume.

WITH COLOURED
OLD COLOURED BOOKS. George Paston.

as.

net.
T H E . L I F E AND DEATH OF JOHN MYTTON,

ESQ. Nimrod. Fifth

Edition.

T H E L I F E OF A SPORTSMAN. Nimrod.
HANDLEY CROSS.
R. S. Surtees.
Third

Edition.
MR.

SPONGE'S

SPORTING

TOUR.

R.

S.

Surtees.
JORROCKS'S JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES.

R. S.

Surtees. Third Edition.
ASK MAMMA.
THE

FIELD.

R. S. Surtees.
William Combe.

T H E TOUR OF D R . SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF
CONSOLATION. William Combe.
T H E THIRD TOUR OF D R . SYNTAX IN SEARCH
OF A W I F E .

L I F E IN LONDON. Pierce Egan.
REAL L I F E IN LONDON. An Amateur (Pierce

Egan). Two Volumes.
T H E L I F E OF AN ACTOR.
Pierce Egan.
T H E VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. Oliver Gold-

smith.
THE

William Combe.

HISTORY OF JOHNNY

MILITARY ADVENTURES

NEWCOMBE.

OF JOHNNY

An Officer.

With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken.
THE

T H E TOUR OF D R ; SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF

THE

The Author

of' Dr. Syntax.'

T H E NATIONAL SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

R. S. Surtees.

ANALYSIS OF THE HUNTING

THE PICTURESQUE.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
T H E DANCE OF L I F E : A Poem.

QUAE

GENUS.

the Author of' The Three Tours.'
T H E ENGLISH DANCE OF DEATH, from the

Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of 'Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volumes,

ADVENTURES OF A POST CAPTAIN.

A Naval Officer.
GAMONIA.
AN

Lawrence Rawstorne.

ACADEMY

FOR GROWN

HORSEMEN.

Geoffrey Gambado.
REAL L I F E IN IRELAND. A Real Paddy.
T H E ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY NEWCOMBE m
THE NAVY.

Alfred Burton.

T H E OLD ENGLISH SQUIRE.
THE

John Careless.

ENGLISH SPY. Bernard Blackmantle.

Two Volumes,

js. net.

METHUEN AND COMPANY LIMITED

i6

WITH

PLAIN

T H E GRAVE : A Poem. Robert Blair.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF T H E BOOK OF J O B . In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.
WINDSOR CASTLE.
THE

TOWER

FRANK FAIRLEGH.
HANDY ANDY.

W.

Harrison

F. E. Smedley.

Samuel Lover.

T H E COMPLEAT ANGLER.

W. Harrison Ainsworth.

OF LONDON.

Ainsworth.

ILLUSTRATION&
Izaak Walton ana

Charles Cotton.
T H E PICKWICK PAPERS.

Charles Dickens.

Leaders of Religion
Edited by H . C. BEECHING. With Portraits.
Crown Zvo. 2s. net each volume.
CARDINAL NEWMAN. R. H . Hutton.
THOMAS CHALMERS. Mrs. Oliphant. Second
Edition.
JOHN WESLEY. J . H . Overton.
LANCELOT ANDREWES. R. L. 011le y. Second
BISHOP WILBERFORCE. G. W. Daniell.
Edition.
CARDINAL MANNING. A. W. Hutton.
CHARLES SIMEON.
JOHN KNOX.
JOHN HOWE.
THOMAS K E N .

AUGUSTINE OF CANTERBURY.

H . C. G. Moule.

F . MacCunn.

Second

Edition

WILLIAM LAUD.
JOHN DONNE.

R. F . Horton.

THOMAS CRANMER.

F . A. Clarke.

GEORGE FOX, T H E QUAKER.

T. Hodgkin,

BISHOP LATIMER.

Third

Ed.

A. J . Mason.
R. M. Carlyle and A. J .

Carlyle.

Third Edition.
JOHN KEBLB.

E. L. Cutis.

W. H. Hutton.
Augustus Jessop.

BISHOP BUTLER.

Walter Lock.

W. A. Spooner.

The Library of Devotion.
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.
Small Pott Zvo, cloth, 2s.; leather, 2s. 6d. net each volume.
THR

CONFESSIONS

Seventh

OF

ST.

AUGUSTINB.

NERS.

T H E CHRISTIAN YEAR.
LYRA INNOCENTIUM.
T H E TEMPLE.

Sixth

Fourth
Second

Edition.

Edition.

Second Edition.

A,, SERIOUS CALL, TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY
LIFE. Fourth Edition.

A

Book of Sacred Verse.

A

D A Y BOOK
FATHERS.

FROM

THR

SAINTS AND

A LITTLE BOOK OF HEAVENLY WISDOM.

A

Selection from the English Mystics.
A Selection from

the German Mystics.

Second Edition.

O N THE LOVE OF GOD.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT
T H E LITTLE

T H E PSALMS OF* DAVID.

FLOWERS

or

THR

LIKE.

GLORIOUS

MESSER S T . FRANCIS AND o r BIS FRIARS.

LYRA APOSTOLICA.
T H E SONG OF SONGS.
T H E THOUGHTS OF PASCAL.

SACRA :

Second Edition.

LIGHT, L I F E , and LOVE.

A GUIDE TO ETERNITY.
T H E INNER WAY.

LYRA

Edition.

Second Edition.

A BOOK OF DEVOTIONS.

A

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OV SIN*

Edition.

T H E IMITATION OF CHRIST.

D E A T H AND IMMORTALITY.
Second Edition.

MANUAL OF \ CONSOLATION, FROM T H E
SAINTS AND FATHERS.

T H R SPIRITUAL GUIDE.

Second Edition.

DEVOTIONS FOR EVRRY DAY IN THR WEEK
AND THE GREAT FESTIVALS.

DEVOTIONS FROM THE APOCRYPHA.
T H E SPIRITUAL COMBAT.

PRECES PRIVATE.

T H E DEVOTIONS OF S T . ANSELM.

HOR.« M Y S T I C * : A Day

BISHOP WILSON'S SACRA PRIVATA.

Book from the

Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.
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Little Books on Art.
With many Illustrations.

Demy i6mo.

2s. 6d. net each volume.

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,
including a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
i ALBRECHT DURER. J. Allen.
ARTS OF JAPAN, THR.

HOLBEIN.

E. Dillon.

Second

Edition.

JEWELLERY.

BOOKPLATES. E. Almack.
BOTTICELLI. Mary L. Bonnor.
QBURNE-JONES. F. de Lisle.

C. Davenport.

JOHN HOPPNER.

H. P . K. Skipton.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

CHRIST IN ART. Mrs. H. Jenner.
CLAUDE. E. Dillon.
CONSTABLE.
H. W. Tompkins.

J . Sime.

Second

Edition.

CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM. Mrs. H. Jenner.

I

Mrs. G. Fortescue.

ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS. J . W. Bradley.

Second

Edition.

COROT. A. Pollard and E. Birnstingl.
ENAMELS. Mrs. N. Dawson.
FREDERIC LEIGHTON. A. Corkran.
GEORGE ROMNEY. G. Paston.

GREEK ART. H. B. Walters. Fourth Edition.
GREUZE AND BOUCHER. E. F. Pollard.

MILLET. N. Peacock.
MINIATURES. C. Davenport.
OUR LADY IN ART. Mrs. H. Jenner.
RAPHAEL. A. R. Dry hurst.
REMBRANDT. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.
TURNER. F. Tyrrell-Gill.
VANDYCK. M. G. Smallwood.
VELASQUEZ. W. Wilberforce and A.

R.

Gilbert.
WATTS.

R. E. D. Sketchley.

The Little Galleries.
Demy i6mo. zs. 6d. net each volume.
Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of
. the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF MILLAIS.
A LITTLE GALLERY or ENGLISH POETS.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF REYNOLDS.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF ROMNEY.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF HOPPNER.

The Little Guides.
With many Illustrations by E. H. N E W and other artists, and from photographs.
Small Pott Zvo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net; leather, y. 6d. net, each volume.
The main features of these Guides are (1) a handy and charming form ; (2) illustrations from photographs and by well-known artists ; (3) good plans and maps ; (4)
an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the
natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.
CAMBRIDGE AND ITS COLLEGES.

Thompson.

A.

H.

Third Edition, Revised.

CHANNEL ISLANDS, T H E . E. E. Bicknell.
ENGLISH LAKES, T H E . F. G. Brabant.
ISLE OF WIGHT, T H E . G. Clinch.
MALVERN COUNTRY, T H E . B. C. A. Windle.
NORTH WALES. A. T. Story.
OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. J. Wells.

Ninth

Edition.

SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY.

Third

B. C. A. Windle.

Edition.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. G. Clinch.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY. G. E. Troutbeck.

Second Edition.
BERKSHIRE. F . G. Brabant.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. E. S. Roscoe.
CHESHIRE. W. M. Gallicban.

i8
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T H E LITTLE GUIDES—continued.

CORNWALL. A. L. Salmon.
DERBYSHIRE.

J. C. Cox.

DEVON. S. Baring-Gould. Second Edition.
DORSET. F. R. Heath. Secona Edition.
ESSEX. J. C. Cox.
HAMPSHIRE. J. C. Cox.

HERTFORDSHIRE. H. W. Tompkins.
KENT. G. Clinch.
KERRY. C P. Crane.
MIDDLESEX. J. B. Firth.
MONMOUTHSHIRE. G. W. Wade and J. H.
Wade.
NORFOLK. W. A. Dutt. Second Edition,
Revised.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. W. Dry. Second Ed.
NORTHUMBERLAND. J. E. Morris.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. L. Guilford.
OXFORDSHIRE. F. G. Brabant.

SOMERSET. G. W. and J. H. Wade.
STAFFORDSHIRE. C. E. Masefidd.
SUFFOLK. W. A. Dutt.
SURRRY.

J. C. Cox.

SUSSEX. F. G. Brabant. Third Edition,
WILTSHIRE. F. R, Heath.
YORKSHIRE,

Morris.

THE

EAST

RIDING.

YORKSHIRE, T H E NORTH RIDING.

J.

j
E.

J.

E.

J.

E.

Morris.
YORKSHIRR,

T H R WEST RIDING.

Morris. Cloth, %s. 6d. net; leather, 4*. 6d.
net.
^
BRITTANY. S. Baring-Gould*
NORMANDY. C. Scudamors.
ROME. C. G. Ellaby.iSICILY. F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library.
W i t h Introductions, Notes, a n d Photogravure F r o n t i s p i e c e *
Small Pott Zvo.

Each

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.
A u s t e n (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. Two Volumes.
NORTHANGER ABBEY.
Bacon (Francis). T H E ESSAYS OF
LORD BACON.
B a r h a m (R. H.). T H E INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Two Volumes.
B a r n e t (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
jENGLISH PRO^E,_„,
Beekford (William). T H E HISTORY
OF T H E CALIPH VATHEK.
B l a k e (William). SELECTIONS FROM
T H E WORKS OF WHLLIAM BLAKE.
BOP1»OW (George). LAVENGRO.
Two
Volumes.
THE ROMANY RYE.
Browning
(Robert).
SELECTIONS
FROM
T H E AEARLY
ROBERT BROWNING.

POEMS

OF

C a n n i n g (George). SELECTIONS FROM
T H E ANTLJACOBIN: with GEORGE
CANNING'S additional Poems.
Cowley (Abraham). T H E ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.
C r a b b e (George). SELECTIONS FROM
T H E POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Volume, cloth, is. 6d. net.
C r a i k (Mrs.). J O H N H A L I F A X , !
GENTLEMAN. Two Volumes.
C r a s h a w (Riehard). T H E E N G L I S H !
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
D a n t e Alighlerl. T H E I N F E R N O OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. CARY.
THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans- \
lated by H. F. GARY.
T H E PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans.
lated by H. F. CARY.
D a r l e y (George). SELECTIONS FROM 1
T H E POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
D e a n e (A. C ) . A LITTLE BOOK OF
* LIGHT VERSE.
Dickens(Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes. .
F e r r l e r (Susan).
MARRIAGE.
Two
Volumes.
T H E INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
Gaskell (MPS.). CRANFORD. Second Ed.
H a w t h o r n e ^Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER,
H e n d e r s o n [T. P.). A LITTLE BOOK
K eOF
a t sSCOTTISH.YERSE.
(John). POEMS.
K i n g l a k e (A. W.). EOTHEN.
Edition.
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ITHE LITTLE LIBRARY—continued.

j | L a m b (Charles). ELIA, AND THE LAST
• • E S S A Y S OF ELIA.
•Jkoeker (F.).

LONDON LYRICS.

I Longfellow (H. W.).
SELECTIONS
I FROM T H E POEMS OF H. W. LONGFELLOW.
• Marvell (Andrew). T H E POEMS OF
I ANDREW MARVELL.
M i l t o n (John). T H E MINOR POEMS OF
K j O H N MILTON.
I Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.
I&iehols (J. B . B.). A LITTLE BOOK
» O F ENGLISH SONNETS.
l o e h e f o u e a u l d (La). THE MAXIMS OF
W LA ROCHEFOUCAULD, .-v.

Tennyson (Alfred. Lord). T H E EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
IN MEMORIAM.
T H E PRINCESS.
MAUD.
T h a e k e r a y (W. M.). VANITY
Three Volumes.
PENDENNIS. Three Volumes.
ESMOND.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

FAIR.

V a u g h a n (Henry). T H E POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN.
W a l t o n (Izaak).
ANGLER.

THE

COMPLEAT

W a t e r h o u s e (Elizabeth).
A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE
AND DEATHS
Thirteenth Edition.

! Smith (Horace a n d J a m e s ) . REJECTED
W ADDRESSES.

W o r d s w o r t h (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
T H E POEMS OF WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

l i l t e r n e (Laurence).
¥ JOURNEY.

W o r d s w o r t h (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Second Edition.

A SENTIMENTAL

The Little Quarto Shakespeare.
E d i t e d by W . J . C R A I G .
Pott i6mo.

W i t h Introductions a n d N o t e s .

In 40 Volumes.
Leather, price is. net each
Mahogany Revolving Book Case. i a r . net.

volume,

Miniature Library.
IEUPHRANOR : A Dialogue on Youth. Edward
\ FitzGerald. Demy 3zmo. Leather, as. net.
ETHE L I F E OF EDWARD, LORD HERBERT OF

CHERBURY. Written by himself.
3zmo. Leather, zs. net.

Demy

POLONIUS: or Wise Saws and Modern Instances. Edward FitzGerald. Demyg&noi
Leather, zs. net.
T H E RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Edward

FitzGerald. Fourth Edition.
net.

Leather, xs.

The New Library of Medicine.
Edited by C . W . S A L E E B Y .
CARE OF THE BODY, T H E . F. Cavanagh.

Second Edition.

7s. 6d. net.

FUNCTIONAL NERVE DISEASES.

EHILDREN OF T H E NATION, T H E . The Right

Hon. Sir John Gorst.
js. 6d. net.

Second

Demy Zvo.

DRUGS AND THE DRUG HABIT. H. Sainsbury.

Edition.

CONTROL j OF A SCOURGE, T H E : or, How

Cancer is Curable. Chas. P. Childe. 7s. 6d.
net.
(DISEASES OF OCCUPATION. Sir Thomas Olivfe*;
xos. 6d. net. Second Edition.
DRINK PROBLEM, THE,fh°fts Medico-Sociological Aspects. Edited by T. N. Kelynack.
7*. 6d. net.

field, js, 6d. net.
THTGTENE OF MIND, T H E .

Fifth Edition.

A. T. Scho-

T. S. Clouston.

7s. 6d. net.

INFANT MORTALITY.

S5r George Newman.

7s. 6d. net.
PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS (CONSUMP-

TION), T H E . Arthur Newsholme. xos. 6d.
net. Second Edition. ,
AIR AND HEALTH. Ronald C. Macfie. 7s. 6d.
net. Second Edition*
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The New Library of Music.
Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN.
BRAHMS. J. A. Fuller-Maitland.
Edition-

Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

7s. 6d. net.

Second I HANDEL. R. A. Streatfeild. Second Edition.
\ HUGO WOLF. Ernest Newman.

Oxford Biographies.
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. Each volume, cloth, zs. 6d. net; leather, y. 6d. net.
DANTE ALIGHIBRI. Paget Toynbee.
Edition.
GIROLAMO SAVONAROLA.

Third

T H E YOUNG PRETENDER. C S. Terry.
ROBERT BURNS. T. F. Henderson.

E. L. S. Horsburgh.

CHATHAM.

Fourth Edition.

A. S. M'DowalL

FRANCIS OF ASSISI.

JOHN HOWARD. E. C. S. Gibson.
ALFRED TENNYSON. A. C. Benson.

Anna M. Stoddart.

CANNING. W. Alison Phillips.
BEACONSFIELD. Walter Sichcl.

Second

Edition.

JOHANN WOLFGANG GOETHE. H . G. Atkins. I
FRANCOIS FBNELON. Viscount St. Cyres.

SIR WALTRR RALRIGH. I. A. Taylor.
ERASMUS. E. F . H . Capey.

Romantic History.
Edited by MARTIN HUME. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
A series of attractive volumes in which the periods and personalities selected are
such as afford romantic human interest, in addition to their historical
importance.
Hume. 15*. net.

T H E FIRST GOVERNESS OF T H E N E T H E R LANDS, MARGARET OF AUSTRIA. Eleanor

Tfiis NINE DAYS' QUEEN.

E. Tremayne. 10*. 6d. net.
Two ENGLISH QUEENS AND PHILIP.

Richard Davey.

With a Preface by Martin Hume. Second
Edition, xos. 6d. net.

Martin

The States of Italy.
Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS.
Illustrated.
A HISTORY OF MILAN UNDER THE SFORZA.

Cecilia M. Ady. xos. 6d. net.
A HISTORY OF PERUGIA.

Demy Zvo.
I A HISTORY OR VBRONA. A. M. Allen, xas.td

\

net.

W. Heywood.

xs#. td. net.
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The Westminster Commentaries.
General Editor, WALTER LOCK.
rHE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

j B. Rackham.
xos. 6d.

Edited by R.

Demy Zvo. Fifth

Edition.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. Edited with Introduction and Notes by S. R. Driver.
Eighth Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d.
T H E BOOK OF THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

PHE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE
TO THE CORINTHIANS. Edited by H . L.

Goudge.

Third Edition.

THK BOOK OF EXODUS.

Demy Zvo. 6s.
Edited by A. H.

M'Neile. With a Map and 3 Plans.
Zvo. xos. 6d.

Demy

by G. W. Wade. Demy Zvo.

Driver. Demy Zvo. xs.
THE BOOK OF JOB. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 6s.
T H E EPISTLE OF S T . JAMES.

rHE BOOK OF EZEKIEL.

Redpath. Demy Zvo.

Edited by H. A.

xos. 6d

Edited

xos. 6d.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS IN THE SEVENTH
EDITION OF THK BOOK OF GENESIS. S. R.

Edited with In-

troduction fand Notes by R. J . Knowling.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 6s.

Methuen's Shilling Library.
Fcap. Zvo.
D E PROFUNDIS.

Oscar Wilde.

* T H E L I F E OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

THR LORE OF THE HONEY-BEE.

Tickner

I Edwardes.
LETTERS

MERCHANT

TO HIS SON. George Horace Lorimer.
^SELECTED POEMS.

PART

Graham Balfour.

* T H E L I F E OF JOHN RUSKIN.

FROM A SELF-MADE

CONDITION

OF ENGLAND.

G. F . G.

Masterman.

Oscar Wilde.

III.—A

W. G. Colling-

wood.
*THE

SELECTION OF WORKS OF FICTION

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND

F O N E OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA: OR, T H E
POLITE ADVENTURESS.

Third

Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
T H E GLAD HEART.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fifth

Edition-

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
ANTHONY CUTHBERT. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
LOVE'S PROXY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E . HOUSE OF SERRAVALLE. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bailey (H.C.). STORM AND TREASURE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•THE LONELY QUEEN. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Baring-Gould (S.).

IN THE ROAR

OF THE SEA. Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s.
MARGERY OF QUETHER.
Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
THE BROOM - SQUIRE.
Illustrated.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
GUAVAS T H E TINNER.
Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
PABO T H E PRIEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ROYALGEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo.6s.
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CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
IN DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.
THEFROBISHERS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
•Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

T H E SOUL OF LILTTH.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Seventeenth

WORMWOOD :

OF PAKIS.

A DRAMA

Eighteenth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BARABBAS : A DREAM OF THR WORLD'S!

TRAGEDY. Forty-fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s.
Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-sixth
ALARMS. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE
COUNTESS
TEKLA.
Fifth
T H E MASTER CHRISTIAN. Thirteenth \
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Edition, xjoth Thousand Cr. Zvo. 6s. M
T H E MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
TEMPORAL POWER : A STUDY IN
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SUPREMACY.
Second Edition.
x$oth
Thousand Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Begbie (Harold), T H E CURIOUS A N D
GOD'S GOOD MAN ; A SIMPLE L O V J
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
STORY. Fifteenth Edition.
xs\th ThouJOHN SPARROW, BART. ; OR, T H E sand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
PROGRESS OF , J£N OPEN MIND. Second
HOLY O R D E R S : THR TRAGEDY OF A
•Edition. Cr. Zvo- 6s.
QUIET LIFE.
Second Edition.
xioth
Thousand. 'Crown Zvo. 6s.
Belloe (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
T H E MIGHTY ATOM.
Twenty-ninth
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
BOY: a Sketch. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
A CHANGE I N T H E CABINET^ TTh&d
6s.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
CAMEOS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Bennett (Arnold). CLAY HANGER. T H E LIFE EVERLASTING. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E CARD. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Crockett (S. R-). LOCHINVAR. Hlus-1
*HILDA LESSWAYS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E STANDARD BEARER, Second
Benson (E. F.). DODO: A DETAIL OF THE
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DAY. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Birmingham (George A.). THE BAD C r o k e r (B. M.).

Bowen (Marjorie).
I WILL MAINTAIN. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DEFENDER OF T H E FAITH.
Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

T H E OLD CANTONMENT. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. j
JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6e.\
T H E HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A N I N E DAYS* WONDER.
Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
PEGGY OF T H E BARTONS.
Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ANGEL. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
KATHERINE T H E ARROGANT. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
BABES I N T H E WOOD. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). FLOWER

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.)- THE GETTING

D u n e a n (Sara J e a n n e t t e ) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). AVOYAGEOFCONSOLATION.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
COUSIN CINDERELLA. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE
BURNT
OFFERING.
Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TIMES. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SPANISH GOLD.
Sixth Edition.
Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
THE SEARCH PARTY. Fifth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
•LALAGE'S LOVERS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
• T H E ADVENTURES OF DR, WHITTY.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

O' T H E ORANGE, and Other Tales.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WELL O F
DOROTHY.
Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Conrad (Joseph). THE SECRET AGENT:
A Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A SET OF SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
UNDER WESTERN EYES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirtieth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
VENDETTA. Twenty-eighth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
T HELM A :

A

NORWEGIAN

Forty-first Edition.

PRINCESS.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A R D A T H : T H E STORY OF A DEAD SELF.

Twentieth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

LAMP.

Twelfth Edition.

Fenn (G. Manville).
THE

Cr.Zvo. 6s.

SYD BELTON:

BOY WHO WOULD NOT GO TO SEA.

Illustrated. Second Ed. Cr. Zvo. 3*. 6d.
F i n d l a t e r (J. H.). T H E GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. fifth Edition. Cr.
T H E L A D D E R TO T H E STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FICTION
Rndlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
B r E R T H E HILLS. Second Edition. Cr.
JFHE* ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.
wCr. Zvo. 6s.
WBLIND
BIRD'S NEST. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
I r y (B. a n d C. B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
•Gibbon (Pereeval).
MARGARET
I HARDING. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
fcsslng (George). THE CROWN OF
f L I F E . Cr.Zvo. 6s.
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Hyne (C J. Cutellffe).
MR HORROCKS, PURSER. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
'Inner Shrine' (Author of the). THE
WILD OLIVE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.
Jacobs (W. W.). # MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
SEA URCHINS. Sixteenth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 3s. 6d.
A MASTER OF CRAFT.
Illustrated.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Tenth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated.
Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated.
Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
T MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•THE SCHOLAR'S DAUGHTER. Fourth
\ Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
HILDA STRAFFORD and T H E REMITTANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
5NTERPLAY. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Hiehens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
I BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
FELIX. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Eighth
, Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
James (Henry). THE GOLDEN BOWL.
BYEWAYS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twentieth
THE F I N E R GRAIN.
Third Edition.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E CALL OF T H E BLOOD. Seventh
Le Queux (William). THE HUNCHBACK
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
OF WESTMINSTER.
Third Edition.
BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
THE DWELLER ON T H E THRESHOLD. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Eleventh Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition. Cr.
A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
PHROSO. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A SERVANT OF T H E PUBLIC. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE GREAT MISS DRIVER.
Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•MRS. MAXON PROTESTS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK.

Third

Edition.

THE VALLEY OF T H E SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CROOKED WAY. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Lueas (E. V.). LISTENER'S LURE ; AN
OBLIQUE NARRATION.

Eighth

Edition.

Fcaf. Zvo. 5s.
OVER BEMERTON'S: A N EASY-GOING
CHRONICLE. Ninth Edition. Fcap Zvo. ss.
MR. INGLESIDE. ^Eighth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
Lyall (Edna).
NOVELIST.
3s. 6d.

DERRICK VAUGHAN,
44th Thousand. Cr. Zvo.

Maenaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•PETER AND JANE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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Malet (Lueas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
WIFE. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). THE PARISH
NURSE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E HEART-SMITER Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
AVENGING CHILDREN. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ASTRAY I N ARCADY. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E R E WAS A WIDOW. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Marsh (Richard). THE COWARD BEHIND T H E CURTAIN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E SURPRISING HUSBAND. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A ROYAL INDISCRETION.
Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
LIVE MEN'S SHOES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Marshall (Archibald). MANY JUNES.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE SQUIRE'S DAUGHTER.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE ELDEST SON. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
Mason (A. E. W.).
CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
as. net.
Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E RAGGED MESSENGER.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E COUNTESS OF MAYBURY: BETWEEN You AND I. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
T H E REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THI
SPIDER. Illustrated. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
MoleswortMMrs.). THE RED GRANGE.
Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
3s. 6d.

Montague (C. E.). A HIND LET
LOOSE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s. m
Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAll
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A CHILD OF T H E J AGO. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Nesbit(E.}, (Mrs. H . Bland). THE RE11
HOUSE.
Illustrated.
Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•DORMANT. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
OHivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, T B J
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR With a
Frontispiece. Eleventh Ed Cr. Zvo. 6s
•THE TAMING OF JOHN BLUNTJ
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•Onions (Oliver). GOOD BOY SELDOM;
A ROMANCE OF ADVERTISEMENT.

6s.

Cr. Zvo.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•Orczy (Baroness). FIRE IN STUBBLE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF
WEBS. Illustrated. Fifth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
T H E GATE OF THE DESERT. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. zs. not.
PROFIT AND LOSS. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E LONG ROAD. Fourth Edition. Cr.
THE

SONG

OF

OTHER STORIES.

HYACINTH, AND
Second Edition.

Cr.

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
LAUR1STONS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s.
T H E COIL OF CARNE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Meade (L. T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.
Pain (Barry). THE EXILES OF FALOO.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.
RESURGAM. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
VICTORY. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
PEOPLE. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A GIRL OF T H E PEOPLE. Illustrated.
MRS. FALCHION, gifth Edition. Cr.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
Zvo. 6s.
HEPSY GIPSY.
Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo.
THE
TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
as.6d.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo- 6s.
THE HONOURABLE MISS; A STORY
T H E TRAIL OF T H E SWORD. IllusOF AN OLD-FASHIONED TOWN. Illustrated.
trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

FICTION
WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONT1AC:
The Story of a Lost Napoleon.
Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
AN ADVENTURER OF T H E NORTH.
The Last Adventures of • Pretty Pierre.'
fc Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE SEATS OF T H E MIGHTY. Illustrated. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
• H E BATTLE OF T H E STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.
vLSeventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
p E < POMP O F T H E LAVILETTES.
I Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.
I Cr. Zvo. 6s.

tasture (Mrs. Henry de la). THE
: TYRANT. Fourth Edition.

Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
I OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
I CROWN THEE KING. Illustrated. Cr.
W Zvo. 6s.
LOVE T H E HARVESTER: A STORY OF
THE SHIRES. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
THE MYSTERY OF T H E GREEN
HEART. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Perrin (Alice). THE CHARM.
Edition.

Fifth

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

;phillpotts(Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
I Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
[CHILDREN OF T H E MIST. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
I Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SONS
OF T H E MORNING.
Second
;
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
I T H E RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE AMERICAN PRISONER.
Fourth
\ Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.
I Cr. Zvo. 6s.
KNOCK AT A VENTURE. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo, 6s..
T H E PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr,
Zvo. 6s.
THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.
T H E STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DEMETER'S
DAUGHTER.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Pickthall (Marmaduke).

SAID THE

FISHERMAN. Eighth Edition.
6s.

Cr.Zvo.

•Q' (A. T. Quiller Coueh). THE WHITE

WOLF. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
MERRY-GARDEN

AND OTHER

MAJOR * VIGOUREUX,
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Third

STORIES.

Edition.
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Ridge (W. Pett). ERB. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A SON OF T H E STATE Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. %s. 6d.
A BREAKER OF LAWS. Cr. Zvo. 3*. 6d.
MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth
Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SPLENDID BROTHER. Fourth Edition.
N I N E TO SIX-THIRTY. Third Edition
Cr Zvo. 6s.
•THANKSTO SANDERSON. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Robins (Elizabeth).
Third Edition.

THE CONVERT.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark).

MY DANISH

S W E E T H E A R T . Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
Sidgwlck (Mrs. Alfred). T H E KINSMAN. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
T H E SEVERINS. Sixth Edition, Cr,
Zvo. 6s.
T H E LANTERN-BEARERS. Third Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
•ANTHEA'S GUEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

•Somerville (E. (E.) and Ross (Martin).
DAN RUSSEL T H E FOX.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Illustrated.

Thurston (E. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth
Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Watson (H. B. Marriott).

TWISTED

EGLANTINE. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E HIGH TOBY. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E CASTLE BY T H E SEA.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE PRIVATEERS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
A POPPY S H O W : BEING DIVERS AND
DIVERSE TALES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE FLOWER OF THE HEART. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ALISE OF ASTRA. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
W e b l i n g (Peggy). T H E STORY OF
VIRGINIA PERFECT. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E SPIRIT OF MIRTH. Fifth Edition. \
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Wells (H. 6.). T H E SEA LADY. Cr
Zvo. 6s.
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Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED

ROBE. Illustrated. Twenty-third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Whitby (Beatrice). THE RESULT OF
AN ACCIDENT. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.
ROSAMUND. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE

LIMITED

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITSl
ERRAND IN SPAIN. Illustrated. FifM
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E BOTOR CHAPERON. Illustrated.I
Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SCARLET R U N N E R Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
SET IN SILVER.
Illustrated.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

LORD LOVELAND D I S C O V E R *

LIGHTNING C O N D U C T O R : The
AMERICA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. IllusT H E GOLDEN SILENCE. Sixth Edition.
trated. Seventeenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
6s. Also Cr. Zvo. xs. net. .
•A NEW NOVEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE PRINCESS PASSES : A Romance of
a Motor. Illustrated. Ninth
Edition.

MY FRIEND T H E CHAUFFEUR. Illustrated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
LADY BETTY ACROSS T H E WATER
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF!

THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
• T H E UNOFFICIAL HONEYMOON J
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Methuen's Two-Shilling Novels.
Cr. Zvo. 2s, net.
T H E GATE OF THE DESERT.

THE SEVERINS.
CLEMENTINA.

John Oxenham.

Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

T H E PRINCESS VIRGINIA.

C. N . and A. M.

Williamson.

A. E. W. Mason.

COLONEL ENDERBY'S W I F B .

Lucas Malet.

Books for Boys and Girls.
Illustrated:
CROSS AND DAGGER.

Crown Zvo. 3/. 6d.

The Crusade of the

Children, 1212. W. Scott Durrant.

L. T. Meade.

Mrs.
HEPSY GIPSY.

W. K. Clifford.
ONLY A GUARD-ROOM D O G .

Mrs. Molesworth.

A GIRL OF THR PEOPLE.

T H E GETTING WELL OF DOROTHY.

Edith

E.

Cuthell.

L. T. Meade,

T H E HONOURABLE MISS.

W. Clark

Russell.
The

Boy who

would not

go to Sea. G. Manyille Fenn.

as. 6d

L. T. Meade.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGR.
SYD BELTON:

THR RED GRANGR.

Mrs. M. E.

Mann.
WHEN ARNOLD COMBS HOME.

Mrs. M. E.

Mann.

Methuen's Shilling Novels.
JANE. Marie CorelH.

MIRAGE. E. Temple Thurston.

UNDER THE R E D ROBE. Stanley J. Weyman.
LADY BETTY ACROSS THB WATER. C. N .

VIRGINIA PERFECT. Peggy Webling.
SPANISH GOLD. G. A. Birmingham.
•BARBARY SHEEP. Robert Hichens.

ft A. M. Williamson.
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FICTION

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas.
Medium

Zvo.

Price 6d.

ACTS.
$ H E ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN PAMPHILB.
AMAURY.
JJTHE BIRD OF FATB.
T H E BLACK TULIP.
P?HE CASTLE OF EPPSTEIN.
CATHERINE BLUM.
' CECILS.
T H E CHATELET.
?THE CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL. (Double

volume.)
'CHICOT THE JESTER.
CHICOT REDIVIVUS.
T H E COMTE DE MONTGOMMERY.
CONSCIENCE.
T H E CONVICT'S SON.
T H E CORSICAN BROTHERS; and OTHO THE
ARCHER.
CR OP-EARED JACQUOT.
DOM GORENFLOT.
T H E Due D'ANJOU.
T H E FATAL COMBAT.
T H E FENCING MASTER.
FERNANDE.
GABRIEL LAMBERT.
GEORGES.
T H E GREAT MASSACRE.
HENRI DR NAVARRE.
HELENE DE CHAVERNY.
T H E HOROSCOPE.

Double Volumes,

is.

LEONE-LEONA.
LOUISE DE LA VALLIERE.

(Double volume.)

T H E M A N IN T H B IRON MASK.

(Double

volume.)
MAITRE ADAM.
T H E MOUTH OF HELL.
NANON.

(Double volume.)

OLYMPIA.
PAULINE ; PASCAL BRUNO ; and BONTEKOE.
PERK LA RUINE.
T H E PORTE SAINT-ANTOINE.
T H E PRINCE OF THIEVES.
T H E REMINISCENCES OF ANTON*.
S T . QUENTIN.
ROBIN HOOD.
SAMUEL GELB.
T H E SNOWBALL AND THE SULTANETTA.
SYLVANDIRE.
T H E TAKING OF CALAIS.
TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
TALES OF STRANGE ADVENTURE.
TALES OF TERROR.
T H E THREE MUSKETEERS. (Double volume.)
TOURNEY OF THE R U E S T . ANTOINE.
T H E TRAGEDY OF NANTES.
TWENTY YEARS AFTER. (Double vohimei)
T H E WILD-DUCK SHOOTER.
T H E WOLF-LEADER.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books.
Medium Zvo.
Albanesi (E. Maria). L O V E A N D
LOUISA.
I KNOW A MAIDEN.
THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
PETER A PARASITE.
Anstey (F.). A BAYARD OF BENGAL.
Austen (J.). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
BagOt (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OF NETS.
DONNA DIANA.
Balfour (Andrew).
SWORD.

BY STROKE OF

BaringrGould (S-). FURZE BLOOM
CHEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN T H E ROAR OF T H E SEA.
NOEMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated
LITTLE TUPPENNY.
WINEFRED.
THE FROBISHERS.
T H E QUEEN OF LOVE.
ARMINELL.
BLADYS OF T H E STEWPONEY.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.
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Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.

Glanville (Ernest). T H E I N C A ' I
TREASURE.
THE KLOOF BRIDE.
Glelg (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE. J

Benson (E. F.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.

Grimm (The Brothers).
FAIRY TALES.

Bronte (Charlotte).
Brownell (C L-).
JAPAN.

SHIRLEY.
THE HEART OF

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.
Caffyn (Mrs.). ANNE MAULEVERER.
Capes

(Bernard).

THE

LAKE

OF

GRIMM'S

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK. I
A CHANGE OF AIR.
T H E C H R O N I C L E S OF C O U N i i
ANTONIO.
PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
Hornung (E. W.).
NO TALES.

DEAD MEN TELL

WINE.
THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.

Hyne ( C J. 0 > PRINCE RUPERT THE
BUCCANEER.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.
MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian)- A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Ingraham U. H.).
DAVID.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.
Dante (Alighleri).
COMEDY (Cary>

THE

DIVINE

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP.
Dunean (Sara Jeannette).
THOSE
DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.
Findlater (Jane H.). THE
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

GREEN

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Porcinea).
HOLY MATRIMONY.
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.
GlSSlng (G.). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.

THE THRONE OF

Le Queux (W.). THE HUNCHBACK
OF WESTMINSTER.
THE CROOKED WAY.
•THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Levett-Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S
WAY.
Linton (E. Lynn). THE T R U E HISTORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.
Lyall(Edna).

DERRICK VAUGHAN.

Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.).
MRS. PETER
HOWARD.
A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
THE PATTEN EXPERIMENT.
A WINTER'S TALE.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOADLEY'S SECRET.
A MOMENT'S ERROR
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FMTHFTJL,
Mareh (Riehard). A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE
THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
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LIMITED

Books for Travellers.
Crown Zvo. 6s. each.
Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour.
A WANDERER IN PARIS.

E. ^ I L b e a s .

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND.
A WANDERER IN LONDON.

T H B BRETONS AT HOME.

E . V. Lucas.
E. V. Lucas.

F. M. Gostling.

T H E LAND OF PARDONS (Brittany).
A BOOK OF THE RHINE.

T H E NORFOLK BROADS.

W. A. Dutt.

An

Le Braz.
T H E NAPLES RIVIERA.

S. Baring-GoulJ.
H. M. Vaughan.

THE NEW FOREST. Horace G. Hutchinson.

DAYS IN CORNWALL.

NAPLES. Arthur H. Norway.

THROUGH EAST ANGLIA IN A MOTOR CAR.

T H E CITIES OF UMBRIA.
T H E CITIES OF SPAIN.

Edward Hutton.

T H E SKIRTS OF THR GREAT CITY.

Edward Hutton.

G. Bell.

FLORENCE AND T H E CITIES OF NORTHERN
TUSCANY, WITH GENOA.
Edward Hutton.

ROUND ABOUT WILTSHIRE.
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY.

Mrs. A.

A. G. Bradley.

T. F . Henderson and

Francis Watt.

ROME. Edward Hutton.
VENICE AND VENETIA.

C. Lewis Hind.

J. E. Vincent.

NORWAY AND ITS FJORDS.

Edward Hutton.

M. A. Wyllie.

Some Books on Art.
ART AND LIFE. T. Sturge Moore. Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. ss. net.
AIMS AND IDEALW IN A R T .

George Clausen.

Illustrated. Second Edition.
Zvo. si.Q&ts
Six LECTURES ON PAINTING.

George Clausen.

Illustrated. Third Edition.
Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
FRANCESCO

GUARDI,

Simonson.
£z zs. net.
ILLUSTRATIONS

Large Post

Large Post

1712-1793.

Illustrated.

G. A.

Imperial

^to.

O N E HUNDRED MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURR.

With an Introduction by G. F. Hill, f Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
A ROMNEY FOLIO.

With an Essay by A. B.

Chamberlain. Imperial Folio. £xs I5Snet.
THE SAINTS IN ART. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.
SCHOOLS OF PAINTING.f
Mary Innes. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. s . net.
T H E POST IMPRESSIONISTS.

C. Lewis Hind.

Illustrated. Royal Zvo. js. 6d. net.
CELTIC A R T IN PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN TIMES.

OF THE BOOK

William Blake. Quarto.

OF J O B .

£x xs. net.

JOHN LUCAS, PORTRAIT PAINTER, 1828-1874.

Arthur Lucas. Illustrated. Imperial 4to.
£3 3s. net.
O N E HUNDRED MASTERPIECES OF PAINTING.

With an Introduction by R. C. Witt. Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. xos.6d.
net.

J.R.Allen. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
net.
" CLASSICS OF A R T . "

js.6d

See page 14.

" T H E CONNOISSBUR'S LIBRARY." See page 14.
" L I T T L E BOOKS ON A R T . "
" T H B LITTLE GALLERIES."

See page 17.
See page 17.

GENERAL LITERATURE

3i

Some Books on Italy.
A HISTORY OF MILAN UNDER THR SFORZA.

•Cecilia M. Ady.
xos. 6d. net.

Illustrated.

A HISTORY OF VERONA.

A. M. Allen.

Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
A HISTORY OF PERUGIA.

Demy Zvo.

xas. 6d. net.
William Heywood.

Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

xas.6d.net.

T H E LAKES OF NORTHERN ITALY.

Richard

Bagot. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. ss. net.

WOMAN IN ITALY. W. Boulting.

Demy Zvo.

A ROMAN

Illustrated.

xos. 6d. net.

IOLD ETRURIA AND MODERN TUSCANY.

SICILY ; The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Sladen. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 5J. net.
SICILY. F . H. Jackson. Illustrated. Small
Pott Zvo. Cloth, zs. 6d. net; leather, 3s. 6d.
net.
ROME. Edward Hutton. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mary

PILGRIMAGE.

; L. Cameron. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

T H E CITIES OF UMBRIA.

FLORENCE AND THB CITIES OF NORTHERN
TUSCANY, WITH GENOA. Edward Hutton.

THE

Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY.

Hutton.
Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
IN

UNKNOWN TUSCANY.

Illustrated.
7*. 6d. net.

Edward

Second

Edition.

Edward Hutton.

Second Edition.

VENICE AND VENETIA.

Demy Zvo.

Edward Hutton.

Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
VENICE ON FOOT. H . A. Douglas. Illustrated.

Fcap. Zyo. 5*. net.
VENICE

AND H E R TREASURES.

H.

A.

Douglas. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. ss- net.
FLORENCE : Her History and Art to the Fall
of the Republic. F. A. Hyett. Demy Zvo.
js. 6d. net.
FLORENCE AND H E R TREASURES.

H. M.

Vaughan. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 5J. net.
COUNTRY WALKS ABOUT FLORENCE.

Edward

Hutton. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 5J. net.
NAPLES : Past and Present. A. H. Norway.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
T H E NAPLES RIVIERA.

H. M. Vaughan.

Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

R

E.

Roberts.

Illustrated. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.
ROME. C. G. Ellaby. Illustrated.
Small
Pott Zvo. Cloth, as. 6d. net; leather, 3s. 6d.
net.
Edward Hutton.

Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
LIVES

OR S.

FRANCIS

Brother Thomas of Celano.
net.
LORENZO THB MAGNIFICENT.

Horsburgh. Illustrated.
Demy Zvo. xss. net.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
OF ASSISI.

Cr. Zvo. 5*.
E.

L.

S.

Second Edition.

GIROLAMO SAVONAROLA. E. L. S. Horsburgh.

Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 5$. net.
ST.

CATHERINE OF SIENA AND H E R TIMES.

By the Author of" Mdlle Mori." Illustrated.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.
DANTE AND HIS ITALY.

Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
• DANTB ALIGHIERI : His

Lonsdale Ragg.

xzs. 6d. net.
Life and Works.

Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ss.
net.
T H E MEDICI POPES. H . M. Vaughan.

trated. Demy Zvo.

Illus-

xss. net.

SHELLEY AND H I S FRIENDS IN ITALY.

Helen.

R. Angeli. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.
net.

xos. 6d.

HOME L I F E IN ITALY.

Lina Duff Gordon.

Illustrated. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo.
xos. 6d. net.
SKIES ITALIAN : A Little Breviary for Traveller*
in Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fcap. Zvo. ss*
net.
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